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Following our successful Sales 3013 and 3014 in the spring, H.R. Harmer hit the road for the 
American Philatelic Society’s StampShow 2017 in Richmond, Virginia. Although our firm has not 
historically held auctions in conjunction with stamp shows, we felt that Richmond was simply the 
perfect venue to sell material from the Erivan Haub and Joseph Hackmey Collections. We offered 
the first part of Mr. Haub’s collection at World Stamp Show NY-2016, and subsequent sales of his 
European material have since been held through our sister companies in Europe.
From scarce Confederate handstamps to world-class strikes of Waterbury fancy cancels, the material 
in Haub’s collection represents a once-in-a-generation opportunity for students of classic postal 
history. The selections we offered from the Joseph Hackmey Collection of British North America 
and United States Postal History were no less spectacular, featuring some of the true rarities of 
early Canada.
Both sales proved extremely successful, with active participation both on the show floor and on the 
internet. Even our loftiest ambitions showed themselves to be much too low. Through the course 
of less than 300 lots we hammered over $500,000—proof that the market for exceptional philatelic 
material is still alive and well. It is our hope that our current sales will be met with the same success 
that has marked the past several years for our firm.
 
As we started in our spring sales, we will again be using a start price for each lot rather than an 
estimate. Whereas an estimate is oftentimes ambiguous and open-ended, with lots opening at and 
selling for a fraction of the estimate, a start price allows bidders to know exactly where the bidding 
for an item will start. For longtime bidders who are used to submitting a bid lower than the low 
estimate, we must make it explicitly clear that we will not consider bids below the listed start price.
 
From Caspary to Liechtenstein, great collectors put their trust in H.R. Harmer for the last 78 years. 
If you’re interested in consigning or buying with us, please contact us today and we will provide 
you with the same high-quality service that our company was founded upon all those decades ago.
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OBviOuS REpRinTS

Forgeries, fake cancels, and badly defective 
stamps are normally not included in catalog totals 
unless noted. However, as with any large group 
of stamps, some stamps may prove to be bogus, 
misidentified, or defective. Descriptions of quality 
are meant to apply to the overall condition of 
the lot. Lots described as being “mixed” quality or 
condition should be expected to contain some 
faulty material.

OwnER’S CATAlOG vAluE 

In some cases an “owner’s catalog value” is given. 
Such a figure is just that. An owner’s value may 
be useful as a guide but H.R. Harmer does not 
guarantee the accuracy of such a figure. Gum. 
Stamps described as “mint” can be expected to 
have original gum (OG), but should be expected 
to be hinged unless specifically noted as never 
hinged (NH).

ExpERTizinG mARkS 

We sometimes mention an expert’s signature 
or guarantee mark on a stamp. However, while 
we believe that the vast majority of stamps so 
described are genuine, H.R. Harmer implies no 
warranty to that effect.

vAluATiOnS 

A Start Price is given for each lot. We do not accept 
any bids below the start price. All collection lots or 
lots containing in excess of 10 stamps offered in 
this auction are sold “as is” and are not returnable 
for any reason whatsoever.Please be certain to read 
the full Terms & Conditions of Sale at the rear of the 
catalog. All bidders will be bound by those Terms & 
Conditions of Sale.

S y m B O l S  

A    –  Autograph 
E    –  Essay 
P    –  Proof 
S    –  Specimen 
1 1  –  mint, never hinged 
1  –   mint, hinged, or without gum as issued 
2   –  mint, no gum (unused) 
1, 3   –  mint & used 
3 –  used    
5 –  on piece 
6  –  cover

Condition of Collections And large lots

All bids are in u.S. dollars

no bids below the Start price will be accepted!
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Bidding increments
Bids of    Increase by
up to $100   $5
$100 to $300   $10
$300 to $725   $25
$750 to $1,450   $50
$1,500 to $2,900  $100
$3,000 to $7,250  $250
$7,500 to $14,500  $500
$15,000 to $29,000  $1,000
$30,000 to $72,500  $2,500
$75,000 to $145,000  $5,000
$150,000 to $290,000  $10,000
$300,000 and up  $25,000

Bids that do not conform to the above 
increments will be reduced to the next 
appropriate bid. No bids accepted below the 
start price.

limit Bids

Individuals who wish to restrict their total 
purchases to a fixed amount (not less than 
$1,000) in any given auction may do so by 
advising us of the maximum amount they wish 
to spend. We will execute bids only until lots 
in the indicated limit are secured. The buyer’s 
premium will be added to the total, after the 
limit has been reached. All estimates are in u.S. 
Dollars. All times listed are Pacific time (unless 
noted). A Buyer’s Premium of 18% will be added 
to the hammer price of each lot.

Absentee Bidding
Bid directly on www.hrharmer.com and also by 
phone, fax, email or mail. Register now to start 
bidding at www.hrharmer.com.

Telephone Bidding
Telephone bidding for our auction is on 
a limited and priority basis only. If you are 
interested in telephone bidding, please contact 
Bill Bergstrom at 714-389-9178 no later than 
72 hours before the day of the sale, with your 
contact information and a list of the lots that 
you wish to bid on

live internet Bidding
We invite you to utilize live internet bidding via 
www.stampauctionnetwork.com for our sales. 
In order to bid during our live auction, you must 
be registered and approved for bidding with 
both Stamp Auction Network & H.R. Harmer. If 
you are registered at Stamp Auction Network, 
have been approved for bidding by H.R. 
Harmer and are ready to start bidding: Login at  
www.stampauctionnetwork.com, go to the 
Table of Contents for our sale, and select “Join the 
Public Auction in Progress.” You will be assigned 
a paddle number and are ready to start bidding. 
Lastly, if you are bidding actively on a lot and the 
bidding has passed your maximum bid, kindly 
use the “Pass” button to help expedite the sale.
Please note: Once a lot is announced as sold by 
the auctioneer on the floor, no late Internet bids 
will be accepted, nor will lots be reopened to 
the Internet once they have been sold on the 
floor. If you have any questions or concerns 
about Internet bidding or the registration 
process please do not hesitate to contact our 
office at 714-389-9178 or you can email us at 
info@hrharmer.com.
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From los Angeles intl. Airport – 
42 miles

South on World Way toward World WayTake ramp 
onto CA-1/S Sepulveda BlvdTake ramp onto I-105 
EastTake exit onto I-405 South toward Long BeachEx-
it Bristol and turn rightVenue is on the left

From long Beach Airport – 
22.3 miles  

South on E Donald Douglas Dr toward Barbara 
London Drive Right to stay on E Donald Douglas Dr, 
Right at CA-19/N Lakewood Blvd. Take I-405 ramp 
to San Diego. Keep left at fork to continue toward 
I-405 S and merge onto I 405 S. Exit Bristol and turn 
rightVenue is on the left

Directions to Auction venue

The Hilton Costa Mesa
3050 Bristol Street, Costa Mesa, California, United States 92626

From John Wayne Airport: Follow signs to the 405 
Freeway North. Exit Bristol Street and turn left. Drive 
over the bridge, turn left on Hotel Way. 

From 405 Freeway Southbound: Take 405 South to 
Bristol Street exit (just past Harbor Blvd and Hwy 73 
interchange). The hotel is located directly across from 
the exit on the left. 

From 405 Freeway Northbound: Take 405 North to 
Bristol Street exit. Exit left onto Bristol. Drive over the 
freeway and turn left on Hotel Way. 

From the 57 Freeway: Take the 57 South to I-5 South 
to Hwy 55 South. Exit Baker and turn right. Turn right 
again at Bristol Street and the hotel will be on the right 
hand side. 

From the 91 Freeway: Take 91 West to Hwy 55 South 
to 405 North. Exit at Bristol, turning left. Drive over the 
freeway and turn left on Hotel Way. 

From the 73 Freeway: Take 73 North, exit Bear Street, 
and turn right, right on Paularino, and left on Bristol.

Directions to Auction venue From Orange County
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LotNo Start Price

1001  3         1, 1840 1d Grey black, Plate 2,  H-H, clear to ample margins, red Maltese Cross cancel, Fine example 
(Scott $325, SG 2, £375) 100

1002  3         1, 1840 1d Black, Plate 3,  J-J, cleat good margins, brownish-red Maltese Cross cancel, Fine exampole 
from a scarcer plate (Scott $425, SG 2, £500) 100

1003  3         1, 1840 1d Black, Plate 6, L-L, ample balanced margins, rich color, centrally struck red Maltese Cross 
cancel, Very Fine (Scott $325, SG 2, £375) 80

1004  3         2, 1840 2d Blue,  plate 1, L-D, ample to full margins, red Maltese Cross cancel, Very Fine; signed Proschold 
(Scott $700; SG 5, £900)   160

1005  3         74, 1878 10sh Slate,  F-J, nicely centered, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $3,250; SG 128, £3,200) 500
1006 *          111-22, 126, 1887/1900 ½d-1sh Victoria,  o.g., or part o.g., some with hinge rem,ainder, F-VF (Scott $720; 

SG 197/211, 214, £710) 270
1007 **   4       116, 1887 4d Brown and green,  pane of 20, o.g., small hinge remainder in the top margin, stamps NH 

except for a small hinge reinforcement between stamps 13 and 14, some natural gum creases, few thin 
spots and some perf separations in the margin, F-VF (Scott $800 as used singles; SG 205, £800 as used 
singles) 500

1008 *          127-38, 143-45, 1902/11 ½d/1sh Edward VII,  2d, 2½d NH, others o.g. with some values h.r., F-VF (Scott 
$736) 270

1009  3         142, 1902 £1 Blue green,  unusually well centered, "on the nose" Jersey JY 14 04 cds, Very Fine and choice 
(Scott $825; SG 266, £825) 220
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LotNo Start Price

1010 **   4       834a, 874a, 1980 International Stamp Exhibition Souvenir Sheets,  wholesale lot of the 1978 souvenir sheet 
(190) and the 1979 souvenir sheet (205), all NH and Very Fine, Face Value approx. £184 75

1011       S    J9/17 var, 1924/31 ½d, / 2sh6d Postage Dues, "SPECIMEN" overprints, SG type 23 or 26 (2d); ½d pair in 
emerald, 1d pair in carmine, 2d pair in agate, 5d pair in brownish cinnamon, 2sh6d purple on yellow, l.h., 
also includes the 1915 1sh Blue (Scott J8) with type 23 specimen overprint, fresh and F-VF 60

Australian States
1012           P South Australia; 110TCP, 1896 5d Victoria and Arms, Trial color plate proofs, right margin vertical pairs 

in olive green, brown, blue, red brown and dark brown on gummed stamp paper, NH, Very Fine
170

1013        R   Tasmania; 1889 4d Yellow Defaced Reprint on white card, top margin block of four with each reprint 
having two strokes defacing the portrait, Very Fine 220

1014        R   1901 "Halfpenny" on 1d Carmine, Overprinted "Reprint.", top right corner margin block of ten with 
plate no. 1 on ungummed white card, 17mm margin break not affecting stamps, Very Fine 90

Australia
1015  3         44, 1915 5sh Yellow and grey,   fresh colors, beautiful centering, Sydney favor cancel, Very Fine, an 

attractive stamp (Scott $475) 100
1016 **   4       66, 69, 72, 75, 1926-30 ½d/5d George V Definitives,  gutter blocks, each with "JOHN ASH" inscription at 

bottom, NH and Very Fine, a scarce and attractive group 75
1017 **   4       96, 1929 6p Brown,  horizontal gutter block with marginal inscription "JOHN ASH / AUSTRALIAN 

NOTE AND STAMP PRINTER", NH, Very Fine, an attractive block (ACSC 22(4)za, A$400) 75

Bahrain (to 1964)
1018   6        1918 Censored Cover to Karachi,  India ½a Green postal stationery envelope cancelled by Bahrain 11 

OC 18 cds, nice strike of the scarce violet boxed "9/ P.C.K." (Passed Cover Karachi) handstamp, green 
"GR Opened By Censor" tape covers most of the back side, bit roughly opened at left, still Very Fine and 
scarce; ex-Hibbert 150

1019   6        1942 1½a Deep Purple on cream postal stationery envelope uprated with 1a Carmine and addressed 
to England, sent short-paid (two different due markings) with GB ½d and 1d Dues affixed and tied at 
Manchester, bit roughly opened at top Fine and rare; this envelope unlisted in H&G 250
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Bahrain ca. 1940
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LotNo Start Price

1020   6        H&G 1-2, 1934 9p, 9p+9p Postal Cards,  9p card uprated with 3p(3), 1a, 2a, 3a and addressed to Germany, 
indistinct cancel but datelined 9.6.37; 9p+9p uprated with 1a3p (both cards) and addressed to Germany, 
Bahrain 17 Feb 35 cds, reply card mint, some slight separation along the fold, F-VF 100

1021   6        1931/36 Registry Envelopes,  1931 to Karachi with India 2a+1a (H&G C5) uprated with India 1a and 
cancelled with Bahrain 25 Mai 31 cds, BAHRAIN PERSIAN GULF DISTRICT registry label, backstamped 
Karachi 1 Jun 31; 1936 to Germany with Bahrain 3a+1a (H&G C1) uprated with 3p, 2a and cancelled by 
Bahrain 17 Feb 36 cancels, BAHRAIN PERSIAN GULF DISTRICT registry label, backstamped Berlin, 
F-VF (see online scans) 150

1022   6        1944 Registry Envelopes,  two used H&G C2 entires - 1944 to London with add‘l stamps on each side 
of the envelope, Bahrain Reg cancels and Bahrain registry label, 1945 to Chicago, with the uprating 
stamps affixed and then removed from the back side, ms. registry number and a couple strikes of a small 
"BAHRAIN" handstamp, some typical postal wear, F-VF (see online scans) 100

1023   6        1907/25 Covers Selection,  three covers; 1907 to Constantinople with British PO receiving backstamp; 
1918 censored registered to Bombay; 1925 registered to Vienna with "BAHRAIN/ PERSIAN GULF 
DISTRICT" registry label, some typical light wear, Fine (see online scans) 150

1024   6        1933/39 Airmail Covers,  1933 "Bahrein-Calcutta First Flight" to India (India franking tied by Bahrain 
cancels) with boxed "Karachi-Calcutta First Airmail" handstamp, 1939 censored cover to Switzerland; 
1938 lightweight air envelope to USA with Bahrain Air cancels, F-VF (see online scans) 150

1025   6        1940/44 Censored Covers,   four covers (3 to Bombay, 1 to Iraq) with variety of censor markings and 
tapes, 1940 to iraq with a boxed "POSTAGE DUE" handstamp, very mixed condition, VG-VF (see online 
scans) 200

1026   6        1947/63 Covers Assortment,  five covers comprised of 1947 registered to India, 1947 registered to USA, 
1953 Coronation FDC, 1954 registered to USA, 1963 registered to USA on 40np Sheik registry envelope 
uprated with 1960 1r Sheik definitive, some typical postal wear, F-VF (see online scans) 120

British Central Africa
1027       S    42S, 1896 £25 Blue green and black, "SPECIMEN" overprint, rich colors, without gum, Fine (Scott $425 

for o.g.; SG 42s, £425 for o.g.) 250

British Honduras
1028  3         50c, 1899 25c Red brown and green, "REVE UE" variety, unobtrusive cds, small repaired fault upper left, 

Fine appearance (SG 68b; unpriced in used condition in Scott or SG) 140

Burma

1029 **          O1-14, 1937 3p-10R "SERVICE" Overprints,  bright fresh colors, pristine o.g. with no evidence of toning, 
F-VF, an elusive set in this post office fresh condition (Scott $900 for NH; SG O1-14, £900 for hinged) 300

1030   6        Burma 1910/40 Covers Selection,  four covers and one ppc; 1910 ppc (view of monastery in Mandalay) 
Rangoon to USA, 1915 censored cover Mong Nai to USA, 1928 registered cover Rangoon to USA, 1928 
registered cover from Japanese bank in Rangoon to USA, 1940 censored cover Rangoon to USA, some 
typical minor postal wear, Fine (see online scans) 150

1031   6        1939/47 Registry Envelopes,  uprated  H&G C1 1939 Tavoy to Bhamo with Tavoy registry label, uprated 
H&G C3 1947 to England with Rangoon registry label, typical bit of minor postal wear, Fine 100
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A Monastic School in Burma
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LotNo Start Price

1032   6        1915 Censored Cover Bushire to Kazeroun via Borazjan,  pair of 3c Overprint (Scott N3, SG 3; setting IC, 
pos 7-8) tied on back side of envelope by Bouchir (Depart) 12.IX.15 cds, light strike of violet "PASSED 
CENSOR" handstamp alongside, on address side in Borazjan the green censorship paper tape of British 
forces was removed (some residue remainders) and white censor tape and "Inspected in the Name of the 
Nation of Iran" applied, envelope slightly reduced at left, horiz fold at bottom and typical bit of postal 
wear, Fine use; signed Sadri and with his 2015 certificate 300

Canadian Provinces
1033   6        British Columbia & Vancouver Island Postal History,   24 covers + cover front, circa 1860-70, both 

incomming and outgoing to Cal., mixed issues but note US 10c (68), 5c (76), 24c (78), various entires + 
various Canadian 3c "small queens", also note many auxilary and company ovals or printed franks, mixed 
condition including stamp and cover faults, as usually seen, a very close inspection is suggested. 1900

1034   6        New Brunswick 1865 Turned Folded Printed Letter   originally mailed at Fredericton Jun 28, then 
refolded and remailed at Mouth of Nerepis July 6, letter franked each time with a "PAID 5 CENTS" rate 
handstamp, some small faults but scarce and unusual 120

1035 **   4       Newfoundland J1-7, J1a-4a, 1939/49 1c-10c Postage Dues,   blocks of four, NH, some typical blunted 
perfs, F-VF (Scott $607 as singles) 350

1036 *  6        Newfoundland Postal Cards Collection, 1873/1933, 29 mostly mint cards with most neatly arranged 
on exhibit pages and incl some extras, note UY6 mint, UY6a mint (2), UX7 mint and used, UX8 used, 
UX9 mint, UX11 mint, etc., some duplicates with different card stocks, F-VF (see online scans; Unitrade 
C$320) 50

1037 (*)          Nova Scotia 4, 1851 6d Yellow green, lovely color, clear to full margins, unused, Very Fine sound example 
of this scarce issue; 2008 PF certificate (Scott $5,000; Unitrade C$6,500) 950

1038 */**   4       12, 1860 10c Vermilion,  upper left sheet margin irregular block of 20, pos. 1-6, 11-16, 21-2, 31-2, 41-2, 
51-2, includes three imprints (one top, two left side), exceptionally fresh and showing briliant color, 16 
stamps are NH including one imprint block,  typical perfs and centering, Fine, showpiece. (Scott $380).

100

Canada
1039  3         5b, 1855 6d Greenish grey, three ample margins, just in at top, Fine; 2017 Gratton certificate (Scott $1,200)

160
1040   6        7, 1855 10p Blue,  single tied on cover to North Britain by numeral ring cancel, Montreal 5/4/57 split-

ring cds, bold red "Pkt Letter Paid Liverpool My 17 A57" tombstone handstamp, green Nairn split-ring 
5/18/57 backstamp, stamp light soiling and creased from filefold, small corner cover repair upper right, 
still VF appearing cover. 1998 Greene Foundation certificate. (Scott $3,250) 400

1041 (*)          23, 1869 1c Yellow orange, well centered unused single with rich color, tiny oxidation marks in now way 
detract, Very Fine; 2016 Greene Foundation certificate (Scott $1,500; Unitrade C$2,000) 350

1042 *          23a, 1869 1c Deep orange, pair, part o.g., horiz crease across both stamps with cert mentioning "some 
oxidation of color", nevertheless a Fine and very rare multiple; 2016 Greene Foundation certificate (Scott 
$3,500 as singles) 280

1043 *          28, 1868 12½c Blue, nicely centered pair, slightly disturbed o.g. with some light even toning affecting the 
paper, Very Fine centering; 2016 Greene Foundation certificate (Scott $2,500 as singles; Unitrade C$2,800 
as singles) 950
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1044  3         30c, 1868 15c Deep violet on very thick paper, a Fine sound example of this scarce variety; 1995 APS 
certificate (Scott $1,600) 525

1045   6        30c, 1868 15c Deep violet on thick paper,  lightly cancelled, a lovely example of this scarce variety; 2017 
Greene Foundation certificate (Scott $1,600) 200

1046 */**   4       35a, 1873/74 1c Orange, Perf 12, block of fifteen, o.g., center horiz row plus four stamps in bottom row 
NH, others with hinging to varying degrees, F-VF, a scarce multiple of this shade; 2016 Greene Foundation 
certificate (Scott $7,200+ as singles) 700

1047 */**          50-56, 58, 60, 1897 ½c/50c Jubilee,  each issue selected for freshness and centering, 1c, 3c, 5c NH, others 
o.g. with some l.h., 6c part o.g., Very Fine (Scott $1,487) 300

1048 * 3         51-65, 1897 1c-$5 Jubilee, 6c, $1 mint, others used, $2, $5 roller cancel, $4 light smear cancel, a few light 
wrinkles, generally F-VF (Scott $5,955) 725

1049 **   4       52, 1897 2c Jubilee, block of four with each stamp particularly well centered, unblemished o.g., NH, Very 
Fine and choice; 2016 Gratton certificate (Scott $370 as singles) 95

1050 *          54-57, 1897 5c-10c Jubilee, rich colors, l.h. or o.g., F-VF (Scott $590) 75
1051 **   4       57, 1897 10c Jubilee, top margin block of four with part imprint, nicely centered, o.g., NH, some perf 

separations, Very Fine; 2016 Gratton certificate (Scott $1,600 as singles) 260
1052 **          57, 1897 10c Jubilee,  well centered, o.g., NH, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $425) 120
1053 **          57, 1897 10c Jubilee, lovely color, NH but with trace fingerprints on gum, Very Fine; 2016 Gratton certificate 

(Scott $425; Unitrade C$675) 120
1054 **          57, 1897 10c Jubilee,  rich color, P.O. fresh, o.g., NH, Very Fine; 2017 Gratton certificate (Scott $425)

100

1055 **          58, 1897 15c Steel blue,  NH, attractive centering, bright and fresh color, 2016 PSE certificate graded VF-XF 
85 (SMQ $850) 200

1056 **          59, 1897 20c Jubilee,  rich color, o.g., NH, Very Fine and attractive (Scott $650) 180
1057 **          61, 1897 $1 Jubilee,  o.g., NH, fresh and Fine; 2016 Gratton certificate (Scott $2,900) 375
1058 *          61, 1897 $1 Jubilee,  o.g., small h.r., fresh and Very Fine (Scott $1,000) 200
1059 (*)          62, 1897 $2 Jubilee,  well centered, regummed over tiny thin spot, Very Fine appearance (Scott $1,400 

for o.g.) 100
1060 *          63, 1897 $3 Jubilee,  o.h. l.h., couple light natural gum wrinkles, fresh and Fine (Scott $1,400) 250

1061 *          64, 1897 $4 Jubilee,  left margin single, lovely fresh color, o.g., Very Fine and attractive (Scott $1,400)
300

1062 *          65, 1897 $5 Jubilee,  very well centered with particularly rich color, o.g., Very Fine (Scott $1,500) 400
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1063 **          71, 1897 6c Brown, lovely fresh color, o.g., NH, Very Fine and choice; 2016 Gratton certificate (Scott $350; 
Unitrade C$675) 120

1064 *   4       Unitrade 75vi, 1898 1c Grey green on vertical wove paper, Imperforate, to right corner margin block of 
four, without gum as issud, fresh and Extremely Fine (C$1,800) 375

1065 **   4       77b, 1900 2c Carmine Type II, Booklet pane of 6,   bright and fresh, glassine interleaving affixed to 
margin, stamps are all NH, slight staining to margin, still Fine (Scott $3,000 for NH) 500

1066 *   4       79a, 1899 5c Blue on bluish horizontal wove paper, , top right corner margin block of four, without gum 
as issued, an Extremely Fine showpiece (C$1,800) 375

1067 */**   4       82, 1898 8c Orange,  block of six, o.g., five stamps NH, top left stamp l.h., F-VF (Scott $4,125 as singles)
350

1068 *   4       Unitrade 82ii, 1898 8c Orange on vertical wove paper, Imperforate, bottom left corner margin block of 
four, without gum as issued, Very Fine and choice (C$1,800 as pairs) 375

1069 */**   4       84, 1900 20c Olive green, left margin block of six, five stamps NH, top left stamp o.g., right stamps VG-
Fine, left stamps F-VF (Scott $7,150 as singles) 525

1070 (*)          85a, 1898 2c Penny Postage, Imperforate, vertical pair still affixed on the original card, Very Fine and 
choice, only 100 pairs issued (Scott $550, Unitrade C$700) 140

1071 **   4       87, 1899 2c on 3c Carmine, top margin block of sixteen with part imprint, NH, F-VF (Scott $720 as 
singles) 100

1072 **   4       92, 1903 7c Olive bistre, block of four with proof-like color, full o.g., NH, F-VF, a premium multiple; 2016 
Greene Foundation certificate (Scott $2,600 as singles, Unitrade C$1,750 as singles) 700

1073 **   4       Unitrade 92iii, 1903 7c Straw, right margin block of four, NH but trace of fingerprint on top right stamp, 
fresh and F-VF; 2016 Greene Foundation certificate (C$4,200 as singles) 400

1074 *   4       94, 1904 20c Olive green, block of four with fresh color and better than usual centering with the two 
left stamps being an exceptionally well centered "jumbos", o.g. or part o.g., Fine-Extremely Fine; 2016 
Greene Foundation certificate (Scott $3,200 as singles; Unitrade C$5,000 as singles) 600

1075 *   4       95, 1908 50c Purple, top margin block of four, rich color, small h.r. as perf reinforcement, short perf 
bottom left, VG-Fine (Scott $3,800 as singles) 375

1076 **   4       96, 1908 ½c Prince and Princess of Wales,   left margin block of 50, pos 24 re-entry line through 
"CANADA" (pos 44 of the full sheet), NH, some stamps in the left columns small thins, o/w F-VF (Scott 
$1,051 as singles) 150

1077 **   4       96, 1908 ½c Prince and Princess of Wales,  right margin block of 50, one row vertical perfs almost entirely 
separated leaving the intact perfs between pos 3 and 4 keeping block intact, NH, F-VF (see online scan; 
Scott $950) 100

1078 */(*)          98-103, 1908 2c-20c Quebec Tercentenary,  nicely centered assortment with 2c (1), 5c (4), 7c (2), 10c-15 
(1 each), 20c (3 incl two regummed), o.g. or dist. o.g. to varying degrees, 5c (1), 7c (1) light crease, F-VF 
or better (Scott $1,875) 250

1079 **          99, 1908 5c Champlain‘s Home, very well centered top margin single, NH but with trace fingerprints on 
gum, Very Fine; 2016 Gratton certificate (Scott $210; Unitrade C$450) 95
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1080 **   4       99, 1908 5c Champlain‘s Home,  top margin block of six with "No-2", rich color, PO fresh, stamps NH, 
h.r. in the margin only, F-VF, attractive block (Scott $1,260 as singles) 250

1081 */**          104/184, 1911/31 1c/$1 Admirals Issue Assortment,  mint singles and blocks incl 111, 112 block NH, 
115 block, 116, 118 NH, 119c NH, 138 block (bottom pair NH), 184 block NH, etc., few minor faults or 
slight gum disturbance, F-VF (Scott $2,150) 350

1082 */**   4       109, 110, 119, 122, 1922/25 3c/$1 Admiral, blocks of four with fresh colors, bottom stamps NH, top l.h. 
or small h.r., 20c VG-Fine, others F-VF (see online scans; Scott $1,895 as singles) 325

1083 **   4       116, 1912 10c Plum,  bottom margin block of four, 80% lathework type C in the margin, NH, fresh and 
Fine (Unitrade C$6,000) 475

1084 **   4       118, 1911 10c Bistre-brown,  top margin imprint and plate no 24 block of eight, fresh o.g., NH, lightly 
folded along central vertical perfs, Fine and attractive (Scott $440 as singles; Unitrade C$600 as Fine 
singles)   240

1085 */**          123-25, 127-29, 131-34, 184, 1913-31 1c/3c Admiral Coils, Paer 12x8,  131, 134 NH, others o.g. or part 
o.g., 125 (2 shades), 132 paper adherences, 125 (1), 128 small thin spots, o/w F-VF with some Very Fine 
(Scott $548) 100

1086 **   4       136, 1924 1c Orange yellow imperforate,  bottom margin block of four with about 40% of lathework type 
D inverted, NH, Very Fine and choice (Unitrade C$2,000) 200

1087 **   4       149/159, 1928-29 1c/$1 "Scroll" Issue Assortment,  includes 151-54 blocks NH, 155 plate no block of 
eight (the two extra stamps NH), 159 NH, F-VF (Scott $1,516) 200

1088 *          158, 1929 50c Bluenose  exceptionally fresh and bright, mostly well large and well balanced margins, o.g., 
lightly hinged, Very Fine. (Scott $225). 50

1089 */**   4       162/175, 1930-31 1c/20c "Leaf" Issue Assortment,  blocks and plate blocks incl 168 block NH, 170 block 
of ten NH, 172 plate block (2 incl one NH), 175 plate block NH, F-VF (Scott $921) 150

1090 **          176, 1930 50c Museum at Grand Pré,   lower right Plate No. 1 block of four, NH, fresh and Very Fine 
(Scott $3,000) 450

1091           P 1947 Queen Mary Engraving,   Canadian Bank Note Co die X-V-127 on india mounted on card, 36x61mm, 
in black and captioned "H.M. QUEEN MARY/ BANK OF CANADA", Very Fine 250

1092           P 1947 Queen Mary Engraving,  Canadian Bank Note Co die X-V-115 on india mounted on card, 37x64mm, 
in black and captioned "H.M. QUEEN MARY/ BANK OF CANADA", Very Fine 250

1093 **          1976 Summer Olympic Games Gold-foil Issues,  10 sets of 10 different 22k gold-foil privately produced 
issues, Very Fine; original "new issue" cost C$2,000 50

1094 **   4       1027a, 1249-50, 1673, 1677, 1683, 1679-80, 1984/97 1c/47c Definitives, Commems, mint sheets of 
12/100, one each except 1027a, 1249-50 (2 each), NH, F-VF (no photo; Face Value C$171) 50
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1095 **   4       Unitrade 1359ii, 1992 43c Flag, Double printing,  bottom margin block of four, NH, Very Fine 375
1096 **          2001c, 2003 48c National Emblems, Imperforate,  horiz pair of error pairs with sheet margins each side, 

NH, bit of wrinkling in the right margin not affecting the stamps, Very Fine, only 40 error pairs reported 
(Scott $1,800; Unitrade C$2,500) 300

1097 **          C8, 1943 7c Deep blue,  right margin single, misperf horizontally at a slight angle through "CANADA", 
NH 80

1098          E CL6, 1926 25c Jack V Elliott Air Service Essay, photo essay in grey on medium stock wove paper, mounted 
on small card, choice Very Fine and rare 170

1099   6        CL6, 1926 25c Jack V Elliott Air Service Essay, on cover franked with 3c Admiral mailed from Kitchener 
on March 2 1926 and addressed to Red Lake via Rolling Portage (proper dispatch, transit and arrival 
pmks), neat "VIA AIR WAY" label address side, back side with the CL6 essay affixed in center and the 
issued CL6 on top of it, both being tied by an oval Kenora Red Lake March 6 oval date stamp, Very Fine 
and rare 160

1100 **          E4, 1930 20c Special Delivery, an essentially perfectly centered single with rich color and pristine o.g., 
NH, an Extremely Fine gem; 2017 Gratton certificate (Scott $125; Unitrade C$200) 95

1101 *          J1-5, 1906/28 1c-10c Postage Dues,  complete set incl shade and thin paper varieties, o.g., mostly l.h., 1c 
thin paper NH, F-VF (Scott $475) 100

1102 (*)          J2, 1906 2c Violet,  left margin horiz strip of three with Lathework Type D in the selvage, without gum, 
tiny thin spot in the right stamp, o/w F-VF, quite rare with Unitrade mentioning just four examples 
known on this stamp; 2016 Greene Foundation certificate 300

1103 5          Yukon Territory, Van Dam YL13, 25c on 10c Blue, singles affixed on 25 unfolded summons for Small 
Debt Court of 1950/53, fresh and Very Fine; very scarce on full document (see online scan; Van Dam 
C$1,125 as stamps) 140

Ceylon
1104  3         3, 3a, 27, 31, 56, 1857/63 1d/10d Victoria,  five different used singles, lightly cancelled, 4d, 10d light 

creases, o/w Fine (Scott $415, SG 2, 2a, 30, 33a, 58, £455) 75

Falkland Islands
1105 *          84-96, 1938/46 ½d-£1 George VI Definitives, o.g. or large part o.g., F-VF (Scott $428) 150
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1106 **          151a, 1964, 6d H.M.S. "Glasgow" Vignette Error,  PO fresh and well centered, NH, choice Very Fine; 
about 25 examples have been recorded (Scott $32,500; SG 216a, £40,000)   
On December 8, 1964, the Falkland Islands issued a set of four stamps to commemorate the 50th 
anniversary of the World War I Battle of the Falkland Islands. A decisive naval victory for the British, the 
battle resulted in the deaths of over 1,800 Germans, including Admiral Maximilian von Spee. Perhaps 
the most major impact of the battle was the end of the German East Asia Squadron, which was Germany‘s 
only permanent overseas naval formation. All four stamps featured a colored frame with Queen Elizabeth 
II and the inscription "50th ANNIVERSARY OF THE BATTLE OF THE FALKLAND ISLANDS." The 
2½d stamp has a vermilion frame and depicts the H.M.S. Glasgow. Actually the sixth ship to bear that 
name, the Glasgow that participated in the Battle of the Falkland Islands was a cruiser built for the Royal 
Navy in 1909. The 6d stamp, with a blue frame, shows the H.M.S. Kent, an armored cruiser launched 
in 1901. The 1sh stamp has a carmine frame and shows the battlecruiser H.M.S. Invincible, which was 
sunk less than two years later at the Battle of Jutland, while the 2sh stamp is dark blue and features the 
Falkland Islands Battle Memorial. In 1968, nearly four years after the stamps were issued, a man named 
Fred Graham of Illinois bought the full set of four stamps for his son for $1.25. Upon close inspection, 
he noticed that the 6d stamp featured a vignette of the H.M.S. Glasgow rather than the H.M.S. Kent. While 
it seems shocking that such a major error could go undetected for so long, the similarity in the designs 
of the 2½d and 6d stamps makes it somewhat understandable. Like many bicolored stamps, the black 
centers were printed first, followed by the colored frames. It is speculated that a sheet of the H.M.S. 
Glasgow vignette must have fallen to the floor and was then replaced in the wrong pile of sheets. As the 
designs of the two ships were similar, the printers did not notice their error and the stamps were printed 
and perforated as normal. This issue was produced in sheets of 60 stamps, but current estimates place 
the number of known examples between 17 and 25. 20000

HMS Glasgow

HMS Kent
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1107  3         74-75, 1912 8sh, £1 George V, light cancels, 8sh VG-Fine, £1 Very Fine (Scott $405; SG 84-85, £405)
80

1108  3         88, 91-92, 1924/25 4sh, 10sh, £1 George V, neat cancels with 10sh a "Parcel" cds, F-VF (Scott $410; SG 
100, 106-07, £410) 120

1109 **   4       P 837 var., 2000 30p-54p Europa,  all four values in imperf proof sheets, unissued design (without EIIR 
cypher), at top fixed on presentation cards from the printer, all stamps NH and Very Fine, rare

475
1110           P 942-5 var., 2003 30p-54p Flowers imperf proofs,  pairs of all four values on ungummed stamp paper, 

bright and fresh, Very Fine 80
1111 **   4       P 960-3 var., 2004 40p-54p Europa Vacations,  imperf proof pairs, NH and Very Fine 150
1112 **          1142-45 var., 2008 8d-£1 Europa "Letter Writers", Imperforate,   horiz pairs, NH, Very Fine; nice 

Churchill, Kennedy and Gandhi topicals 150
1113 **   4       P 1190-1 var., 2009 42p Princes William and Harry,  imperf proof blocks of four with coat of arms in center, 

NH, VF, only a few printed 120
1114 **          1266, 2011 £2 Prince William Royal Engagement S/S,  lot of 12,000 NH S/S in six unopened printer‘s 

(BDT International Security Printing Ltd) bundles, VF (no photo; Scott $114,000; Face Value £24,000) 5000

Gold Coast
1115   6        1901/02 Postcards to USA,  2 cards each being franked with pair of 1898 ½d (SG 26) and tied by Adda 

cds and/or oval grids, each with an Accra transit cancel, one with Dayton Ohio receiver, views of "Ada, 
Basel Mission Factory" and "King Prempeh and His Family Late of Kumase", some minor postal wear but 
a Fine pair (see online scans) 60

1116  3         127, 1938 10sh Purple and black, lot of 76 comprised of 44 singles, nine pairs, block of six and block 
of eight, most with portion of a legible oval registry cancel, usual few nibbed/blunted perfs or light 
evidence of postal use, generally F-VF (Scott $2,204; SG 132, £2,432) 50

Hong Kong
1117 *          66, 1891 2c Jubilee Overprint,  fresh color, o.g., Very Fine and choice example (Scott $450; SG 51, £475)

150

1118 *          SG 55d, 1898 10c Grey green, Double surcharge,  particularly fresh color, o.g., Fine and rare; 2001 BPA 
certificate (£12,000) 3000
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1119 *          71-81, 83-85, 1903 2c/$10 Edward VII,  bright fresh colors with just a few insignificant rub spots as usual, 
o.g. or part o.g., most with an h.r., Fine selection (Scott $2,821) 500

1120 */(*)          71-72, 74-85, 1903 1c/$10 Edward VII,  $3 value with "SPECIMEN" overprint, o.g. or part o.g. except 
$2 regummed, some h.r. or bit of paper adherence, includes 1904 4c (Scott 89), fresh and F-VF (Scott 
$2,757) 400

1121 **   4       113, 1912 8c Grey,  block of four, PO fresh, NH, Very Fine (Scott $110 for hinged singles; SG 104, £140 
for hinged singles) 50

1122 *          124, 1912 $10 Black and violet on red,  rich colors, very lightly hinged, Fine attractive example (Scott 
$575; SG 116, £600) 200

1123 **          147-50, 1935 3c-20c Silver Jubilee,   select set with bright colors and pristine o.g., NH, Very Fine and 
choice (Scott $125 for NH; SG 133-36, £65 for hinged) 60

1124 **   4       147, 1935 3c Silver Jubilee,   pane of 60, requisition number 20009, "Lightning Conductor" variety at pos 
2/5, light even gum toning, NH, folded vertically between column 3 and 4, small edge break in bottom 
margin, some minor perf separations, F-VF (SG 133, 133c, £611 for hinged singles) 100

1125 **   4       147, 1935 3c Silver Jubilee,   pane of 60, requisition number 20015, "Lightning Conductor" variety at 
pos 2/5, light even gum toning, NH, lightly folded along the first three columns of vertical perfs, light 
margin wrinkling at right, some minor perf separations, F-VF (SG 133, 133c, £611 for hinged singles)

100
1126 **   4       147, 1935 3c Silver Jubilee, pane of 60, requisition number 20063, "Lightning Conductor" variety at pos 

2/5, light even gum toning, NH, folded vertically between column 3 and 4, lightr margin wrinkling bottom 
left corner, some minor perf separations, F-VF (SG 133, 133c, £611 for hinged singles) 100

1127 **   4       147, 1935 3c Silver Jubilee,   pane of 60, requisition number 20065, "Lightning Conductor" variety at pos 
2/5, light even gum toning, NH, folded vertically between column 3 and 4, some minor perf separations, 
F-VF (SG 133, 133c, £611 for hinged singles) 100

1128 **   4       147, 1935 3c Silver Jubilee,   pane of 60, requisition number 20069, "Lightning Conductor" variety at pos 
2/5, light even gum toning, NH, folded vertically between column 3 and 4, some minor perf separations, 
F-VF (SG 133, 133c, £611 for hinged singles) 100

1129 **   4       147, 1935 3c Silver Jubilee,   pane of 60, requisition number 20072, "Lightning Conductor" variety at pos 
2/5, light even gum toning, NH, vertically folded between rows 3 and 4, some minor perf separations, 
F-VF (SG 133, 133c, £611 for hinged singles) 100

1130 **   4       149, 1935 10c Silver Jubilee,  five panes of 60, requisition numbers 15048, 15384, 15386, 15389, 15394, 
light even gum toning, NH, horiz and/or vert folds, two of the sheets with perf separations not affection 
requisition no block,  F-VF (Scott  $5,400 for hinged singles, SG 135, £6,900 for hinged singles) 600

1131 **          178-79, 1948 10c, $10 Silver Wedding,  PO fresh, NH, VEry Fine and choice (Scott $303, SG 171-72, £328)
100

1132 **          179, 1948 $10 Silver Wedding,  NH, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $300; SG 172, £325) 100
1133 **          193/220, 1960/63 Issues Selection,  comprised of 193 block, 195 block, 203-17, 218 pair, 219-20 blocks, 

NH, fresh and F-VF (Scott $618; SG 186/213, £430) 100
1134 **   4       203-212, 1962 5c-$1 QEII Definitives.  complete sheets of 100, all NH, some values with mostly trivial perf 

separations, bright and post office fresh, VF (Scott $5,730 as singles) 750
1135 **          464a, 1986 Halley‘s Comet S/S, lot of 100, NH, Very Fine (no photo; Scott $3,250) 150
1136 **          464a, 1986 Halley‘s Comet S/S, lot of 100, NH, Very Fine (no photo; Scott $3,250) 150
1137 **          464a, 1986 Halley‘s Comet S/S, lot of 80, NH, Very Fine (no photo; Scott $2,600) 120
1138 **          738, 742Af, 1996 $10 Hong Kong ‚97 Exhibition S/S, 1996 Olympics S/S, 738 (170), 742Af (100), NH, 

Very Fine (no photo; Scott $1,665) 75
1139 *          H&G C1k, 1917 10c Registry Envelope, mint envelope, 292x152mm, central vertical fold with 17mm 

break on one end, some tiny tone spots, still Fine and scarce (2009 Yang K52, HK$2,000) 60
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1140 *          36-46, 1882-87 ½a-1R Victoria,  splendid set of all the values and with an array of different shades, ½a (2), 
9p (5), 1a (3), 2a (3), 3a (2), 4a (20, 4a6p (2), 8a (3), all wonderfully fresh and well centered for these, 
o.g., mostly l.h., overall Very Fine, a premium set (Scott $265+; SG 84/101, £480+) 150

1141 */**          150-67, 1937-40 3p-25R George VI,  unusally fresh colors, all NH except 25R l.h., F-VF, an attractive set 
(Scott $580 for all NH; SG 247-64, £600 for all NH) 230

1142   6        1901/40 Uses From Port Blair/ South Andaman Islands,   four covers and one ppc; 1901 to postal 
stationery envelope Germany; 1906 ppc (view of Rangoon) to Scotland, 1916 registered to England 
with a Port Blair registry label, 1933 to Switzerland, 1940 censored to Southern Rhodesia, usual mixed 
condition, Fine and scarce group (see online scans) 100

India - Offices Abroad
1143   6        India Offices Abroad - Aden,  three covers and two postal cards of the Victorian period with cancels of 

Aden squared circle, Aden Camp (cds and squared circle), Aden-Cantonment squared circle, also a 
boxed "TOO LATE" on a postal card, Fine selection (see online scans) 100

1144   6        India Offices Abroad - Aden,  KE VII (1) and KG V (3) registry envelopes used to England, India and 
Germany, cancels of Aden, Aden Camp and Kamaran plus the corresponding registry labels, usual bit of 
postal wear Fine group (see online scans) 200

1145   6        India Offices Abroad - Aden,  five 1908/36 covers incl one to England and two to USA, town cancels 
include Aden, Aden Camp, Sheikh Othman, corresponding registry labels or handstamps, some light 
postal wear, Fine group (see online scans) 150

1146   6        India Offices Abroad - Aden,  ten covers/ ppc plus two cover fronts of the KE VII/ KG V period with 
town cancels of Aden duplex, Aden Camp (cds and due marking) plus a registry label on a front, Base 
Office Aden, Kamaran, Maalla, Merim, Sheik Otman/Arabia, usual very mixed condition with most some 
faults/ postal wear to some degree but a Fine group of these elusive uses (see online scans) 150

1147   6        India Offices Abroad - British Somaliland, 1895 Registered Cover Zaila to London, India 2a registry 
envelope with add‘l 2½a Green tied by excellent strike of "B" circular grid cancel with same cancel tying 
the registry frank on back, address side boxed "ZAILA" registry handstamp plus red London registry 
cancel, back side Zaila SE 13 95 "thimble" and Aden transit, envelope with some small tone/ stain spots 
but still a Fine and uncommon use 750
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1148   6        India Offices Abroad - Dubai, 1926/57,  10 covers with assorted KG V, KG VI and QE II frankings tied 
by various Dubai cancels, includes censored, registered, philatelic, etc., very mixed condition with some 
small faults, VG-VF, an elusive group (see online scans) 300

1149   6        India Offices Abroad - Iraq, 1912/13,  two covers to Bombay from Basra; 1912 with 2a6p KE VII tied by 5 
OC 12 squared circle cancel, couple of different Basra seals; 1913 registered with 2a KE VII pair, ½a KG 
V single tied on back side by Basra Reg 8 FE 13 cds, Bombay receiver on front side, Basra Arabic seal each 
side, oversize covers with bit of postal wear, Fine and scarce (see online scans) 100

1150   6        India Offices Abroad - Iraq,  1913 registered cover to France with KE VII 2a, KG V2a6p tied Bagdad Reg 
cancels with corresponding registry label, 1913 registered cover to berlin with franking on the back side 
of ½a KE VII, 3p pair, 2a6p pair KG V tied by Bagdad Reg cds with accompanying Bagdad registry label, 
some minor faults, Fine (see online scans) 100

1151   6        India Offices Abroad - Guadur, Iraq, 1937/48,  four covers (3 to Karachi, one locally addressed) with assorted 
India KG V or KG VI franking and incl an India 1½a postal stationery envelope with "PAKISTAN" overprint 
addressed to the British Agency in Guadur (1948), usual mixed condition, Fine (see online scans) 100

1152 5          India Offices Abroad - Kuwait,  1911 2R pair, 2a single tied on piece of a telegraph form by two strikes of 
Kuwait M.T.D. 27 Sep 22 telegraphic cancels, Very Fine 50

1153   6        India Offices Abroad - Nepal,   assortment of 15 early to mid-20th century covers with nice array of 
frankings (note a couple mixed country frankings) and cancels incl Embassy or Legation postmarks, 
mostly to USA but also Canada, GB, etc., typical very mixed condition incl one with address excised out, 
VG-VF (see online scans) 300

1154   6        India Offices Abroad - Nepal, 1898/1958  assortment of seven covers or cards, includes 1899 registered 
to Allahabad with Nepal registry handstamp, 1948 uprated airletter to USA with British Legation/ Nepal 
cds, 1954 uprated postal stationery envelope to Allahabad with "British Legation (Nepal) cds and registry 
label, 1958 uprated registry envelope to USA with "Indian Embassy (Nepal)" cds and registry label, typical 
mixed condition with one cover faulty, o/w Fine group (see online scans) 120

1155   6        India Offices Abroad - Persian Gulf, 1950/62,  uses from Muscat (7) and Qatar (2) incl registered mail 
and few philatelic covers, a bit of postal wear but Fine group (see online scans) 250

1156     3      India Offices Abroad - Tibet, 1902 15r KE VII  with fine strike of Gyantse telegraphic cds, very slight 
rubbing as usual and a barely noticeable corner wrinkle, Very Fine and scarce high value use (Scott 75; 
SG 146) 50

1157   6        India Offices Abroad - Tibet,  1914/52 selection of five covers, a cover front and a postal form, includes 
1912 registered "Wilson" cover from Pharijong, 1935 registered OHMS cover to Calcutta from Gyantse, 
1939 registered to Philadelphia with Tanam cancels and registry label, 1952 registered to USA with 
Gyantse cds and reg label, etc. plus India/ Tibet mixed franking cover with Lhasa and partial Gyantse 
cancel, usual very mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 300

1158   6        India Offices Abroad - Tibet,  11 covers incl 1911 registered with Gyantse registry label and handstamp, 
1923 registered to Darjeeling (Yatung Tibet registry label), 1927 locally addressed with Gyantse cds and oval 
Kathmandu markings, 1934(?) to London with Yatung cds and engraved regiment imprint on backflap, 
1939 to Karachi with Pasni cds, 1939 Pharijong to Katmandu, 1949 registered to USA with Yatung cds and 
registry label, etc., usual very mixed condition, still a Fine assortment (see online scans) 250

1159   6        India Offices Abroad - Zanzibar,  1890 cover to Berlin with 4a Victoria tied by Zanzibar Fe 3 90 squared circle 
pmk, black French "La Reunion a Marseille/ L.V. No 4" transit (envelope horiz bend); 1896 ½a wrapper to 
Freiburg Germany uprated with ½a and tied by Zanzibar 6 NO 96 cancels, Fine (see online scans) 100

Ireland
1160  3         12-14, 1922 2sh6d-10sh Dollard Overprints, unobtrusive cancels, fresh and F-VF (Scott $710; SG 17/21, 

£550) 160
1161  3         79b, 1928 10sh Somerset House Overprint, Wide "1922" variety, neat corner cancel, fresh and Fine 

(Scott $425; SG 88, £225) 95

1162  3         93-95, 1935 2sh6d-10sh Harrison and Son Overprints on Re-engraved Britannia, frsh colors, 5sh, 10sh 
very lightly canceled, F-VF, 5sh signed Calves (Scott $945; SG 99-01, £425) 220
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1163   6        1931 Aberdeen Locally Addressed Circular Readdressed to Transjordan with Postage Dues of GB and 
Transjordan,  beat-up/ repaired local circular envelope readdressed to Transjordan and taxed 30m on 
arrival in El Zaroa (strip of three 10m dues with cds and pen cancels- SG D192); readdressed to Amman 
where 10m, 20m dues (SG D192-93) affixed and tied by cds, returned to original sender in Aberdeen 
where GB ½d and 2d dues affixed and tied by cds, a cover much worse for wear but quite rare being the 
only recorded Transjordan cover with dual usage and with the only recorded strike of the "INCONNU" 
of Amman 250

Kuwait (to 1959)

1164   6        KOWEIT  28 Mar 18 cds (Donaldson type 1A) on back side of unfranked "Philby" envelope addressed 
to England and re-directed, carried by camel messenger, ms. "On Field Service Mes Ex Force", light strike of 
scarce blue MEF censor marking, Camberley 10 AU 18 arrival cancel on face, some small cover faults not 
distracting from appearance, Fine and one of the few known pre-stamp Nedj covers 400

1165   6        KOWEIT 9 Oct 18 cds (Donaldson type 2) on back side of unfranked envelope addressed to England, 
ms "On Field Service Mes Ex Force", carried by camel messenger, backflap torn on opening plus a small edge 
break top center, couple spindle holes bottom left, Fine and rare "Philby" cover 400

(Photo = 1 30)

Jordan (Transjordan)

Harry St. John Bridger Philby
(1885-1960)
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1166   6        1924 Registered Cover to British Residency at Bushire,  franking on both sides of the envelope with 1923 
½a-10R Overprints (the complete set available at the time of posting) all tied by Kuwait 11 ABR 24 cds, 
backstamped Buchir 13.IV.24, envelope opened at bottom and with a 6mm edge break bottom center, 
still Very Fine 400

1167   6        1935 Registered Cover to USA,  bilingual "On Postal Service" envelope franked with 8a Overprint, tied 
by Kuwait Reg. 29 Aug 35 cds (Donaldson type 7) with additional boxed registry handstamp, back side 
with large buff registration label and appropriate transit/ arrival backstamps, Very Fine and scarce

200
1168   6        1943 Registered Censored Airmail Cover to Germany,  1933/34 3a, 6a Airmails tied by Kuwait/ Persian 

Gulf 1 Dec 42 cancels (Donaldson type 12) with corresponding registry label, British censor marks on 
face, backstamped Zurich 8.V.43 and German censor tape, couple spindle holes bottom right, Fine use

150
1169   6        1929/41 Covers Assortment,  seven covers incl 1929 to Scotland with ms. "Overland Mail", 1931 "Wilson" 

cover, 1933 registered to Germany (reduced), 1934 to USA via Paris, 1935 to USA with the large registry 
label, 1942 to Saidi Arabia, some usual postal wear, Fine group (see online scans) 200

1170   6        1940/43 Censored Covers Selection,   four covers (three to Bombay, other to USA) with assorted KG 
VI frankings tied by Kuwait cds, assorted censor handstamps and tapes, appropriate transit and arrival 
cancels, very mixed condition with each some faults as expected, VG-Fine (see online scans) 100

1171   6        1949/51 Covers Selection,  three covers with KG VI Surcharge issue frankings; 1949 registered (Muscat 
cds and reg label) to Fort Bombay, 1951 registered (Muscat cds and reg label) to Bombay with a 2-line 
"REGISTERED SEA MAIL" handstamp, 1953 airmail from the American Mission at Muscat to USA with 
1R single franking, F-VF (see online scans) 100

1172   6        Kuwait 1940s/50s Covers Assortment,  six covers to USA or England, four with KG VI franking incl one 
with an anniversary label affixed and tied, two with QE II franking incl 1955 philatelic cover with 2R-10R 
Surcharges, usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 200

Labuan
1173 **          99A-106, 107b, 108, 109a, 1902-03 1c-$1 Crown,  25c, $1 perf 14½x15, others 13½-14, margin singles, PO 

fresh, NH, F-VF (Scott $106 for hinged; SG 117/28, £65 for hinged) 60
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Street scene in Kuwait ca. 1920
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1174 *          33-34, 1886 1d, 1ﾽd British Consular Mail Overprint, each with the typical bit of o.g. in the corner, paper 
adherence in ungummed portion, 1d an insignificant tiny corner crease lower left, F-VF (Scott $450; SG 
33b, 34b445), £ 150

Malayan States
1175       S    H&G 3, 4, C1, 1920/22 3c-4c Postal Cards, 10c Registry Envelope, "SPECIMEN" overprints,  4c card a 

bit of edge toning and a tiny scuff at lower left, o/w fresh and F-VF 55

Malta
1176 *          77-84, 1922 ﾽd-5sh Self-Government Overprints, o.g., F-VF (Scott $415; SG 106/13, £350) 150
1177  3         82-84, 1922 2sh6d-10sh "Self Government" Overprints, 10sh a crisply struck Valletta cancel, F-VF (Scott 

$570; SG 105, 112-13, £555) 160
1178  3         92-93, 1922 2sh, 10sh "Self Government" Overprints, Script MCA watermark, lightly canceled, fresh and 

F-VF (Scott $375; SG 120-21, £345) 80

New Zealand
1179    P 61, 63-67 var., 1882 1d/1sh Sideface Victoria, Trial color plate proofs in brown,  imperforate singles on 

ungummed paper, Very Fine  150
1180   6        1908 Postcard Fanning Island to USA,  card with view of "Pacific Cable Station, Fanning Island" franked 

with NZ 1d tied by Fanning Island NO 17 08 double circle cancel, fresh and Very Fine 75
1181 **          O76-86, 1940 ½d-1sh "Official" Overprints,  PO fresh, NH, F-VF (Scott $190; SG O141-51, £190) 100

Nyasanland Protectorate
1182 *          22, 23, 36, 1913/29 5sh/£1 George V,  fresh colors, o.g., fresh and F-VF (Scott $385; SG 96, 98, 112, £385)

90

Oman

1183   6        1878 Cover to USA,  India 1876 6a tied on envelope by bold strike of Muscat K-4 duplex, London "Paid" 
transit and Boston Nov 20 arrival cancel on address side, ms. "Via Brindisi", backstamped Bombay 21 Oct, 
fresh and Very Fine a lovely cover; ex-Needham 200
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Madagascar

View of Muscat
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1184   6        1890 Cover to Bombay,  India 1882 ½a Green affixed and tied on back side of envelope by Muscat JL 
18 90 squared circle pmk, couple of Bombay cancels adjacent, some postal wear and roughly opened at 
one side, Fine  100

1185   6        1909 Cover to Dar Es Salaam and Forwarded to Tanga,  India ½aKE VII (5) affixed and tied on back side 
of envelope by light Muscat 17 NO 09 cancels, add‘l Wilhelmsthal, Dar Es Salaam and Tanga transit/ 
arrival cancels, some light wrinkles, bends not affecting stamps, Fine; a scarce use and destination

150
1186   6        1912 Registered Cover to France,  India 2a, 2a6p KE VII tied on envelope by Muscat 5 MAR 12 cds with 

accompanying registry label alongside, backstamped Armentieres 22-3 12, cover light central vertical fold 
and bit of aging around the stamps, Fine 150

1187   6        15, 1944 2r Dark brown and dark violet,  single franking on registered cover to USA, Muscat 22 DEC 47 
cds, backstamped Racine Wis Jan 13 1948, Very Fine, rare high-value single franking (SG 15, £22 for used, 
from x75 on cover)  250

1188   6        1904/13 Covers Selection,  cover (1904 locally addressed, small cover faults), ppc (1913 to England) and 
lovely bi-fold panorama view card of Muscate harbor (1912 to Berlin), all with India KE VII franking, 
Fine (see online scans) 150

1189   6        1917/34 Covers Selection,  1917 "On Field Service" to Scotland with India ½a I.E.F. Overprint pair tied 
by Muscat cds; 1917 Registered "On Field Service" to Scotland with India 3a I.E.F. Overprint single tied by 
Muscat cds, 1934 to USA with India ½a, 3a KG V tied by Muscat cds, finally large part of a cover with India 
½a KG V tied by indistinct cancel, Fine (see online scans) 200

1190   6        1940/47 Covers Assortment,  five covers with various India KG VI issue frankings tied by Muscat cancels, 
1940 registered censored to American Consul-General in Baghdad with the envelope an engraved 
imprint of the British Consulate and Political Agency/ Muscat on backflap, 1944 censored to Bombay 
(2), 1945 to Bombay, 1947 registered to Bombay, usual mixed condition, Fine (see online scans)

250

Palestine
1191   6        1922 Palestine Bail Bond,  dated April 30, 1922 in Jaffa, bearing 5 Mil green Hejaz Railway revenue, 2p.t. 

on 2 Piastre Palestine court fee revenue (unlisted in Barefoot), and O.P.D.A. 5 Mil red revenue (missing 
corner), Very Fine, a scarce document 100

1192 *          H&G C9b, 1945 15m Registry Envelope,  mint entire, 288x152mm, Very Fine 40
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1193 *          52-63, 1923 ½d-10sh Tercentenary, o.g. with some values a small h.r. and/or bit of mount glaze, F-VF (Scott 
$580; SG 48-58) 200

St. Vincent
1194   6        1891 Registered Cover to Germany,  1886 4d purple-brown  1889 2½d on 1d (SG 49, 51) tied by Kingstown 

"A" FE 27 91 cds with 2½d also being tied by the oval registry cancel, framed oval "R": handstamp, 
backstamped Dresden-Plauen 14/3 91, cover a little bit of postal wear but a Fine and scarce use

75

Sarawak
1195   6        1908/09 Picture Postcards to USA,  three cards with Kuching cancels; 1) 1908 to Boston with "Government 

Offices Kuching" view, franked with 1899/1901 1c pair, 2c, some minor faults from use, 2) 1908 to Boston 
with "Regatta Day/ Kuching" image, franked with 1899/1901 1c (2), 2c; 3) 1909 to Pennsylvania with 
image of church and "Corpus Christie Procession", franked with 1899 4c, Fine group (see online scans)

75

South Africa
1196 */**   4       24, 1926 1d Carmine and black,  full pane of 240, o.g. with some light to moderate toning, majority NH - 

some sensible hinge reinforcement on the right side and with a bit of internal perf separation, F-VF, nice 
multiple for the specialist (Scott $720 for hinged; SG 31, £360 for hinged) 100

1197   6        CANADIAN FIRST CONTINGENT, "H" Company; 1899 Cover to Belgium,  Cape of Good Hope 1d 
tied on envelope by G.P.O. CAPETOWN/ Cape Colony 30 Nov 99 cds, circled "440", ms. "3" and "30" in 
blue crayon, octagonal "T 15c" applied on arrival in Brussels where 10c, 20c postage dues affixed and tied 
by Bruxelles 25 Dec cds, backstamped Bruxelles 24 and 25 Dec, imprint of "CANADIAN CONTINGENT 
/ 1899-1900" with maple leaf on back flap, ms. notation "Rec‘d Xmas day 1899 / Nov br 25 1899 / S.S 
"Sardinien" few days / before landing", small piece of backflap missing and virtually entirely reattached, 
Fine use Sent by Donovan Osborn of "H" Company to his wife and posted five days after the "Sardinien" 
docked at Capetown, The international letter rate of 2½d should have been paid and thus 30c postage 
due was charged on delivery.  100

1198   6        1901 Cover USA to England Forwarded to Durban, Natal,  US 1c, 4c Bureau tied by Minneapolis Minn 
Jun 201 01 machine cancel on cover front to Gloucester (JY 12 01 arrival cds) and forwarded to "Niven, 
Mitchell & Cotts / Durban Natal", Fine Niven, Mitchell & Cotts were prominent shipping, forwarding and 
commmission agents in Durban with agents throughout the region and in England and had contracts 
with H.M. Navy and the Natal Govt. Railways among many others.  50

1199   6        Canadian Related Boer War Covers,  4 covers; Canada first contingent 1900 unfranked cover to Toronto 
with ms. "On Active Service/ No Stamps Available", backflap with Canadian Contingent imprint; 
1901 "Soldier to Soldier" mail addressed to member of the Canadian Mounted Rifles with Transvaal 
franking and British FPO cancel; 1900 postal card "Soldier to Soldier" mail addressed to member of 
"Royal Canadian Arty" in the hospital with Natal Field Force cancel; Canada Second Contingent, 1900 
Unfranked Cover to Toronto with "EN ROUTE" Handstamp, legal size envelope with crisp strike of 
oval "CANADIAN CONTINGENT SOUTH AFRICA EN ROUTE JAN 30 1900" with same marking as a 
backstamp, circled "T" and ms. "12c" (due recipient), backstamped Toronto FE 16, cover opened and bit 
reduced at left with portion of backflap missing and a vertical fold at left edge, still Fine and rare with an 
estimate of less than ten examples surviving (see online scans) 500

Straits Settlements
1200 5          173, 1915 $100 Red and black on blue,  tied on piece by Penang embossed fiscal cancel, Very Fine (Scott 

$90; SG 214, £200) 60

Swaziland
1201 **   4       67-71, 73-79, 1961 ½c/R2 Surcharges, blocks of four, complete less 3½c on 2c (cat $1), NH, F-VF (Scott 

$270; SG 65/77, £220) 100
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1202   6        MAHENGE G.E.A. undated temporary violet "cogwheel" cancel (another strike alongside) ties 
Nyasaland ½d, 1d KG V to cover addressed to Kanchrapara, Bengal, backstamped Army Telegraphs KL 
22.X.19 (Kilosa), Daressalaam (by train) and Kanchrapara 10 Nov. (by sea), cover open three sides for 
display, Fine and rare example of the brief transitional period of Nyasaland stamps "used abroad" prior 
to availability of the Tanganyika Mandated Territory stamps issued in 1922. 1000

Trinidad
1203  3         47, 1863 1sh Bright violet,  "face free" cancel, Fine (Scott $300; SG 67, £300) 60(Photo = 1 38)

Tanganyika

The old German fort at Mahenge
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1204 **   4       189, 1925 10q Rose red, two blocks (31 or 40) with significant misperforation resulting in misshapen 
stamps, the block of 31 drastically misperforated resulting in creation of three imperforate pairs, an eye-
catching group (see online scans) 75

1205 **          2423, 1992 5l Columbus souvenir sheet,  lot of 46, all NH and post office fresh, VF (Scott $3,220)
300

Argentina

1206  3         10, 1864 15c Blue,  fresh color, margins clear of framelines on all sides (close at upper left), small part of 
oval postmark (clear of face), Very Fine, an attractive sound example of this rare stamp, 2011 Sismondo 
certificate (Scott $6,500) 1000

Argentina - Buenos Aires
1207           P Buenos Aires 1880 2p/2000p Bill of Exchange Revenue Proofs, in green on thin paper mounted on 

ABN Co filing cards, 33 different denominations with each inscribed "Direccion General de Rentas de la 
Provincial de Buenos Aires", some with bit of toning from mounting glue but generally F-VF and quite 
rare 400
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Albania

A corral in Argentina ca. 1860
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1208 *          278 var., 1921 1r Grey green, Horiz pair, Imperforate between, the right pair in a strip of three, NH, Fine
120

1209 *          278/283 var., 1921 1r/25,000r Definitives, 14 different printed on both sides on ungummed paper, F-VF
900

1210 *   4       279, 280, 283, 285, 289 var., 1921 2r/5000r Pictorials, Imperforate, blocks of four on ungummed paper 
with offset of design on back side, 5000r vertical crease, F-VF 300

1211 **          280 var., 1921 3r Carmine, Horiz pair, Imperforate between, NH, Very Fine 120
1212 **          281 var., 1921 5r Dark brown, Vertica pair, Imperforate between, NH, F-VF 120
1213 **          282 var., 1921 25r Grey, Horiz pair, Imperforate between, central pair in a strip of four, NH, Very Fine

170
1214 **          282, 284-85 var., 1921 25r/250r Definitives, Imperforate on one side, NH, F-VF 120
1215 **          285 var., 1921 250r Dark blue, Double printing, strip of three with left stamp the variety plus portion of a 

double impression in the center stamp, NH, Very Fine 300
1216 **   4       286., 1921 500r Brown violet, block of six with third stamp shopwing a cracked plate variety, NH, F-VF

90
1217 **          286 var., 1921 500r Brown violet, Vertical pair, Imperforate between, bottom stamp showing clear 

evidence of a plate crack, NH, Very Fine 270
1218 **          286 var., 1921 500r Brown violet, Vertical pair, Imperforate between, NH, light natural gum bend, Very 

Fine 120
1219 **          289 var., 1921 5,000r Dark brown, Horiz pair, Imperforate between, NH, F-VF 270
1220 **   4       354/87, 1922 Surcharges Selection,  eight different issues in NH blocks of four comprised of 354 (2), 

355, 361, 362a, 365 variety vertically imperforate, 367a, 381, 387, F-VF (Scott $1,100+ as hinged singles)
100

1221 **   4       368, 1922 35(k) on 20,000r Lake, block of ten, NH, Very Fine (Scott $900 as hinged singles) 350
1222 **   4       387, 1922 3(k) on 3r Carmine, bottom margin block of six, NH, F-VF (Scott $210 as hinged singles)

100

Austria
1223 **          279-87 var., 1923/24 700k-4000k Labor and Industry Allegory, Imperforate,  high values of the set in horiz 

pairs, NH, 1200k vert crease in one stamp, o/w fresh and Very Fine (Michel 389 U - 397 U) 800
1224 **          326. 328-30, 332-33, 336-37, 1929 10g/60g Views, Imperforate, horiz pairs, NH, fresh and Very Fine (Mi 

498 U / 509 U) 900
1225 *          B111, 1933 WIPA S/S, fresh and well centered, stamps NH, couple tiny mounting remains in the top 

margin as often from affixing in the official folder (included), Very Fine (Scott $2,500; Michel Block 1, 
€3,100) 400

1226  3         P2, 1851 6kr „Yellow Mercury“, on 0.06mm silk paper, very close margins three sides and wide at top 
including portion of adjacent stamp, double circle Prag „Zeitungsexpedition“ cancel, faded color with a 
barely visible image, repaired, a nice space-filler for this rare stamp missing from most collections; signed 
Richter, Pfenninger; 2014 Goller certificate (Scott $13,500; Michel 7 I a, €10,000) 800

1227 **          Italian Occupation, N52-53, N55-56, N58-60, 1918 1c/1L Overprints, 2 each except 1c (1), NH, usual 
mixed centering but overall fresh and Fine; some signed (Scott $1,030) 270

1228 **          N52-60, 1918 1c-1L Venezia Tridentina“ Overprints,  pairs, NH, fresh and Fine (Scott $1,710; Sassone 
(Trentino-Alto Adige) 19-27, €5,000) 1000

Austrian Offices Abroad
1229   6        Austrian Offices in Liechtenstein Selection, 1894/1920,  8 postcards and one cover; cancels of Balzers 

(1907), Eschen (1920), Mauren (1908), Nendeln (1894), Schaan (1901, 1906, 1908), Triesen (1906, 
1909), Vaduz (1894, 1901, 1908), generally F-VF (see online scans) 100
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1230 5          SMYRNE / 22 FEB 08/ OST. POST  boxed cancels ("Rosinenstempeln") tie pair and block of six Offices 
in Crete 15c on 15c Violet to small piecem, three of the stamps with minor faults, A fine and attractive 
item for the specialist; 1985 Puschmann certificate 75

1231   6        Offices in Turkey Covers and Cancels Assortment,  six covers and a cover front with 10sld Franz Josef 
single or pair franking and cancels of Beiruth (to Switzerland), Canea (pair to Marseille), Rettimo, 
Smyrne, Salonico (2 singles; registered to Livorno), Scio-Cesne, usual mixed condition but a Fine 
selection (see online scans) 150

1232   6        Offices in Turkey Covers and Cancels Assortment, 1873/1913,  8 postal cards, 1 ppc and 1 portion of 
a postal form with cancels of Adrianopel, Alexandrien, Candia, Constantinople, Filippopel, Jerusalem 
(ppc), Mersina (postal form), Prevesa, Rustschuk, Trapenzut, some typical minor postal wear, F-VF (see 
online scans) 150

1233   6        Offices in Turkey Covers Assortment,  6 covers/ folded letter sheets, assorted 1867/83 3sld/15sld Franz 
Josef frankings, cancels include Berutti (addressed to USA), Constantinople (15sld single franking to 
Wien), Meteline, Rustschuk, Smyrne, some minor faults as expected but a Fine group (see online scans)

120

Lombardy-Venetia
1234   6        1865/68 Covers,  two covers; 1865 to Wien with 10s, 15s Arms tied by Bucarest cds, 1868 to Marseille with 10s, 15s 

(2) Arms tied by Jbraila cds with added red French transit, Fine and desirable (See online scans) 200

Belgian Congo
1235 **   4       165 var., 1935 5fr Black Brown Sesquicentennial issue,   imperf block of four, NH, left sheet margin, 

bottom right stamp with an ink smear and two left stamps with fingerprints (certificate notes "bottom pair 
presents a curious impression"), F-VF, 2015 Kaiser certificate (not priced in Scott or COB) 240

Belgium
1236 *          34 var., 1869 30c Buff, Imperforate, single with full balanced margins, o.g., shallow thinning, Very Fine 

appearance; mentioned but unpriced in a Scott footnote 250
1237 *          Officiel 374A-374K, 1932 "Braine-L‘Alleud 17-7-33 Collegio Card. Mercier" Overprints, fresh colors, 

o.g., F-VF (€2,260) 300
1238 **          B466A-466B, 1949 van der Weyden and Jordaens Artwork S/S, PO fresh, NH, Very Fine (Scott $400; COB 

BL27-28, €380) 80
1239    4       P 1891 Telephone Issue Imperforate Proofs, tete-beche gutter blocks of four in beige, green, orange and 

ultramarine on ungummed paper with ornaments in value tablets, Very Fine 120

Bulgaria
1240 (*)          130-33 var., 1918 1s-10s Tsar Ferdinand 30th Anniversary, Imperforate,  right margin blocks of four, without 

gum, some light paper wrinkling, Very Fine and scarce (Michel 112 U - 125 U; unpriced) 800
1241  3         C161 var., 1987 25s Balkan Airlines, Grey omitted, favor cancel, Very Fine and scarce 120

China - Taiwan (Formosa)
1242 *          1117a, 1955 Armed Forces Day S/S,  without gum as issued, small natural paper wrinkle, Very Fine (Scott 

$700) 150

People‘s Republic of China
1243 *          1054-7, 1971 4f-22f Paris Commune,  fresh and attractive, without gum as issued, Very Fine (Scott $306)

75
1244 *          1381-83, 1383a, 1978 National Science Conference,  P.O. fresh, without gum as issued, Very Fine (Scott 

$409) 200
1245 **          1399, 1978 $5 Galloping Horses S/S,  NH, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $525) 250
1246 **          1433, 1978 $3 Arts and Crafts S/S,  NH, post office fresh and Very Fine (Scott $300) 100
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1247 **          1452, 1978 $2 Hsiang-kiang River Bridge S/S,  NH, choice Very Fine (Scott $300) 100
1248 **          1492, 1979 $2 Riccione Exhibition S/S,  NH, choice Very Fine (Scott $600) 200
1249 **          1512-18, 1979 Study Science from Childhood,  PO fresh, NH, Very Fine (Scott $1,614) 750
1250 **          1518, 1979 $2 Study Science from Childhood S/S,  post office fresh, NH, Very Fine, a choice sheet (Scott 

$1,600) 750
1251 **          1540, 1979 $2 Camellia S/S,  fresh and choice, NH, Very Fine (Scott $240) 75
1252 **          1541, 1979 Hong Kong Philatelic Exhibition S/S,  NH, choice Very Fine (Scott $450) 180
1253 **          1541, 1979 Hong Kong Philatelic Exhibition S/S,  post office fresh and Very Fine, NH, a choice sheet 

(Scott $450) 180
1254 **          1573, 1980 $2 Qi Baishi S/S,  post office fresh, NH, Very Fine (Scott $250) 75

1255 **          1586, 1980 8f Year of the Monkey,  NH, usual tiny bits of black offset on gum, choice Very Fine (Scott 
$1,750) 750

1256 **          1586, 1980 8f Year of the Monkey,  NH, usual tiny bits of black offset on gum, choice Very Fine (Scott 
$1,750) 750

1257 **          1617, 1980 $1 Lotus S/S,  NH, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $300) 100
1258 **          1761, 1981 $2 12 Beauties S/S,  NH, tiny fault at upper left corner, otherwise fresh and Very Fine (Scott 

$260) 75
1259           PRC 1984-91 Uncirculated Coin Set,  album of Commemorative coins from the People‘s Republic of 

China, extremely rare and hard to find, complete set of 24 coins (see online scans) 950

Cilicia
1260   6        1920 Money Order Card To Ankara  franked with Palestine 1918 2pi Ultramarine (Scott 13) plus TEO/ 

Cilicia 1919 20pa Ultramarine strip of three and 2pi Orange brown and indigo with dropped "C" in 
"Cilicie" (Scott 77, 83), all tied by black Jan 8 "Adana / 3" Arabic only date stamps, backstamped Ankara 
(Jan 14) on arrival, Very Fine 150

Croatia
1261 **   4       B42-52, RA2 var., 1943 Red Cross, Imperforate, blocks of four in issued colors, in issued colors with 

"cross" omitted and in trial colors, NH, Very Fine 120

Cuba
1262 **      S    239-45S, E4S, 1910 Issue "Specimen" overprints,  set of nine blocks of four, each with red "SPECIMEN" 

overprint and control punch, several with trivial perf separations, all NH and F-VF, an attractive set that 
is perfect for exhibition 400

Czechoslovakia - Legion Post
1263 *         E Czechoslovakia Legion Post in Siberia Collection,  nice collection of the issued stamps including type 

varieties incl the surcharged issue, color essays, multiples, etc., generally fresh and F-VF; ideal for the 
specialist (see online scans) 500
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1264 **          Michel 1, 1943 Theresienstadt Camp Parcel Admission Stamp,  NH, fresh and Very Fine; signed Pickenpack 
(Mi €550) 170

1265           Michel 1R, Theresienstadt Camp Parcel Admission Stamp,  100 reprints (incl multiples) on gummed 
paper in a stock book, fresh and Very Fine (see online scans) 500

Djibouti
1266   6        1906 Cover to France,  Harar 21 Mar 1906 blue origination postmark on buff envelope with small nick 

at lower right, Somali Coast 1c, 5c(2),  20c(2), 25c, 30c adhesives tied by 26.Mar.06 strikes to registered 
cover, Fine. 100

Dominican Republic

1267   6        1865 Cover "Casa Santo Domingo" to Italy with Forwarding,   folded letter sheet addressed to Zoagli 
(Canavero correspondence) and sent via St Thomas and London with appropriate transit cancels and a 
boxed Angl-French accountancy handstamp in black, readdressed to Genova on arrival and the ms "10" 
initially due crossed out, Italy 1865 20c on 15c affixed and tied at Zoagli, usual postal wear but a Fine and 
interesting use; 1999 Caffaz certificate 150

Egypt
1268 **   4       490, 1960 500m Dark grey and red,  pane of 16, NH, Very Fine (Scott $224 as singles) 100

Eritrea
1269 *          47, 1910 15c Slate, Perf 13½,  very lightly hinged, insignificant inclusion, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $390; 

Sassone 36, €600) 80

France
1270    4       1850 10c Ceres, 1852 10c Naopleon Forgery sheet of 54 in bistre, left half of sheet the Napoleon, right 

half Ceres, each design with a "1fr" cliché error, Certes with "grill" cancel, Napoleon "DS23" in bars, 
mounted on sheet with notations, some margins stains affecting three of the Ceres designs, still a Fine 
and rare item 200
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1271 5          Maury 3i, 1849 20c Grey,  horiz strip of four tied on cover front by lozenge cancels with a Jarnac 4 Nov 
49 cds alongside, stamps clear to full margins, Very Fine and rare multiple; 2017 Roumet certificate (Maury 
€9,000 as two used pairs) 1000

1272 *          3d, 1862 20c Black on yellowish re-issue,  right margin single with full margins the other sides, o.g., Very 
Fine and choice; 2016 Roumet certificate (Scott $400; Maury 3k, €550) 200

1273   6        6, 1849 25c Light blue on bluish,  block of four tied on envelope addressed to Ste Menehould by grill 
cancel with accompanying Reims 5 Mai 54 cds, block with fresh color and clear to huge margins incl 
portion adjacent stamps at top, envelope some light wrinkling, and a small internal tear not affecting the 
stamps, a Very Fine block on a Fine cover; 2017 Roumet certificate (Scott $8,000; Maury 4, €12,000) 2500
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1274   6        Maury 5b, 1850 40c Orange "vif" on yellowish,   single cancelled on folded letter sheet addressed to 
St Paul les Dax by "641" small numerals cancel with accompanying Castets-Des-Landes 10 Avril 55 cds 
alongside, stamp clear to wide margins, letter sheet with some horiz folds and a small edge break at top 
not affecting stamp, Very Fine stamp on a Fine cover; signed Moreaux and Roumet and with the latter‘s 2017 
certificate (Maury €1,200) 400

1275   6        9, 1849 1fr Carmine,  single with rich color tied on oversized envelope addressed to Issoudun by crisp 
strike of grill, Paris 15 Sept 61 cds alongside, stamp clear to large margins, cover folded in half vertically, 
o/w Very Fine, an attractive single franking of the high value; 2007 Roumet certificate (Scott $1,500; Maury 
6, €1,750) 600

1276   6        Maury 9b, 1852 10c Bistre brown,  single tied on locally addressed folded letter by Paris "Star" cancel, 
backstamped Paris 13 Juillet 53, stamp full to large margins, fresh and Very Fine; signed Roumet and with 
his 2016 certificate (Maury €1,500) 400

1277   6        BUREAU DU PALAIS DE SAINT-CLOUD  red receiving cancel on back side of small envelope addressed 
to ""Sous Gouvernante des Enfants de France/ Palais De St Cloud", franked with 1854 20c (Scott 15, Maury 
14 I) tied by light strike of small numerals "3735" cancel with accompanying Setif Algerie cds, Very Fine 
and scarce cancel 500

1278   6        24, 1871 5c Green on pale blue,  horiz strip of five tied on folded letter addressed to Albertville by large 
numeral "2145" cancel with accompanying Lyon Fevr 72 cds, backstamped Albertville, cover with some 
light aging at the bottom not affecting stamps, Fine and scarce; 2016 Roumet certificate (Maury 35, €1,650)

400
1279 5          26a, 1862 20c Blue on bluish, Tete-beche pair, horiz pair tied on piece by "28" Paris star cancel with a 

Paris/ R. Gardin Al-Lemonne 4 Dec 67 cds alongside, right stamp some short/ trimmed perfs, VG-Fine; 
signed Scheller (Scott $1,000; Yvert 22b, €1,400) 300

1280 5          30, 1863 2c Red brown,  horiz strip of six plus two pairs tied on large portion of a folded letter by multiple 
strikes of large numeral "4679" cancel with accompanying crisp strike of Trith St Leger 22 Oct 70 cds, 
fresh and Very Fine; 2016 Roumet certificate (Maury 26 I) 600

1281   6        32c, 1867 10c Bistre on yellowish, Diagonal half used as 5c on cover,  tied to folded letter sheet along with 
1867 20c Blue by large numerals "1285" with accompanying Decize 18 Oct 71 cds, backstamped Corre, 
Fine and scarce; 2017 Roumet certificate (Scott $3,750; Maury €6,000) 1500

1282 (*)          41, 1870 5c Yellow green, Report I,  full well balanced margins, unused, fresh and Very Fine; 1976 RPS 
and 2010 Gautre certificates (Maury 42 I, €1,875) 800
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1283   6        Maury 48h, 1870 40c "Rouge sang foncé",  single tied on folded letter addressed to Montauban by large 
numeral "532" cancel with corresponding partially struck Bordeaux cds, stamp clear to large margins, 
Very Fine; signed Miro, 2015 Roumet certificate (Maury €3,000) 700

1284  3         58b, 1871 25c Blue, Tete-beche pair, vertical pair with light "397" large numerals cancel, few short perfs, still 
fresh and Fine; signed Scheeler and with his 2015 certificate (Scott $3,000; Yvert 60Ab, €5,500) 550

1285 *          60a, 1872 10c Bistre on rose, Clichéof "15c" in place of "10c",  part o.g., fresh and Fine; signed Brun and 
Roumet with the latter‘s 2015 certificate (Scott $3,750; Maury 55d, €6,000) 1200

1286 *          96, 1877 5fr Violet on lavender,  right margin single with millesimes "9", o.g., small h.,r., Very Fine; signed 
JF Brun (Scott $440; Maury 95, €480) 150

1287 *          121/132, 1900 40c/20fr Type Merson,  complete except for 124, all o.g., typical centering for this issue 
but generally VG-VF, 126 with a 1972 APEX certificate, (Scott $1,330.50) 150

1288 **          Yvert 1709 CP2, 1923 2fr Complete Booklet - "Villes de Normandie",   fresh and Very Fine, a rare 
complete booklet (Yvert €1,300) 600

1289 *          246, 1929 2fr Le Havre Philatelic Exposition,  h.r., bright and fresh, Fine, with 1972 APEX certificate (Scott 
$600) 50

1290          E 1944 Malmaison Essays,  design based on the Napoleon III issues of the 1950s with headed "CHATEAU 
DE MALMAISON" and captioned "16 JUIN - 16 JUILETT 1944", full imperforate sheets of 100 in blue, 
green and orange on unwatermarked gummed stamp paper, NH, some typical natural gum bends and 
wrinkles, blue and green sheets some light horiz bends, fresh and Very Fine 200

1291   6        682, 1952 30fr Da Vinci,  tied on maximum card by rare illustrated "Congrès d‘Amboise" 9-7-52 date of 
issue cancel with an additional strike on the back side, Very Fine (Yvert 929, €850) 100

1292           P 805 var., 1956 15fr Europa, Artist proof  on plain paper signed by the engraver, Very Fine 80
1293           P 805 var., 1956 15fr Europa, Artist proof  in black on glazed paper, signed by engraver, Very Fine 120
1294           P 805 var., 1956 15fr Europa, Die essays on plain paper, three proofs all in different colors, differ slightly 

from issued design noting heavier lined backround, Very Fine  200
1295 **   4       Red Cross Booklet Collection 1952-1982,  complete collection from 1952 through 1982, including some 

duplication, all are Very Fine and complete including scarce early booklets, a very attractive collection 
(Yvert Carnets 2001-31, €2,185) 150

1296 **   4       B157a, 1943 Marshal Pétain Birthday,  full pane of 5 setenant strips, NH, Very Fine (Scott $500+; Maury 
580A, €750) 75

1297 **   4       B157a, 1943 Marshal Pétain Birthday,  lot of nine full sheets (yields 45 setenant strips), NH, Very Fine 
(Scott $4,500+; Maury 580A, €6,750+) 350
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1298 *          1938 55c+55c Message/Reply Card  with additional franking 5c Mercury, 20c Sower (Scott 167, 355) 
affixed on each half to bring the rate to the 80c required for 1 Dec 1939-1 April 1942, fresh and Very 
Fine, a rare card (Yvert 363-CPRP1, €1,600) 500

France - WW II Related
1299   6        Cholet, 1944 20c, 30c, 70c Overprints,  tied on locally addressed cover by Cholet/ Maine Et Loire" 31-8 

44 cancels, "FFL" handstamp at left, 20c stamp nicked corner, o/w Very Fine; signed Mayer (Mayer 5, 6, 
10, €480+) 100

1300   6        Cholet, 1944 70c, 80c "RF" Overprints,  tied on locally addressed cover by Cholet/ Maine Et Loire 31-8 
44 cds, Very Fine; signed Mayer (Mayer 11-12, €530+) 100

1301   6        Cholet, 1944 1fr50c+50c "SN",  single franking on locally addressed envelope and tied by Cholet/ Maine 
Et Loire 31-8 44 cds, "FFL" handstamp at upper left, Very Fine and rare; signed Mayer (Mayer 27, £750+)

200
1302 **          Ravensburg, 1945 1pf/80pf Overprints,   complete less the rare 16pf and 24pf, NH, fresh and F-VF 

(Mayer 1/19, €1,145) 240
1303 **          Sigmaringen, 1945 1pf/80pf Overprints,   complete less the rare 16pf and 24pf, NH, fresh and F-VF 

(Mayer 1/19, €1,145) 240

French Colonies (Gen‘l Issues)
1304 */(*)   4       1-6, 1859/65 1c-80c Eagle and Crown, 1c, 5c, 20c blocks of four, o.g., bottom stamps NH; 10c block of 

eight unused; 40c, 80c blocks of eight, o.g. 5 NH (40c) or 2 NH (80c); clear to large margins except just 
in on one 40c stamp, fresh and F-VF; some stamps signed (Scott $2,115 as o.g. blocks of four) 400

1305 5          1872 Cover Front Martinique to Bordeaux,  1871-72 5c pair, 20c, 40c (Scott 8, 11, 14) tied on cover front 
by "MQE" lozenge cancels, Martinique/ St Pierre 28 Nov 72 cds, ms "Royal Mail" at lower left, red boxed 
"PD", indistinct blue transit cds, stamps ample to large margins, cover front some small faults at bottom 
not affecting stamps, Fine use; signed Miro 650
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1306  3         14b, 1871 40c Orange on yellowish, Type II, horiz pair with lozenge cancel, large margins three sides 
including portion adjacent stamp at right, clear to just touching at bottom right, still Very Fine and rare 
multiple; 2013 Goebel certificate (Yvert 13d, €10,000 as pair) 800

French Polynesia
1307    4       P C24-27, 1958 13fr-200fr Airmails, Imperforate trial color proofs,  full panes of 25, NH, Very Fine and 

rare; retail value $3,000 1000

French Southern and Antarctic Territory
1308           P 151P, 1990 1.10fr Protozoa and Map of Kerguelen Island, Signed artist die proof  in black, Very Fine, 

only 26 proofs produced  90
1309           P 166, 1992 1fr Plant, Signed artist die proof  in green, Very Fine, only 26 proofs produced with just four 

of them in this color 100
1310           P 171P, 1992 14fr Supply Ship "Tottan", Signed artist die proof  in red brown, Very Fine; only 26 proofs 

issued with only four in this color; desirable ship topical proof 120
1311           P 203P, 1995 1fr Olivine, Signed artist die proof  in black, Very Fine; only 26 proofs issued  110
1312           214P, 1996 2.80fr Expedition Ship "Yves de Kerguelen", Signed artist die proof  in red brown, Very Fine; 

only 26 proofs produced with only four in this color 120
1313           P 215P, 1996 2.80fr Scientific Research Station, Signed artist die proof  in brown, Very Fine; only 26 proofs 

produced with only four in this color 100
1314           P 227P, 1997 5.20fr Church of Our Lady of the Birds, Signed artist die proof  in black, Very Fine; only 26 

proofs produced  90
1315           P 229P, 1997 29.20fr Plant, Signed artist die proof  in red brown, Very Fine; only 26 proofs produced with 

only four in this color 120
1316 **   4       C65, 1981 1.50fr Bird (Chionis), Imperforate,  pane of 25, NH, Very Fine 150
1317 **   4       C68, 1981 5fr 25th Anniversary of the Charcot Station, 

Imperforate,  sheet of 25, NH, Very Fine 150
1318 **   4       C69, 1981 8.40fr Ship "Antares", Imperforate,  sheet of ten, NH, Very Fine 100
1319 **   4       C84, 1984 9fr Scientific Ship "Gauss", Imperforate,  sheet of ten, NH, Very Fine 100
1320 **   4       C87, 1985 12.80fr Frigate "La Novara", Imperforate,  sheet of ten, NH, Very Fine 100
1321 **   4       C91, 1986 4.60fr Sea Gulls, Imperforate,  sheet of 25, NH, Very Fine 150
1322 **   4       C92, 1986 14fr Antarctic Atmospheric Research, Imperforate,  sheet of ten, NH, Very Fine 90
1323 **   4       C94a, 1986 2.1`0fr, 14fr Jean Charcot, Imperforate,  sheet of five setenant strips, NH, Very Fine

90
1324 **   4       C97, 1987 16.30fr Ocean Drilling Program, Imperforate,  sheet of ten, NH, Very Fine 100
1325 **   4       C101, 1988 15.10fr Penguin Island, Imperforate,  sheet of ten, NH, Very Fine 120
1326           P C125P, 1997 25.40fr Animal Biology Laboratory, Signed artist die proof  in brown, Very Fine; only 26 

proofs produced with only four in this color 120

German States - Bavaria
1327 5          10a, 1862 3kr Carmine,  horiz strip of four tied on piece by "356" cogwheel cancel (Nürnberg), full 

margins including portions of the dividing lines except just touching design at upper left, light vertical 
crease in the right stamp, o/w fresh and Very Fine; 2005 Brettl "befund" (Scott $1,400; Michel 9b, €1,800)

100
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1328  3         1-2, 1852 1sgr Rose, 2sgr Blue, 1sgr full to large margins and portion of Wolfenbuttel cancel, 2sgr ample to 
large margins and portion of Braunschweig cancel, Very Fine (Scott $550; Michel 1-2, €700) 90

German States - Saxony
1329 *   4       9, 1855 ½ng Black on grey,  block of ten, slightly disturbed o.g., bottom stamps ar NH, top l.h. or h.r., 

clear to large margins, Very Fine (Scott 9, $160 as singles; Michel 8 II, €200 as singles) 100
1330 *   4       11, 1855 2ng Black on dark blue,  block of ten, o.g., with some typical natural gum wrinkles, four stamps 

NH, balance l.h. or h.r., clear to ample margins except just in at bottom on pos 6-8, small edge break 
3rd stamp, small discoloration on pos 1-2, light paper scuff on pos 5,10, o/w F-VF (Scott $240 as hinged 
singles, Michel 10a, €300 as hinged singles) 100

1331 **   4       11, 1855 2ng Black on grey ultramarine,  block of ten, o.g. with some typical natural gum wrinkles, NH, 
just clear to ample margins but with a small nick in the bottom right stamp, F-VF (Michel 10c, €2,300 as 
2 NH pairs and 2 NH strips of three) 100

Germany
1332  3         26, 1872 18kr Bistre, light Frankfurt 1874 cancel, reperf at bottom, Fine appearance; 2017 APS certificate 

(Scott $1,900; Michel 28, €2,800) 150
1333   6        Germany 1872/73 "Eagles" Covers,  three covers, including one franked with 7 (3) and 10, one with 19, 

and one 20, all a bit ragged and faulty but still Fine, scarce frankings (see online scans) 100
1334 *          Michel 29 I, 1874 2½gr on 2½gr Brown, "1" of "½" Surcharge Shifted Left,  large part o.g., fresh and 

Fine (Mi €750) 120
1335   6        Better Germany Cover Assortment,  includes 363-5 on cover from Berlin to Stuttgart; C36 and C37 on 

1928 First North American Flight postcard and cover, respectively (C37 cover with large tear at right); 
B107-115 on souvenir panel; C57-58 on May 1936 Hindenberg cover to Portland, OR; and FDCs for 
B356-9 and B368-71; some small faults but overall an attractive group with some interesting items (see 
online scans) 60

1336   6        710, 720-1, 1954 President Heuss,  710, 720, and 721 (9, incl block of 7) used on complete parcel card 
from Fridingen b. Tuttlingen to St. Louis in 1968, high franking of 29.90 DM, Very Fine, scarce to find 
high values on cover 75

1337 **          B29a, 1929 Coat of Arms Booklet Pane,  PO fresh, NH, Very Fine and choice (Scott $190; Michel HB 67 
B, €250) 100

1338 **          B33, 1930 IPOSTA S/S,  well centered, NH, some typical natural gum skips, Very Fine (Scott $1,100; 
Michel Block 1, €1,600) 250

1339 **          B33, 1930 IPOSTA S/S,  stamps NH, some light discoloration in the margin, o/w Very Fine (Scott $1,100; 
Michel Block 1, €1,600) 170

1340 **          B49-54, B55a, B56-57, 1933 3pf-40pf Wagner,  20pf the perf 13½x14 variety, NH, fresh and F-VF (Scott 
$1,910; Michel 499A/507A, €2,400) 400

1341 **          B58, 1933 "10 Year" S/S,  NH, some typical light wrinkling in the margin, F-VF (Scott $5,600; Michel 
Block 2, €6,000) 750

1342 (*)          B68, 1935 OSTROPA S/S,  wonderfully fresh sheet with intact perforations and no paper degradation 
as often seen, without gum (the preferred state), Very Fine and choice (Scott $875 for no gum; Michel 
Block 3, €1,100 for no gum) 200

1343  3  4       Better Germany & Related Areas Souvenir Sheet Selection,   including two Germany B104 used (one 
with Nuremberg cds, one with Hamburg cds), DDR 264a NH and used, Baden 5NB4a mint, Rhine 
Palatinate 6NB6a mint, and Wurttemberg 8NB6a mint, some slight faults but overall generally Very Fine, 
an attractive group (Scott $622.50) 50

1344 **          C28a, C30a, 1926 10pf, 20pf Eagle, Tete-beche pairs,  PO fresh, NH, Very Fine (Scott $550; Michel K7-8, 
€700) 120

Germany - WW II Occupations
1345 **          1941/43 Belgian/ Flemish Legion Issues Collection,  Michel I-XIV singles and sheets of four, Belgian/ 

Walloon Legion Michel I-IV singles and sheets of four; all in mounts on homemade pages, NH, fresh and 
F-VF (see online scans; Mi €4,330) 600
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1346 *          Michel 8 A, Rhodes, 1944 (Nov), Black "INSELPOST" Overprint, Perf 13¾x14,  bright color, l.h. with 
some small gum disturbances, light corner crease, otherwise Very Fine; 1997 Müller certificate (Mi €8,500 
for hinged) 1800

1347 *          Michel 13, Hela, 1945 (March) Blue "U-Boot",  without gum as issued, minor faults, Very Fine appearance; 
signed (Michel €350) 90

Germany - Foreign Offices
1348 **          Offices in Morocco, 19D, 1903 6p25c on 5m Slate and carmine, Type II, "Bold Overprint", well centered 

with fresh color, NH, Very Fine and choice; signed Dr Oertel (Scott $200 for hinged; Michel 19 II, €600 
for NH) 150

German Colonies
1349 *          Caroline Isl., 1a, 1899 3pf Light brown, 48° Overprint, very lightly hinged, fresh and Fine; a fake Bothe 

handstamp but with 2016 Jäschke-Lantelme certificate confirming genuine overprint (Scott $625, Michel 1 I, 
€750) 130

East Germany
1350 **          82-84, 1951 Friendship With China, PO fresh, NH, Very Fine (Scott $205; Michel 286-88, €300) 100
1351 **          B35a, 1958 National Memorials Construction S/S, lot of 30, NH, fresh and Very Fine (no photo; Scott 

$1,275; Michel Block 15, €1,800) 120

Greenland

1352           P 1945 "American" Issue Vignette Proofs,  ABN Co die proofs in black for the designs "Harp Seal" ("Special 
V-85463), "Dog Team" (Special V-85425), "Polar Bear" (Special V-85437) and "Eskimo in Kayak" (Special 
V-85465), each about 74x74mm, two with bit of top left corner off, still Very Fine 3000
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1353           P 1945 "American" Issue Frame and Vignette Proofs,  fifteen different blocks on card, frame proofs for 
each value in issued color, proof of each of the vignettes with the Harp Seal in black, Christian X in 
ultramarine and the others in issued colors, Very Fine and choice, a rare set (see online scans) 10000

Honduras
1354           P C198-205 var, 1952 1c-5L Isabella I Anniversary, Waterlow imperforate plate proofs, in issued colors on 

gummed stamp paper with security punch, additional set of vignette proofs in issued colors, NH, some 
with bits of ink offset on gum, Very Fine and attractive 100

Iceland
1355 **          C4-C8, 1930, 15a-1k Airmails,  complete, NH, Very Fine, bright, fresh and well centered. (Scott $600). 

150
1356 **          C4-C8, 1930, 15a-1k Airmails,  complete, vertical strips of 3, NH, one 20a with horizontal gum crease, 

Very Fine, extremely fresh and well centered. (Scott $1,800).  400

Iran
1357   6        58, 1882 5fr Rose red and black,  with 1885 10ch brown on ´Short Barnamehs´ Postman´s waybill printed 

form (similar to Shaida page 361), cancelled by TOUSSIRKAN date stamps (27/4) in black, Very Fine; 
exceptional and rare.  400

1358   6        68, 1885 18c on 1s Buff, orange and black,  tied on back side of registered cover to France by Tabris 
cancel, address side with ms. crayon registry markings and a red Paris 1886 transit, backstamped Nice, 
cover roughly opened at left and with toning spots, still Fine and rare 300

1359   6        108, 1898 5c Yellow,   tied on reverse of cover to Teheran tied by scarce usage of ASTRABAD (Type II) 
datestamp struck in red (16/3) with repeated strike alongside, cover open two sides, Very Fine  70

1360  3         228, 1902 1k Rose, Meched Postmaster Provisional Issue,   violet Victor Castaigne initials, Meched 
posthumous/ remainder cancel, Very Fine; signed Sadri and with his 2015 certificate 200

1361 5          235, 1902 1c Grey and buff, Black "Provisoire" Overprint,  pair (pos 9-10) along with 1899 10c Pale blue 
(Scott 142) tied on the back side of a cover front (Imperial Bank of Persia imprint on flap) by Meched 
15/3 postmarks, Gaoudan 17/3 transit cds and Russian Gaoudan 4 March 1902 (Julian date =17 March 
1902) transit cds, add‘l Christ Church Hants AP 9 02 transit and Wigtown Scotland AP 29 02 receiving 
cds, central vertical fold, Fine and scarce; 2015 Sadri certificate 80

1362   6        1922 Cover Recht to Meched with West Caspian Sea Censor Mark,  #467 tied on back side of commercial 
cover by Recht cds, Teheran transit and Meched arrival cancels alongside, censor tape wraps around side 
and is tied by the censor mark (Eftekhar WC1/$1550) on both sides, Fine and elusive.  160

1363   6        482, 1911, 2c Red and sepia,  strip of three tied on back side of cover ro Shiraz by bold strikes of DALEKI 
negative seal, Fine and rare 160

1364   6        1912 Senneh Rebellion Issue Cover Senneh to Hamada,  1911 6c perf 11½x11 (Scott 485a) tied to back 
side of envelope by Senneh 5.V.12 cds with an additional strike alongside, additional Hamadan (Arrivee) 
16.V.12 cds, rejection cachet applied over Senneh, Hamadan (Depart) 16.V.12 cds and circled "C" control 
handstamp, envelope slightly reduced at left and with a central vertical fold, Fine and scarce; signed Buhler 
and Sadri; 2015 Sadri certificate 200

1365 *          1916 Coronation of Ahmed Shad Qajar,  the unissued "Service" set, fresh colors, h.r., F-Vf 200
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1366 *          587, 1917 (Jan) 1kr Kermanshah Provisional Issue,  rich colors, original gum, h.r., fresh and Fine; signed 
Sadri and with his 2015 certificate (Scott $1,500 for reprint) 300

1367   6        635, 639, 1921 3c, 12c Coup d‘Etat Issue, Perf 11½,  singles tied on a commemorative cover addressed to 
Meched by Teheran 14.VI.21 cancels with same as a backstamp, Very Fine; signed Sadri and with his 2015 
certificate 200

1368 **   4       676-80, 1924 3k-30k Ahmed Shah definitives,  NH blocks of four of the five high values, bright and fresh, 
F-VF (Scott $544 for hinged) 120

1369 *          721-22, 1926 20k, 30k Pahlavi Government, Perf 11½,  thick paper variety, original gum, h.r., fresh and 
Fine; each signed Sadri and with his 2015 certificate (Scott $1,750) 300

1370 *          C1-16, 1927 1c-30k "Poste Aerienne" Overprints,  select set with fresh colors, original gum, most lightly 
hinged or h.r. though the 10k-30k values are very lightly hinged, F-VF, just 600 each of the 10k-30k issued; 
10k-30k signed I Heimann, each signed Sadri, 2015 Sadri certificate for the set (Scott $1,005) 200

1371       S    C1-16, 1927 1c-30k "Poste Aerienne" Overprints, "SPECIMEN" Overprint,.   full set with specimen 
overprint in black, original gum, mostly l.h., few values small h.r., fresh and F-VF 200

1372   6        Persian Postal History Grouping,  four covers: 73, 1889 1c Pale rose, used on 6c stamped envelope to 
Cöpenick, Germany, with German arrival mark and sender mark "C. MOTTES / Instructeûr de l‘Armée 
/ TEHERAN (Perse)" on reverse; 76, 1889 7c Brown, used on 1891 cover to Meriden, CT, missing back 
flap, a scarce rate; 211, 1902 5c on 10c Pale blue, on cover from Recht to Teheran, missing small piece 
of flap; 356, 1902 12c Blue, pair on 1903 registered cover from Schimeran to Paris (via Baku), roughly-
opened backflap and slight faults to front; all Very Fine, an attractive group of covers 250
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1373 **          280-9, C35-9, CE1-2, 1932 Garibaldi Semicentennial,   complete set of 17 stamps, NH, fresh and F-VF 
(Scott $600) 75

1374   6        349-54, 1935 Bellini Centenary,  complete set of six on overfranked philatelic cover to Bologna, stamps 
tied by October 15, 1935 Rome first day cancels, vertical crease does not affect stamps, opened at top, 20c 
and 50c with light toning, Very Fine, a clean and attractive cover (Scott $1,350) 100

1375 *          Q74, 1948 300L Brown carmine  nicely centered, very lightly hinged, Very Fine; one of the key values to 
the set (Scott $725 for NH; Sassone 79, €1,500 for NH) 75

1376 **          QY8, QY10, 1956 75L, 110L Parcel Post Authorized Delivery,  2 each, PO fresh, NH, Very Fine; the key 
values to the set (Scott $1,500; Sassone 9, 12, €1,480) 600

Italian Offices in Turkish Empire
1377 *          1-8, 1909-011 10pa-40pi Surcharges,   freh colors, o.g., Fine set (Scott $1,392; Sassone 1-8, €1,760)

200

Italy - Aegean Islands
1378 **          C26-27, 1933 Balbo Flight Issue,  P.O. fresh, NH, Very Fine (Scott $300; Sassone 28-29, €500) 80

Trieste -A
1379 **          15-17, 1948 8L-30L Overprints,  NH, fresh and F-VF (Scott $301; Sassone 9, 11, 15, €383) 60
1380 **          Q10-12, 1947 200l-500l Parcel Post,  the three high values to set, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $1125).

  250
1381 **          Q13-26, 1949 1l-1,000l Parcel Post,   complete, NH, Fine to Very Fine, fresh and attractive set. (Scott 

$461) 100

Ivory Coast
1382 **   4       10fr, 100fr, 500fr, 1000fr, 5000fr, 20,000 fr General Revenue Issues, Imperforate, full panes of 25 with 

elephant design on thick granite parchment paper, design intaglio printed with coat of arms applied by 
a second process, Very Fine and choice (see online scans) 1050

1383 **   4       10fr, 100fr, 500fr, 1000fr, 5000fr, 20,000 fr General Revenue Issues, Imperforate, Coat of Arms and 
Denominations omitted, full panes of 25 with elephant design on thick granite parchment paper, design 
intaglio printed, Very Fine and choice (see online scans) 1050

1384 **   4       500fr, General Revenue Issues, Imperforate, full pane of 25 on thick granite parchment paper, design 
intaglio printed, coat of arms applied in a second process, left column Coat of Arms and Denominatioon 
omitted, 2nd-5th column Denomination inverted, Very Fine and choice (see online scan) 2400

1385 **   4       1000fr, General Revenue Issues, Imperforate, full pane of 25 with elephant design only partially printed 
on each stamp on thick granite parchment paper, design intaglio printed, coat of arms applied in a 
second process, Very Fine and choice (see online scan) 1050

Japan
1386   6        Invitation from Emperor to the Chrysanthemum Garden Party,  with envelope mailing it back to the wife 

of Senator Ollie James of Kentucky, envelope is very rough but the invitation on thick cardboard is in 
excellent condition, Fine, a nice piece of history 

Sen. James (1871-1918) first won election to the United States House of Representatives from Kentucky‘s 
1st district in 1902 , and was re-elected to the House four times, serving until 1913. He was the Chairman 
of the Democratic National Conventions of 1912 and 1916. In 1912 James decided to give up his House 
seat to seek election to the United States Senate. He won that election and was sworn in on March 4, 
1913. He served as chairman of the Senate Committee on Patents and died during his term of office in 
Baltimore. 50
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1387   6        154, 1916 10s Heir Apparent,  tied along with 149, 151, 153 on back side of illustrated registered cover to 
USA by lightly struck Shanghai 7.11.16 cancels, address side with design for "Kuhn & Komor/ Shanghai", 
"IJPO Shanghai" registry label plus two different straight-line "REGISTERED" handstamps, stamp side 
with San Francisco Nov 29 1916 transit and Milwaukee Dec 2 1916 receiving cancels, cover with some 
minor faults, #151 with rounded corner, still a Fine and rare use of this high value from the office in 
China 250

Jordan
1388 **          C26-28, 1964 150f-1d Birds, NH, fresh and Very Fine, elusive bird topical set (Scott $235) 60

Korea
1389 *          39-51, 1903 2re-2wn Falcon,  attractive set with unusually fresh colors, original gum (10ch part o.g.), 

some with h.r. or bit of paper adherence, 4ch thin spot, an o/w Fine set (Scott $1,309) 300
1390   6        Four Korean Cards or Envelopes,  mostly censored with transits through Russia, possibly from Chinese 

volunteers; a very scarce and unusual group, F-VF (see online scans) 75

Lebanon
1391 **          C149a, 1949 UPU 75th Anniversary S/S, 15 mint NH S/S, unusually fresh and Very Fine (see online 

scan; Scott $1,125) 140
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1392 **          22b, 23a, 24a, 25a, 1921 5c-25c Definitives, Center inverted, NH, typical mixed centering but Fine for 
these (Scott $500) 95

Liechtenstein
1393 **          1-2, 1912 5h-25h Johann II, Thick chalky paper, well centered set with fresh colors, NH, Very Fine, scarce 

so nice (Scott $900) 100

Luxembourg

1394 (*)          3a, 1856 1Sgr Carmine rose, rich color, ample to full margins, unused, tiny bit of foreign matter adhering 
at upper left, Very Fine; 2016 Böttger certificate (Scott $1,250) 400

1395           3a, 1856 1Sgr Carmine rose, horizontal strip of five with black circular 9-bar cancel, ample to large 
margins all around, light horizontal crease, Very Fine appearance; 2016 Böttger certificate (Scott $1,880 as 
strip of four plus single) 550

1396   6        1876 Official Cover to "Congres International Des Americanistes" in Montreal, 1875 25c Blue 
"OFFICIEL" Overprint (Scott O6)tied on a bit ratty envelope by Luxembourg 25 3 76 cds, blurry red 
New York Paid All oval transit, backstamped Montreal AP 13 76, sound stamp on a cover bit reduced at 
left and with faults, still a scarce use and the issue being rare on cover 1100
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1397 **   4       60-69, 1891-93 10c-5fr Grand Duke Adolphe, corner margin blocks of 25, NH, fresh and F-VF (Scott 
$5,380 as NH singles) 600

1398 **          272-77, 1951 United Europe, NH, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $175) 60
1399 **   4       315-17, 1956, 2fr-4fr Coal and Steel,  blocks of 15, NH, all with two sheet margins with cutouts, post office 

fresh and Very Fine (Scott $825) 80
1400 **          318-20, 1956 2fr-4fr Europa, PO fresh, NH, Very Fine (Scott $160) 50
1401  3         B131, 1946 Heroes and Martyrs S/S, centrally struck Luxembourg / Ville 30.1.46 date of issue favor 

cancel (sheet is o.g., NH), fresh and Very Fine; 2015 Böttger "Befund" (Scott $300) 80

Macao
1402 *   4       109, 1902 6a on 10r Green,  block of 28, unused, two stamps at top with hinge sealed break, o/w fresh 

and F-VF (Scott $588 as singles; SG 137, £560 as singles) 75
1403 *   4       158, 158a, 1911 1a on 5rBrown and buff,  reconstructed pane of 50 with pos 11 and 16 the missing "1" 

variety, without gum as issued, extensive reinforcement with hinges affixed at the corner juncture of 
each stamp plus the margins, pos 10 corner crease, F-VF appearance (Scott $1,720 as singles; SG 204, 
204b, £1,466 as singles) 200

1404 5          160a, 1911 5a and Diagonal Bar on 10a Blue, Inverted surcharge,  lower right diagonal half tied on piece 
by 10 Jun 11 cds, Very Fine and choice; 2004 ISPP certificate (Scott $500; SG 206a, £325) 250

1405 5          160a, 1911 5a and Diagonal Bar on 10a Blue, Inverted surcharge,  upper left diagonal half tied on piece 
by 10 Jun 11 cds, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $550; SG 206a, £325) 250

1406 *          196, 201, 202, 1913 5a, 16a, 18a REPUBLICA Overprints,  blocks of four, without gum as issued, fresh 
and F-VF (Scott $520 as singles; SG 242, 247-48, £780 as singles) 150

1407 *   4       204, 1913 31a Red lilac on pink,  left margin block of six, without gum as issued, fresh and Very Fine 
(Scott $405 as singles; SG 250, £450 as singles) 100

1408 *   4       348-51, 1951 Arms and Dragon,  blocks of 50, without gum as issued, fresh and F-VF (Scott $1,000 as 
singles, SG 435-38, £1,600) 100

1409 **   4       371RA8, 1945/96 Commems, Postal Tax Sheets and Multiples Selection, premium assortment incl 371 
pane of 100 (2), 415-16 panes of 100 (3), 418 pane of 100, RA8 pane of 143 (without gum as issued, etc., 
panes folded in half, some typical light natural margin bends/ perf seps, etc., generally fresh and F-VF 
(no photo; Scott $12,050+ as singles) 300

1410 **   4       372-76, 1953 1a-16a Flowers,  folded sheets of 100, 1a (3), 3a (2), 5a (2), 10a (1), 16a (1), NH, fresh and 
F-VF (Scott $650 as singles; SG 458-62, £1,210 as singles) 75

1411 **   4       414, 1967 50a Virgin Mary Anniversary, 25 panes of 50, NH, fresh and F-VF (no photo; Scott $6,562 as 
singles) 300

1412 **   4       415-16, 1968, 20a, 70a Cabral Issue, 2 each panes of 100, folded in half horizontally, NH, fresh and Very 
Fine (no photo; Scott $2,050 as singles) 100

1413 **   4          418, 1969 1p Vasco da Gama, pane of 100 (folded in half horizontally) plus block of 72 and block of 7, 
NH, fresh and F-VF (no photo; Scott $1,969 as singles) 120

1414 **   4       432, 1974 30a Chinnery,   folded sheet of 100, NH, Very Fine (Scott $350 as singles; SG 524, £625 as 
singles) 60
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1415 **          C13 var., 1938 15a Air Mail, 1939 World‘s Fair Overprint, Double overprint,  PO fresh, NH, Fine and rare 
with just 25 reported; 2004 ISPP certificate 400

1416 (*)          J22A, 1914 ½a Grey green,  without gum, some toning spots, horiz crease, still Fine and rare; 1997 ISPP 
certificate (Scott $1,600 for o.g.; SG D281, £1,400 for o.g.) 150

1417 *          J32 var., 1914 1p Grey violet, Inverted overprint,  margin pair, without gum as issued, some tiny tone 
spots on the back only, o/w Very Fine; 2004 ISPP certificate (1998 Yang D33a, HK$2,400) 150

1418  3  4       P1-3, 1892-93 2½r Newspaper Issues, Perf 12½,  panes of 28, each with multiple strikes of 21 or 22 Abr 
93 cancel, some typical minor margin wrinkles/ perf seps (few hinge reinforced), etc, F-VF, attractive trio 
(Scott $336; SG N73-75, £595 as singles) 75

1419           RA5, 1945 5a Charity Tax, Hong Kong Print,  block of four, without gum as issued, fresh and Very Fine 
(SG C410, £400 as singles) 75

1420 *   4       RA7-9, 1945 10a-20a Charity Tax, Hong Kong Print,  blocks of four, without gum as issued, fresh and F-VF 
(SG C411-13, £752 as singles) 100

1421 *   4       RA8/17, 1945/61 Postal Tax Issues, includes RA8 folded sheet of 143 (2; Scott $5,720 as singles), RA14 
imperf pane of 50, RA15 imperf pane of 50 (6), RA15 pane of 50 imperf horizontally (5), etc., without 
gum as issued, most of the sheets with some minor faults around the edges mostly in the margin but 
affecting some of the stamps, generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 250

1422 *   4       RA16-19, 1961-66 1a-20a Charity Tax,  1a, 2a, 10a blocks of 65, 20a block of 50, without gum as issued, 
fresh and F-VF (no photo; Scott $380 aas singles; SG C486-89, £534 as singles) 50

Mexico
1423  3         698-703, 705-06, C54-61, 1934 5c/20p National University,  fresh colors, usual few nibbed perfs, fresh 

and F-VF (Scott $6,297) 1600

Monaco
1424           P 710P-711P, 1968 2.30fr, 4fr Princes of Monaco, Imperrforate trial color proofs,  sheets of ten, NH, 1fr 

with some printer‘s pencil notations in margin, Very Fine 400
1425           P 774P-775P, 1970 Princes of Monaco, Imperforate trial color proofs,  sheets of ten, NH, each with some 

printer‘s pencil notations in margin, Very Fine 350
1426           P 776P, 1970 3fr "Portrait of Dede" by Modigliana, Imperforate trial color proof,  sheet of ten, NH, Very 

Fine  200
1427           P 777P, 1970 1.30fr Beethoven, Imperforate trial color proof,  sheet of ten, NH, Very Fine 200
1428           P 869, 1973 60c International Amateur Theater Festival, Imperforate trial color proof,  sheet of 25, NH, 

few printer‘s pencil notations in margin, Very Fine 200
1429           P 880P-884P, 1973 30c-2fr Paintings of the Nativity, Imperforate trial color proofs,  sheets of ten, NH, Very 

Fine 600
1430           P 905P, 1974 3fr Red Cross, Imperforate trial color proof,  sheet of ten, NH, Very Fine 200
1431           P 914P-919P, 1974 1fr, 2fr Impressionist Paintings, Imperforate trial color proofs,  sheets of ten, NH, Very 

Fine and attractive 1200
1432           P 963P, 1975 4fr St Bernardino of Siena/ Red Cross, Imperforate trial color proof,  sheet of ten, NH, Very 

Fine 180
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1433           P 969P, 1975 60c Albert Schweitzer, Imperforate trial color proof,  sheet of 30, NH, Very Fine 200
1434 **   4       998P, 1975 1.20fr Johann Strauss, Imperforate trial color proof sheet,  sheet of 30, NH, Very Fine

200
1435           P 1064P-1066P, 1975 80c-1.40fr Peter Paul Rubens Paintings, Imperforate trial color proofs,  sheets of 30, 

NH, Very Fine 600
1436           P 1277aP, 1991 2fr, 2.50fr, 3fr Mozart Birth Anniversary, Imperforate trial color proof,   sheet of five 

setenant strrips, NH, Very Fine 160
1437           P 1307P, 1981 4fr Picasso Self-portrait, Imperforate trial color proof,  sheet of ten, NH, Very Fine

240
1438           P 1679P, 1989 Charlie Chaplin, Imperforate trial color proof,  sheet of 30, NH, Very Fine 240
1439    4       1705P, 1990 5fr Rowland Hill/ Penny Black, Imperforate trial color proof,  sheet of 30, NH, Very Fine

240
1440           P 1713P, 1990 4fr Auto Club Centenary, Imperforate trial color proof,  sheet of 30, NH, Very Fine

240
1441           P 1742P, 1990 5fr Tchaikovsky, Imperforate trial color proof,  sheet of 30, NH, Very Fine 240
1442           P 1805P, 1992 4fr Rallye Monte Carlo, Imperforate trial color proof,  sheet of 30, NH, Very Fine

200

1443 **          1841 var., 1992 Postal Museum S/S, "Cancels" omitted,  NH, Very Fine and rare (Maury 1876A, €2,750) 500
1444           P 1886P, 1993 4fr Edvard Grieg, Imperforate trial color proof,  sheet of ten, NH, Very Fine 180

Netherlands
1445   6        1696 Registered Stampless Cover The Hague to Amsterdam, folded letter sheet with fair strike of "3 

stuiver" marking (Adema type H3; in use 1686/1735), the four crossed lines at lower left indicate 
registered mail - scarce thus, fresh and Very Fine, from the Ulenbroek archive 100

1446 **          C13-14, 1951 15g, 25g Seagull,  PO fresh, NH, 25g with small fingerprint on gum, Very Fine (Scott $460; 
NVPH LP12-13, €700) 50

Nicaragua
1447           P C261P, 1943 40c Victory, Large die proof on india   in black, ABN Co die 84071, full design except 

missing the "V" element in the vignette, Very Fine 350
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1448 **   4       12-14, 1920 1m-10m Views, lot of 10 each and incl multiples, NH, fresh and F-VF (Scott $365 for hinged)
120

Panama
1449           P 188, 1906 2½c Green, Trial color proof on laid paper,   without gum, couple margin tears affecting a few, 

some internal wrinkles, otherwise Very Fine and scarce (see online scan).  50
1450           P 220-31 var, 1921 ½c-50c Centenary, Imperforate plate proofs,  in issued colors mounted on card, 15c and 

60c minor faults, o/w fresh and Very Fine 50
1451           P 342P-349P, 1942 ½c-1B Pictorials, Die proofs on india sunk on card  in issued colors, 151x228mm card, 

each denomination with die number, also includes a proof of just the flag portion of the ½c value, Very 
Fine (see online scans) 1200

1452 *          C199-201 var., 1958 10c-50c UN Anniversary Imperforate Printer‘s Waste, pairs on ungummed paper 
with each having printing on the reverse showing other issues, Very Fine and unusual F-VF, a very scarce 
variety (unlisted in Scott; Sanabria 219a-221a) 200

Poland - Port Gdansk
1453   6        The Polish Post Office in the Free City of Danzig Exhibit Collection, 35 covers arranged and annotated on 

exhibit pages starting with the forerunner period and continuing with the "PORT GDANSK" overprinted 
issues on cover or card, also note some mixed franking and the use of unoverprinted Polish stamps, 
highlights include 1923 forerunner parcel card to Nowy Sacz, 1922 parcel labels from American relief 
packages into Danzig, 1925 Overprints (Scott 1K1-11" set on registered cover, 1926 registered cover from 
the Romanian Consulate in Danzig to its Legation in Warsaw, 1928/35 first flight covers mixed frankings 
with Polish airmails, etc., a Fine group for the specialist (see online scans) The creation of the Free 
City of Danzig after WW I reflected the conflict of the need to provide newly-independent Poland with 
access to the port and the fact that the population was overwhelmingly ethnic German. A compromise 
was reached such that the city was not a part of either country but the Poles would have special rights for 
communication and transportation purposes. On this basis, a Polish Post and Telegraphic Management 
Office opened in January 1920, primarily to handle incoming relief packages from the United States. The 
official post office was established in 1925. Primarily using Polish stamps overprinted "PORT GDANSK", 
the service commenced operation 5 Jan 1925 and ended upon German invasion 1 Sep 1939. There were 
three active postal facilities - a main office at the Helveliusplatz and additional branches in the harbor 
and main railway station. 1800

Portugal
1454  3         33, 1870 240r Pale violet,  nicely centered, bold circular grid cancel, a Fine example (Scott $475)

100

Puerto Rico
1455 (*)   4       1880s Alfonso XII Imperforate Printer‘s Waste Selection,. four different blocks showing multiple/

inverted impressions plus a similar from the Philippines, all on ungummed paper, Very Fine and 
attractive (see online scans) 150

Russia
1456 *          1932 All Soviet Philatelic Exhibition in Moscow Souvenir Sheet,  on thick ungummed card 158x119 mm 

(slightly reduced at right), two small areas of discoloration on front side, o/w Fine and scarce with just 
500 issued, 25 of which were overprinted; signed Schlomo Stern and with his 2001 certificate (Scott $25,000 
for full size; Michel €25,000 for full size) 1000

1457   6        1967 Propaganda Cards Mailed to Amsterdam,   a set of 16 different multicolor cards with flags and 
emblems of the USSR and 15 republics, all dispatched from Grodno, fresh and Very Fine 100

Russia - Army of the North
1458 * 3         1919 Army of the North Issues Assortment  on pages incl 12 of the "General Miller" unissued stamps (7 

different values) and a group of mostly mint 5k-50k Gen Rodzinko issues (Scott 1-5), generally F-VF (see 
online scans) 100
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1459 **   4       J57, 1937 1l on 3l Postage due, block of four with right sheet margin, NH, Fine (Scott $640) 80

Slovakia - German Occupation
1460   6        WW II Period Used Postal Cards Selection,  23 cards (1 mint - Mi AAK 2), incl one with "EXPRES" label, 

16 of the cards the 1.20k Hlinka with pictorial view at left incl one uprated and with airmail label, three 
registered and one to USA, two 1944 1k (Mi P13), most with Bratislava cancels, assorted censor markings, 
usual mixed condition, generally Fine (see online scans) 100

Spain
1461 **   4       657 var., 1938 30c "CMS" in place of "CTS",  imperf. color proofs, corner blocks of 4 in both dark green 

and emerald green, NH, issued in Deep red and with different abbreviation, Very Fine, a scarce pair of 
items (EDIFIL 844Aece, €760; EDIFIL 844Aecd, €1,100) 160

Spanish Colonies Lots and Collections
1462   6        Cuba and Puerto Rico Cover Selection, four covers, Cuba 1866 folded letter to Bordeaux rated "10" with 

accountancy marking and French transit cds, Havana, London and Bordeaux backstamps; 1871 stampless 
cover to New York with circled "SHIP  6" and Philadelphia transit cds, Puerto Rico 1867 cover front 
addressed to Humacao with ms. "R.S." (Royal Service) and seal of "Gobierno Capitanis General de la Isla de 
/ Pto Rico", Puerto Rico 22 Jun 67 rec‘g cancel, franked with Cuba 13 tied by Colonial parilla cancel,1870 
stampless cover to Edinburgh with "2" rate handstamp (scarce) and backstamped Puerto Rico OC 11 70 
(British PO) and "Edinburgh & Newcastle Sorting Tender" cds, F-VF (see online scan) 80

Spanish Morocco
1463 **         E E11 var., 1949 25c Red and black, Specimen,  imperforate, NH, control number on reverse, Very Fine 

(unlisted in Scott and Edifil) 100

Sweden

1464 *          90, 1918 55o Pale blue,  o.g., beautiful color, bright and fresh, unissued variety, Very Fine, 1984 APS 
certificate, an attractive example of this rarity (Scott $2,100; Facit 92, SEK 17,000) 500

1465 *          197-211, 1924 UPU Congress, fresh colors, l.h. or small h.r., some lower values tyical blunted/ shorter 
perfs, F-VF (Scott $666) 80

1466 *          213-27, 1924 UPU Anniversary, rich colors, l.h. or small h.r., some usual short/blunted perfs in lower 
values, 10o, 20o small thin spot, o/w fresh and F-VF (Scott $721) 75

1467 *          O26a, 1889 10o on 12o Blue, Inverted surcharge,  o.g., bright and fresh color, Fine (Scott $2,100; Facit 
TJ25V2, SEK 18,000) 400
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1468   6        B116, 1941 Semipostal S/S.  first day cover with generic cachet, souvenir sheet is cancelled but not tied, 
matching cancel on envelope, scarce and Very Fine 150

Tannu Tuva
1469           120, 1943 25k Slate blue, Strip of five, without gum as issued, F-VF (Scott $900) 270
1470 *          120, 1943 25k Slate blue, Strip of five, middle stamp misregistered with perfs cutting through top of the 

design, without gum as issued, F-VF 450
1471 *          120a-123a, 1943 25k, 50k Arms, Building on white poaper, without gum as issued, F-VF (Scott $405)

120
1472 *          121a, 1943 25k Black on white paper, Strip of five, unevenly applied original gum, (scarce thus), fresh 

and F-VF (Scott $600+) 220

Thailand
1473   6        1929 Registered Cover to Paris,   1929 10s strip of three (Scott 210) tied on envelope with printed 

"Consulat de France A Oubone Siam" cc by Ubon cds with an accompanying Ubol registry label, 
backstamped Bangkok (two different) and Paris 12-10 29 arrival cds, cover bit of postal wear, still a Fine 
use from a smaller office 100

Turkey
1474           Turkey 1876 Issue Spiro Forgeries Assortment, panes of 25 of the 10pa, 20pa, 50pa (2 different color 

schemes), 2pi, 5pi, 25pi values, each with multiple strikes of an oval lozenge type cancel, each some minor 
faults and/or some perf separations but a Fine group for the specialist (see online scans) 2800

1475 **          RA179-80, 1955 2½-10l Postal tax stamps,  bright and fresh, NH, F-VF (Scott $1,250) 100

Vatican City
1476   6        Vatican City 1930s covers,  three covers including 31 single franking; 19, 22, 44, and 48; and 46 (2) and 

49; all Very Fine, interesting frankings with very high catalogue value (see online scans) 100

1477 **          35-40, 1934 40c-3.70L Surcharges,   select set with fresh colors, NH, Very Fine and choice; 1980 Friedl 
certificate for the set (Scott $3,680; Sassone 35-40, €4,000) 1500

1478 *          35-40, 1934 40c-3.70L Surcharges,  1.30L-3.70L from the second printing (no second printing of the 40c 
value), o.g., fresh and F-VF, each with small handtamp initials on gum, 3.05L, 3.70L signed A Diena, 1968 
A Diena certificate for the set (Sassone A35, B36-40, €2,310) 600

1479 *          35-40, 1934 40c-3.70L Surcharges,  part o.g., few with a small h.r., F-VF (Scott $1,565; Sassone 35-40, 
€2,000) 300
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1480 **          C16-17, 1948 250L, 500L Archangel Raphael,  particularly well centered set, PO fresh, NH, Very Fine and 
choice (Scott $640; Sassone 16-17, €700) 190

1481 **          C16-17, 1948 250L, 500L Archangel Raphael,  NH, fresh and F-VF (Scott $640; Sassone 16-17, €700)
180

1482 **          C20-21, 1951 300L, 500L Gratianus,   NH, F-VF (Scott $395; Sassone 20-21, €450) 80
1483 **          C20-21, 1951 300L, 500L Gratianus,  NH, F-VF (Scott $395; Sassone 20-21, €450) 80

1484 *          J2a, 1931 10c Dark green and light green, Frame omitted,   o.g., left sheet margin, bright and fresh, 
signed, Very Fine, only 100 issued, an attractive example of this rarity (Scott $5,250; Sassone 2A, €7,000) 1000

Vietnam
1485 **   4       402-04, 1971 2pi-100pi Fish, 84 sets in blocks of four plus set of panes of 50 (folded in half), NH, usual 

few light natural gum bends, fresh and F-VF (Scott $4,489) 150
1486 **          466, 490, 491, 501 var., 1974/75 Commems, "CONG-HOA / MIENNAM VIET NAM" Overprints, 

unissued varieties, 466 (5), 490 (6), 491 (2), 501 (6), NH, fresh and F-VF, scarce   100
1487 **   4       514-16, 1975 10pi, 25pi Surcharges, lot of 50 complete sets, NH, fresh and F-VF (no photo; Scott $2,900) 120
1488 **   4       J15-20, 1968 50c-10pi Postage Dues, full panes of 100, NH, folded in half vertically, some minor margin 

nicks or bends, fresh and F-VF (no photo; Scott $5,200 as singles; Michel 15-20, €5,000 as singles) 200
1489 **   4       J15-20, 1968 50c-10pi Postage Dues, full panes of 100, NH, folded in half vertically, 2d some perf 

separations, fresh and F-VF (Scott $5,200 as singles; Michel 15-20, €5,000 as singles) 200
1490 *          M3a, 1969 Red and green Military Issue, Booklet pane of ten, without gum as issued, folded between 

stamps 5 and 6 as usual, F-VF (Scott $700) 60
1491 *          M3a, 1969 Red and green Military Issue, Booklet pane of ten, lot of three panes, without gum as issued, 

each folded between stamps 5 and 6 as usual, fresh and F-VF (n photo; Scott $2,100) 120

Zambezia
1492   6        1902/03 Covers Chinde to Quelimane,   group of five with three having a printed "Companhia de 

Zambezia / Administracao em Africa" cc, various 1898/1903 issue franking totalling 25r or 50r, usual 
mixed condition but a scarce group (see online scans)  100
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3001          E American Bank Note Company Essays,  unlisted in Scott (similar to 67-E6), non denominated, die on 
india, one in deep blue other in vermilion (thin at top), otherwise Fine to Very Fine, unusual and 
attractive. 200

3002          E Three Different Colored Engraved Vignettes of Washington,  mounted on star shaped mats, unattributed 
design, circa 1860, one with one slightly nibbed point, all Very Fine, very unusual.  250

3003           P 41P4//E1P4, 19th Century proof Balance,  40 mostly different plate proofs on india or card, all fresh, 
includes: 41P4, 44P3, 112P3, 113P3 (x2), 116P3, 116P4, 120P4, 122P4, 151P3, 153P3, 157P4 (x2), 159P3, 
160P3, 160P4, 162P4, 163P3, 163P4, 164P4, 165P4, 166P3, 183P4, 185P4 (x2), 205P4, 206P4 (x2), 207P4 
(x2), 208P4, 208P4a, 209P4 (x2), 213P4 and E1P4, clean and exceptional balance, Very Fine throughout. (Scott 
$1,786). 300

3004       S    P 6c Garfield Proof & Specimen Balance,  six unusual items: 1890 trial color pairs (2); 1890 P4  proof on 
card;  256 stamp with "pre-printing paper fold"; 271P5 pair without gum (small fault); 305 "Specimen", 
an attractive group for "Garfield" specialist.  (see online scans). 65
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3005   6        3XU1, Baltimore Md., 1845 5c blue on buff entire,  extremely attractive entire to Leesburg, Va, blue 
"Paid" SL, oval "5" and Baltimore, Md/ 2/7/(46) cds, trivial bit of staining at extreme bottom right 
corner, Very Fine cover; 1982, 2012 PF certificates. (Scott $6,500). 1200

3006   6        9X1e, New York, NY, 1845 5c Black, Without signature,  pos 31 showing double transfer at bottom, four 
margins, tied on cover to Hartford, Conn. by pen cancel, red arc "Paid" and matching New York "5 cts" 
7/22/(45) cds, Very Fine with interesting content describing 1845 New York City fire, signed Calves, 
Sismondo. 2001 Sismondo certificate. (Scott $1.400).  275

3007  3         11X1, St Louis Mo., 1846 5c black on greenish,  type I from position 1 of plate 1, ample to large margins 
all around, light neat manuscript cancel; large pre-printing paper fold at top and a few other smaller 
folds, one ending in a tiny tear, small thin at top right, Very Fine and spectacular; 1978 and 2012 Philatelic 
Foundation certificates (Scott for normal used stamp $8,000) 1900

3008  3         11X1, St Louis Mo, 1846 5c Black,  partial red cds and lightened manuscript cancels, ample margins to 
barely in or touching at left and lower left, vertical crease and small corner crease, both unobtrusive and 
barely perceptable in fluid, Fine, attractive example of this rare and elusive Provisional. 2014 PF certificate. 
(Scott $8,000). 1200
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3009  3         1-2, 1847 5c Red brown, 10c Black,   both four margins, 10c manuscript cancelled, ea. with trivial 
flaws, Fine appearance (Scott $875).  150

3010  3         1, 1847 5c Red brown,  four well balanced margins, attractive red grid cancel, 2007 PSE Graded VF 80 
certificate. (SMQ $400). 150

3011  3         1, 1847 5c Red brown,  attractive red grid cancel, ample margins to clear at lower right, near Very Fine 
(Scott $375). 100

3012  3         1, 1847 5c Red brown,  ample to clear margins, light red square grid cancel, Fine example (Scott $375).
100

3013  3         1, 1847 5c Red brown,  right sheet margin single with other sides margins to barely in at bottom, attractive 
red grid cancel, very faint diagonal crease that is barely perceptible in fluid, Fine appearing (Scott $375).

75
3014  3         1b,1847 5c Orange brown, pretty shade, light blue cancel, margins to barely in at bottom, Fine and 

attractive (Scott $750). 150
3015           P 2TC2e, 1847 5c Orange vermilion, Small die proof on card,   light oxidation, Very Fine; 1973 APS 

certificate (Scott $625).  120
3016           P 2TC2e, 1847 5c Orange vermilion, Small die proof on india  mounted on card, trivial light tone spot, 

otherwise Very Fine and scarce; 1973  APS certificate (Scott $675).  120

3017  3         2, 1847 10c Black,  ample margins to close at top, attractive blue grid cancel, with original cover "front" 
and enclosure, ex Ezra Cole, 2007 PSE Graded F-VF 75 certificate. (SMQ $800 includes $50 premium for 
blue cancel). 300

3018  3         2, 1847 10c Black,  attractive blue cds, margins to barely touching at upper right, slight "rub" upper left, 
Fine (Scott $875). 200

3019  3         2, 1847 10c Black,  appearing unused, mostly large margins, expert paper repairs (not mentioned on 2017 
cert.), Very Fine appearing, 2017 PF certificate stating "cleaned to remove cancel". (Scott $500) 150

1875 Reprint of the 1847 Issue (3-4)
3020           P 3P3, 1875 5c Reproduction, Plate proof on india,  natural india paper fault at bottom, appears to have 

a possible "kiss Print" or double transfer, Very Fine appearing, unusual, in need of further research. (Scott 
$350).  100

3021           P 3P4-4P4, 1875 5c-10c Reproductions, Plate proofs on card,  5c filled thin, otherwise Very Fine (Scott 
$500).  100

3022 *          3, 1875 5c Red brown, Reproduction,   rich color,  four margins, without gum as issued, couple small 
thins, Very Fine appearing (Scott $850). 100

3023           P 4P4, 1875 10c Black, Plate proof on card, choice Very Fine (Scott $250). 75
3024 (*)          4, 1875 10c Black, Reproduction,  four margins, unusual deeply blued paper (most probably unnatural), 

small faults, Fine appearing. (Scott $1,050).  150

1851 Issue (5-17)
3025   6        7, 1851 1c Blue, Type II, Position 4R1L, single with ample top and bottom margins, clear or slightly into 

at sides, tied on local "drop" cover to Brunswick. Me. by pen cancel, light tone "speckling" at top, Very 
Fine cover franked with the only Type II position (without recut) on Plate 1 Late (Scott $350 for used 
single; unpriced on cover) 60

3026  3         9, 1851 1c Blue, Type IV,  pos 21R1L, lovely single with a light cancels, wide margins three sides and just 
impinging on design at bottom, 2013 PSE Graded VF 80J certtificate (SMQ $125) 70
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3027 *          11, 1853, 3c Dull red, Type I,  horizontal pair,  tight margins to touching across top left stamp, full o.g., 
hinged, Fine, bright and fresh. 2017 PSE certificate. (Scott ($650). 200

1857 Issue (18-39)
3028 3        20, 1857 1c Blue, Type II,  vertical pair, showing type well, attractively cancelled with light town c.d.s., 

Fine. (Scott $625). 150
3029  3         21, 1857 1c Blue, Type III,  exceptionally well centered and showing type extremely well, "face free" large 

Boston "Paid" grid, completely natural paper inclusion, Extremely Fine, about as well centered as can be 
obtained. 2017 PSE certificate. (Scott $1,750).  700

3030 5          22, 1857 1c Blue, Type IIIa,  pos 80R4, affixed on piece and lightly cancelled, frsh and Fine; 2013 PSE 
certificate (Scott $500) 100

3031 */(*) 3         23/38, 1857 1c/30c issue assortment.  10 singles (8 different), used include: 23, 26 (x2), 28, 30A, 37, 
38, mint include: 35 (trace o.g.), 36b and 38 (both o.g.), mixed condition but generally Fine with flaws/
faults present. (Scott $6,200). 400

3032 (*)          24, 1857 1c Blue, Type Va,   rich plate 5 color, exceptionally fresh and well centered, unused, couple 
barely short perfs, Very Fine. (Scott $400).  100

3033  3         24, 1857 1c Blue, Type V,  rich color, exceptional centering, attractive town cancel, 2005 PSE Graded XF 
90 certificate. (SMQ $350). 200

3034   6        24, 1857 1c Blue, Type V,  three singles, pos 61R9, 71R9 & 87R9, all Fine, not tied by grids on multi-
colored flag type patriotic to Windham. N.H., matching Sanborton Bridge, NH 9/12 c.d.s, slightly 
reduced at left, barely affecting design, otherwise Fine to Very Fine cover. 100

3035 (*)          25, 1857 3c Dull red, Type I,  fresh color, unused, Fine. (Scott $950).  100
3036  3         25A, 1857-61 3c Rose, Type II,  pos. 51L3, rich color, small corner crease, Fine. 2016 PSE certificate, (Scott 

$900).  270

3037   6        1860 Cover to Hong Kong,  eleven singles 1857 3c Dull red (Scott 26) tied to envelope addressed to "Lieut 
R. Law/ U.S. Ship Hartford/ Hong Kong/ China" by strikes of "Saint Louis Mo May 29 1860" postmarks, red 
numeral "12" credit plus ms. "1" of Hong Kong and "via Southampton", backstamped New York Am. Pkt 
May 26 and Hong Kong "C" AU 11, top right stamp with small piece out at bottom right, cover repaired 
with a 6mm band of paper added along the right edge and a portion of the postmark drawn in at the 
right, still a Fine and extremely scarce example of the 33c rate to China via Southampton paid only with 
3c stamps; 2016 PF certificate 
The USS Hartford, a sloop-of-war steamer launched in 1858, sailed in 1859 for the Cape of Good Hope 
and the Far East. In November 1859 the Hartford embarked the American Minister to China, John Elliott 
Ward, at Hong Kong and carried him to Canton, Manila, Shanghai, Swatow and other Far East ports to 
settle American claims and to arrange favorable consideration for America‘s interests. The ship later 
served in several campaigns during the Civil War including the Battle of Mobile Bay, serving as the 
flagship of Adm Farragut.  300
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3038  3         26A, 1857 3c Dull red, Type IV,  pos. 21L11E, showing distinct break of outer vertical frameline in all four 
corners, deep rich color complimented by attractive blue c.d.s, Extremely Fine, extremely scarce if not 
rare in this condition. 2015 PF certificate. (Scott $150)  180

3039  3         27, 1858 5c Brick red, Type I,  rich true color, attractive partial red c.d.s., reperfed at right, other minor 
perf flaws, still Very Fine appearing. (Scott $2,650).  300

3040   6        27, 1858 5c Brick red, Type I,  single plus 10c Green type III (33) tied on folded letter sheet to France by 
New Orleans 4/19/59 balloon cds, red New York "Paid 12" 4/27/(59) transit, red boxed "PD", ms. "First 
Steamer", appropriate French transit and receiver, 5c with some light perf tip toning, a Very Fine cover; 
2017 PF certificate. (Scott $2,200). 750

3041  3         28, 1857 5c Red brown, Type I,  rich color, well centered for this difficult issue, attractive blue town c.d.s., 
couple margin tears, near Very Fine for issue. ($1,100).  100

3042   6        28, 1857 5c Red brown, Type I,  single plus 10c Green type V tied on outer folded letter sheet to France 
by New Orleans cds and red New York "Paid 12" transit cds, ms. "Steamer", French transit and receivers, 
Very Fine (Scott $1,365).  500

3043   6        29, 1859 5c Brown, Type I,   horizontal strip of three tied on outer folded letter sheet addressed to 
France by multiple New Orleans 1/17/60 cancels, red Boston "Paid 12" 1/25 transit cds, blue company 
oval handstamp, appropriate French receiver and transits, Very Fine; signed Ashbrook on back side (Scott 
$1,325). 700
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3044 *          30, 1857 5c Orange brown, Type II,  fresh and well centered for this most difficult issue, o.g., small filled 
thin, Very Fine appearing. (Scott $1,200). 100

3045  3         30, 1857 5c Orange brown, Type II,  rich color, well centered for this difficult issue, attractive"face free" 
red c.d.s., couple small perf flaws across top, near very Fine appearing. (Scott $1,400).  200

3046   6        30A, 1860 5c Brown, Type II,  three singles tied on folded letter sheet to France by open grid cancels, red 
New York "Paid 6" 12/15/(60) cds, ms. "Prepaid" & "Pr City of Washington" notations, French 12/30/60 
receiver, faint horizontal filefold, Very Fine (Scott $920). 500

3047  3         32, 1857 10c Green, Type II, bright color and attractively cancelled, small perf flaws including possibly 
reperfed at left, still an attractive single, near Very Fine. (Scott $200). 100

3048  3         33, 1857 10c Green Type III,  attractive color, black cds, exceptionally well-balanced margins, 2009 PSE 
Graded XF-Sup 95 certificate (SMQ $2,750) 1500

3049  3         35, 1857 10c Green, Type V,  large and well balanced margins, attractive multiple grid cancels, 2017 PSE 
Graded XF 90 certificate. (SMQ $175). 90

3050 (*)          36, 1857 12c Black, Plate 1,  deep color, unused, fresh and Fine (Scott ($575).  100
3051  3         36, 1857 12c Black, Plate 1,  rich color, well centered for issue, attractice red and black cancels, near Very 

Fine. (Scott $325).  100
3052  3         36, 1857 12c Black, Plate 1,  horizontal pair, c.d.s. breaks paper in left stamp, right stamp barely cancelled 

and extremely well centered showing near complete frameline all around, Very Fine. (Scott $750). 
150

3053   6        36, 1857 12c Black, Plate 1,  vertical strip of five, pos 52R1-92R1, tied on folded letter sheet addressed to 
France by multiple New Orleans 1/26/58 cds, red New York "Paid" 2/3/ (58) transit, red boxed "P.D.", 
blue New Orleans company oval handstamp, appropriate French transits and receiver, Very Fine and rare 
cover paying the quadruple rate to France; signed Ashbrook with his lengthy pencil notation stating "the New 
Orleans postmark has been retouched"  900

3054   6        37, 1860 24c Lilac,  single affixed (not tied) on small cover to England and cancelled by red open grid, 
matching New York "3 (Am.) Pkt" 8/3/(61) cds, red London 8/16/61 receiver, missing backflap, still 
Very Fine and attractive; 1961 PF certificate. (Scott $1,000).  400
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3055           P 40P4-47P4, 1875 1c-90c Reprints of 1851 Issue, Plate proofs on card,  fresh and Extremely Fine (Scott 
$580).    150

3056           P 40P4//47P3, 1875 1c-90c Reprints of 1857 Issues,  five proofs: 40P4 (2), 44P3 mounted on card, 47P3 
(2), one 90c with small scuff, otherwise fresh and Very Fine. (Scott $545).  130

3057           P 44TC4c//47TC4c, 1881 12c, 30c-90c "Atlanta" Plate Proofs,  three singles on thin card, all in brown, 
Fine-Very Fine, fresh and quite attractive. ($300).  100

1861 Issue (63-78)
3058 */**   4       63TC6i, 1861 1c Trial Color Proof,  on wove paper, NH, blocks of 6 & 10, each block with vertical natural 

straight edge, Fine, also includes o.g. pair 63TC6d. (Scott $900).  200
3059           P 63P4//78P4, 1861-68 1c-90c Issue, Plate proofs on card,  complete set of nine values, includes: 63P4, 

65P4, 68P4-69P4, 71P4-72P4, 76P4-78P4, also includes additional 69P4, 24c cut close, otherwise Very Fine 
(Scott $490). 120

3060 (*) 3         63/76, 1861 1c-90c Issues Assortment,  34 singles on stockpage, mostly fresh, attractive and useful, includes: 
63 (3), 65 (8, note shades, "shield" fancy cancel), 68 (2, shades), 69 (3), 70 (5, shades), 70b "steel blue", 71 
(2), 72 (3), 73, 75 (2, one unused PSE certificate), 76 (4, one possibly being a "dark red brown" shade of 75), 
expect some flaws/faults, generally Fine. (Scott $8,319). (see online scans). 250

3061  3         64, 1861 3c Pink,  fresh true color, well centered for issue, unobtrusive grid cancel, a few scissor blunted 
perforations at top, Very Fine for issue. 2012 PSAG Certificate. (Scott $650).   270

3062           P 65P4//77P4, 1861-66 1c-30c Proofs,  7 proofs: 65P4, 71P3 (3), 77P3, 77P4, 15c india with small paper 
anomoly showing on face, otherwise Fine to very Fine. (Scott $430). 120

3063           P 65P5, 1861 3c Rose, Proof on Thin Stamp Paper,  vertical strip of 3, paper toning, Very Fine appearing, 
Very Fine, scarce. (Scott $1,500).  300

3064 */(*)          65S//208S, 1861-1888 Specimens,  8 specimen overprints, include: 65S (3, one o.g., others unused), 76S 
(o.g., note double perfs),  72S (o.g.), 73S (o.g.), 77S (unused), 208 (unused), Fine to Very Fine. (Scott 
$1,430).  350

3065  3         67a, 1861 5c Brown yellow,  lovely example of this scarce shade variety, attractive geometric grid cancel, 
reperfed at top and one short perf at left, still Fine and attractive example of this shade. 2017 PSE 
certificate. (Scott $1,100).  500

3066 (*)          68, 1861 10c Green,  rich color, unused, couple minor perf flaws, Fine. (Scott $400).  100
3067  3         68a, 1861 10c Dark green,   extremely well centered and fresh, complimented by face free attractive 

partial red cds, 2008 PSE Graded XF 90 certificate. (SMQ $375). 300
3068  3         69, 1861, 12c Black,  exceptional centering complimented by blue cancel, 2009 PSE Graded VF-XF 85 

certificate. (SMQ $225). 150
3069  3         71, 1861 30c Orange,  well centered for this difficult issue, bold blue Baltimore c.d.s., Vewry Fine and 

choice; 1997, 2004 & 2010 PF certificates (Scott $200) 170
3070  3         77, 1862 15c Black,  fresh well centered single with attractive red segmented cork cancel, Very Fine (Scott 

$180). 80
3071  3         78, 1862, 24c Lilac,  two singles, each well centered but with small flaw/fault, F-VF appearance. (Scott 

$750). 140

1867 Grilled Issue (79-101)
3072  3         83, 1867 3c Rose, "C" Grill,  bright color, strong grill, small internal crease and heavy cancel, typical 

centering, Fine (Scott $1,100) 150
3073  3         85, 1868 3c Rose, "D" grill,  fresh color, strong grill, very heavy cancel, typical centering, still Fine, a nice 

example of this elusive grill (Scott $1,050) 120
3074  3         85E, 1867 12c Intense black, "Z" Grill,  well centered for this difficult issue, attractive blue target cancel, 

small filled thin in small portion of grilled area, Very Fine appearing. (Scott $2,500). 200
3075 (*)          95, 1868, 5c Brown, "F" Grill  rich color and fairly well centered for this difficult issue, unused, Fine. 

(Scott $1,300). 150
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3076   6        95, 1868 5c Brown,  single and pair plus 3c (147) tied on registered cover to Senecaville, OH. by faint 
cork cancels, Mattoon, Ill 11/23 cds, the 5c stamps with small faults, cover with a small repair at top left 
and without backflap, still a Fine appearing and scarce combination usage; 2017 PF certificate (Scott $2,750). 600

3077  3         97, 1868 12c Black, "F" Grill,  deep color, well centered for this difficult issue, attractive segmented cork 
cancel, certificate states "slightly toned at top right" (overly harsh), Very Fine. 1989 PF certificate. (Scott 
$260). 50

3078  3         99, 1868 24c Gray lilac, "F" Grill  fresh, attractive cork cancel, reperfed at right, Fine appearing. (Scott 
$1,600).  200

1869 Issue (112-122)
3079           P 112P//122P, 1c-90c 1869 Pictorials, Plate proofs on india or card,  1c, 2c, 10c on india, all others on 

card, 15c value is the reissue (129P4), all exceptionally fresh and well centered with bright colors, Very 
Fine. (Scott $955).  250

3080           P 112P3//122P3, 1c-90c Proofs,  ten plate proofs on india or card, all fresh and attractive, includes: 112P3 
(2), 112P4 (2), 113P4, 115P3-17P3, 120P3, 121P3, 122P3, Fine-Very Fine, brilliant colors. (Scott $885).

200
3081           P 112P3-117P3, 119P3-121P3, 1869 1c-30c Pictorials, Plate proofs on india,  complete except 15c (129P3) 

and 90c values, all exceptionally fresh and bright without the typical small paper flaws, Extremely Fine 
(Scott $675) 130

3082           P 112P4//129P4, 1869 1c-90c proofs  complete set of 10 plate proofs on card, 15c is type III (129P4), small 
flaws including most values faded, otherwise Fine appearing. (Scott $875).  100

3083 *          114, 1869 3c Ultramarine,  well centered, near full o.g., fresh and Very Fine. (Scott $250). 100
3084  3         114, 1869 3c Ultramarine,   10 singles, several slightly better or unusual cancels, couple small flaws, 

generally Fine or better, also includes: 10c (116) single, heavy cork cancel and bit oxidized; set of American 
Letter Mail trial color proofs in six different colors. (see online scans). 100

3085 (*)          117, 1869 12c Green,  fresh and attractive, expertly regumed and reperfed, Very Fine appearing. (Scott 
$750).  100
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3086          E 118-E1a, 1869 (15c) Dark blue, Vignette only,  hybrid die proof on india, mounted on india and die 
sunk on 70x71 mm cardshowing full die sinkage area, small tone spots and card thin at bottom left from 
mount removal, Very Fine appearing; ex Earl of Crawford, Finkleburg, Price (Scott $3,500),  3000

3087  3         118, 1869 15c Brown and blue, Type I,  brilliant colors, vignette shifted drastically downward, attractive 
New Orleans Apr 26 (1869) cds and traces red cancel at bottom, Fine and early use. (Scott $850, without 
premium for red cancel). 400

3088  3         118, 1869 15c Brown and blue, Type I,  neat tarhet cancel, unusual additional double row of horiz perfs 
at bottom, small thin in grill, fresh and Fine appearance. (Scott $850). 300

3089  3         118, 1869 15c Brown and blue, Type I,  fresh and attractive, unobtrusive segmented cork cancel, Fine. 
(Scott $850). 120

3090   6        118, 1869 15c Brown and blue, Type I,  vertical pair tied on registered cover to Opelousas, La. by cork 
cancels, no other markings except Justice of Peace embossed seal for Parish of Orleans, State of Louisiana, 
bottom stamp long vertical sealed tear, envelope reduced at left, still a Fine cover; ex Kuphal, Price (Scott 
$1,900 for off-cover pair).  Only seven 15c type I pairs are recorded on cover in the 1869 PRA census. 1500
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3091          E 119-E1a, 1869 15c Red brown, Type II Frame only, Die proof on india,  mounted on 57x46mm card, small 
surface scrape at left (in vignette area), Very Fine appearing; ex Mason, "Lafayette", "Lake Shore", Dr. 
Heimburger, Price (Scott $3,500).  2500

3092           P 119P2, 129P2, 120P2, 121P2, 15c-30c 1869 Issue, Roosevelt small die proofs,   four different small 
die proofs on white wove paper, expertly removed from gray card backing, Very Fine, only 85 of each 
prepared, each with 2016 PF certificate stating "it is Genuine, from a Roosevelt album...". (Scott $1,800). 5000

3093 *   4       119, 1869 15c Brown and blue, Type II,  block of nine, exceptional colors and centering, disturbed o.g. 
with some gum soaks, perf reinforcement at bottom and other small flaws including bottom right stamp 
corner off and repaired, Very Fine appearance, scarce and impressive multiple. (Scott $35,250 as block, 
two pairs and single). 7500

3094  3         119, 1869 15c Brown and blue, Type II,  rich colors, exceptionally well centered, Very Fine. (Scott $220).
100

3095  3         119, 1869 15c Brown and blue, Type II,  two singles, each with deep rich colors and well centered, both 
extremely fresh, each with slightly short perf, Very Fine appearing. (Scott $420). 60
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3096   6        119 var., 1869 15c Dark brown and blue, Type II,  single with intense color, tied on cover to Switzerland 
by grid cancel, matching Nebraska City Neb. Dec 27 cds, bold red New York "Paid All Br. Transit" Dec 
31 exchange office cds, ms. "Wyoming Neb Dec 27" at left, light edge soiling, Very Fine small-town use; 
ex-Haas, Klein, Dr Martin; 2005 PF certificate. (Scott $825).  2000

3097 *          120, 24c Green and violet,  bottom right corner margin single (pos 100), rich colors, disturbed o.g., small 
h.r., Fine and attractive; 1993 PF certificate. (Scott $8,000). 3500

3098  3         120, 24c Green and violet,  expertly rejoined horizontal pair, rich colors and fairly well centered, attractive 
rosette cork cancels, F-VF (Scott $1,300 as singles).  850

3099  3         120, 24c Green and violet,  horizontal pair, rich colors and fairly well centered, neat quartered cork 
cancels, single short perf at bottom (not mentioned on cert.), Fine; 1998 PF certificate. (Scott $1,400). 

850
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3100  3  4       120, 24c Green and violet,  block of four, deep intense colors, black cork cancels, centered to right, few 
expertly rejoined perfs not mentioned on certificate, Fine, one of only six reported blocks of four; 1990 
PF certificate; ex-Lopez, Price (Scott $20,000).  10000

3101          E 121-E1a, 1869 30c Black, Burgoyne large die essay on india,  54x49mm, bold and crisply struck impression, 
Very Fine. (Scott $800).  800

3102 *          121, 1869 30c Ultramarine and blue,  exceptionally fresh and colorful, large part o.g., blunted perf, Very 
Fine, 1995 PSE certificate and 2005 PF certificate. (Scott $4,500). 1300

3103 (*)          121, 1869 30c Ultramarine and blue, eye-catching upward vignette shift, exceptionally well centered, 
unused, couple nibbed/short perfs at right, fresh and Very Fine centering. (Scott $1,600).   800
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3104 (*)   4       121 var., 1869 30c Ultramarine and carmine, Double paper, Without grill,  top left sheet margin block 
of eight, "National Bank Note Co. New York" imprint in ultramarine (flags plate), bright and fresh 
color, centered up and to the right, small hinge reinforcements, unused, Fine; ex-"Lafayette" and "Lake 
Shore" (Scott $58,000 for eight singles with o.g.) 2003 PF certificate calls this "121E, Essay on Double 
Paper, without grill," as at the time there was no Scott listing for this variety. One of only two recorded 
top sheet margin blocks of this very rare variety. 15000

3105  3         121 var., 1869 30c Ultramarine and carmine, Double grill, One split,   impressive variety with all grills 
strongly impressed the second being split vertically, brilliant colors, segmented cork cancel, pulled perf 
at bottom and small tear at top, Fine appearing, a very rare variety, ex-Sheriff, Wagshal; 1986 and 2010 PF 
certificates. (Scott listed but unpriced). 500

3106 *          121a, 1869 30c Ultramarine and carmine, Without grill,  bright and fresh color, part o.g., small inclusion 
at left noted on 1994 PF cert and chemically-cleaned toned area at right noted on 2005 PF cert, Very 
Fine, an attractive example of this rare stamp (Scott $10,000) 4000
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3107 *          129, 15c Brown and blue Re-issue, Type III,  horizontal pair, intense colors and proof like impression, 
o.g., neat h.r., Very Fine, the only recorded mint o.g. pair; 2002 PF certificate. (Scott for two singles $2,700, 
a significasnt under-valuation). 5000

1870-71 National Banknote Without Grill (145-155)
3108          E 145-E8a, 1870 1c Carmine Essay, large die essay on india, die sunk on reduced card, Very Fine. (Scott 

$475). 150
3109          E 145-E8b, 1879 1c Scarlet Essay,  die on ivory glazed paper, Very Fine. (Scott $425). 150
3110           P 145P3-55P3, 1870 1c-90c Banknotes, Plate proofs on india,   attractive set with rich colors and most 

without characteristic small india paper flaws, 24c-30c light stain (mostly visable on reverse), otherwise 
Very Fine (Scott $311).  75

3111  3         146, 1871 2c Red brown, 157 1873 2c Brown,  six singles, all selected for freshness, centering and cancles, 
all Premium stamps and should grade very high, Very Fine group. (Scott $120, as cheapest color). (see 
online scans). 100

3112           P 148P3, 162P3, 1870-73 6c & 12c Plate Proofs, india paper blocks, 6c with natural india paper flaw, 
otherwise both Very Fine. (Scott $340).   100

3113           P 150P//206P, 1977-88 Banknote Proofs, 12 different plate proofs: 150P3, 157P4, 158P3, 160P4, 162P4-
66P4, 166P4, 183P3, 185P3, 206P4, a few small flaws but generally F-VF (Scott $390).  100

3114  3         152, 1870 15c Bright orange,  bright color, extremely attractive face free "star" fancy cancel, Fine. 1999 
APS certificate. (Scott $220).  100

1873-75 Continental Banknote (156-66, 178-79)
3115  3         162, 1873 12c Blackish violet,  deep rich color, extremely attractice blue grid cancel, Very Fine (Scott 

$145). 70
3116  3         162, 1873 12c Blackish violet,  deep intense color, extremely attractive face free blue cork cancel, Very 

Fine. 1987 PF certificate. (Scott $147). 90
3117           P 163P4//218P4, 1872-1883 1c-90c Proofs,  25 mostly different plate proofs on card, bright and fresh, 

includes: 148P3 (2), 154P3, 157P4, 160P3, 160P4 (2), 163P4 (2), 164P4 (2), 166P3, 166P4, 183P4, 206P4-
208P4, 210-11 P4, 213P4, 214P4, 215P4 (2), 217P4-18P4, 153P3 scuffed, mostly Fine to Very Fine or 
better. (Scott $890). 150

3118           P 163P2, 1903 15c Orange, Roosevelt Small Die Proof,  on white wove paper, gray card expertly removed, 
Extremely Fine, only 85 prepared.  (Scott $175).  100

3119           P 166P1, 1873 90c Rose carmine,   large die proof on india mounted on card, drastically and sensibly 
reduced with well balanced margins, Extremely Fine. (Scott $400).   100
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3120           P 183P1, 1879 2c Vermilion, Large Die Proof, india die proof, mounted on card, sensibly reduced, Very 
Fine. (Scott $190).  75

3121 **          183, 1879 2c Vermilion,  fresh and bright, NH; 2016 PSE Graded F 70 certificate. (SMQ $180). 90
3122 **          183, 1879 2c Vermilion,  o.g., NH, bright and fresh, accompanied by PSAG cert. graded 70 (Scott $370)

60
3123 (*)          187, 1879 10c Brown,  fresh and well centered, unused, Very Fine. (Scott $1,100).  200
3124           P 189TC6a, 1879 15c Ultramarine, Trial Color proof,   on gummed & perforated stamp paper, couple 

possible perf tip thins, otherwise near Very Fine and scarce. (Scott $300) 100
3125 *          189, 1879 15c Red orange,  bright and nicely centered, o.g., barest trace of hinging, Fine. (Scott $200).

100
3126  3         191, 1879, 90c Carmine, very well centered, light double oval cance, Very Fine. (Scott $360). 100

1881-88 Re-engraved American Banknote (205-218)
3127           P 205P4-218P4, 1883-88 1c-90c Banknotes, Plate proofs on card  except 1c (212) on india mounted on 

card, 90c card thinning, otherwise fresh and Very Fine (Scott $590). 150
3128           P 205S//210S, 1889 Trial Color Specimens Without Overprint,  4 different: 5c (205) yellow brown, missing 

type L overprint; 10c (209), brown, missing type K overprint: 10c (209) green, missing type L overprint, 
2c (210) rose lake, missing type L overprint, all o.g., and well centered, 2c corner perf flaw, otherwise 
Fine to Very Fine, couple listed but unpriced by Scott.  100

3129   6        205, 1882, 5c Yellow brown,  Fine, some irregular perfs from placement, tied on Mexican 12c entire  to 
Paris, France  by segmented cork and Benson, Ariz c.d.s., entire with green Wells Fargo 15c printed 
frank, purple company 1886 oval, blue Paris 6/24 receiver, Very Fine cover. 100

3130 *          206, 1881 1c Gray blue, Re-engraved,  bottom imprint and plate number 23 strip of six, o.g., small h.r., 
right single with thin, otherwise fresh and Fine appearing. (Scott $575). 100

3131           P 208P2, 6c Deep rose, 1903 Roosevelt Small Die Proof, on white wove paper and mounted on original gray 
card, sensibly reduced, Extremely Fine, bright fresh color, only 85 prepared.  (Scott $200).  100

3132 **          210, 1883 2c Red brown; 211 4c Blue green,  extremely fresh, 2c large margins, NH, F-VF; each with 2015 
PSE certificate. (Scott $1,045). 350

3133 *          214, 1887 3c Vermilion,  bright color, exceptional centering, o.g., NH, some light gum skipping, small 
inclusion, Extremely Fine. (Scott $180). 90

3134 *          217, 1888 30c Orange brown,  rich color, o.g., l.h., Very Fine. (Scott $250). 100
3135 *          217, 1888 30c Orange brown,  rich color and attractively centered although reperfed at right, o.g., lightly 

hinged, Very Fine appearing. 2015 PSE certificate. (Scott $850). 90
3136 *          218, 1888 90c Purple,  pretty shade, o.g. with trace of h. r., fresh and Fine. (Scott $850). 120
3137  3         218, 1888 90c Purple,  rich color, New York double oval cancels, Fine. (Scott $250). 80
3138           P 219P3, 219DP3, 221P3-229P3, 1890-93 1c-90c Bureau Issues, Plate proofs on india, extremely fresh and 

desirable group without the usual small paper flaws, 5c showing light oxidation, 90c mounted on card, 
all Very Fine (Scott $489) 90

1890-93 Small Banknotes (219-229)
3139           P 219P4-229P4, 1890-93 1c-90c Banknotes, Plate proofs on card  except both 2c on stamp paper, carmine 

with o.g., lake without gum, all fresh and Very Fine (Scott $420).  100
3140 **          219D, 1890 2c Lake,   rich color, attractively centered, NH but with some natural offset, Fine. (Scott 

$550). 100
3141 **          221, 1890 3c Purple,  beautiful shade, NH, Fine. 2006 PSE certificate. (Scott ($190). 90
3142 **          222, 1890 4c Dark brown,  fresh, NH, 2015 PSE Graded F-70 certificate. (SMQ $135). 50
3143 **          223-25, 1890 5c-8c Small Banknote Issues,  all bright and fresh, NH, 5c very tiny thin at left, otherwise all 

Fine or slightly better. each with recent PSE certificate (2015-16), (Scott $540). 100
3144 **          223, 1890 5c Chocolate,  rich color and well centered, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $200). 90
3145           P 224TC1ae, 1890 6c Deep Orange red, Large Die Trial Color Proof,  on 2-3/8x2-3/8 india paper, couple 

natural paper flaws, characteristic of this delicate paper, Extremely Fine. (Scott $400).   50
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3146 **   4       224 1890 6c Brown red,  block of six, extremely fresh and very well centered for issue, NH, Very Fine. 
(Scott $1,140). 350

3147 **   4       224 1890 6c Brown red,  block of eight, rich color and well centered for issue, NH, fresh and Very Fine 
(Scott $1,520).  500

3148 **          224 1890 6c Brown red,  block of eight, exceptionally fresh and well centered for issue, NH, Very Fine. 
(Scott $1,520). 500

3149 **   4       225 1890 8c Lilac, left margin block of 18, NH, Very Fine or better; particular attention is called to the 
lower left single, as well as several others which, in our opinion, will grade very well (Scott $3,420).  1000

3150           P 226TC5a-l, 1890 6c Garfield Trial Color Proofs,  eleven pairs + strip of 4 (orange red)  complete in all 
colors, o.g., a couple with minor gum flaws, majority are lightly hinged, an exceptional intact offering,  Very 
Fine. (Scott $2,880). (see online scans). 750

1893 Columbian Exposition Issue (230-245)
3151           P 230P4//242P4, 1893 Columbians, Plate proofs on card,  10 different values - 1c, 3c-6c, 10c-50c, $2, all 

fresh and F-VF (Scott $770).  200
3152 */**          230-41, 1893 1c-$1 Columbians,  complete to $1 with each value chosenfor freshness of color, 1c-2c NH, 

$1 sound with slightly disturbed o.g., others o.g., some typical small or trivial faults, overall Fine (Scott 
$2,490). 375

3153 **          230-36, 1893 1c-8c Columbian Issue,  selected for freshness, NH, Fine or slightly better, includes additional 
2c showing  "Broken Hat" variety with 2015 PSE certificate, 6c 2015 PSE Graded F 70 certificate. Scott ($965).

150
3154 */**   4       231, 233, 1893 2c, 4c Columbian,  blocks of four,  2c NH, 4c bottom pair NH, one 4c with small light 

inclusion, another with slightly short perf, otherwise F-VF (Scott $570).  100
3155 **   4       231, 1893 2c Columbian,  bottom "I", imprint and plate "No. 44" block of eight, NH, fresh and Fine 

(Scott $1,200) 400
3156 */(*)          232-36, 1893 1c-8c Columbian, Wholesale Balance,  various quantities, mostly o.g., very mixed condition, 

includes: 3c (29), 4c (24), 5c (40), 6c (9), 8c (2), good lot for ebay dealer or bourse dealer‘s special promotion, 
please inspect. (Scott $5,245).  550

3157 **          232, 1893, 3c Columbian,  intense color, exceptionally large margins, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $105).
100

3158 */**   4       232, 1893, 3c Columbian,   left side imprint block of four, extremely fresh and impressive centering, 
bottom pair NH, top pair small h.r., Extremely Fine. (Scott $285 as singles). 150

3159 **   4       235, 1893 6c Columbian, block of four, intense color and well centered, NH, F-VF (Scott $640).
   200
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3160 **          237, 1893 10c Columbian,  fresh and bright, crisp impression, large, mostly well balanced margins, NH, 
2015 PSE Graded VF 80 "Jumbo" certificate. (SMQ $325). 150

3161 **          238, 1893 15c Columbian,  intensely rich color, NH, Fine. (Scott $625). 100
3162  3         239, 1893 30c Columbian,  rich color and well centered, neat and attractive cds, near Very Fine. (Scott 

$100). 50

3163 */**   4       239, 1893 30c Columbian,  block of four, deep intense color, upper right stamp trace of light hinge, 
others NH, lower right single small tear, couple insignificant perf flaws, otherwise F-VF (Scott $2,415).  300

3164 (*)          241, 1893 $1 Columbian,  fresh and well centered, unused, cleaned, Very Fine appearing. (Scott $550). 
90

1894 Bureau Unwatermarked (246-263)
3165 *          246-61, 262, 1894 1c/$2 Bureaus Unwatermarked,  bottom plate number singles, o.g.,most with minor 

faults, VG-VF, elusive set of plate no. singles; 15c sound and with 2013 PSE cert (Scott $6,335) 750
3166 **          247, 1894 1c Blue,  impressive bottom sheet margin single with plate no. 33, NH, 2013 PF Graded VF-XF 

85 certificate. (Scott $350). 175
3167 **          252, 1894 2c Carmine,  showing plate "gash" below upper left triangle, NH, bright, fresh and Fine. 2015 

PSE certificate. (Scott $375 as normal variety). 120
3168 **          253, 1894 3c Purple,  top plate #103 single, NH, Fine. (Scott $325). 80
3169 **          253, 1894 3c Purple,  pretty shade, NH, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $325). 100
3170           P 254 P1, 1894 4c Dark brown, Large Die Proof,  die proof on approx. 60x60mm india paper, typical india 

paper thin, Very Fine. (Scott $600).   150
3171 **          255, 1894 5c Chocolate,  bright and fresh, NH, Fine. 2015 PSE certificate. (Scott $325). 100
3172           P 256P1, 1894 6c Garfield Large Die proof,   sensibly reduced large die proof on india, mounted on 

45x47mm card, Extremely Fine. (Scott $250). 50
3173           P 256P1, 1894 6c Garfield Large Die Proof,  on india, die sunk on sensibly reduced 4-7/8x5-1/8 in. card, 

Extremely Fine. (Scott $250) 60
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3174 **          256, 1894 6c Dull brown,  pretty pale shade, NH, 2015 PSE Graded F-VF 75 certificate. (SMQ $375).
100

3175 **          260, 1894 50c Orange,  bright and fresh, traces of light oxidation at top, NH, Fine. (Scott $1,500).
200

1894 Bureau Watermarked (264-278)
3176 **          264-70, 1895 1c-5c Watermarked Bureau Issue,  all wonderfully fresh and NH, Fine or better, each with 

2014-15 PSE certificates: #264 Graded F 70J; #265 Graded VF 80; #267 Graded F-VF 75; #270 Graded F 70J. 
(SMQ $405). 100

3177 **   4       264, 1895 1c Blue,  block of 9, NH, bottom strip of 3 with crease, light "fingerprint on gum", Fine to very 
Fine, note: particular attention to central stamp, which should grade exceptionally well. (Scott $157). 100

3178 **          266-67, 1895 2c Carmine, Combination Pair, Types II, III,  combination horizontal pair, exceptionally fresh 
and well centered, right stamp with natural paper pulp inclusion, NH, Very Fine and choice (Scott $600). 250

3179 **          266, 1895 2c Carmine,  rich color, exceptional centering, NH, 2009 PSE Graded XF-Sup 95 certificate. (SMQ 
$1,000). 500

3180 **          271, 1895 6c Dull brown, lovely color, NH, 2014 PSE Graded F-VF 75 certificate. (SMQ $250). 70
3181 **   4       273, 1895 10c Dark green,   very well centered block of four with fresh color, o.g., NH, tiny natural 

inclusion bottom left stamp, Very Fine (Scott $1,120 as singles) 150

3182   6        276A, 1895 $1 Black, Used To Austria,  tied with 8c (272), 1c (219) tied by double oval cancel, all on large part 
refolded registered cover to Austria,  printed "Registered Mail Return Receipt Demanded, purple "Registered 
10/19/00, Chicago Ill, Crilly Sta." straight line handstamp, New York registry label, French transit on reverse, 
horizontal filefold and trivial light soiling, still Very Fine cover, extremely scarce (Scott $3,750). 500
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3183 **          279Bg, 1898 2c Pink,  left plate no. 505 single, unblemished o.g., NH, fresha nd Fine; 2013 PSE certificate 
(Scott $165) 50

3184 **          281-82, 1898 5c-6c UPU Colors,  both with bright fresh color, NH, 5c 2015 PSE Graded F 70 certificate 
(SMQ $50); 6c 2015 PSE certificate (Scott $140).  50

3185   6        281, 1898 5c Blue, "A Futile Effort"   single used with 1c and 2c from same series, all Fine, heavily 
cancelled and with small faults, tied on registered cover to John C. Moore, Co. " C", 6th U.S. Infantry, 
Houston, TX., cover is forwarded seven times and has at least twelve different registration handstamps, 
eight control numbers and five registered letter numbers, pointing hand "Return to Writer" handstamp, 
postal wear as expected for this well-travelled and overall Fine cover; one of the busiest covers we have ever 
seen  150

3186 **          283, 1900 10c Orange brown, Type II, beautifully bright shade, NH, couple light natural gum dimples 
(insignificant), Fine and scarce. (Scott $450). 120

3187 **          283, 1898 10c Orange brown, Type II,  fresh, NH, 2015 PSE Graded F 70 certificate. (SMQ $225).
80

3188 **          283, 1898 10c Orange brown, Type II,  right side imprint and plate number 996 strip of three, intense 
color and very well centered, NH, Extremely Fine. (Scott $1,500). 500

3189 **          283a, 1900 10c Orange brown "Vertical Watermark" Variety,  top imprint and plate number 1339 strip of 
three, NH, Fine and scarce (Scott $2,500). 400

3190 **          284, 1898 15c Olive green,  top imprint and plate number 264 strip of three, extremely fresh and well 
centered, NH, F-VF (Scott $1,575). 375

1898 Trans-Mississippi Exposition Issue (285-293)
3191 **          286, 1898 2c Trans-Mississippi,   top imprint and plate number 739 strip of five, unusual pre-printing 

paper fold in sheet margin at left, NH, Fine (Scott $395) 100
3192 **          288, 1898 5c Trans-Mississippi,  deep intense color, NH, 2012 PSE Graded F-VF 75 certificate. (SMQ $200).

90
3193 *          291, 1898 50c Trans-Mississippi,  well centered, o.g., trace of light hinging, 2016 PF Graded VF 80 certificate. 

(Scott $600). 300
3194 (*)          293, 1898 $2 Trans-Mississippi,   rich color, exceptional centering for this stamp, unused, Very Fine. 

(Scott $875). 400
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3195           P 294P1 var.-299P1var., 1901 Pan-American Large Die Proofs,   the "Southgate" set large die proofs on 
wove paper, control numbers pencilled on reverse, die sunk on approx. 203x152mm card, all Very Fine, 
one of only two sets on wove paper recorded, this set presented to President F.D. Roosevelt, each with 
purple "Ex Roosevelt, Gimbels" backstamp. 2006 PF certificate for the 2c stating "set prepared for Franklin D. 
Roosevelt..." (Scott unlisted). 10000

3196 **          294-99, 1901 1c-10c Pan-American, attractive set with each selected for freshness and centering, NH, 
5c minor perf flaws, all but 5c with 2015 PSE certificates (4c and 8c graded F 70, which seems a bit harsh) 
(Scott $962). 150(Photo = 1 110)
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3197   6        294-99, 1901 1c-10c Pan-American,  full set with brilliant colors affixed on registered envelope addressed 
to Finland, tied by light "New York Reg. Div. 5-2" registry double ovals, 10c also by a crisp strike of purple 
"Sub-Sta, No 37, Wash. D.C./ Registered" May 1 1901 date of issue cds, New York NY exchange registry 
label at lower left, backstamped New York transit and Finnish receiver, a trivial bit of light edge wear, a 
Very Fine and rare first day cover (Scott $30,000).  Only fifteen covers are known bearing a complete set 
of the Pan-American issue, this being the only cover recorded to Finland and just recently discovered in 
Europe.  15000

3198 **          294-95, 1901 1c-2c Pan-American,  bottom imprint and plate number strips of three, NH, 1c couple small 
natural gum skips, fresh and Very Fine. (Scott $290). 100(Photo = 1 110)
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3199   6        294, 1901 1c Pan-American,  tied on an impressive official Pan-American card with multi-colored design 
(Temple of Music) addressed to Wien by New York May 1 1901 date of issue duplex, add‘l "T /centimes 
5 N.Y.", red crayon "10", and manuscript "Per S. S. Columbia", 2c rate fro postcard underpaid by 1c with 
the shortfall made up by additionally franked Austria 10kr Postage Due tied by Wien 12.5.01 cds, face 
of card with some scuffing deterioration, otherwise Fine, a more than likely unique 1c Pan Am first 
day on a souvenir mailing card to a foreign destination with that nation‘s postage dues affixed; ex Dr. 
Martin (Scott $4,000). Only fourteen single usage 1c FDC are known, eight on covers, six on cards. Only 
two of these are uses to Europe.  8000

3200   6        294, 1901 1c Pan-American, Shifted vignettes,   two items: post card showing "Legend of the White 
Canoe", stamp with strong vignette shift, tied by Buffalo, NY 8/3/01 machine cancel; cover to Danbury, 
Ct, stamp with strong vignette shift, used with 1c (285), both tied by New Milford, Ct. 7/22/01 duplex; 
both Very Fine. 250

3201   6        1901 Registered Cover to Germany,  1c (3), 2c-4c Pan Ams plus 1c "Porto Rico" (210) overprint 2c 
entire (some affixed on the back side), all tied by non-descript brush strokes, purple double circle "San 
Francisco, Reg. Div.", 6/7/01 cancel, purple double "Reg‘y Div. New York" transit, German receiver, red 
NY registry label overlaps couple of the stamps and the indicia, opened on three sides for exhibition, 
Very Fine 50

3202 **          295, 1901 2c Pan-American,  bottom arrow imprint and plate no. 1092-1223 strip of six, NH, Very Fine. 
(Scott $280). 100
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3203      FDC     295, 1901 2c Pan-American,  single with strongly upward shifted vignette tied on illustrated multi-colored 
exposition cover by Buffalo, N.Y. 5/1/01 "Pan American Exposition" machine date of issue cancel, three 
different exposition labels applied, one being tied by cancel, Very Fine and colorful showpiece; 1981 PF 
certificate. (Scott $2,750). ex Dr. Martin, Price. Of the 61 recorded First Day covers only thirteen are on 
illustrated exposition covers, four of which have tied exposition labels. 5000

3204 **          297, 1901 5c Pan-American,  bottom imprint and plate no.1140 strip of three, rich color and exceptional 
centering, NH, vignettes shifted a bit to the left, Very Fine. (Scott $625).  700

3205 **          298, 1901 8c Pan-American,  fresh, bright and well centered, NH, Very Fine. photocopy of 1988 PF certificate 
for block of 4, this being upper left single. (Scott $230). 100

3206   **        298, 1901 8c Pan-American,  bottom imprint, part arrow and plate no. 1150-1153 strip of  four, NH, one 
with light natural gum wrinkle, Fine. (Scott $1,080). 200

3207 **          299, 1901 Pan-American,  bottom imprint, part arrow and plate no. 1151-1154 strip of four, NH, F-VF 
(Scott $1,400).  350

1901-08 Regular Issue (300-322)
3208 **          300-310, 1902-03 1c-15c Regular Issues,  selected for freshness, NH, all Fine or better, all but 2c, 5c, 15c 

with 2015-16 PSE certificates except 10c with 2004 PF certificate; the 1c, 3c, 4c and 13c graded F 70. (Scott $1,360).
325

3209 **   4       301, 1902 2c Carmine,  pristine top imprint and plate no. 1711 block of six, NH, Very Fine (Scott $425). 
120

3210 *          311, 1902 $1 Black,  extremely fresh and well centered, o.g., Extremely Fine. (Scott $600). 150
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3211 **          314, 1906 1c Blue green,   bottom plate no. 3119 single, advantageously cut from the sheet so as to 
incorporate portions of five other stamps, NH, a gem; 2015 PSE Graded Gem 100J certificate (SMQ $400 
for grade 100) 350

1904 Louisiana Exposition Issue (323-327)
3212           P 326P2, 1904 5c Louisiana Purchase, Small Die Proof,  small die proof on white wove paper, Extremely 

Fine, scarce. (Scott $750).  200
3213 **          327, 1904 10c Louisiana Purchase,  intense color, NH, 2008 PSE Graded F-VF 75 certificate. (SMQ $225).

70
3214 **          327, 1904 10c Louisiana Purchase,  bright and fresh, NH, Fine. (Scott $310). 90
3215 11 327, 1904 10c Louisiana Purchase,  top imprint and plate no. 2107 pair, slightly modified selvage, NH, 

Fine. (Scott $850). 140

1907 Jamestown Exposition issue (328-330)
3216 114 329, 2c Jamestown,  pane of 50, NH, missing one section of selvage, and light soiling in right margin,  a 

few small flaws affect about 5 singles otherwise bright and with intense color, centered better than usually 
seen, Fine or better. (Scott $3,750 as singles). 250

3217           P 330P2, 1907 5c Jamestown,   small die proof on india mounted on shaved card, sensibly reduced, 
Extremely Fine, bright color. (Scott $900).  250

1908-09 W-F Perf 12 Dbl Line Watermark (331-342)
3218 **          331-39, 1909 1c-13c Regular Issues,  each selected for freshness, NH, all but 1c, 2c, 10c with 2012-15 PSE 

certificates, 3c, 4c, 6c, 8c and 13c graded certificates F 70 or better (Scott $825). 200
3219  3         331, 1908 1c Green, bottom solid star and  plate no #4980 single, well centered, light cancel; a rare 

plate number for the issue with Durland pricing the plate block at $1500 (vs Scott of $100 for common 
number); 2013 PSE Graded VF-XF 85J  150

1908-09 W-F Imperfs and Coils (343-356)
3220 **          345-47, 1908-09 3c-5c Imperforates,   bright, fresh and well margined, including 4c sheet margin, 

5c sheet margin with partial imprint, NH, Extremely Fine or better, all with 2015-16 PSE Graded 
certificates. (SMQ $170). 80

3221 **          347, 1909 5c Blue,  3 horizontal pairs plus vertical pair, all fresh and NH, all Very Fine or better. (Scott 
$520). 90

3222 **          348, 1908 1c Green coil, Guide line pair,  NH, fresh and F-VF (Scott $650). 150
3223 **          349, 1909 2c Dark carmine coil, NH, 2007 PSE Graded F-VF 75 certificate. (SMQ $155). 50
3224 **          352, 1909 1c Green coil, NH, 2015 PSE Graded VF-XF 85. (SMQ $310). 90

1909 W-F Bluish paper (357-366)
3225 **          357-58, 1909 1c Green on bluish,  fresh and well centered, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $180) 70
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3226 **          358, 1909 2c Carmine on bluish,  deep color, NH, Extremely Fine, 2016 PSAG Graded 90 certificate. (SVG 
$450). 150

1909 Commemoratives (367-373)
3227 **          367, 1909 2c Carmine on bluish, deep color, NH, Very Fine. 2001 PSE certificate. (Scott $320).  100
3228 **          368, 371, 373, 1909 2c Commemoratives,   two sets of  imperf horizontal pairs, NH, Very Fine. (Scott 

$440). 100
3229 **   4       368, 1909 2c Lincoln Imperf.,  top imprint, small star and plate no. 4981 block of six, NH, Extremely 

Fine. (Scott $390).  100
3230 **   4       371, 373, 1909 2c Commemoratives,  two blocks of 4 each, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $640). 120

1910-11 W-F Perf 12 Single Line Wmk (374-382)
3231 */**   4       374, 1910 1c Green, Booklet Pane of Six,  fresh, o.g., h.r., Fine, also includes additional seven booklet 

panes/6, all with plate numbers, includes: 408-9, 462, 498-99 (2 each), 502, a few NH, some small flaws 
but useful and Fine to Very Fine. (Scott $320) 60

3232 **          376-82, 1910-11 3c-15c Regular Issues, all bright and colorful, NH, 4c barely disturbed gum, 15c light 
diagonal gum bend (not showing in fluid), all Fine or better, 5c, 6c and 10c with 2015 PSE certificates, 
(Scott $1,245). 250

3233 **          377, 1910 4c Brown,  very well centered, PO fresh, NH, choice Very Fine (Scott $70).  60

1910-13 W-F Imperfs and Coils (383-396)
3234 **          385-86, 1910-11 1c-2c Coils,  NH, 1c with 2015 PSE Graded F-VF 75 certificate, 2c with 2016 PSE Graded VF 80 

certificate. (SMQ $350). 90

3235 **          386, 1910 2c Carmine coil, Guide line pair,  unusually well centered, NH, Extremely Fine. (Scott $650). 150
3236  3         391, 1910 2c Carmine coil,  especially well centered with full perfs, portion of duplex cancel; 2016 PSE 

Graded XF-Sup 95 certificate (SMQ $300) 180
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3237 **          393-96, 1910-12 2c-5c Coils,  NH, 2c-4c with 2015 PSE Graded certificates: 2c-3c (F 70), 4c (F-VF 75J), 5c 
Fine. (Scott $405). 100

3238 **          395, 1912 4c Brown coil, Guide line pair,  fresh and well centered, NH, F-VF; 2015 PF certificate. (Scott 
$1,100). 575

1913-15 Panama-Pacific Exposition Issue (397-404)
3239 **          397//400A, 1913 1c-10c Pan-Pacific,  lacking only 10c Orange yellow (400) to complete, all bright and 

fresh, NH, F-VF; 2c with 2015 PSE certificate. (Scott $640). 150
3240 **   4       397, 1913 1c Pan-Pacific,  bottom plate no. 6128 block of six, NH, slightly modified selvedge with couple 

light gum bends, Extremely Fine.  (Scott $450).  100
3241 **          404, 1915 5c Pan-Pacific, Perf 10  bright color, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $390). 100

1912-14 W-F Perf 12 (405-423)
3242 **          407, 1914 7c Black, NH, Very Fine for these. 2015 PSE certificate. (Scott $150). 50
3243 */**          414-20, 1912-14 8c-30c Regular Issues,  all selected for freshness and centering, all NH except 30c showing 

barest trace of light hinging, generally F-VF or slightly better; 8c and 9c with 2015 PSE certificates, 12c with 2015 
PSAG certificate and 20c with 2013 PF certificate (not mentioning small inclusion), (Scott $1,125). 200

3244 **          420, 1912, 30c Orange red,  well centered, NH, fresh and Very Fine (Scott ($250).  100
3245 *          422, 1912 50c Violet,  rich color, exceptional centering, o.g. small light gum flaw, Very Fine (Scott $225).

80

1913-15 W-F Perf 10 Watermarked (424-461)
3246 **          424-38, 1914-15 1c-20c Regular Issues,  NH except 8c showing trace of light hinging, a few typical perf 

flaws, F-VF; 5c-7c, 9c-10c with 2015-16 PSE Graded certificates (F 70, 9c F-VF 75), 20c 2009 PF certificate for 
block of 4, this being lower right single, (Scott $1,507). 300

3247 **          431, 1913 8c Pale olive green,  well centered, NH, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $82) 50
3248 **          438, 1913 20c Ultramarine,  bottom plate number 6920 single, NH, Fine. (Scott $430).  100
3249 *          445, 1914 3c Violet,  coil pair, o.g., one with neat h.r., fresh and Very Fine. 2017 PSAG certificate. (Scott 

$500).  150
3250  3         446, 1914 4c Brown coil, a scarce used pair, Very Fine, 2001 PSE and 2004 PF certificates. (Scott $425).

170
3251 **          453, 1914 2c Carmine rose coil, Type I, NH, 2015 PSE Graded VF-XF 85 certificate. (SMQ $375). 150
3252 *          453, 1914 2c Carmine rose, Type I,  coil line pair, o.g., one NH, other with neat h.r., fresh and Very Fine. 

2017 PSAG certificate. (Scott $675).  150
3253 **          459, 1914 2c Carmine Imperf Rotary Coil, pair, NH, Very Fine, 1996 PF certificate. (Scott $650). 200
3254 **          461, 1915 2c Pale carmine red,Type I,  NH, natural straight edge at top, Very Fine, 2016 PSE certificate. 

(Scott $325). 80

1916-19 W-F Perf 10 Unwatermarked (462-497)
3255 **          462//475, 1916-17 1c-15c Regular issues,  complete to 15c less 5c "error of color" (467), NH, generally 

F-VF, 3c 2015 PSAG Graded 80 certificate, 5c 2015 PSE Graded 80 certificate, 6c, 7c, 9c 2015-16 PSE Graded F 70 
certificates, 10c 2016 PSE Graded F-VF 75 certificate, 11c 2015 PSE Graded VF 80 certificate, 12c, 15c  2015 PSE 
Graded F 70 certificates. (Scott $2,011). 400

3256 **          479, 1917 $2 Dark blue,  bright, fresh and well centered, NH, Very Fine. ($475). 150
3257 **          480, 1917 $5 Light green,  rich color and sharp impression, NH, Very Fine. 2015 PSAG Graded 80 certificate. 

(Scott $375). 120
3258 **          492, 1917 2c Carmine coil,  seven joint line pairs, NH, Fine or slightly better. (Scott $805), 50
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3259 (*)/**          498//518, 1917-19 1c-$1 Regular Issues,  complete less 2c type I and 5c color error, all NH except 3c, 30c 
regummed, 1c with natural straight edge, overall F-VF (Scott $731). 100

3260 **          500, 1917 2c Deep rose, Type I,  left plate no. 10208 single, NH, 2015 PSE Graded F 70 certificate. (SMQ 
$250). 70

3261 */**          505, 1915 5c Rose, Error of color,  single error in block of six, very fresh and nicely centered, error stamp 
is NH, F-VF (Scott $625+). 140

3262 **   4       505, 1917 5c Rose error of color,  single error in center of block of nine, NH, natural se at top, F-VF 
(Scott $1,000) 250

3263 **   4       505, 1917 5c Rose error of color,  double error in block of twelve, NH, natural se at bottom, some natural 
gum creases in bottom stamps, fresh and F-VF (Scott $2,000) 500

3264 **          514, 1917 15c Gray,  spectacular centering and color, NH, 2007 PSE Graded Superb 98 certificate. (SMQ 
$1,250). 600

3265 **   4       511, 1917 11c Light green,  left side plate no. 7498 block of six, NH, natural offset on reverse, Very Fine. 
(Scott $260).   70

3266  3  4       518, 1917 $1 Violet brown,  complete sheet of 100, cancelled with Baltimore, MD double oval, some 
perf separations, small tears, stains, etc. but still a very interesting piece, Very Fine (Scott $150 with no 
premium for plate blocks) 75

3267 **          524, 1918 $5 Deep green and black,  NH, 2015 PSAG Graded 70 certificate. (SVG $155). 50
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3268 **   4       527, 1920 2c Carmine, Type V, top plate no. 11046 block of six, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $350).  100
3269 **   4       528B, 1920 2c Carmine, Type VII,  block of six, extremely fresh and well centered, NH, F-VF (Scott 

$300). 100
3270 **          531//535, 1920 1c-3c Imperforate Offset Issues,   complete less 534B, all NH, 2c (534) with green 

offset,  2015-16 Graded PSE certificates: 533 (graded VF-XF), 534A (graded XF), 535 (graded XF). (SMQ $365 
+ Scott $117). 120

3271 **   4       534A, 1920 2c Carmine, Type VI,  bottom plate no. 11641 block of six, particularly well centered, NH, 
small inclusion in bottom right single (typical for issue),  Extremely Fine (Scott $600). 400

1919-21 Issues (537-550)
3272 **   4       542, 1922 1c Green, Rotary Perf 10x11,  right side plate no. 10635 block of six, NH, Very Fine for issue. 

(Scott $600).  150
3273 **          546, 1921 2c Carmine rose, Type III,   rich color and better centered than usually seen for this most 

difficult issue, NH, Very Fine for issue. 2016 PSAG certificate. (Scott $230). 100
3274 **          547, 1920 $2 Carmine and black,  fresh colors, NH, 2015 PSE Graded F-VF 75. (SMQ $185). 50
3275 *   4       548-50, 1c-5c Pilgrim Tercentenary, plate blocks of 6, 1c top plate number 12419, 2c bottom plate number 

12442, 5c bottom plate number 12426, all fresh and well centered for issue, o.g., 5c showing trace of 
expert perf strengthening in bottom margin, overall Very Fine (Scott $600) 220

1922 Regular issue (551-573)
3276 **          551-73, 1922-25 ½c-$5 Regular issues, complete, all extremely fresh, NH, most higher values being somewhat 

better than Fine to Very Fine, fresh, bright and overall attractive set. (Scott $1,075)  300
3277 **          551-73, 1922-25 ½c-$5 Regular Issues,  including second shade of 11c, all NH, 1c natural straight edge, 

8c couple perf indents, 15c small natural gum skips, $5 trivial small faults, o/w F-VF; 8c, 12c, 50c, $2 & $5 
with 2015-16 PSE certificates (50c, graded F-VF 75; $2 graded F 70) (Scott $1,075) 250

3278   6        565, 1923 14c Blue,  May 1, 1923 Washington, DC machine cancel, serviced by Edward C. Worden, Very 
Fine, a remarkably fresh and clean cover (Scott $400) 75

3279 **          571, 1923 $1 Violet brown,  deep intense color, exceptionally centered, NH, 2013 PSE Graded XF-Sup 95 
certificate. (SMQ ($225). 140
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3280 **   4       571, 1923 $1 Violet brown,  block of four, fresh and bright, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $320). 100
3281 **   4       573, 1922 $5 Carmine and blue,  top margin block of four with plate no  F14372, well centered, NH, top 

pair with small natural gum skips (trivial), Extremely Fine (Scott $800 as singles). 200

1923-29 Issues (575-657)
3282 */**   4       579, 1923 2c Carmine, Rotary Coil Waste,  bottom sheet margin block of 4, top o.g., bottom NH, decently 

centered for issue, near Very Fine. (Scott $440). 80
3283 **          595, 1923 2c Carmine, Perf 11 Rotary,  fresh and bright, well centered for this difficultt issue, NH, Very 

Fine. (Scott $475).  150
3284 **          599A, 1929 2c Carmine coil, Type II,  pair, PO fresh, NH, Very Fine (Scott $425) 120
3285 **          603, 1924 10c Orange coil, roll of 500, with original leader, typical VG-VF centering (Scott approx. $5,000) 250
3286 **   4       619, 1925 5c Lexington-Concord,  choice block of four, NH, Extremely Fine, bottom pair should grade 

very well. (Scott $112). 75
3287 **          620-1, 1925 2c, 5c Norse-American,  complete sheets of both values, some perf separations (mainly in the 

margins and not affecting the plate blocks) and tiny stains on the 2c, 2c missing small piece of corner, 
Very Fine, an attractive pair (Scott $3,372 as plate blocks and singles) 200

3288   6        620-21, 2c, 5c Norse American,  sets on seven FDC from each of the official issuing cities, all with date of 
issue cancels and matching "Nickles" handstamped cachet, Very Fine set (Scott $350) 120

3289   6        620-21, 1925 2c, 5c Norse American,  13 covers total; matched set of covers with 1st A.C. Roessler cachet 
(Planty #1) from six different cities (Washington, DC; Algona, IA; Benson, MN; Decorah, IA; Minneapolis, 
MN; and St. Paul, MN), all addressed to Roessler and are lightly toned from having once been held in 
corner mounts; additionally a matched set of 7 FDCs serviced by C.E. Nickles, includes all official first day 
cities (Washington, DC; Angola, IA; Benson, MN; Decorah, IA; Minneapolis, MN; Northfield, MN; and 
St. Paul, MN), F-VF, two very attractive and desirable sets 200

3290 **   4       622, 1926 13c Green, top plate no. 18109 block of six, NH, F-VF (Scott $300). 80
3291 **          630, 1926 2c White Plains Sheet,  #18774 UR, well centered with rich color, NH, Very Fine (Scott $600)

350
3292 **          630, 1926 2c White Plains Sheet,  bright color, overall very nicely centered, NH, F-VF (Scott $600)

100
3293 **          630, 1926 2c White Plains Sheet, pristine and exceptionally fresh and bright sheet with near perfect 

centering and devoid of all diagonal gum skips associated with this issue, all perfs strong and intact, NH, 
Extremely Fine and choice. (Scott $600). 100

3294 *          630, 1926 2c White Plains Sheet,  exceptionally fresh and well centered throughout, trace of light hinging 
in ungummed portion of top margin, Extremely Fine. (Scott $375). 100

3295 **   4       634 var., 1926 2c Carmine, "Long Ear" variety,  three blocks of nine with the variety being the center 
stamp in each block, NH, VG-VF (Scott $525). 120

3296 *          634A, 1928 2c Carmine, Type II,  strip of four with full gutter between stamps 2 and 3, rich color, gutter 
pair l.h., outer stamps NH, a Fine and rare multiple (Scott $2,050 as hinged gutter pair plus 2 NH singles) 500
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3297   6        1920s Commemoratives FDC Selection,  18 covers in total; 644, 1927 2c Burgoyne, matched set of 5 
covers on Roessler cachets (Planty #5), cancelled in Washington, DC; Albany, NY; Rome, NY; Syracuse, 
NY; and Utica, NY; 656, 1929 2c Edison coil, A.C. Roessler cachet in green (Planty #2), 1c Franklin and 
pair of Edison coil tied by Menlo Park, NJ 4-bar handstamps; 680, 1929 2c Fallen Timbers, matched set 
of 5 Bradie Buchanan FDCs (Planty #39), cancelled Waterville, OH; Erie, PA; Maumee, OH; Perrysburg, 
OH; and Toledo, OH, light toning around the edges; 681, 1929 2c Ohio River, matched set of Bradie 
Buchanan cachets from all 7 first day cities (Cairo, IL; Pittsburgh, PA; Wheeling, WV; Cincinnati, OH; 
Evansville, IN; Homestead, PA; and Louisville, KY), three with additions to the cachet, some light toning; 
all are F-VF and attractive, some scarce cachets 250

3298 **          656, 1929 2c Edison coil,  two strips + 5 pairs + 2 coil line pair (total 35 singles + line pairs), NH, runs F-VF 
to Very Fine or better. (Scott $913). 75

1929 Kansas-Nebraska Overprints (658-679)
3299 */**          658-79, 1929 1c-10c Kans-Nebr Overprints,  fresh colors, NH except 1½c, 4c Kansas very lightly hinged, 

F-VF (Scott $941) 220
3300 **          658-668, 1929 1c-10c "Kansas" overprints, attractive set with each value all selected for freshness and 

centering, all NH, 6c with touch of oxidation, F-VF or better (Scott $431). 90
3301 **          679, 1929 10c Orange yellow,  exceptionally fresh and well centered, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $180).

90

1929-37 Issues (680-802)
3302 **   4       704-15. 1932 ½c-10c Washington Bicentennial,  lot of six complete sets in pairs and  blocks of four, all 

selected for centering with many individual singles possibly grading extremely high, all NH, Extremely 
Fine and useful premium group. (Scott $199) 75

3303 */** 3 

6 4       

732, 1933 3c National Recovery Administration,   specialized collection on exhibit pages, including 
a selection of FDCs, commerical uses, precancels, perfins, a complete matched set of plate blocks 
(including several on cover), NRA meter mail, cigar tax paid stamps, cinderellas, and more, generally 
F-VF, a nice specialized collection of this issue 750

3304   6        785-94, 1936-7 1c-5c Army-Navy,  complete set of 10 San Francisco Examiner cachets (Planty #55), some 
with minor toning but overall Very Fine, an attractive matched set of covers 75

1938 Presidential Issue (803-34, 839-51)
3305 */**   4       803-34, 1939 ½c-$5 Presidential Issue,  complete set of plate number blocks incl 832c, NH (except 1c, 4c, 

4½c, 6c l.h. or h.r.), F-VF (Scott $700) 120
3306   6        803-34, ½c-$5 Presidential Issue,  matched set of Washington Stamp Exchange cachets (Planty #58), 

blocks of 4 through the 10c and singles thereafter, $5 is a plate number single, F-VF, a very attractive set 
of covers 150

3307 **          832b, 1951 $1 Wilson, Watermarked "USIR",  bright, fresh and well centered, NH, Very Fine, 1980 PF 
certificate. (Scott $200). 60

3308 **          832b, 1951 $1 Wilson, Watermarked "USIR",  fresh and well centered, NH, 2013 PSE Graded VF-XF 85 
certificate. (SMQ $135). 60

3309 **          832b, 1938 $1 Wilson, "USIR" Watermark,  PO fresh, NH, Very Fine, 1982 PF certificate (Scott $200)
60

3310   6        1946 Registered Bank Tag with $2, $5 Prexy Franking,  tag with $2 (5), $5 (6) plus a $24.24 meter all on a 
parcel tag with Buffalo NY May28 1946 cancels, NY City receiving cancel, some postal wear affecting two 
of the $2 stamps, one each $2, $5 some perf faults due to placement, Fine high values use 180

3311 **   4       834, 1938 $5 Coolidge,  plate no block of four #24481-22168F, NH, Very Fine (Scott $350) 170

1938 to Date
3312 **   4       1265, 1965 5c Magna Carta,  plate no block of four with the black plate no omitted, NH, Very Fine, listed 

but unpriced in Scott 150
3313 **   4       1290b, 1967 25c Douglass, Magenta shade variety,  pane of 100, plate no. 37604 UR, NH, a few perf faults 

on four stamps from rough perforating, scarce shade variety, Very Fine, 2015 PSE certificate (Scott $2,550)
650
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3314 **   4       1596d, 1975 13c Eagle and Shield, Line perforated,  plate no block of 20 #37231-37236 LR, NH, fresh 
and Very Fine (Scott $570+) 250

3315 **          1686-9, 1976 Bicentennial Souvenir Sheets,   complete brick of 100 of each sheet, exactly how it was 
purchased from the USPS in 1976, all NH and Very Fine (Scott $1,700, Face Value $430) 200

3316 **   4       3095b, 1996 Riverboats with Special Die-Cutting,  NH, missing partial horizontal "perforations" between 
stamps to ease in first day cover production, Very Fine (Scott $180) 75

3317 **          3138/3535, 1997-2001, 32c-34c Warner Bro. Sheets,  two sets of 5, NH, includes: 3138, 3205, 3307, 3392 
& 3535, all Very Fine, (Scott $580).  100

3318 **          3205, 1998 32c Sylvester & Tweety,  63 sheets, Very Fine. (Scott $787, Face $201).  100

3319 *          4806 var., 2013 $2 Inverted Jenny, Horizontal die cuts incomplete,  vertical pair attached to clear backing, 
showing incomplete horizontal vertical diecuts between the two stamps (similar to blind perfs), also 
includes original S/S selvage, Very Fine, with 2017 APS certificate describing this possibly-unique error 200

3320 **   4       4806, 2013 $2 Inverted Jenny Souvenir Sheet, Collectors Set,   includes a variety of production sheets 
including vignette only, frame only, albino impression, die wipe, and complete design without selvage, as 
well as normal sheet and first day postmark, housed in original box (tiny corner nick) with 48 page book, 
numbered 452 of 1900, Very Fine, scarce as the USPS sold few before discontinuing this item 1250

Air Post Issues
3321   6        C2, 1918 16c Green,  not tied on legal sized cover from "National Aerial Coast Patrol Comm". to Gov. 

Woodhouse, Aero Club of America, New York, bold and mostly complete "New York, N.Y. 7/15/1918" 
(backstamp), all other appropriate cancels present but indistinct, light overall cover toning, Fine "First 
Flight" cover. (Scott $800). 50

3322 *          C3, 1818 24c Carmine rose & blue,  rich colors, nearly grounded airplane (wheels barely clear of frame), 
o.g., Very Fine, an eye-catching variety 75

3323   6        C10, 1927 10c Dark blue,   5 covers total, a matched set of 4 FDCs from Washington DC, Detroit, Little 
Falls, and St. Louis on envelopes with Edward Worden corner cards, addressed to Worden, the St. Louis 
cover with plate number single and the Planty #P10 rubber stamp cachet, all are neat and clean, Very 
Fine, an attractive set, as well as a first W.F. Housman cachet (Planty #5), June 18, 1927 Washington, DC 
machine cancel on slightly oversize cover with attractive Lindbergh design, slight staining around the 
edges, stamp is lightly toned, an attractive design 150

3324 **          C10a, 1927 10c Dark blue, Booklet pane of three, five panes incl some different positions, fresh, typical 
centering, NH, Fine or better (Scott $575). 50
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3325 */**          C13-15, 1930 65c-$2.60 Graf Zeppelin,  exceptionally fresh set, 65c NH, small natural gum bend, others 
o.g., C13, C15 Very Fine, C14 Fine; C15 with 2008 PSE certificate. (Scott $1,250).  500

3326 *          C13-15, 1930 Graf Zeppelin,  fresh and well centered, o.g., h.r., F-VF (Scott $1,165) 400

3327 **          C13, 1930 65c Graf Zeppelin,  exceptionally centered, rich color, NH, 2006 PSE Graded XF-Sup 95. (SMQ 
$650). 300

3328 **          C13, 1930 65c Graf Zeppelin, exceptionally well centered, rich color, NH, 2008 PF Graded XF 90 certificate. 
(SVG $450).  200

3329 **          C13, 1930 65c Graf Zeppelin,   rich color and exceptional centering, NH, 1989 PF certificate; 2006 PF 
Graded XF 90 certificate, (SVG $450). 200

3330 **          C13, 1930 65c Graf Zeppelin,  bottom plate number 20080 single, exceptional centering with large and 
even margins, NH, 2007 PSE Graded VF-XF 85J. (SMQ $400). 200

3331 **          C13, 1930 65c Graf Zeppelin,  fresh color, N, trace of fingerprint on gum, Very Fine (Scott $275)
120

3332 **          C13, 1930 65c Graf Zeppelin,  pretty shade, NH, natural light diagonal gum bend, Fine. (Scott $275). 
100

3333 **          C13, 1930 65c Graf Zeppelin,  NH, vertical pair, PO fresh, Fine (Scott $550 as singles) 150

3334 **          C14, 1930 $1.30 Graf Zeppelin,  top plate number 20088 single, rich color and exceptionally centered, 
NH, 2000 PF certificate, 2008 PSE Graded XF 90 certificate. (SMQ $800). 350

3335 **          C14, 1930 $1.30 Graf Zeppelin,  exceptionally well balanced margins, extremely fresh, NH, 1980 and 
2005 PF certificates, 2007 PSE Graded XF 90 certificate. (SMQ $800). 350

3336 **          C14, 1930 $1.30 Graf Zeppelin,   fresh and well centered, NH, 2006 PF Graded XF 90 certificate. (SVG 
$750). 350
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3337 **          C14, 1930 $1.30 Graf Zeppelin,  rich color and extremely well centered, NH, 2007 PSE Graded VF-XF 85 
certificate (SMQ $700). 300

3338 **          C14, 1930 $1.30 Graf Zeppelin,  bottom plate number 20085 single, deep color, NH, 2007 PSE Graded VF 
80 certificate. (SMQ $650). 300

3339 **          C14, 1930 $1.30 Graf Zeppelin, NH, trace of fingerprint on gum, fresh and Fine (Scott $625) 200
3340 **          C14, 1930 $1.30 Graf Zeppelin,  fresh, light stain at lower right, NH, Fine. (Scott $625).  100

3341 **          C15, 1903 $2.60 Graf Zeppelin,  bottom plate number 20091 single, rich color and exceptionally well 
centered, NH, 2005 PSE Graded XF 90 certificate. (SMQ $1,250). 600

3342 **          C15, 1903 $2.60 Graf Zeppelin, extremely fresh and well centered, NH, 2001 PSE certificate; 2007 PSE 
Graded VF-XF 85 certificate. (SMQ $1,050).  500

3343 **          C15, 1903 $2.60 Graf Zeppelin,   fresh and bright, NH, 1990 PF certificate; 2007 PSE Graded VF-XF 85 
certificate. (SMQ $1,050). 500

3344 **          C15, 1903 $2.60 Graf Zeppelin,  bright and fresh, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $975).  300
3345 **          C18, 1933 50c Graf Zeppelin, five singles, all NH, F-VF (Scott $425).  140
3346 **   4       C18, 1933 50c Graf Zeppelin,  bottom margin block of four with plate no 21171, NH, Extremely Fine. 

(Scott $340). 150
3347 **   4       C18, 1933 50c Graf Zeppelin,  top plate no 21177 block of six, NH, Extremely Fine. (Scott $700).

100
3348   6        C24, 1939 30c Dull blue,   approximately 120 covers, including interesting destinations (note many 

to Central and South America), also includes everything from censors to uncommon rates, return to 
sender, registered, many items priced individually in the $50-200 range, generally F-VF, much of interest 
for the dedicated postal historian, see online scans 1000

Special Delivery Issues
3349 *          E4, 1894 10c Blue,   fresh and well centered, o.g., hinge remnant, small flaws/faults, near Very Fine 

appearing. (Scott $850) 50
3350       S    E5S-E, 1895 5c Blue, "Specimen" Overprint,  NH, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $175 for hinged)

60
3351 **          E6, 1902 10c Ultramarine,  bright and well centered, NH, 2016 PSE Graded F-VF certificate. (Scott $525).

200
3352   6        E7, 1908 10c Green,   used on 2c Washington envelope on August 27, 1909, from Milwaukee, WI to 

the SS George Washington in Hoboken, NJ, with the ship‘s name in a purple script handstamp and a 
manuscript "Too late," transit and receiving marks on reverse, E7 has BEP inscription in lower margin, 
light crease at right but otherwise a clean and attractive cover, Very Fine 50

3353 **          E9, 1914 10c Ultramarine,  bright and fresh, NH, Fine. (Scott $425). 70

Postage Due Issues
3354    4       P J1TC4a, 1879 1c Black,   trial color plate proof on card, block, Extremely Fine, fresh. (Scott $200 as 

singles). 100
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3355           P J2P//J26P, 1879-1891 1c-30 Proofs,   five different plate proofs on card + three "Specimen" issues, 
includes: J2-J3P4, J5P4, J17S, J18S, J20S, J20P4, J26P4, J5 thinned, Specimens without gum, 30c short 
perfs, otherwise Fine to Very Fine. (Scott $214).  75

3356 *          J2, 1879 2c Brown,  fresh and attractive shade, full o.g., neat h.r., Fine. (Scott $400) 100
3357  3         J2, 1879 2c Brown,  brilliant color and exceptional centering, attractive blue New York "pearl"  precancel, 

Extremely Fine. 2011 PF certificate. (Scott $25). 100
3358 **          J3, 1879 3c Brown,  crisp early impression, NH, Very Fine and choice (Scott $280). 100

3359 **          J6, 1879 30c Brown,  nicely centered, NH, Very Fine (Scott $800) 250
3360 **          J6, 1879 30c Brown,  extremely fresh, NH, Fine, 2015 PSE certificate. (Scott $800). 250
3361 *          J7, 1879 50c Brown,  o.g., fresh and Fine; 1993 APS certificate (Scott $600) 150
3362 *          J15, 1884 1c Red brown,  rich color and exceptionally centered, o.g., 2011 PF Graded VF-XF 85 certificate. 

(SVG $80).  60
3363 (*)          J15, 1884 1c Red brown, unusually large and welll balanced margins, unused, trace of shallow thin at 

bottom, Extremely Fine appearance (Scott $70 for o.g.) 50
3364 *   4       J15, 1884 1c Red brown, block,o.g., Very Fine, rich color. 2011 PF certificate. (Scott $325).   120

3365 *          J16, 1884 2c Red brown,  intense color and very well centered, o.g., 2011 PF Graded XF 90 certificate. (SVG 
$135).  100

3366 *          J16, 1884 2c Red brown,  extremely fresh and well centered, o.g., l.h., Very Fine, photocopy of 2016 PF 
certificate for plate block of 10, this being position 9. (Scott $80). 80

3367 *   4       J22, 1891 1c bright claret,  block, intense color, o.g., three appearing NH, Very Fine, 2011 PF certificate. 
(Scott $140). 90

3368 *          J24, 1891 3c Bright claret,  exceptionally bright color, nicely centered, o.g., 2011 PF Graded VF certificate. 
(Scott $67).  50

3369 **   4       J25, 1891 5c Bright claret ,  two blocks of four, NH, fresh and Fine (Scott $2,320). 200
3370 *          J27, 1891 30c Bright claret,  well centered with unusually fresh color, o.g., l.h., Very Fine (Scott $575)

140
3371 **          J35, 1894 10c Deep claret,  deep color, NH, Fine. 2015 PSE certificate. (Scott $1,000). 150
3372 *          J38S-44S, 1897 1c-50c Deep claret, UPU Specimen Overprints,  125 sets were distributed to delegates of UPU 

Congress, o.g., 1c, 2c, 50c with natural straight edge, all Fine to Very Fine, includes original printed envelope 
for specimens (quite rare). (Scott $875).  200
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3373 **   4       J38, 1895 1c Deep claret,  matched top and bottom imprint and plate no. 267 strips of 3, NH, bottom 
strip with natural offset, otherwise Fine or better. (Scott $350). 100

3374 **   4       J38, 1895 1c Deep claret, bottom imprint and plate no. 246 plate block of 6, NH, a few selvedge perfs 
strengthened which have since failed  (see photo),  Fine. (Scott $450),   100

3375   6        J38, J41, 1895 1c, 5c Deep claret,  used on incoming postcard from Natal, 1p QV issue tied by Durban 
Natal 6/23/99 c.d.s, dues ms. precancelled, large "15c" & "T" circular handstamps, New York 7/23/99 
"Due 6 cents" double barrell duplex, VF card, also includes 1920 card, incoming from Belize, Br. Honduras, 
2c (J62) vertical pair, 1c GV tied by c.d.s., dues tied by large "T" circular handstamp, New York "Due 4 
cents" double barrell duplex, VF card, two very attractive and interesting usages. 100

3376 **          J39, 1895 2c Deep claret,  exceptionally bright, fresh and well centered, NH, 2011 PF Graded XF 90 XQ 
certificate. (SVG $90 for XF).  100

3377 **   4       J40, 1895 3c Deep claret,  bottom imprint and plate no. 70 plate block of 6, NH, Fine, extremely fresh 
with strong perfs. (Scott $1,750).  400

3378 *          J49a, 1910 10c Rose carmine,  exceptionally bright, fresh and well centered, barest trace light hinging at 
top, 2011 PF Graded XF-S 95. (SVG $260).  150

3379 **          J49a, 1910 10c Rose carmine,  beautiful shade, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $280). 100
3380 *          J52, 1914, 2c Carmine lake,  bright, fresh and well centered, o.g., 2011 PF Graded VF-XF 85. (Scott $95).

75
3381 **          J53, 1914 1c Carmine lake,  attractive pale shade, NH, Fine. (Scott $170). 80
3382 **          J53b, 1914 2c Vermilion,  brilliant color, NH, near Very Fine. (Scott $180).  90
3383 **   4       J55, 1914 5c Carmine lake,   bottom right part arrow block of four, extremely bright and fresh, rich 

color, NH, Fine, attractive position block. (Scott $560). 100
3384 *          J57, 1910 30c Carmine lake, Perf 10,  intense color, l.h., Fine and attractive. (Scott $225). 90
3385  3         J58, 1914 50c Carmine lake,  margins to in at top, Very Good to Fine, scarce stamp. (2017 PSE certificate). 

(Scott $1,600). 240
3386 **          J60, 1916 2c Rose,  brilliant color, NH, 2011 PF Graded XF 90 certificate. (SVG $1,000).  650
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3387 **   4       J63, 1917 3c Carmine rose,  right side plate no. 848 plate block of 6, NH, couple minor gum skips, some 
perfs expertly strengthened, Fine. (Scott $275).  100

3388 **   4       J64a, 1917 5c Rose carmine,  top imprint, star and plate no. 5524 plate block of 6, NH, Fine. (Scott $275).
100

3389 **          J66, 1917 30c Carmine rose,   brilliant color and exceptional centering, NH, 2011 PF Graded XF 90 
certificate. (SVG $350).  200

3390 **   4       J70-71, 1930 1c-2c Carmine,  top plate number blocks of 6, NH, 2c couple perf seperations in selvedge, 
both Fine. (Scott $195).  80

3391 **          J73, 1930 5c Carmine,  brilliant color and very well centered, NH, 2011 PF Graded XF 90 certificate. (VG 
$85).  60

3392 **   4       J74, 1930 10c Carmine,  bottom plate no. 20237 plate block of 6, NH but some perfs seperations expertly 
strenghtened, otherwise Fine. (Scott $1000).  200

3393 **          J75, 1930 30c Carmine,  spectacular color, NH, fresh and Fine (Scott $275).  80
3394 **          J76, 1930 50c Carmine, fresh and well centered, NH, Fine to Very Fine. (Scott $375).   100

Postage Due Issues - Incoming from Abroad
3395   6        Postage Due Covers, 1879-1924, 19 covers/cards, eleven foreign incoming, seven domestic with mostly 

large numeral issues, better include: stampless 1879 incoming with bold "US Charge to Collect" tombstone, 
Panama Transit straight line, large numeral "12" and ".17 cents"; incoming from England "Collect Postage 
6 cents", J22 & J25 tied bt hartford c.d.s.; several incoming WWI military with censor markings; 1897 
Boston "Ship 4"; etc., mixed condition but generally Fine. (see online scans).  150

U.S. Postal Agency in China
3396 */**          K1-18, 1919-22 2c-$2 Overprints, complete selected set of 18 plus additional shades of 16c and 24c values, 

all selected for freshness and centering, lightly hinged includes 8c, 14c, 16c (1), 24c (both), 30c, 60c, $1, 
all others NH, 2c (K17) slight offset, F-VF or better. (Scott $4,260). 900

3397   6        K1-K2, 2c-4c Shanghai Overprints,  2c block, 4c vertical pair, used with U.S. 2c (499) strip of 4 (on reverse) 
paying registry rate to Germany, 2c not tied by indistinct oval, 4c, natural vertical straight edge, tie by 
similar indistinct oval, purple registered box handstamp, 2c strip tied by multiple New York registered 
ovals, some trivial light soiling and toning, still attractive usage and Fine cover.  150

3398 */**   4       K3, 1919 6c on 3c Violet, three multiples: left side plate number 8869 block of six, NH, VG-F; block of 
four with plate number 8906, NH, Fine; block of four, top pair o.g., bottom pair NH, VG-Fine (Scott 
$2,170) 75

3399 **          K3, 1919 6c on 3c Violet,  extremely fresh and well centered, NH, trivial natural gum wrinkle, Extremely 
Fine. 2005 PSE certificate. (Scott $150). 100

3400 **          K5, 1919 10c on 5c Blue,  well centered for issue, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $170). 90
3401 **          K8, 1919 16c on 8c Olive bistre,  exceptional centering, NH, fresh and Extremely Fine (Scott $180).

100
3402 *   4       K14, 60c on 30c Orange red,  left side plate number 6921 plate block of six, slightly disturbed o.g., Fine, 

fresh.. (Scott $1,050). 120

Official issues
3403           P O1P3//O71P4, 1873 Department Plate Proofs,  plate proofs on india or card, includes: O1p3-O9P3 

complete; O47P3-56P3 complete; O61P4-O71P4 (missing 1c-6c to complete), all Fine to very Fine. (Scott 
$576).  180
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3404           P O1P4//O87P4, 1873 Departments Plate Proof Balance,  62 mostly different card or india plate proofs, 
condition is mixed, evidence of "shaving", sets include: O72P4-82P4, O83P4-93P4, others ar near 
complete or singles, still a Fine and workable lot, please inspect. (Scott $509).  100

3405           P O1P-93P, 1c-$20 Official Issues, Plate proofs on india or card,  Executive and Justice on india, all others 
on card,  all extremely fresh and most individual sets in matched colors, 3c and $10 State light tone spot, 
couple Post Office just Fine, otherwise F-VF set. (Scott $1,068). (see online scans). 250

3406 *          O4, 1873 6c Agriculture,  fresh, o.g., Fine. (Scott $275). 100
3407           P O15TC4a-O20TC4a, O22TC4a-25TC4a. 1c-12c, 24c-30c 1881 Interior Dept. "Atlanta" Trial Color 

Proofs,  broken set of black plate proofs on thin card, deep rich color and exceptionally fresh, lacking 
15c and 90c to complete, Very Fine,(Scott $373) 75

3408 *          O23, 1873 30c Interior,  bright and fresh, o.g., Fine. 2015 PSAG certificate. (Scott $290). 100
3409 **          O25, 1873 1c Justice,  extremely fresh, o.g., NH, Fine and attractive. (Scott $550). 110
3410 *          O30, 1873 12c Justice,  wonderfully fresh color, o.g., Fine, 2015 PF certificate. (Scott $260). 100
3411 (*)          O45, 1873 90c Navy, brilliant color, unused, Very Fine. (Scott $450).  150
3412 *          O61, 1873 7c State,  deep color, somewhat disturbed o.g., fresh and Very Fine (Scott $290). 100
3413           P O68P3-71P3, 1873 $20-$20 State,  high values, plate proofs on india, Extremely Fine. (Scott $400). 

100

3414       S    O68S, 1875 $2 State, "Specimen"  bright and fresh, without gum as issued, couple short perfs, tiny thin 
speck bottom left, Fine appearance; only 32 examples were sold of which only 20 are known according to 
research of R Markovits; illustrated in Combs (Scott $27,500). ex Sheriff, Lietzow, Lewenthal, Markovits, 
Price.  16000

3415  3         O68, 1873 $2 State,  unusual multiple numeral ring cancels, mostly small faults (as typical for these) 
include tear at bottom, Fine appearing, (Scott $3,000).  270
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3416 *          O70 var., 1873 $10 State, Vertically ribbed paper,  rich color, o.g., small repairs at top and bottom left, 
Fine appearing; only a few copies extant with the PF and PSE each recording different singles with 
o.g. 2000 PF certificate. (Scott unpriced). 2500

3417           P O72TC4a//O82TC4a, 1881 1c-90c Treasury Atlanta Trial Color Proofs,  near complete set of black plate 
proofs on thin card, lacking 30c to complete, also includes near complete set of Justice in blue (lacking 
1c), Fine to very Fine. (Scott $719).  200

3418 */(*)          O75-76, 1873 6c-7c Treasury, both fresh and well centered, 6c o.g., 7c unused, F-VF; 6c 2015 PSE certificate; 
7c 2016 PSE Graded VF 80J. (Scott $215) 150

3419 *          O79, 1873 15c Treasury,  fresh and bright, o.g., barest trace of hinging, Fine, photocopy of 2014 PF certificate 
for block of 4, this being lower left single. (Scott $300). 150

3420    4      E O84TC3a, 1873 2c Black, War Dept. Trial Color Proof,  plate proof on india, mounted on card, block, 
Very Fine. (Scott $320).  80

3421 **          O88, 1873 10c War,  bottom partial imprint single, exceptionally attractive pale shade, NH, Very Fine, 
photocopy of 2017 PF certificate for plate strip of 3, this being right single. (Scott $300). 120

3422 **          O90, 1873 15c War, two singles, both very fresh, NH, one with small gum skips, F-VF (Scott $380).
100

3423 *          O92-93, 1873 30c-90c War,  both wonderfully fresh, 30c exceptional centering, o.g. with 90c l.h., 30c 
Extremely Fine, 90c Very Fine. (Scott $355).  100

3424 **   4       O111, 1879 10c Treasury,  block of four, o.g., NH, top right stamp light vert crease, bottom right stamp 
speck of extraneous ink on portrait, few horiz perf seps and some unpunched perfs, F-VF appearance; 
2015 PF certificate (Scott $2,600 as singles) 375

3425 *          O120, 1879 30c War, Soft Paper, exceptional centering, o.g., fresh and Very Fine (Scott $225).  100

Newspaper and Periodical Issues
3426           P PR2P//PR81P, 1865-85 1c-$36 Newspaper Issue Proofs,  various issues, plate proofs on india or card, 

includes: PR2P4a, PR5P4, PR9P3, PR10P4, PR12P4, PR13P3, PR15-16P3, PR15P4, PR17P4, PR19P4, 
PR22-24P4, PR29P3, PR30P4, PR65P3, PR67P3, PR 81P4, some mixed condition, usually natural india 
paper flaws, a few cards with light soiling or thining, but majority being fresh and F-VF, attractive and 
useful group. (Scott $452). 100

3427           P PR9P4-32P4, 1875 2c-$60 Newspaper, Plate proofs on card,  fresh colors except 8c light toning, F-VF, 
attractive set (Scott $318). 80

3428           P PR26TC3, 1875 $6 Trial Color Proofs,  plate proofs on india, mounted on card, four different colors, singles 
+ pairs: violet black, dark violet, dark brown & green, Fine, Fine to Very Fine. (Scott $420).  100

3429 *          PR114-25, 1895-97 1c-$100 Newspaper Issue,  fresh colors, o.g. with some l.h., $5 slight dist. gum, F-VF 
set (Scott $384) 100

3430  3         PR120, 1897 $2 Scarlet,  rich color, portion of a double oval cancel, Fine and attractive; 2013 PSE certificate 
(Scott $110) 40

3431  3         PR122-24, 1896-97 $10-$50 Newspaper Issue,  $10 pen strokes cancel, $20 partial Boston double oval, 
$20 lozenge cancel and tiny thin spot, o/w F-VF; $50 2013 PSE certificate (Scott $675) 200

3432  3         PR122-25, 1896-97 $10-$100 Newspaper Issue,  $10-$50 typical brush or indistinct cancel, $100 natural 
straight edge at top and a light oval cancel, F-VF; $100 2013 PSE certificate (Scott $950) 300
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3433  3         PR123, 1896 $20 Slate,  very well centered and with with a barely noticeable cancel; 2014 PSE Graded XF 
90 certificate; only three used singles at this grade and just one higher (SMQ $375) 200

3434  3         PR125, 1896 $100 Purple,   eye-catching single with lovely color, excellent centering and a light oval 
cancel, Very Fine and choice; 2013 PSE certificate (Scott $275) 150

Parcel Post Issues
3435 */**          Q1-6, Q8-12, JQ1-4, 1913 1c-$1 Parcel Post, Parcel Post Due,  most nicely centered, o.g., Q6, Q10 NH, 

Q12 part o.g., h.r., Q4, JQ2 regum, generally F-VF or better (Scott $1,515) 350
3436 **          Q10, 1913 50c Carmine rose,  fresh and well centered, NH, Very Fine. (Scott $600). 200

3437  3         Q12, 1913 $1 Carmine rose,  particularly well centered within oversized margins, centrally struck New 
York double oval cancel; 2015 PSE Graded Superb 98J certificate; only two used singles at this lofty grade with 
none higher (SMQ $1,400) 750

Special Handling Issues
3438 **   4       QE1-4, 1925-55 10c-25c Special Handling, unusually well centered blocks of four, NH, all Extremely Fine 

or better (Scott $217). 75
3439 **          QE1-3, QE4a 1925 10c-25c Yellow green, Special Handling,  five sets of four values + four additional 25c 

(QE4a) , all selected for freshness and centering, NH, Very Fine or better with many being potentially higher 
grades, inspection suggested. (Scott $402).  100

Postal Insurance Stamps
3440  **         QI2 var., 1966 (20c) Red, Complete booklet, Pane inverted,  NH, Fine, believed to be unique; 2012 PF 

certificate (unlisted in Scott) 1100

Carriers‘ Stamps
3441           P LO1P-LO2P, 1851 1c Carrier Proofs,  four proofs, plate on india or card, includes LO1P3, LO1P4 (light 

margin stain), LO2 P4 (2), Very Fine. (Scott $140). 75
3442   6        LO2, 1851 1c Eagle,  four well balanced margins, not tied by partial red handstamp on printed folded 

letter sheet to "Market & 3rd, 2nd story, Philadelphia", Very Fine (Scott $500). 120
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3443 5          Charleston SC; 4LB1, 1849 2c Brown on brown rose,  uncancelled on fragment of brown cover, stamp with 
oval frame touched on three sides and in at top, small part of red Charleston SC town marking at right, 
ms "Aug 6th, 1849" docketing at top center of fragment; stamp and fragment with small pinhole, extremely 
rare with a mere five examples thought to exist; 2012 Philatelic Foundation certificate; ex-George Worthington 
(1918), Alfred H. Caspary (H. R. Harmer, Inc. 1957), John R. Boker, Jr, David Golden (1999) and Edgar 
Kuphal (2006); (Scott $10,000 unused and $4,000 unused or used if cut to shape) 1900

3444 (*)   4       Louisville Ky,; Wharton‘s USPO Despatch, 5LB1, 1857 2c Bluish green, lower left pane of 25, unused, 
pos. 5, 20 small internal creases (trivial), Extremely Fine, quite scarce. 2012 PF certificate. (Scott $3,250).
  725

Local Stamps
3445   6        Blood‘s Penny Post; 15L18, 1855 (1c) Black,  cut to shape single tied on cover with 3c (26) by company 

9/2/58 cds, 3c (26), tied by grid, matching Philadelphia 2/3/58 octagonal handstamp, Very Fine (Scott 
$350). 100

3446 **   4       Swarts Dispatch, 136L4, 1849 2c Red, Stone III,  pane of 25, o.g., NH, just clear to full margins all around, 
small tears at pos 6, 11, 16, o/w fresh and F-VF; 2014 PF certificate (Scott $600 for hinged) 350

3447 (*)   4       Swarts Dispatch, 136L4, 1849 2c Red, Stone IV,   pane of 25, unused, fresh and Very Fine; 2014 PF 
certificate (Scott $600) 350

3448 **   4       Swarts Dispatch, 136L4, 1849 2c Red, Stone IV,  pane of 25, o.g., NH, cut jut into frame at bottom and 
incl sliver of stamps in adjacent pane at top, tiny tear in pos 6, o/w F-VF; 2014 PF certificate (Scott $650 
for hinged) 350

3449 **   4       Swarts Dispatch, 136L4, 1849 2c Red,  blocks of 6 (2), block of 8, block of 9, o.g., NH, some small areas 
of light gum toning, clear to large margins, F-VF, block of 8 with 2014 PF certificate (Scott $580 as hinged 
singles) 400

Independent Carriers - Express Companies
3450   6        Southern Express Co., O.H.,  orange "Unclaimed Valuable" label dated 6/10/69 on reverse of 3c (U59), 

uncancelled but paying the monoply to the Post Office, Very Fine label and cover.  100
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3451 */**   4       PS1//PS15, U.S. Postal Savings Collection,  wonderful specialized collection on stockpages, majority 
NH, some duplication, plate blocks include (o.g. unless specified otherwise): PS1 (1 + one unused), PS1 
plate strips of 3 (5), PS7 (10, + 7, NH, one with experimental spacing), PS 8 (3), PS11-14 in quantities 
(mostly NH), PS15 (NH), etc., singles include PS15 (8), plate number singles, mostly hinged in sheet 
margin, also includes several Official Postal Savings used, note: O21 plate block of 8, O123 plate block 
of 12, O124 (disturbed o.g.) plate block of 16, generally Fine to Very Fine or better, an interesting 
specialized collection. (Scott $11,524).  2700

Sanitary Fair (WV)
3452           P WV12TC5, 1864 20c Great central Fair, Trial Color Proofs,  five different trial colors proofs on wove 

paper, black with thin, other colors brown, orange, deep orange & blue, also includes large die proof in 
green on green bond paper, Very Fine and desirable group.  300

Postal Stationery Entires and Wrappers
3453   6        U1//U10 1853 3c "Nesbitt Entires, group of about 97 Nesbitt entires; includes: U1 (2), U2 (62), U4 

(10), U6, U9 (12) & U10 (10), also includes some cut squares: U2 (7), generally very mixed condition, 
should be closely examined, unchecked for towns. (Scott $4,000).  200

3454 *          U1, 1853 3c Red,  36x37mm cut square, Very Fine (Scott $350). 100

3455   6        U32, 1860 10c Green,  entire, purported to be less than 10 known, light soiling and handwritten "1857" 
in address panel (most probably non-contemporaneous), light tone spot in bust, Fine and rare (Scott 
$10,000 for mint entire) 2400

3456 **          U36, 3c Pink, 3 lettersheets, 2 full sized, one trimmed down at edges (catalog as cut square), one 
with printed advertising on backflap (nearly severed and slightly toned), couple with light toning 
(insignificant), impressive and Fine group. (Scott $530).   50

3457   6        U68, 1864 12c Brown on buff,   legal sized unaddressed entire with printed "If not delivered to..." cc, 
printed Wells Fargo frank, light partially struck red Los Angeles company oval cancel, overall light soiling 
and light water stain across top, o/w Fine; ex-Marcus White (Scott $1,200 as used entire).  75
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3458 *          U79 var., 1870 2c Brown on amber,  die 36, watermark 2a, size 6, knife 17, mint entire, Very Fine and 
quite rare; a new find and unlisted with this watermark in UPSS; 2017 PF certificate 10000

3459 *          U84 var., 1870 3c Green on cream,  die 37, watermark 2a, size 7, knife 26, mint entire with printed return 
address, Very Fine and rare; a new find with this watermark and unlisted in UPSS; 2017 PF certificate 10000

3460 *          U211 var., 1875 90c Carmine on white, Centennial special printing,  34x33mm cut square, a fresh and 
attractive example of this rare special printing, hinge remnants on reverse, Very Fine (UPSS $700 for 
entire) 150(Photo = 1 142)
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3461       S    U300 var-s, 1887 1c Blue on manila, "SPECIMEN" overprint,  die 85, watermark 9, size 7, knife 31, 
printed return address cc, UPSS type SF36-C15 "SAMPLE No...." imprint at bottom, Very Fine; a new find 
as die 85 was not used on the issued envelope, die 83 was used for the issued 1c Blue on manila; 2017 
PF certificate 10000
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3462 *          P Postal Card Duo, mint UX1 with ms notation on back "May 15th 1873 / cards just out, D"; 1879 (?) 2c 
card trial color proof in salmon, F-VF 50

3463           P UPSS UX3TCm, 1874/75 1c Trial Color Card,   fresh and Very Fine; 1981 PF certificate identifying as 
"UX3P" and notes "small defects" (UPSS $250) 50

3464 *          UX32 var., 1920 1c on 2c Red on buff, Die I, Detroit 2nd Die Surcharge,  mint face, printed message on 
back, Very Fine and rare; UPSS records 4 mint and 2 used examples but no unused card reported; 2017 
PF certificate (UPSS S44-46) 2500

3465 *          UX33h, 1920 1c on 2c Red on cream, Die II, Double surcharge, one inverted at lower left on back,  mint 
card, corner crease bottom left and "tiny indents of unknown origin", Very Fine and rare; 2017 PSE 
certificate (listed but unpriced in Scott; unlisted in UPSS) 1000
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3466          E UPSS UX38E Ab, 1958 2c Green,  "CANCELED" printed in black across the stamp and green surcharge 
image to the left of the stamp, Very Fine and choice; 2009 PF certificate (UPSS $1,500) 1000

3467 *          UZ1, 1913 1c Official Postal Card,  unused card with printed front and back, some tiny age spots on 
address side, o/w Very Fine (Scott $750; UPSS O1, $650) 150

3468   6        UZ1, 1913 1c Official Postal Card,  Salem Ohio Oct 2 1914 flag cancel, tiny natural paper flaw, Very Fine 
(Scott $550; UPSS O1, $400) 150

3469   6        UZ1 var., 1913 1c Official Postal Card, Short Second "A" in "ASSISTANT",  Billings Mo Apr 2 1914 
duplex cancel, fresh and Very Fine (UPSS O1b, $450) 170

3470 *          UPSS EX11-14, 1893 Columbian Exposition Postal Cards, Set No. 1,  complete set of the four cards, 
unused, fresh and Very Fine (UPSS $340) 150

Revenue Stamps
3471   6        1st Issue Revenue Documents, 33 documents, all clean and attractive, mostly 50c perforated singles, some 

2c & 5c, and one with $3 Charter party, generally Fine to Very Fine, expect couple filefolds.   90
3472  3         R1c//R28c, 1862 1c-5c Revenues on Carte-de-Visite‘s,  20 different, all interesting and unusual, some 

better include: 5c (R28c) on cabinet card, couple with combinations (1c+ 2c), photo Momtgomery Blair, 
2c Banknote revenue usage, etc, generally Very Fine, interesting group.  100

3473  3         R5c//R19c, 1862 2c-3c Revenues on Carte-de-Visite‘s,  28 different, most with photograper imprint on 
reverse, includes: R5c (12), R9a, R9c (4), R14c (cat, $65), R16c (2), R19c (8), all Very Fine. 100

3474  3         R6c, 1862 2c Orange, Bank Check on Carte-de Visite  48 different, most with photographer imprints on 
reverse, Very Fine. 120

3475  3         R7a, 1862 2c Certificate, Imperforate,  wonderfully well margined with portions adjacent stamps at sides, an 
unobtrusive pen cancel; scarce so nice; 2016 PSE Graded XF-Sup 95 certificate (unpriced in SMQ) 50
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3476  3         R11c, 1862 2c Blue Playing Cards, Carte-de-Visite,  31 different, most with photographer imprint on 
reverse, Very Fine. (Scott $139).  80

3477  3         R13c, 1862 2c Blue Proprietary on Carte-de-Visite,  54 different, most with photographer imprint on 
reverse, Very Fine. 130

3478  3         R15c, 1862, 2c Orange U.S. Internal Revenue, on Carte-de- Visite,   40 different, most with various 
photographer‘s imprints on reverse, Very Fine.  100

3479 3          R17c, 1862 3c Playing Cards,  on Carte-de-Visite, Fine. (Scott $175).  75
3480  3         R18c, 1862 3c Green Proprietary, on Carte-de-Visite,  53 different, most with photographer imprints on 

reverse, Very Fine. (Scott $477).   200
3481  3         R79c, 1862 $1.60 Foreign Exchange, Perforated,   rich color, attractive blue 1868 handstamp, Fine. 

($180). 50
3482  3         R81a, 1862 $2 Conveyance, Imperforate,  large margins, attracrive 1863 manuscript cancel, unusually 

fresh and Extremely Fine. (Scott $250). 75

3483 5          R155, 1898 2c Pink, Type III, "I.R." Overprint,  single with natural se tied on a check from Missouri 
Pacific Railway Co. drawn on the Boatmen‘s Bank of St Louis by "Local Treasurer‘s Office/ St Louis, Mo." 
Jul 1 1898 date of issue cancel, check also date Jul 1 1898, check with "PAID" perfin cancel and spindle 
holes not affecting stamp or marking, Fine  500

3484 **   4       R165p, 1898 3c Dark blue, Hyphen Perf 7,  block of four, NH, fresh and Fine (Scott $140 as o.g. singles). 
70

3485 **   4       R166p, 1898 4c Pale rose, Hyphen Perf 7,  left side imprint and plate number 9486 plate block of six, 
NH, F-VF and scarce. (Scott $78 as o.g. singles). 75

3486 **          R168p-69p, 1898 10c, 25c Battleship, Hyphen Perf 7  right side imprint and plate number strips of three, 
PO fresh, NH, Extremely Fine (Scott $67 as o.g.singles) 60

3487 **   4       R171p, 1898 50c Slate lilac,  top sheet margin block of four, NH, Fine. (Scott $240 as o.g.singles). 
100

3488 *   4       R257, 1928-29 $1 Green,  block of four, dist. gum, VG-Fine. (Scott $800 as singles) 250
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3489 **          RJM1, 1937 $1 Yellow green,  wonderfully fresh and well centered, pristine o.g., NH; 2014 PSE graded XF 
90 certificate (Scott $400 for hinged; unpriced in SMQ) 200

3490 **          RJM2, 1937 $5 Blue,  rich color, unblemished o.g., NH, almost Very Fine; 2014 PSE certificate (Scott $475 
for hinged) 200

3491 **          RJM3, 1937 $10 Yellow orange,  bright color, NH, some small natural gum skips, near Very Fine; 2014 
PSE certificate (Scott $425 for hinged) 180

Embossed Revenue Stamped Paper (RM)
3492           Revenue Stamped Paper, First federal Issue, 1798-1801,   about 25 documents with various state 

handstamped issues, include: 10c Ky promisory note; 50c Ky listing of slaves; 25c Md "Uncle Alexander 
Hamilton‘s estate; 10c Mass.; 50c NH child guardian; 75c NH, inventory estate; 50c NJ, right to demand 
Military land; 10c-50c NC, 10c Vt, etc, generally Fine to very Fine, unusual lot.  1000

Federal Duck Stamps (RW)
3493 **          RW1, 1934 $1 Mallards,  extremely fresh, NH, couple natural light diagonal gum bends, Fine. (Scott 

$725). 200
3494 **   4       RW26, 1959 $3 Labrador Retreiver and Mallard Drake, upper left plate number 167109 block of four, 

stamps NH, Very Fine. (Scott $480 as singles).  60
3495 **   4       RW40, RW42, RW45, RW48, 1973/82 $5, $7.50 Federal Duck Stamps,  plate no blocks of four, NH, Very 

Fine; Face Value $90 50
3496 **   4       RW48/55, Federal Duck Stamp Plate blocks and singles,  includes plate blocks of RW49 (3), 50, 52, 53, 

and 55; and singles of RW48 (4), 49 (3), and 50, all NH and Very Fine, (Scott $360, Face Value $280)
120

3497 **   4       RW53, RW56-58, 1986/91 $7.50/$15 Federal Ducks,  plate no blocks of four, NH, F-VF, Face Value $190
70

3498 **          RW66, 1999 $15 Greater Scaup,  remarkable centering, NH, 2017 PSE certificate graded Superb 98 certificate  
(SMQ $150) 50

3499 **   4       RW66, 1999 $15 Greater Scaup,  upper-right plate block of four, NH, exceptionally well-centered, 2017 
PSE graded Superb-98 certificate (SMQ $600 as singles) 150

Telegraph Issues
3500 **   4       1888 1c-25c American Telegraph Co., Complete Booklet,  containing panes of six: 1c (4), 5c (6), 10c (5) 

& 25c (4), NH,  minor edge staining, still near Very Fine intact booklet. (Scott $948 as singles).
150

3501           P 15T1P1-15T4P4, 10c/50c Postal Telegraph Company Hybrid Proofs,  five different india mounted on 
large card (each approx 152x177mm), comprised of the 10c, 15c, and 50c in green plus the 25c in green 
and brown, 15c and 25c cards with insignificant aging along the edge, 25c brown proof with lower left 
corner off, still Very Fine and scarce (see online scans) 1000
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3502       S    Western Union, 16T110-11, 1944 5c, 25c Booklet Panes,   unexploded booklet with red brown 
"Complimentary" inscription and handstamped "SPECIMEN" on front cover, panes of nine of the 5c (3), 
25c (4), each stamp with a security punch and overprinted "C" in red, Very Fine and rare intact booklet 500

Commemorative Panels
3503   6        Commemorative and Souvenir Pages, 1972-2000,  about 231 mint Commemorative Panels, circa 1972-91, 

much face present, also includes about 1,000 Souvenir Pages, circa 1975-2000, all in two large cartons, very 
little duplication, Very Fine,  150

3504 **          USPS Commemorative Panels 1974/87,  housed in seven original USPS albums, appears fairly complete for 
the years listed, some light staining/foxing on some pages but generally Very Fine (no photo) 75

Souvenir Pages
3505           USPS Souvenir Page Collection 1972/90.  complete or very nearly so for the years listed (including high 

values), Very Fine but as is typical some light fading, a nice starter collection or perfect to break down 
and sell individually 100

3506           USPS Souvenir Pages 1974/87,  housed in 10 original USPS albums, appears fairly complete for the years 
listed minus high values, some toning/fading but overall Very Fine (no photo) 75

Test Stamps (TD)
3507 **   4       TD84A, 1956 "Blank" with Gum Breaker Ridges Alternating Between 5mm and 6.5mm Apart,  full pane 

of 100 with vertical and diagonal red defacing lines, NH, tiny bit of selvage missing at bottom right, F-VF 
(Scott $1,250 as 25 blocks of four) 250

3508 **   4       TD84A, 1956 "Blank" with Gum Breaker Ridges Alternating Between 5mm and 6.5mm Apart,  full pane 
of 100, NH, F-VF (Scott $1,250 as 25 blocks of four) 200

Test Booklets - Panes and Covers (TDB)
3509 **          TDB92a, 1997 "FOR TESTING PURPOSES ONLY" Self Adhesive Booklet  pane of 18 in magenta, lot 

of four panes, Very Fine (Scott $1,000) 150

Union Civil War Illustrated Covers
3510   6        Civil War Patriotic Balance,  11 different designs, used with mostly 3c (65) + 21 unused, mostly different, 

several probably quite scarce designs, includes couple engraved, couple Magnus types, etc., expect usual 
amount of stamp cover flaws on used covers, generally Fine or better, worthy of close examination. 400

3511           Wells "LOYAL TO THE UNION" Patriotic Envelopes,  group of 22 different (missing only Delaware) 
unused envelopes with each bearing a different state and its corresponding coat of arms (all similar to 
Bischel 3075, Weiss ST-294), some a bit of aging but generally fresh and F-VF 500
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3512   6        Carolina City N. C. Dec 2 5 Paid  town marking with broken rim on brown cover addressed to Ansonville 
NC, cover with minor edge flaws, otherwise Fine (Confederate Handbook catalogue value $250)

75
3513   6        HICKSFORD Va. JUL 20  red town marking and matching "5” on brown cover addressed "To Col. Hy. 

Stokes, Comdt. 73 Regt Va. Ma., Lunenburg Ct. House”. cover with small stain at bottom left, otherwise Fine; 
CSA Handbook does not list this marking as coming in red during the Confederate time period (only 
in green and black), the Stampless Cover catalogue lists Hicksford as using red between 1834 and 1846. 
Based on the address it appears that this is a Confederate usage. 75

3514   6        Handstamped "Paid" Covers Selection,  three stampless covers; BEANS STATION TEN AUG 21 cds on 
cover with ms. "Due 10"  and addressed to Talladega Ala, soldier‘s return address; CLEVELAND TEN 
AUG 21 1861 cds on cover without rate marking (Cleveland known as a town that did not always use a 
PAID or rate marking), addressed to Richmond Va; RICHMOND VA OCT 17 1861 town marking plus 
"PAID 5 cts" (CSA type F) on cover addressed to Charleston SC; some usual minor faults from use; F-VF 
(CSA Handbook $550) 120

Independent and U.S. Stamp Uses in the Confederacy
3515   6        HUNTSVILLE Ala MAR 22 1861   blue town marking cancels 3c Star Die (Scott U26) addressed to 

Crockett Texas, entire with minor flaws, otherwise a Fine  Confederate usage of US entire (Confederate 
Handbook catalogue value $250) 50

Postmasters‘ Provisionals
3516   6        18XU1, Columbia, SC, 1861 5c Blue handstamped envelope,  matching Columbia SC 12/18/(61) cds and 

matching "Paid" staright-line, Very Fine strikes and cover. 2008 CSA certificate. (Scott $900).  240
3517   6        18XU1 variety, Columbia SC, 1861 5c Blue (inverted indicia),  on buff entire addressed to Fulton SC, 

proper blue Columbia SC town marking at upper left; Sep. 1861 docketing at left; Extremely Fine and 
extremely scarce; the inverted indicia is a highly interesting variety as a quick check of auction records 
does not show another example and neither the Scott Catalogue nor the 2012 CSA Handbook notes the 
existence of this variety; 2010 Philatelic Foundation certificate (Scott as normal entire $900 and 2012 CSA 
Handbook price as normal variety $1,250) 425

3518   6        53X1, Macon, Ga., 1861 5c Black on light blue green,  VF single tied on small cover to Bainbridge, Ga. by 
Macon, Ga. double circle cds, cover expertly cleaned and some light restoration (repaired tears at upper 
left extending to backflap), addressed enhanced, Very Fine appearance; 2005 CSA certificate; ex Judd, 
Haas, Molesworth.  (Scott $6,000). 1700
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3519   6        53X1, Macon, Ga., 1861 5c Black on light blue green,   uncancelled provisional on small cover to 
Charleston, SC, small faults, cover tear at top center, Fine appearing. 2012 PF certificate. (Scott $6,000).  850

3520   6        56XU1, Memphis, Tenn., 1861 5c Red on white entire,  near complete Memphis, Tenn. cds on entire to 
La Grange, Tenn., horizontal crease across top affects provisional, sealed tears and additional creasing at 
top, most backflap missing, still bright, fresh and attractive, scarce provisional with Very Fine appearance; 
2012 PF certificate. (Scott $3,000). 425

3521   6        62X1a, New Orleans, La., 1861 2c Blue, Printed on both sides,   single stamp which has been removed 
from cover bearing a normal 2c blue New Orleans Postmaster‘s Provisional stamp (Scott 62X1); the error 
stamp with two large margins and in on two sides; both stamps were originally tied a by large sans-serif "New 
Orleans La. Sep" (1861) town marking on unsealed cover addressed to Burtonton Miss; the stamps paying 
the double 2c circular rate; the error stamp has now been removed for display purposes; this is the only 
recorded example of this rarity and it is not noted in Hubert Skinner‘s exceptional article on the stamps 
of the New Orleans Postmaster‘s Provisionals published in 1978; 2013 Philatelic Foundation certificates; ex- 
Morris  Everett (1993), Dr. Hubert C. Skinner (2000) and D. K. Collection (2012); 2001 and(Scott $10,000) 3500
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3522   6        62XU3,New Orleans, La., 1861 2c Black "PD 2 CTS N.O.P.O."  handstamp at lower left of cover made 
from a freight bill, addressed to San Antonio TX, double circle New Orleans La. Apr 7, 1862 town 
marking, light vertical crease through markings from contents; Fine and extremely scarce; Provisional 
pays the unsealed circular rate; just 6 examples of this handstamp provisional are thought to exist and of 
those 6 only two are Trans-Mississippi usages; 2003 Confederate Stamp Alliance certificate which states "It is a 
GENUINE Scott #62XU3 marking" (Scott $9,500) 1200

3523   6        65X1, 1861 Petersburg Va. 5c Red,  VF single with plate variety broken "G" in Petersburg and "E" in 
Office, ample margins, tied on cover to Hillsboro, NC by blue Petersburg, Va. 12/28/(61) cds, several 
vertical folds, none affecting provisional, Very Fine. 2008 CSA certificate. (Scott $2,500). 475

Lafayette Square in New Orleans
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3524   6        1, 1861 5c Green  clear to large margins, lighter green shade, tied by blue circular grid cancel on brown 
homemade cover addressed to Columbia S.C., matching but light strike of RALEIGH N.C. double circle 
town marking to the left of the stamp, cover without backflap and stamp with minor toned spots. Fine 
(Scott $300) 75

3525   6        1, 1861 5c Green,  clear to large margins and with large inking flaw at right center tied by double circle 
"MOBILE, ALA FEB 11 1862" town marking on cover addressed to McKinley Ala., cover without  backflap 
and small portions of the top edge extended, F-VF (Scott for normal $300) 75

3526   6        2, 1861 10c Light blue,  large to very large margins, lighter blue shade, somewhat worn impression, tied 
by RICHMOND VA 1862 town marking on orange cover addressed to Petersburg Va, cover with light 
horizontal fold at center and backflap with tear, otherwise Very Fine (Scott $325) 75

3527   6        4, 1862 5c Light blue,  clear to large margins, tied by blue "COLUMBIA S.C. MAY …” town marking on 
1862 orange homemade cover addressed to Chester C. H. S.C.; F-VF (Scott $275) 75

3528 **          6, 1862 5c Light blue, De La Rue,   huge even margins all around incorporating portions of all the 
surrounding stamps, o.g., NH, as nice as they come; 2014 PSE Graded Gem 100J certificate (SMQ $400 for 
graded 100) 300

3529   6        6-7, 1862 5c Blue,  four covers; #6 pair tied by light Richmond Va on cover addressed to Washington Ga.; 
#6 pair tied by Richmond Va 1863 cds on cover addressed to Aiken SC; #6 vert pair tied by Staunton Va 
town cancel on cover addressed to Burkes Mill Va; #7 pair tied by Charlottesville Va double circle on 
cover addressed to Washington Depot/ Danville R Road Va; usual mixed condition but a Fine group 

100
3530   6        7, 1862 5c Blue,   four covers; light Yanceyville NC 1862 cds ties pair, addressed to Hamden Sidney 

College Va; Richmond Va cds ties two singles (one with small tear) on cover to Prince Edward C.H. Va.; 
Charleston SC cds ties vert pair (one stamp pre-use crease) on cover addressed to Pendleton SC; Ashboro 
NC cds ties pair on cover (slightly reduced) addressed to Greensboro NC; some typical minor cover 
faults from use/ opening, Fine group  120

3531   6        11, 1863 10c Blue,  horizontal pair, clear to large margins, tied by MERIDIAN MISS town marking on 
reduced cover addressed to Scooba Mississippi, manuscript "O. B.” and "Due 30” at upper left; stamps 
and cover with small faults (Scott $275) 50

3532   6        11, 1863 10c Blue,  two covers; single with manuscript cancel on cover (very slightly reduced) with ms. 
"Wylliesburg Va April 12 1864" marking at upper right, addressed to Hollins Institute, Botetourt Springs 
Va; single tied by Statesville NC town cancel on cover addressed to Farmington NC, F-VF (Scott $250)

75
3533   6        11, 1863 10c Blue,   three covers; single with ms. "X" cancel and matching "Junction Va Oct 12th 63" 

postmark on cover (reduced at left, missing portion of backflap) addressed to Rapid Ann Sta O. & A. 
R.R. (Orange and Alexandria Railroad); greenish blue shade single (Scott 11c) tied by Richmond Va cds 
on cover with embossing on backflap addressed to Charleston SC; single tied by Staunton Va cds on cover 
addressed to Blacksburg Va; some typical minor flaws from use, Fine group 100

3534   6        11, 1863 10c Light blue,  six covers; VF single in greenish blue (Scott 11c) tied by McKinley Ala cds on 
cover addressed to Columbus Ga; single tied by Concord NC cds on cover (missing bottom backflap) 
addressed to Salisbury NC; single tied by Selma Ala cds on cover addressed to Wilsonville Ala; single tied 
by Grove Hill Ala cds on back side of cover addressed to Montgomery Ala; single tied by Charleston SC dbl 
circle cancel on cover addressed to Lincolnton PO NC, margin single tied by an indistinct postmark 
thought by consignor to be Knoxville Tenn; some typical minor faults fin a Fine group (Scott $750)

170
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3535 **   4       12, 1863-64 10c Blue, Keating and Ball,  bottom right "No. 3 KEATING & BALL Bank Note Engravers, 
COLUMBIA SC" plate no and imprint block of 12, well margined with fresh color,. o.g., NH, Very Fine 
and choice (CSA Catalog and Handbook $475) 250

3536   6        12, 1863 10c Blue,  four covers; single tied by Harrisonburg Va on cover addressed to Hamburg Va with 
a manuscipt "P.M. please forward" at upper left; single in greenish blue shade (Scott 12c) tied by light 
Chattanooga Tenn cds on cover (missing backflap) addressed to Prattville Ala; bottom margin single with 
part imprint tied by Staunton Va cds on cover addressed to Georgia and the redirected back to "Capt ME 
Price/ Staunton", single tied by Staunton Va cds to small envelope with printed Waynesboro Va address, 
some typical minor faults; Fine overall 120

3537           Tasco 1941 Educational Booklets, "The Postage Stamps of the Confederate States of America",  educational 
booklets T6 & T7 + three identical others (T7 without outside envelope), VF, with all facsimile‘s. 40

UNITED NATIONS

New York Issues
3538           P 27P, 1954 3c United Nations Day,  artists drawing in acryclic, gouache and pencil on art board, inscription 

placement similar to approved stamp, artist Earl W. Purdy, USA, Unique, also includes similar drawings 
for accepted design for Vienna issue (98), approval handstamp (2/14/89) and "United Nations Paceful 
Uses of Outer Space", 2 different varients, also includes "UNTEA" sets on pages with apparently different 
types of overprints, UC1 large die proof without "Air Letter", Very Fine and extremely interesting group. 
(see online scans). 400

3539           P 247PDa, 1973 "Art at the UN" unissued 15c die proof,  within a presentation folder with 3 other die 
proofs (NY 247, Geneva 47-8), presentation folder has a label with 11/24/73 date and instructions to 
check if lettering and denominations are correct, this 15c stamp was eventually released as an 18c stamp, 
Very Fine (Scott $1,250) 100

3540           P 333-6PD var., 1980 15c Flags proof souvenir sheet,  four imperf die proofs of each flag affixed to card 
and overlaid with a printed transparency to simulate perforations, the entire sheet is affixed to a piece of 
cardboard, Very Fine, an interesting item not mentioned in Scott 80

PAPER AMERICANA
3541           Run You Rats Here Comes the Oklahoma Kid,  a set of six hand drawn V-Mails put together to make an 

attractive poster, Very Fine and unusual. (see online scans). 80
3542           Pair of Korean War Safe Conduct Passes,  one issued by Gen. Matthew B. Ridgway and one issued by James 

A. Van Fleet, both to soldiers of the UN forces, both with stains and creases but still Fine, scarce
50
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3543           American Bank Note Co. c.1930s Salesman‘s Booklet of Die Proofs,  eight page pamphlet (100x160mm) 
with engraved corporate logo on front cover and female image on back, inside with seven different 
engraved proofs in various colors showing Rembrandt, Taj Mahal, Aviation, Education and three 
allegorical images, most with "SPECIMEN" included as part of the design, fresh and Very Fine.

280
3544           American Banknote Company Multi-Vignette Proof,  eight designs (four different) plus ABN Co logo all 

in grey on india and mounted on an ABN Co filing card with penciled notations "F12465" at upper right 
and the following at the bottom: "PHILIPPINES / INT. REVENUE #2A  4 PESOS  8¼ GREY / (WOMAN 
STRIKING ANVIL)"  with an initialed approval "OK for color 3/13/47", vignettes for "Communication", 
"Education", "Taj Mahal" and "Rembrandt", Very Fine 450

3545           P American Bank Note Co "Columbia/Peace" Vignettes,   three different on india, two with ABN co 
imprints at bottom, dies "C-1170", "V-68024 replacing C-677", Very Fine (see online scans) 500

3546           c.1890 American Bank Note Co "Colombia" Vignette,  large die sunk on wove paper, 82x81mm, ABN Co 
imprint and die "C 1169" which has been crossed out and "V 43643" added below, Very Fine

300
3547           1938 Eaton‘s Fine Letter Papers ABN Co Proofs,  three die proofs mounted on ABN Co fling cards with 

array of descriptive info regarding subject, engraver, etc., designs for "Flagship Over Downtown New 
York" (die 79259 in purple) and two proofs of "New York Public Library" (die 79146 in green or black), 
Very Fine 800

3548           P Security Banknote Co 20c "Airmail" Proof,  engraved stamp sized design of plane in flight over lake, 
captioned "SPECIMEN", die 6351, Very Fine 300

Railroad Related
3549           Railroad Ticket Proofs Assortment, 1860s/80s,  14 different tickets and passes from carriers as Citizens 

Traction Co, Consolidated Traction Co, Providence Cable Tramway, Capital Traction Co, Washington 
Georgetown RR, City & Suburban Railway, Pittsburgh Railways Co, Galveston City Railroad Co, Jersey 
City & Bergen Railroad Co, usual mixed condition, Fine group (see online scans) 200

Autographs
3550           Glenn, John (1921-2016, American Astronaut), includes leather bound signed edition of "John Glenn: 

A Memoir" which also includes a signed certificate, a regular edition of "John Glenn: A Memoir" and 
a JSA certified signed #1193 FDC and signed 8x10 photograph. Blu-Ray DVD of "The Right Stuff" (not 
signed). Very Fine.  100

3551   6        Hillary, Edmund (1919-2008, First person to climb Mount Everest),  1978 cover commemorating the 
25th anniversary of Hillary‘s ascent, signed by both Hillary and his Sherpa guide Tenzing Norgay, bold 
signatures in ballpoint pen, cover also has a silver commemorative coin mounted on it, originally sold by 
the Franklin mint, a scarce dual-signed cover, Very Fine 120
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3552           Kesselring, Albert (German General, 1885-1960),  September 5, 1944 TLS, addressed to "Rieckhoff" and 
expressing his congratulations for the birth of his daughter, as well as providing an update on the war effort 
on the southern front. Bold signature in fountain pen. Letter with slight damage to the edges and folded in 
quarters, but overall Very Fine. A scarce autographed letter from the final year of WWII. Albert Kesselring was 
a German Luftwaffe Generalfeldmarschall during World War II and was one of the most highly-decorated of 
all Nazi generals. For his involvement in the Ardeatine Massacre, which resulted in the deaths of 335 Italians, 
as well as other war crimes, Kesselring was sentenced to death in 1947; he later had this reduced to a life 
sentence, and died a free man in 1960 after being released for health reasons. 120

3553           Sandburg, Carl (1878-1967, American Poet),  bold signature in pen on index card affixed to letter-sized 
sheet of paper, signature creased down center, overall toning and bleached spots where card is affixed 
to paper, Fine 50

3554           Cast of Star Wars (1977),  "Star Wars" #1 Marvel comic book signed by George Lucas, Harrison Ford and 
Mark Hamill. Bold signatures in black. Very Fine. 50

3555           Miscellaneous Autographs - Space and Sports, includes cover with four members of space shuttle 
Atlantis STS-61-B flight, Buzz Aldrin signed book "The Return" and several old Milwaukee Braves players 
including Andy Pafko, Del Crandall and Lew Burdette. Very Fine.  50

U.S. POSTAL HISTORY
Alaska

3556   6        Arrival of the Winter Mail at Nome, Alaska.  private mailing card addressed to Old Town, Me., 2c(319) 
tied by Nome, Alaska 7/7/04 duplex, Very Fine and early. 50

California
3557   6        Kanawha, California Manuscript Postmark on Cover, scarce postmark from a Colusa County DPO (1871-

1879), dated Nov 21; enclosed letter datelined Nov 19, 1874, which appears to be written in same hand 
as postmark, is an order for guantlets to be delivered by Wells Fargo, franked with pen canceled #158, 
small stain at bottom, otherwise Fine condition. The addressee, George L. Kingsley, came to California in 1851. 
He was a miner and Wells Fargo agent. In 1862 he had s sheep business in Tehama county and in 1866 started a 
glove and gauntlet business in Red Bluff. 60

3558   6        Lassen County Collection,  Group of 13 covers including Addington Feb 18, 1892 unlisted first period 
pmk with #220 on cover (torn corner), Bieber Jan 16, 1896 postmaster pmk used as receiving pmk 
and Milford May 5, 1881 postmaster pmk (EKU) with star killer on #184 (cover creased and stained). 
Generally Fine. 50

3559   6        Placer County Collection,  Group of nine covers including Alta Jul 30, 1886 double circle county pmk on 
stained #210, Clipper Gap May 29, 1889 county pmk on reduced legal size with pair of #213, Donner Jul 
30, 1882 fancy county/postmaster pmk (not listed in Williams) on roughly opened cover with enclosures, 
Forest Hill county pmks in violet and magenta, violet Hotaling Mar 23, 1885 pmk and Pino 6/10/85 ms 
pmk. Generally Fine. 75

3560   6        Two Sacramento CAL 40 rate Covers,  both with Mar 7 oval strikes and red crayon ‚40‘ one which was 
forwarded so + 5c = 45 addressed to New York and New Jersey, nice pair, Fine. 75

Virginia
3561   6        To England; 1768 "DOVER SHIP LRE",  bold and well struck 2-line cancel on incoming ship letter from 

Virginia (see 1768 docketing), outer folded letter sheet without contents, ms"..Capt. Esten" at lower left, 
"21 OC" bishop‘s mark backstamp, major splitting along filefolds, fragile and Fine cover from the Norton 
correspondence found in Williamsburg Library 50

Spanish American War Patriotics
3562           Souvenir of Camp Thomas / Chickamauga Park, Ga.  private mailing card showing scenes of the camp, 

published by E.C. Kropp, ms. 31.X.98 dated and a rubber stamp address on design side, postage side 
uprated with 1c Green and addressed to Wien, Very Fine and attractive (listed in Burdick) 
Camp George H. Thomas was a Spanish American War 1st Corps organization and training camp first 
established in 1898 at Chattanooga National Military Park, Georgia. Named Camp Ceorge H. Thomas 
on 23 Apr 1898 after Major General George H. Thomas, U.S. Civil War General known as the "Rock of 
Chickamauga" who fought at this location. The camp, also known as Chickamauga Park, was abandoned 
in 1898.  150
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3563   6        1898 Cover Addressed to Chickamauga Park, "ADVERTISED" and Returned,  envelope (with enclosure) 
franked with 2c Carmine tied by light Mackinaw Ill 1898 cds, addressed "c/o Capt. Crouch", "ADVERTISED" 
handstamp, returned to sender in "DEAD LETTER OFFICE" penalty envelope (included), Fine

100
3564   6        1898 Covers to US Navy Ships at Key West, Fla,  two covers; one to "Commander Washburn Maynard USN/ 

Commanding USS Nashville" with 2c Carmine tied by Washington DC May 27 1898 machine cancel; other 
addressed to "Eckford Craven de Kay/ USS Yankee/ Via Herald despatch/ Via Key West Florida" with 2c Carmine 
tied by Ithaca NY Jun 24 98 duplex (damaged stamp, missing backflap), Fine pair 
Commander (later Rear Admiral) Washburn commanded the gunboat USS Nashville which fired the war‘s 
first American shot. She captured four Spanish vessels from 22 April-26 July 1898, and assisted in cutting 
the undersea telegraph cable just off the shore of Cienfuegos, where many of her sailors and Marines were 
honored with Medals of Honor. Nashville remained on duty off Cuba until the war‘s end. Lt Cdr Eckford 
Craven de Kay, a military secretary, served on the Yankee during the Spanish-American War, serving the 
government on it from April to September 1898. The USS Yankee was an auxiliary cruiser and transport used 
in the Spanish–American War and participated in several actions during the war.  100

3565   6        Spanish-American War Camp Mail,  19 covers plus an unused "War Time Camp Alger Souvenir Postal" 
card, includes some patriotic designs, YMCA cc, "Camp Poland" including envelopes and patriotic 
letterhead, Camp Cuba Libre, etc., typical very mixed condition but a Fine assortment worth a careful 
viewing (see online scans) 200

3566   6        San Francisco Spanish-American War Covers,  two covers and a front; San Francisco Jul 1`7 98 machine 
cancel on envelope with add‘l oval "Catholic Truth Society/ Camp Merritt/ San Francisco, Cal" 
handstamp and with original soldier‘s letter enclosure, envelope with 2c Carmine tied by Presidio Cal 
Oct 25 (98) duplex and ms. soldier‘s return address, cover front with Philippines 2c Carmine overprint 
(corner off) tied by a "DUE 2 CTS." handstamp (another strike alongside) and portion of a duplex, 
Presidio Cal Nov 1 99 duplex, 2c due applied and tied by target cancel, light strike of "Soldier‘s Letter/ 
J.H. Macomber/ Post Chaplain, USA" handstamp, very mixed condition with some faults and tears, Fine 
group (see online scans) 100

Naval Related
3567   6        US Navy WW II Cancels on Great Britain Covers, 10 covers neatly mounted and annotated on quadrille 

pages, all but one a "U.S. NAVY" dated cancel on (GB) domestic covers, the other cover with circular 
"PASSED BY NAVAL CENSOR" handstamp, note a Jun 6 1944 "D-Day" cover tying a US 6c airmail, various 
censor marks, originating FPO, etc., some typical minor wear, F-VF (see online scans) 150

3568   6        WWII-Eera Naval Cancellation Collection,   approximately 500 Naval covers, the majority of which 
are cut squares of WWII-era ship cancellations affixed to envelopes, the majority of cancellations are 
registered, parcel post, or "M.O.B." (money order business), an interesting collection that seems fairly 
comprehensive, also an assortment of more modern naval commemorative covers, generally F-VF; 
interesting lot for the specialist 50

WW II Patriotics
3569   6        Hand-Drawn B-25 Mitchell cover,  drawn in January 1944 by Pvt. P.H. Congdon at Sheppard Field, Texas, 

mailed to Hall Bros. Inc. which went on to become Hallmark Cards. It appears that Pvt. Congdon was 
trying to impress Mr. Hall to get employment after the war; however, Hallmark has no record of his ever 
working there. A Very Fine and unique cover. 50

Air Mail Races
3570           Los Angeles 1910 Aviation Contest Celluloid,  6" in diameter, backed with cardboard (with a metal easel 

for display), an incredible artifact from the famed 1910 Los Angeles International Air Meet, featuring 
a wonderfully fanciful design of airplanes, dirigibles, and hot air balloons while well-dressed men and 
women look to the skies with binoculars, a label on the back identifies the piece as having been made 
by the L.A. Badge and Mfg. Co., some light spots on the face, but considering the age of the piece it is 
remarkably attractive, an exceedingly rare souvenir from one of the first and most famous air meets in 
history 500

Contract Air Mail (CAM) Flights
3571   6        Carl B. Eilson, Pilot CAM 10,  pilot signed first flight cover to Fort Meyers, Fl., Worden serviced, pair 5c 

(628) tied by 9/15/26 flight cachet cancels, Very Fine & Rare Worden cover. Pilot killed in heroic rescue 
attempt in Dec. 1929. 120
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3572   6        Four Different Lindbergh Flight Covers, two different covers from Haiti to Cuba, one from the Dominican 
Republic to Haiti, and one from the Dominican Republic to Cuba, all addressed to B.L. Rowe, flown on the last 
flights of the Spirit of St. Louis before it went to the Smithsonian, interesting grouping, Very Fine 100

Clipper and Pacific Flights
3573   6        Via Trans-Pacific Clipper to U.S.A. and Via Transatlantic Clipper to Europa   typed notation on 1940 

registered cover to Bern, Switzerland, various Philippine issues all tied by Manila No 2, Philippines 
7/30/40 c.d.s.‘s, multiple registry markings and label, various "Via Clipper" handstamps, Hawaii and 
New York forwarding backstamps, Very Fine and colorful two ocean cover. 100

3574   6        AAMC 1240, 1935 Pan-American Survey Flight to Wake Island,   pilot signed round trip cover, 6c U.S. 
adhesives tied by Honolulu, Hawaii 8/13 & 8/22/39 duplex‘s, blue flight cachet, printed Pan American 
Airways CC, notations on arrival/departure times, Very Fine & rare cover. 200

3575   6        Clipper and Pacific Flight Covers, Dealer Stock,  159 flight covers in two large binders, all identified and 
priced, mostly circa 1935-41, majority being Philippine Clipper flights, many with cachets, include several 
1935 Survey Flights to Wake Island and return, note one "Nitro" cachet, many aux. markings, various 
interesting frankings, censors, destinations, etc., retails to $285 with many in $30-$100 range, generally Very 
Fine, interesting stock, all priced and ready for resale. (owner retail $11,996). (see online scans). 3000

U. S. Zeppelin Flight Covers
3576   6        USS Los Angeles 1925 Covers,  five covers, two April 1925 Lakehurt to Bermuda flight, two from return 

Bermuda to Lakehurt flight, and one from May 1925 Lakehurt to Puerto Rico flight, all with appropriate 
frankings and markings, two with Worden corner cards, Very Fine, an interesting group (see online 
scans) 150

3577   6        Sieger 20M, 1925 USS Los Angeles Bermuda Flight,  599 tied by Feb. 18, 1925 Varick St. Sta. NY machine 
cancel, Feb. 20 "AIR MAIL SERVICE / NEW YORK" four bar cancel, backstamped St. Georges, Bermuda, 
illustrated A.C. Roessler corner card, Very Fine, early and rare 75

3578   6        Pair of Zeppelin flight covers,  1930 Pan-American flight from Lakehurt to Friedrichshafen 1c postal 
card with 65c Zeppelin and 5c Winged globe; as well as a 1933 Chicago flight cover franked with C18, 
both Very Fine, an attractive pair 100
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3579   6        1930 Pan-American Flight Covers,  includes (Sieger nos.) 64C cover, 64F postcard, and 64G cover, all with 
appropriate cancels and cachets, a Very Fine group 400

3580   6        Sieger 64; 1930 Pan-American Flight, Friedrichshafen to Lakehurst Leg,  airmail envelope franked with 
C13 (2 singles and pair (VG-Fine) to make $2.60 rate) tied by Varick St Sta Apr 29 1930 duplex cancels, 
usual flight cachets, backstamped Lakehurst May 31, Very Fine and attractive 150

3581   6        Sieger 64; 1930 Pan-American Flight, Friedrichshafen to Lakehurst Leg,   airmail envelope franked 
with C14 (2 singles to make $2.60 rate) tied by Varick St Sta Apr 29 1930 duplex, usual flight cachets, 
backstamped Lakehurst May 31, Very Fine 150

3582   6        Sieger 64B, 1930 Pan-American Flight, Lakehurst to Friedrichshafen,  C14 affixed on UX27 and tied by 
Varick  St Sta Apr 30 1930 machine cancel, Lakehurst May 31 1930 arrival cancel on face, usual flight 
cachets, Very Fine (Scott $400) 100

3583   6        Sieger 64C; 1930 Pan-American Flight, Friedrichshafen to Lakehurst Leg,  C15 tied on airmail envelope 
by Varick St Sta Apr 29 1930 duplex, usual flight cachets, backstamped Lakehurst May 31, envelope with 
slightly rounded corner LR and couple light bends UR not affecting stamp, Very Fine (Scott $625)

200
3584   6        Sieger 64C II; 1930 Pan-American Flight, "Round Trip",  C15 tied on 2c Sesquicentennial envelope by 

Varick St Sta May 7 1930 duplex, usual flight cachets plus the blue "Round Trip" handstamp, backstamped 
Friedrichshafen 6.VI.30, New York Jun 18, envelope a bit of postal wear and stamp a light corner bend, 
Fine (Scott $625) 150

3585   6        1933 Century of Progress Zeppelin Flight Cover Collection,   splendid collection nicely arranged and 
annotated in an album and including flown covers and FDC, picture postcards of the exhibition showing 
the Zeppelin airship, some souvenir covers, etc., includes a June 13 1933 Macon visit cover, 22 postcards 
relating to the exhibition (incl RH Donnelly cards) with many showing the Goodyear blimp or other 
airship, meat of the collection is the selection of US C18 franked covers (19) which includes FDC, 
dispatches from the various offices, single and multiple frankings, printed cachets incl the German-
American group, etc., some covers with minor faults but an overall Very Fine collection and ideal for 
continuation (see online scans) 750

3586   6        1933 Century of Progress Flight Covers,  five covers, all franked with C18, including Sieger 242A, 243A, 
243B, 243C, and 244C, all with appropriate cancels and cachets, generally Very Fine (see online scans)

170
3587   6        U.S.S. Akron-Macon Flights,  18 different covers, all with appropriate flight cachet, various flights and 

maneuvers, all Very Fine, retails to $100, also includes 13 WWII patriotics, various cachets, all used in 
June, 1945 and franked with 5c (928) "Toward United nations", patriotic covers with some light cover 
toning, still interesting and Fine. (owner retail $628). (see online scans). 200

Airline Labels and Ephemera
3588           Airmail Etiquette Collection,   approximately 1,670 airmail etiquettes in a stockbook, some complete 

sheets, all mint, an interesting assemblage (see online scans) 100

Foreign Pioneer Flights
3589   6        Tissandier Pioneer Airship collection,  small group that includes an illustrated business card "Messieurs 

Albert et Gaston Tissandier...Atelier Aerostatique...Paris," an illustrated letter from Louis Bereau to 
Tissandier from December 31, 1903, describing his excitement at seeing the works of Tissandier being 
exhibited at the Aero Club and explaining at at the 1905 sports exhibition, other aviation pioneers 
(Blanchard, Giffard and Renard) would be honored, as well as three labels showing a Tissandier airship, 
generally Very Fine, an interesting group for the specialist 75

Foreign Catapult Flights
3590   6        1930/32 German Catapult Covers Selection,  including two SS Bremen covers, June 9, 1931 to Germany 

with US franking; and May 27, 1932 to Philadelphia, PA with German franking (Graue K26a and K105b); 
as well as three SS Europa, September 25, 1930 to New York with German franking; July 23, 1931 to 
Germany with German franking, and August 7, 1931 to Germany with US franking (Graue K51d, K78c, 
and K82a), all Very Fine, an interesting group 120
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3591   6        DANZIG; Sieger 57P, 1930 Pan-American Flight,  Zeppelin airship photo postcard carried "round trip" 
and franked with 198, C26, C28-30 all tied by Danzig 9.5.30 oval Flugpost cancel, Friedrichshafen 6.6.30 
transit, usual flight cachet, Very Fine and attractive 250

3592   6        DANZIG; Sieger 170Aa, 1932 LUPOSTA Flight, Danzig - Ronne Leg,  C31-35 + C29 tied on envelope by 
special flight cancel, Ronne 31.7.32 arrival cancel, usual flight cachet, Very Fine 100

3593   6        GERMANY; Sieger 12a, 1912 Rhein-Main Flight,  flight card franked with 5pf Germania plus pair and 
single of the 30pf flight stamp (Scott CL3), tied by Darmstadt 22.6.12 special cancels, fresh and Very 
Fine; ex-Wolffe 150

3594   6        GERMANY; 1912 Rhein-Main Flight Covers Collection,  five flown cards plus NH set of the 10pf-30pf 
flight stamps; three cards with 10pf single franking with cancels of Offenbach 12.6.12, Worms 12.6.12 
and Darmstadt 12.6.12, 20pf single franking (2) with cancels of Darmstadt 22.6.12 and Frankfurt 14.6.12; 
also includes a counterfeit cover with fake 1m on 10pf "Gelbur Hund", usual mixed condition, a Fine 
group (see online scans) 100

3595   6        GERMANY; Sieger 20a, 1924 First American Flight,   franked with Germany C15-19, with October 12, 
1924 Friedichshafen cds and oval flight cachet, addressed to New York, Very Fine 75

3596   6        GERMANY, Sieger 34h, 1929 Germany Flight, Part II, C32 tied on flown cover by Osnabrück 17.9.29 cds, 
"On Board" 17 Sep 1929 cancel, fresh and Very Fine 160
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3597   6        GERMANY; Sieger 57O, 1930 South America Flight, Friedrichshafen to Seville,  franked with Germany 
C38, May 18, 1930 Friedrichshafen cds, Seville receiving mark on reverse, addressed to A.C. Roessler, 
Very Fine 140

3598   6        GERMANY; Sieger 238Bcb, 1933 Chicago Flight,  franked with Germany 395, C31, and C44, with October 
14, 1933 Friedrichshafen cds, C44 with scuff across face, addressed to Long Beach, CA, Very Fine

120
3599   6        ICELAND; Sieger 114D, 1931 Iceland Flight,   registered cover franked with Iceland C9, C11 tied by 

Reykjavik 30.VI.31 cds, usual fligth cachet, backstamped Friedrichshafen 3.7.31, Lorch 4 Jul 31, Very 
Fine7 100

3600   6        JAPAN; Sieger 31B, 1929 Round the World Flight, Tokyo to Lakehurst,   Japanese franking on tinted 
postcard, August 21, 1929 Tokyo cds, all appropriate Graf Zeppelin cachets and markings, addressed to 
Mount Vernon, NY, slight soiling around edges but still Very Fine 200

3601   6        POLAND; Sieger 406, 1936 Hindenburg First North American Flight,  franked with Poland 304, addressed 
to Springfield, IL, red flight cachet, Very Fine, a scarce Polish franking 150
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4001           US TYPE COIN ACCUMULATION.  77 various coins in a coin file box, all identified in 2x2 envelopes, 
incl. Barber Half Dollars 1905S, 1906, 1906D, 1908D, 1909O, Morgan Silver Dollars 1885O, 1886 (2), 1889, 
Peace Silver Dollars 1923, Franklin Half Dollars 1949D (4), 1949S (21), 1963D (1), Kennedy Half Dollars 
1964D (4), Washington Quarters 1964D (2), 1964P (2), Roosevelt Dimes 1964D (5), VF-AU/UNC 400

4002           SEVEN US COIN ALBUMS.  collection in seven Library of Coins albums incl. Lincoln Cents 1941-61, 
Buffalo Nickels 1913-38 (plus album of duplicates w/1913, 1916S, 1919D and 1926S), Jefferson Nickels 
1938-64 w/Wartime silver, Mercury Dimes 1916-45, Roosevelt Dimes 1946-64, Washington Quarters 1932-
63, circulated condition throughout 400

4003 US COIN COLLECTION IN BLUE WHITMAN ALBUMS.  in 11 Whitman blue albums incl. Indian Head 
Cent w/1858 Flying Eagle (large letters) plus Indian Head (30 coins), one page 1889-1908 Indian Head (5 
coins, Lincoln Head Cent 1909-40D (54 coins), Lincoln Head Cent 1941-59D (53 coins, some taped), Liberty 
Head Nickel 1883 w/o cents through 1912 (12 coins), Buffalo Nickel 1916-38D (35 coins) some taped, 
Jefferson Nickel 1938-59D (58 coins) four taped, Mercury Dimes 1916-45D (62 coins) some taped, Roosevelt 
Dime 1946-59 (30 coins) some taped, Liberty Standing Quarter 1926-30S (10 coins), Walking Liberty Half 
Dollar 1916D-36D (20 coins), Walking Liberty Half Dollar 1938D-47D (15 coins), condition varies 350

4004           US COIN COLLECTION IN BLUE WHITMAN ALBUMS.  consists of 8 albums, Lincoln Cents 1909-40S (71 
coins), Liberty "V" Nickels 1883-1912D (18 coins), Roosevelt Dimes 1946-64D (48 coins, plus 3 non-silver), 
Liberty Standing Quarters 1925-30S (12 coins), Washington Quarters 1946-60 (34 coins), Barber Half Dollars 
1892-1902O (3 coins) and 1906-15S (11 coins), Peace Silver Dollars 1922-35S (7 coins), condition varies 300

4005           US BARBER TYPE COINS.  in an old Meghrig American Coin album w/ Barber Quarters 1894-1915D 
(14 coins), Half Dollars 1893S-1915S (13 coins) and Booker T. Washington 1946S Commemorative Half, 
also one blue Whitman folder with Barber Dimes 1895S-1916S (19 coins) one taped, condition varies 300

4006           US COIN COLLECTION.   incl. Proof Sets 1956, 57, 58, 60, 61, 63, 64, 76 (silver) and others, 1982 
Washington 50¢ silver (2 each proof and UNC), 1992 Silver Olympic Medal, 1967 Silver UNC set, 5 
Whitman coin folders 1¢, 10¢ and Library of Coins Lincoln Cent album, circulated to UNC 250

4007           US KENNEDY HALF DOLLARS COLLECTION WITH PROOFS.  in a brown Dansco album, 1964-2002 
(120 coins), many proofs included 250

Foreign Coins
4008           WORLDWIDE ANCIENT COIN COLLECTION.   over 135 various Ancients from a variety of areas 

incl. Sicily, Greece, Turkey, Egypt, Syria etc., all described in plastic flips, condition varies, inspection 
recommended 500

4009           FOREIGN MINT AND PROOF SETS.   incl. 1971 Jamaica Proof set, 1975 Bahamas Proof set, 1970 
Panama Olympic 5 Balboas sterling (3), 1975 Bahamas $10 Independence Day coin sterling, Spain Expo 
1992 set w/silver, and others 350

4010           CANADA SILVER MAPLE LEAF PROOF COLLECTION.  1988-2000 (incl. extra 2000 date) in brown 
Dansco Library album, 16 coins, BU 250

US Coins
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Public Auction No. 3017
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4011 * 3 6        19TH CENTURY, OLD TIME COLLECTION, 1861-68,  detailed collection on 17 older pages, collecting 
the way it used to be,  used (unless noted) includes: 1c (63) in seven shades + 2 covers paying 3c rate; 2c 
(73) on prices current; 5c (67) in 3 different shades + cover with 10c (68); 10c (68) seven  singles (one 
mint, one unused) + cover to Germany franked with pair + single, also two covers, single usage; 12c (69), 
two singles; 24c (70), 7 singles + single usage on cover to England; 24c (70b), includes unused + used 
single and single usage cover to England; 30c (71), seven used singles (many shades) + unused and single 
on cover to France; 2c (73) includes five covers (one bisect); 5c (75), one unused + 2 used (shades) and 
cover to London additionally franked with 10c (68); 5c (76), one unused +  6 used (shades), additional 
strip of 3 on cover to Germany; Fractional Currency 5c-50c (4 values, appear uncirculated); 15c (77) 
includes one o.g., five used + registered cover; Grills include: 1c (86) used, 1c (92) o.g., 10c (89) two used 
singles + 10c 94 pair with 3c (89) on registered cover to Ohio; an impressive and outstanding collection, as 
usual expect some small faults but certainly much less than usually seen.  (Scott $42,097). (see scans online). 6750

4012 */(*)/

**   4       

U.S. COLLECTION, 1879/1991.  attractive and extensive collection in two Scott albums, all in mounts, 
some better highlights include: 182-85, 189, 205, 206-11, 212-16, 219-29, Columbians to 50c (including 
"broken hat"), 10c Columbian block of 6 (Fine), 246-60, 264-75, 279-84, Omaha complete to $1 ($1 no 
gum), 294-99 includes several plate strips (1c, 2c, 4c, 5c), 300-10, 323-30, 331-41, 343-47, interesting 
flat plate coils not counted but in need of close evaluation (several appear quite nice and probably 
good), 357-58, 369, 374-82 (less 377), 392-96, 397-403, 407, 414-19, 424-39 (less 439), 462-75 (less 467), 
480, 498-518 (less 505), 524, nearly complete "offsets", 545-46, 547, 551-73, 578-79, 581-91, 599A, 630, 
Kans-Nebr complete, etc, near complete thereafter, better back-of-book include: C1-18 complete, Special 
delivery complete, Parcel Post complete (less 50c), small side collection of coil line pairs/strips, collection 
of interesting booklet panes including C10a, etc, generally F-VF, catalog to 1930 about $40,000+, large 
amount of face value including high values in plate blocks, an attractive and useful collection. (see online 
scans). 5000

4013 */(*)/

**          

U.S. COLLECTION, 1863-2001   useful collection in three Heritage albums, later issues mostly NH, 
earlier mixed hinged, some evidence of regumming present but overall the collection presents itself very well, 
some highlights include: Columbians complete, Trans-Mississippi complete, Pan-Americans complete, 
Louisiana Purchase complete, Jamestown & 1909 commemoratives complete, Pan-Pacific complete 
and virtually complete thereafter, regular issues spotty to 1922, note: 312, 550-73, 581-91, 692-701, then 
virtually complete therafter, Airmails complete from C7 (less Zeppelins), also includes Revenue "Tax Paids" 
not counted but should be looked at as potential for value present, generally mixed condition to Very Fine. (Scott 
$21,268 +$691 Face). 4000

4014  3         U.S. USED COLLECTION, 1851/1995.  attractive collection in two Scott National albums, nearly all 
attractively cancelled (few unused mixed in), some highlights include: 7,9,15, 17, 20, 30A, 32-3, 36, 36b, 
38, 68-72, 75-76, 78, 86-91, 92-98, 1869 complete to 12c, 121, 134-38, 145-55, 156-61, 163, 165-66, 182-90, 
206-18, 219-21, Columbians complete to 50c, 246-60, 264-76A, 279-84, Omaha complete to 50c, 294-
99, 300-12, 315 (questionable), 323-30, 331-42, 369, excellent coil singles in need of close examination 
(some appear to be good), 374-82, 392-96, 397-404, 414-21, 422-23, 424-40, 462-89 (no 467), 498-518 
(no 505), 523-24, near complete "offsets", 551-73, 581-91, Kans-Nebr complete, etc., virtually complete 
thereafter, better back-of book include Airmails complete (less C13-15), Special delivery complete, Parcel 
Post complete, excellent Dues and Officials, generally F-VF, catalog to 1930 $31,500+, close examination 
suggested, attractive collection. (see online scans). 3000

4015 */**          POSTAGE DUES OLD TIME ACCUMULATION.  mostly identified in glassines, many o,g. later mostly 
NH, highlights include (o.g. unless specified otherwise): J1 (4 singles + block & plate strip of 3), J2, J3 
(1 +3 pairs, plate number strip of 3 & 2 blocks, pairs are NH), J15 (1 + 2 blocks),  J16 (block), J19 (2, 
shades), J22 (single + imprint & plate strip of 5), J23 ( 2 NH blocks of 6 + 2 NH blocks of 4, imprint & 
plate strip of 5), J24-25 (2 each), J57 (3), etc, note several better plate blocks: J39 (NH), J61 (2), J63b 
(NH), J78, etc, also note many singles with plate numbers, etc., generally Fine to Very Fine with usual amount 
of mixed condition, inspection suggested. Scott catalog about $30, 000.  2900

4016 */** 3         U.S. COLLECTION, 1851/1970, desirable collection in two Mystic "Heirloom" albums, most 19th 
century used, from 1925 onward mostly o.g. or NH, note Used 15, 23, 63, 70, 71, 76 (2), grills to 15c, 
112-19, Banknotes to 90c values (fairly complete), 1st Bureau to $1, 289-90, 298-99, 1902 issues to $1, 
327, 404, 479-80, etc., Mint 214, 217, Columbians to 15c, 240, Trans-Miss to 8c, 328-30, 397-400, 570-71, 
White Plains sheet (separations), Kans-Nebr near complete, 692-701, 834, 1053, C1-6, C18, etc., some 
interesting "Back of the Book" including mixed Ducks, some Revenues, etc., generally mixed condition 
on early issues to 1920‘s, later fresh and attractive, offered intact as received and well worth a close look 
(see online scans) 2000

4017 */**          US MINT COLLECTION 1870/1981.  pleasing collection in a Scott American album with better items 
throughout incl. NH, features Scott 148, 211, 216, 229, 1¢ through 50¢ Columbians, 231 and 233 NH, 1¢ 
through 50¢ Trans-Mississippi, Pan-American, Louisiana Purchase and Pan-Pacific 397-400 all complete, 
good Washington-Franklins 331-41, 333-36 (pairs), 346 NH block, 351 NH, 424-35, 464 NH, 466 NH, 
468 NH, 472 NH, 578-79 NH, 581-91 NH, White Plains sheet NH, $2 Presidential block of four NH etc., 
Airmail incl. C1-6, C1 centerline block of four NH, C18 NH, generally F-VF, owner‘s 2018 Scott $15,000+, 
condition varies, worth careful inspection (see online scans) 1700

UNITED STATES COLLECTIONS
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4018  3         US USED COLLECTION 1847/1981.   useful collection in a 1950s Denhof album with Definitives 
preceding Commemoratives, incl. a number of better stamps throughout w/ Scott 1, 2, 7 (2), 9, 15, 17, 
24, 31, 33, 69, 85 (D grill w/sound PF cert.), 85B (Z grill), 92 (2), 95, 96, 97, 98, 100, 116, 117, 118, 121, 
123, 149, 155, 30¢ through $2 Columbians, 276, 50¢ Trans-Mississippi, Pan-American and Louisiana 
Purchase complete, 369, also various Airpost and Back of Book, generally F-VF, owner‘s 2018 Scott 
$17,000+, condition varies, careful inspection required as many better well-centered stamps can be found 
throughout (see online scans) 1600

4019 */(*)/

** 3         

U.S. COLLECTION BALANCE, 1861-1952,  interesting balance in two Heirloom albums, most extremely 
fresh and attractive, many certificates throughout, most early used, others o.g. or NH with large portion of 
collection being NH, mint NH highlights with certificates include: 206, 212, 273, 279, 279B, 280, 285, 287, 
290, 314, 319, 325-6, 329-30, 343, 367-68, 383, 447, 454, 458, 484, 493, 528A, 536, 541, 578-79, 588, 666, 
etc., also note Kans.-Nebr., National Parks, Prexi‘s, C1-6 ( NH), near complete Parcel Post (all NH), 
interesting "Dues" and scattering of Officials, etc., a few regummed (noted as such), generally F-VF, 
should catalog in excess of $17,000, as always close examination suggested and should prove rewarding. 
(see online scans) 1500

4020 */(*)/

**          

U.S. COLLECTION, 1847-1937,  very appealing collection in Scott National album, mostly uised but 
note several sections with parrallel collection of o.g. or NH singles/sets, better used include: 1, 7, 9, 13, 
15, 17, 33, 76-8, 97, 114 (x2), 113 (x2, fancy cancels), 115-16, 121-22, various Banknotes to 90c values, 
Columbians to 50c, small Banknotes and Bureau issues to $1, Omaha to 50c, 294-99 complete, 323-27, 
many complete Washington-Franklin sets, Pan-Pacific complete, etc., better mint include: 184 (NH), 210 
(NH), 214, 294-99, 369 (regummed), 591 (NH), 692-701 (mostly NH), good Farley position pairs and 
blocks, etc, also includes wonderful assortment of duplicates, many in plastic sleeves in need of sorting, 
very impressive with many useful and Fine to Very Fine or better, not cataloged but should easily surpass our low 
estimate. (see online scans). 1500

4021 */**          US MINT COLLECTION 1847/1955.  interesting assortment of 19th and 20th Century mint and used 
arranged in Scott order on manila stock pages, 19th Century mostly used incl. Scott 1, 7, 14, 15 (w/
extremely large margins), 17, 20, 22, 29, 32, 33, 36, 37, 38, 71, 72, 75, 77, 78, 90, 91, 97, 115, 119, 151-55, 
166, 219-29, Q1-12 etc., 20th Century mint incl. 148-49, 189, Columbians to $1, Trans-Mississippi to 50¢, 
Pan-Americans, also Prexies, Liberty series to $5, Airmail C1-6, C18, E2, E3, E6 etc., pre-1920 mostly in 
mounts with catalog numbers on back, after 1920 mostly pencil numbers on back of stamps, condition 
varies but generally F-VF, owner‘s 2018 Scott $25,000+, inspection recommended (see online scans) 1500

4022 **          US MINT SHEET COLLECTION IN TWO VOLUMES.  first volume covers the 3c/10c period, second 
volume the 29c/32c period, all fresh and NH, Very Fine, Face Value $2,000+ 1000

4023 */** 3         US MINT AND USED COLLECTION 1954/2015.  housed in six Mystic Heirloom albums, parallel mint 
and used with the vast majority of mint stamps NH or self-adhesive, fairly complete throughout minus 
sheets, generally F-VF. Face Value $1,750+ 800

4024 (*)          19th CENTURY CANCEL COLLECTION,  well over 3,000 stamps by denomination in three binders, 
all large banknote issues to 30c values, many fancy and desirable, includes numeral and letter ovals, 
pinwheels, Maltese crosses, towns, a few colored, numerals, letters, initials, some pictorial, fancy 
geometrics, etc., generally Fine or better with few faults, an outstanding group, sure to please the specialist, 
close evaluation needed. 750

4025 **          US MINT SHEET COLLECTION.  an ecclectic mixture containing several hundred mint sheets, many 
in the 20c/29c period but some higher and lower values, note many of the 1990s WWII commemorative 
sheets, apparently all NH and Very Fine, a very clean lot of postage, Face Value $1,600+ 750

4026 **          MINT SHEET COLLECTION 13c/20c.  mint sheet album bulging with complete and partial sheets, 
nearly all from the 13c/20c period, apparently all NH, Face Value $1,400+, a lot of useful postage 650

4027     **   4       US MINT SHEET COLLECTION 2003/2012.  all complete mint sheets from the 37c to 44c cent periods 
(with some other values mixed in), Very Fine, almost all useful demoninations (Face Value $1,250+) 600

4028 **          US MINT BOOKLET COLLECTION 1962/2012.  in two volumes, decent level of completeness for the 
years listed, all booklets appear to be complete, F-VF, Face Value $1,150+ 550

4029 ** 3 

6        

MINT SHEET AND BOOKLET COLLECTION.   in two volumes, covering the 32c/33c period, 
interspersed with the mint sheets and booklets are singles, blocks, used stamps, FDCs, etc., all sheets are 
NH or self adhesive, Very Fine, Face Value $1,000 500

4030 */** 3         US COLLECTION 1893/2001.  in nine White Ace albums, a few nice stamps in the 1890s/1920s period 
but the main attraction here is the postage, appears complete (or very nearly so) from 1939/2001, 
everything in mounts so the vast majority is NH, very clean collection, F-VF, a considerable amount of 
face value 500

4031 */** 3         US COLLECTION 1937/2004.  housed in six Scott Specialty albums, parallel used and mint (with the 
vast majority NH), light duplication throughout, somewhat messy but a significant amount of postage, 
generally F-VF 500

4032 **          US MINT SHEET COLLECTION 1996/2003.  all complete mint sheets from the 32c to 37c era (with 
some other denominations mixed in), apparently all NH or self-adhesive, Very Fine, a large amount of 
useful postage (Face Value $1,050+) 500
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4033 */** 3         UNITED STATES COLLECTION 1851/1980.   housed in Scott National album, weak in the classic 
period but picks up around the Columbians, from about 1900 many mint stamps with nearly all post-
1930 issues NH, also includes nice collection of airmals (nearly complete minus Zepps), small selection 
of special delivery and dues, mixed condition in the classic period but generally F-VF 400

4034 */**          UNITED STATES MINT COLLECTION 1945/2010.   housed in five Davo hingeless albums, fairly 
complete throughout with many complete sheets and high values, the vast majority NH, generally Very 
Fine, a very clean collection with significant face value  400

4035 **          US 29c/33c SHEET COLLECTION.  many in USPS packaging, all NH, Very Fine, Face Value $800+ 400
4036 */** 3         US COLLECTION TO 1970.  in Scott album, a smattering of classics including 113-6 used and Trans-

Miss to 50c used, generally used to 1925 and mint thereafter (many NH), very nearly complete from 
about 1940/70, small selection of BOB, generally F-VF, a neat and clean collection 400

4037 */**          UNITED STATES MODERN FACE VALUE COLLECTION.  housed in four volumes, primarily ranging 
from 32c to Forever, the vast majority NH or self-adhesive although some self-adhesives are hinged to 
album pages, many full sheets but some blocks and singles as well, Very Fine, a good deal of useful 
denominations (Face Value $750+)  375

4038 **          US MINT SHEET COLLECTION 1944/95.  ranging from 3c to 32c, apparently all NH, generally Very 
Fine (Face Value $600+) 300

4039 */**          US AIRMAIL ISSUES COLLECTION.  complete (less C13-15), C1-6 o.g., later NH, includes booklets, 
coils as line pairs, etc, note C10a (NH), C18 (2, NH), fresh and Very Fine throughout. (see online scans).   250

4040  3         UNITED STATES USED COLLECTION.  19th and 20th Century mostly used in a Lighthouse stockbook, 
19th Century w/early values to 90¢, Columbians to 30¢, Trans-Mississippi to 50¢, Parcel Post to $1, other 
B.O.B. and Revenues and possessions incl. Hawaii, condition varies but generally Fine 250

4041 */**          US 1922/26 ISSUES COLLECTION,   in mounts on pages, mostly NH and incl 558 NH, 559-62, 567 
NH, 568-69, 570 NH, 571-72, 573 NH, 578 NH (natural gum skips), 579, 585-91, 595, etc., generally F-VF 
(Scott $1,375+; see online scans) 250

4042 * 3         US COLLECTION, 1893/1975. three album collection with two albums with mint and used 1893/75 
commemoratives, and the third a collection of 1851/1967 used in a Capital US album with regular and 
commemorative issues, postage due stamps, airmails, Special Delivery, and some revenue stamps, usual 
mixed condition, VG-VF, view to appreciate 250

4043 * 3         US MOSTLY USED COLLECTION TO 1969.  on Scott National pages, primarily used with a few mint 
singles and coil pairs throughout, highlights include 11 used, a handful of better W/F coils used, E3 
used, E10 used, RW1 mint, and RW6 on piece, generally VG-VF, many items that catalogue $10-40 250

4044 */**          US BOOKLET AND PANE COLLECTION TO 2000.  housed in two Scott Specialty albums, a few early 
panes but picks up around the 8c period, somewhat haphazardly arranged, far from complete but still 
loaded with postage, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 200

4045 */**          1926/35 ISSUES COLLECTION.  includes 630 NH, 730-31, 750-51, Farleys incl position multiples as 753 
centerline block, 771 centerline block, etc., fresh and F-VF (Scott $1,000+; see online scans) 180

4046 */**   4       US BETTER BLOCKS COLLECTION.   large blocks of 1920s and 30s commemoratives, including 
Aeronautics, Sullivan, Clark, Yorktown, and more, as well as blocks of 1932 Bicentennial and 1934 Parks 
and many other items of interest, many desirable items, generally F-VF, see online scans 150

4047 **          US COMMEMORATIVE YEAR SETS 1972/2000.   apparently all complete in USPS packaging, Very 
Fine, Face Value $375+ 150

4048 **          US NEVER-HINGED COLLECTION 1971/92.   in Lighthouse hingeless album, nearly complete but 
some gaps in the 1980s, apparently all NH, Very Fine, significant face value 150

4049 */** 3 

6        

B.O.B. COLLECTION TO 1993.  housed in Scott Specialty album, parallel mint/used through much of 
the collection, including airmails, dues, special delivery, and a few other areas, some FDCs interspersed, 
early mint stamps tend to be hinged while later are NH, generally F-VF, a good amount of postage in the 
airmail section 120

4050 */**  6        SMALL BUT INTERESTING US COLLECTION.  small lot of items purchased near the height of the 
philatelic market in the 1970s, including but not limited to: 234 NH, 620-1 NH, 832 NH plate block of 4, 
C18 NH (2), and C21 NH plate block of 6, as well as three covers and a postcard from the Graf Zeppelin‘s 
1928 US-to-Germany flight, generally F-VF, see online scans 100

4051 */**          US COLLECTION 1890s/1970s.  housed in six White Ace albums plus additional stock pages, sparse 
until the 1930s, heavy focus on the 1930s/70s, mixture of mint and NH, note many blocks and plate 
blocks, generally F-VF, several hundred dollars of postage 100

4052 */** 3         US COLLECTION IN SEVERAL ALBUMS.  used Scott National album (some nice stamps in the classic 
period), small but interesting collection of possessions, plus set of four Mystic Heritage albums with 
about $85 in Presidential dollar coins, generally F-VF, close inspection may pay off 100

4053 */** 3         US COLLECTIONS IN FOUR ALBUMS.  four different collections, ranging from sparsely filled to fairly 
complete in the modern period, mixture of mint and used (many NH), generally F-VF, $220+ Face Value 
counted in just one of the albums 100
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4054           US SOUVENIR CARD COLLECTION.  including BEP cards, USPS cards, new issue announcements, show 
cards, joint issues, etc, also some philatelic exhibition cinderellas, generally Very Fine, an interesting group 100

4055 **          US PLATE NUMBER COIL COLLECTION 1985/96.  housed in a Scott Specialty album, somewhat 
haphazardly kept, far from complete but still many strips of five, unchecked for better numbers, 
apparently all NH or self adhesive, Very Fine, a decent amount of postage 80

U.S. PLATE BLOCK COLLECTIONS
4056 **   4       U.S. 20th CENTURY PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION, 314//CE2, 1906-2001,   regular issues to 1940, 

Airmails to 2001, extremely attractive collection in two pristine Scott National binders with slipcases, NH, 
highlights include: 230 (block), 314, 344, 374, 384, 534, 535, 610-11, 622, 628, 630 (barest trace of hinge), 
various 2c "Reds", Washington Bicentennial, National Parks, Prexies complete to 50c, Famous Americans, 
etc., C7, C20-22, C24, C25-31, very complete thereafter with duplication, CE1-2, etc, generally F-VF 750

4057 */** 3  

4       

US PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION 1940/2005.  in five Scott Specialty albums, parallel mint and used 
for the most part, with light duplication of the mint blocks, apparently all NH but maybe a few that 
aren‘t, somewhat haphazardly arranged, generally F-VF, a huge amount of postage 500

4058 **          US PLATE BLOCKS COLLECTION, 1940/85. commems, definitives and airmails good deal complete 
for period in mounts on Scott pages in two albums, includes better issues as 906, 909-21, 1030-53, 1278-
95, 1581-1612 incl dull gum varieties, NH, F-VF; Face Value $700+ 350

4059 */**   4       US COMMEMORATIVES PLATE BLOCKS COLLECTION, 1923/40.  mostly NH in mounts on Scott 
pages and incl 643-46, 647 NH, 648, 650 NH, 654-55, 683 NH, 688-89 NH, 704-15, 740-49 NH, 756-65 
tops, 771, 859-93 NH, etc., few modified margins, fresh and F-VF; Scott $2,375+ (See online scans) 300

4060 **   4       US COMMEMORATIVE PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION 1954/84.  in five White Ace albums, apparently 
complete and all NH, Very Fine, Face Value $540+ 250

4061 **   4       2 VOL HARRIS PLATE BLOCK ALBUMS nearly complete from Washington Bicentennials thru the 
year 1977. Presidentials complete to $5, Liberty complete to $1, Famous Americans. National Parks and 
Farleys nearly complete although some have edge stains. Generally Fine to Very Fine. 200

4062 */**   4       LARGE US PLATE BLOCK GROUP.  accumulation of mostly 1940s-60s with some earlier, incl. Prexies, 
Airmail, Postage Dues etc., quantites of 3¢ Commemoratives, 6¢ Airmail, Special Delivery and others, 
generally F-VF, great for hunting plate numbers 200

4063 **   4       1930s/70s PLATE BLOCKS GROUP WITH BONUS.  long file box with 100s of commem, definitive, air 
mail and some special delivery plate blocks with some premium and bit of duplication, bonus a group of 
glassines with 1930s/70s coil line pairs incl  Prexies to 10c, NH, generally fresh and F-VF, view to appreciate 150

4064 */**   4       US AIRMAILS PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION, 1926/44.  in mounts on Scott pages with C7-12 NH, C16-
7 NH, C20-22 NH, C24 NH, C25-31 NH, generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 150

U.S. POSTAL STATIONERY COLLECTIONS
4065 *          POSTAL STATIONERY COLLECTION, 1853-1974,  extremely fresh and attractive collection of many 

hundreds of cut squares and full corners on Scott specialty pages, lacking rarities but many good values 
present, includes many classic issues to 90c values, specialized group of 1903 and 1915 issues with many 
different die type noted, also revalued issues of 1921 with many die types, nice group of airmails and 
officials, generally F-VF, an interesting and attractive collection, Scott to 1903 $11,000+ (see online scans) 1200

4066 *          US MINT POSTAL CARDS COLLECTION.   neatly arranged in UPSS order in four cover albums 
(includes some use air mail cards) and with a pleasant array of errors and varieties, premium include 
(UPSS numbers) S1 (SP14), S2, S2c, S4 mint and unused, S5, S5a, S6, S6b unused, S7-8 mint and unused, 
S7a, S8b, S8f, S10, S14-20, S20a, S24, S26, S28, S41, S41a, S44-4, S46-1 unused, S47-1 unused, S54Bc, 
S61b, S64-2 (ETR-1725-2, Schmidt‘s), etc. and continuing with issues through the 1990s, generally fresh 
and F-VF, excellent foundation collection (see online scans) 500

4067 *  6        US POSTAL CARDS COLLECTION.  mostly used and neatly arranged in UPSS order in three cover albums 
plus a banded stack of UX1/UX46 cards, includes (UPSS numbers; used unless otherwise noted)  S1, S2d, 
S2e, S3, S4ac, S4cb, S4cc, S6b, S6d, S7a, S12c, S16, S44-11 mint, S44-20, S44-25 mint, S44-26, S44-27, S44-
30, S44-37 mint, S44-38 mint, S44-42, S44-44 mint, S45-10 mint, S45-26, S47-2, S67 to Denmark, etc. and 
continuing to issues of the 1980s, some typical minor faults from use but generally F-VF (see online scans) 280

4068 *  6        1920/21 1c POSTAL CARD CITY SURCHARGES COLLECTION.  mix of mint and used type I and II 
cards in a Scott album, includes Type I Atlanta mint, Charleston used, Chicago mint, Cleveland used, 
Detroit vermilion mint, Indianapolis mint, Jacksonville mint, Little Rock mint, Louisville mint, Memphis 
mint, Milwaukee mint, Minneapolis mint, New Orleans mint, Oklahoma City mint, Omaha used with 
1c added franking to Germany, Pittsburgh mint, Portland mint, St Louis mint, Salt Lake City mint, San 
Antonio mint, San Francisco used, Seattle mint, Type II Butte mint, Chicago double ovpt one inverted 
at LL used, Cincinnati unused, Manchester mint, Minneapolis unused, New York small "CENT" double 
ovpt on indicia mint, Oklahoma City mint, Pueblo mint, St Louis double ovpt on indicia mint, etc., 
generally fresh and F-VF (UPSS $3,300+) 220
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4069 *  6        US MESSAGE/REPLY CARDS COLLECTION.   neatly arranged by UPSS number in a cover album 
and including (UPSS numbers) MR1 sep 1 mint unfolded, MR3 sep 1, 2 mint unfolded, Mr5 sep 3 mint 
folded, MR6 mint unfolded, MR8 unused unfolded, MR12 unused unfolded, MR15 mint unfolded, M17 
mint and used, R17 mint, M26 used to Belgium, R26 from Belgium, mostly complete mint unfolded 
MR27/52, generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 150

4070 *  6        POSTAL STATIONERY ENVELOPES AND POSTAL CARDS ACCUMULATION.  100s of mint entires 
and cards generlly of the 1960s/80s (begins with 1876 Centenary issue; U218-19 mint) with some minor 
duplication, also note a handful of used 19th/20th century entires (mixed condition) and mint 1980s 
airletters, good variety of issues and virtually all PO fresh and F-VF 120

4071 *  6        U.S. POSTAL CARD COLLECTION, 1873/1993 + BONUS.  including air mail, official and paid reply 
cards in two Scott albums, good deal complete for period and incl (mint unless otherwise noted) UX3, 
UX5-12, UX6 used to Finland, UX14-16, UX19-20, UX24 with the favor Chicago "1 CENT" surcharge, 
UX32, essentially complete after 1962, airmail cards almost complete to 2001, UY5 folded, UY15 folded, 
UZ1 used (light creases), few earlier issues some light toning but generally fresh and F-VF, bonus is a 
mint postal  stationery collection consisting of U218-19 cut squares, U323-28 cut squares and then an 
extensive collectiion of 1964/91 mint entires; nice foundation collection (Scott $1,850+ for postal cards) 120

4072 *          1920/21 1c POSTAL CARD CITY SURCHARGES MINT COLLECTION.  type II cards neatly arranged 
and identified on specialized pages, includes Cleveland inverted surcharge lower left, Jackson Miss, 
Manchester, Minneapolis, Pueblo, Salt Lake City, some with light pencil marks on face, F-VF (UPSS $943) 80

4073 *  6        US POSTAL CARD AND REPLY CARD COLLECTION 1873-1991,  several hundred postal cards and 
postal reply cards, a sizable amount of modern mint postal cards (through about 1991), used and unused 
going back to UX1, note better items like UY5 and UY6 unused (although most of the older cards are 
heavily toned), heavy duplication of some issues like UY7, generally F-VF, overall a nice collection 50

U.S. REVENUE COLLECTIONS
4074  3         U.S. REVENUE COLLECTION.  impressive collection on Scott specialty pages, some highlights include: 

R1a, R17c, R73c, R74c, R75a, R76a, R79c, R80c, R93c-96c, R98a, R100c, R101c, many attractive part perf 
varieties (questionable not counted), R103-17, R120, R124-5, R128, third issue complete (less R150), 
R160, etc, good run of "Documentaries", "Stock transfer", "Propietary", Ducks complete to 1996, RW1 
handstamped, all others signed, also include four fractional currency items, generally Fine or better, an 
attractive collection. (Scott about $12,500). (see online scans). 1500

4075 5          REVENUE DOCUMENTS ACCUMULATION.  about 150 documents, mostly 1st issue, many multi-colored 
usages, unusual rates and usages include: Sheriff‘s Power of Atty, Receipt fot tombstone, Civil War soldier 
affidavit for wife, printed account of accident at sea, Nevada territorial, 1868 Patent license, Colorado Mining 
rights, Loyalty oath, Customs documents, "Black Jack" on 1865 Promissory note, many interesting cancels, 
many documents with attractive illustrations, Very Fine group, please inspect. (see scan examples online). 1500

4076 */**          SMALL BUT POWERFUL REVENUE STOCKBOOK.  begins with PR2 and PR4, strong selection of first 
and second issue revenues, higher values of 20th century issues, mixture of mint and used throughout 
(some NH), some condition issues but generally F-VF, owner‘s catalogue value $5,000, many premium 
items (see online scans) 700

4077  3         REVENUE COLLECTION 1862-1942.   attractive collection on Scott specialty pages, better first issue 
perforated include: R1, R39-47, R52-65, R66-71, R74, R75-78, R80, R81-89, others include R120, R123-24, 
etc., scattering of issues thereafter, generally Fine to Very Fine, clean and useful collection. (Scott $1,890).  280

4078 */**          US FEDERAL DUCK STAMPS COLLECTION, 1934/94.  on stock sheets and missing only RW4, 5, 8-12 
for completion, all NH excpet RW1 l.h., RWE7 h.r., RW14-15 very lightly hinged, also few duplicates in 
later issues and includes a page of signed issues incl RW1, generally F-VF (Scott $4,000+; see online scans) 600

4079 */(*)/

**          

RW1-66, 1934-1999 FEDERAL DUCK STAMP COLLECTION,  complete tp 1999, most NH, a few small 
flaws on earlier issues, includes: RW1 (no gum, natural SE), RW2 (no gum), RW3-5 o.g., RW6 NH, RW7-9 
slightly disturbed o.g., balance all NH (except RW32); catalog to 1975 $3,900+, 1976 onwarded counted 
at Face $260, (see online scans). 450

4080 ** 3         STATE DUCK STAMP COLLECTION 1977/91.  approximately 91 stamps in a Scott printed album, all 
but a few are NH, the vast majority appear to be from 1985/6, Very Fine, perfect starter collection in a 
very clean album (Face Value $370+) 50

UNITED STATES GROUPS AND ASSORTMENTS
4081 */** 3  

4       

HUGE U.S. ASSORTMENT,  several thousand on two sided black seven line stockpages, all circa 1850-
1940, much in medium to large quantities, includes many early commemoratives, classics including 
grills, Banknotes, turn of century issues including Trans-Mississippi, Pan-American, Pan-Pacific, Farleys, 
Prexi‘s, etc., very mixed condition, close examination suggested, excellent lot for ebay or wholesaler. 
(scott $50,656 which does not include $771 in face value).  4000
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4082 * 3 6        U.S. ESTATE BALANCE, good sized box in need of organiation, few hundred 19th to early 20th century 
covers, some better/interesting include: early covers from Germany including Germany #19 (3), also 
includes U.S. stampless in need of research, note US/Canada cross border stampless, 3c (10), 1c (63) 
on mourning cover, many advertising, registered,  1898 Patriotics, C18 first flight cover, F1 on cover to 
Canada, #1059 on single usage cover, Hawaii #31a on local cover, etc., also includes mix of stamps in binder, 
pages etc., generally Fine or better, close inspection is definitly needed, please inspect.  2000

4083 */**   4       U.S. CONSIGNOR BALANCE,  in two large binders & 3 stockbooks, majority is extremely fresh and useful 
early 20th century commemoratives, most issues with quantities of both NH and o.g., also includes better 
airmails and other back-of-book, some attractive 19th century, highlights include: several essays, 68 
(regummed), 116 (part o.g.), 214, 524, Washington Franklin blocks and coils, 537 blocks (3), 548-50 
in quantities, Kans-Nebr complete with several values in small quantities, excellent run of 614-21 in 
quantities, similar other commemoratives from the 1920‘s-30‘s, several sets Washington (704-15), Farleys 
including position pairs and blocks, S.S.‘s, airmails in quantities C8, C9-12, later transports, etc., generally 
extremely fresh and Fine to Very Fine with some grading higher, ideal for bourse or ebay dealer, very high 
catalog value present, close examination suggested. 1500

4084 */** 3  

4       

ECLECTIC & UNUSUAL STUDY BALANCE,   interesting mix of the unusual, better items include: 
370 plate blocks, various numbers (o.g.), 371 plate blocks (11, several with double transfers, o.g., one NH); 
1929 coil issues with "splices"; 1938 Prexi coil leader strips, all values (at least two each value), W434 (5, 
unfolded), etc, generally Very Fine, of special interest to specialized collector.  1250

4085 */** 3         BACK OF THE BOOK SELECTION, premium airmails, special deliveries and postage dues on stock 
cards with (mint unless otherwise noted) C1-5 (C4 NH), E1, E3 mint and unused, E10-12, J1, J3, J1-7 
used, J16 (2), J22 NH (2), J23 (2), J25-26, J25-28 used (10c pen cancel), J47 dist. gum, J48-49, generally 
fresh and F-VF with some VF (Scott $4,100+; see online scans) 850

4086 **          UNITED STATES MINT POSTAGE BALANCE.  mint singles, blocks, and sheets, much in the 8c/13c 
period, apparently all NH, generally F-VF, Face Value into the four-figures 500

4087 3  4                 POSTAGE DUE MULTIPLES,  small box stuffed with mostly $1 & $5 dues (J77-8, J87), much  in larger 
multiples to half sheets, includes couple plate blocks, some on pieces, not something you see everyday, 
generally Very Fine. (Scott $5,626, as singles).  500

4088 */** 3  

4       

UNITED STATES COLLECTION BALANCE.  plate block albums, Scott Nationals, USPS yearbooks, 
etc, a huge amount of material, both used and mint (much NH), generally F-VF, Face Value well into 
four-figures 500

4089  3         USED NINETEENTH CENTURY GROUP.  worthwhile used assortment arranged and identified on 
black stock pages, incl. Scott 14, 30A, 32, 35, 36, 63, 65, 68 (2), 69, 70, 71, 73, 76 (2), 90, 93, 97, 112-17, 
119, 149, 151, 155, 183, 185, 187, 190-1, 217-18, condition varies but generally F-VF, some nice cancels   450

4090 (*) 3         86/101, 1867-8 1c-90c GRILLED ISSUES SELECTION.  24 singles on black stockpage, includes: 86-8, 
91, 92, 93 (2), 94 (3), 95 (natural SE), 96 (3), 97 (2), 98 (3, one unused with 2015 PSE certificate), 99 (2, 
one with clear 2014 PSE certificate), 100, 101 (natural SE), most typically centered for these difficult issue, 
some mixed condition but generally VG-Fine, many useful and attractive, (Scott $12,147). 350

4091 */**          UNITED STATES MINT GROUPING.  19th and early 20th Century mint accumulation on black stock 
pages, incl. Scott 285-90, 294-99, 300-01, 303-04, 306, 310, 323-24, 326-27, 328-30, 397-99, 400A, 548-50, 
571-73, and Kansas-Nebraska sets complete, generally F-VF, some nice-looking stamps 350

4092 */** 3  

4       

VARIOUS U.S. COLLECTIONS, 38 various albums, mostly stripped of significant value, but note many 
mint singles, plate blocks, couple stockbooks with turn of century used in quantities, etc., also includes 
box of mint postal stationery (uncounted), close evaluation on this one, useful to ebay dealer, can‘t go wrong at 
under $10 per album.   350

4093 **          U.S. "POSTAGE",  three cartons, mostly postage to 37c era, much face present with easily $1,000 worth  300
4094 * 3         19th CENTURY CONSIGNOR BALANCE, small box of mostly Banknote issues but includes some early 

20th century, generally attractive and useful, note 2c (146, 157) x 166 better singles with barely any faults 
seen, all fresh and useful with light cancels, centering , etc., catalog $3,320 as cheapest listing, others 
include several early card proofs, etc., close examination suggested, ideal for specialist collector or ebay dealer.   250

4095 (*) 3         7/38, 1851-57 ISSUES BALANCE.  26 mostly different singles on stockpage, includes: 7 pair +single, 9 
(4, one unused), 10 (3), 11, 14, 15, 17, 22, 24 (2, one possibly plate 5), 28, 29, 30A, 33, 35 (2), 36 (2), 
37, 38, some mixed condition generally Fine or better, overall attractive and useful. (Scott $5,775). (see 
online scans). 200

4096 */** 3         US ASSORTMENT IN A DEALER COUNTER BOOK. 32 different issues, identified and priced by 
dealer, used includes: 9, 24, 68, 73, 113, 135, 136, 148 (x2), 190, 258, NH includes: 230, 279, 367 block, 
392, 398, 410 (pair), 411 (pair), 424 block, 434, 442 (pair), 443, 448 (pair), 455 (pair), 463 block, o.g. 
includes: 206, 304, 337, 379, 414, 417, 426 block, 429, a few small faults but overall Very Fine or better. 
(owner‘s Scott $1,550+). (see online scans).  150

4097 **   4       ASSORTED MINT SHEETS AND BLOCKS, 1940s/80s.  three sheet folders with mix of mostly 1970s 
commems and definitive sheets and multiples with some light duplication, few premium incl 1686-89 
(7), NH, F-VF; Face Value $300+ 150
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4098 */(*)/

**          

U.S. "BACK OF THE BOOK" BALANCE.  small balance on pages, generally clean and useful throughout, 
better includes: C1-5 lightly cancelled and well centered, C6 regum, C18 regum, good Special Delivery, 
mostly used with light cancels, large run of Postage Dues, mostly o.g. or NH and in need of identification 
(has hidden potential), Parcel Post complete (used), some Offices in China to 18c, also includes: small 
group regular issues of 1922 and Farley sheets, close examination suggested, excellent value. (see online scans). 100

4099 */** 3         U.S., SMALL COLLECTOR BALANCE,  29 stamps on black cards, includes: 11 (x3, shade),  15 (used, 
small faults), 118 (used, small faults), 287 (NH, VF, but slight gum disturbance), 656 (NH line pair), 
674 (NH), C5  (regummed), etc., also includes couple questionable "Pony Express" (75c & $4), couple 
inexpensive essays, etc., nice assortment with something for everyone (see online scans). 100

4100 */**   4       U.S. BALANCE.  comprised of C46 plate number blocks of four (16), NH, all Very Fine or better, also 
includes: $1 (834b) "USIR" watermark variety (x2, one o.g. with 1987 APS certificate, other with perf flaws 
and questionable), C8, C23, CE1, a useful collectors balance. (Scott $530). 90

4101 * 3 6                  DEALER CONSIGNMENT BALANCE,  eclectic balance of  six binders + small box of unused US Postals, 
best being UY7 (3, unsevered), also includes: 2 bourse albums, various U.S. and foreign; binder various 
foreign covers, retails to $27; stockbook loaded with Rep. of Philippines later issues, both used and NH 
in small quantities; two binders special event covers from Postal Comm. and Westport Collectors Society; 
very useful balance for bourse or ebay dealer. 80

4102   6        ECLECTIC ESTATE BALANCE,   eight different items, all interesting and esoteric: "WAR OVER" 
8/15/45 "The Call Bulletin" (San Francisco) complete newspaper; Prexy cover to Gen. MacArthur paying 
65c newspaper rate; used U198 entire with Wells Fargo printed frank; O60, O64, on cover with bad PF 
certificate; two large sized unused multicolored cards of Jamestown Expo; 1c (219) used on overall scenic 
view of Cotton States Expo.; 3/19/25 Worden cacheted FDC with all 1½c issues, interesting group. 75

4103 * 3         US BALANCE.  two binders and three file drawers of mostly post-1950s used commems, definitives and 
airmails with duplication, some misc covers and FDC incl few 1850s uses, some postal stationery, etc., 
usual mixed condition, VG-VF 50

UNITED STATES ACCUMULATIONS
4104 */** 3         AMASSMENT OF US COLLECTIONS  44 different US collections ranging from the beginner to the 

intermediate to the slightly more advanced, several seem to have slightly more value, not an insignificant 
amount of face value in more modern issues, heavy duplication, many flaws/faults to be expected in a lot 
this size (primarily in the earlier issues) but generally F-VF, perfect for the bourse or eBay dealer, viewing 
a necessity   6000

4105 */**   4       U. S. ACCUMULATION, 1893-1930,  #231/723 in 196 glassine envelopes, all identified , many with light 
duplication, highlights includes: o.g. (unless specified differently): 233 (4), 234 (NH), 237-8, 288, 297 
(2), 298 (3), 325 (9, one NH), 326 (5), 327 (7), 330 (7), 372-3 (plate blocks), 394 (line pair), 399 (8), 
400 (2, one NH), 400 (block), 403 (2), 515 (3), 516 (3), nice group of "offsets", 563 (NH, plate block), 
564 (NH, plate block), 565 (NH, plate block), 621 (8, one CLB), etc., also includes small amount of 
Transportation plate strips 3/5 including three "Consumer Education" plate strips of  5 (NH), generally 
fine or better, note some mixed condition. (Scott about $18,000).   1700

4106 */**   4       ECLECTIC U.S. UNORGANIZED ACCUMULATION,  small box loaded with stockcards or glassines, 
most neatly identified and price by recent Scott catalog, highlights include: 495 NH strips of 4, (include 
2 with lines); 701 NH plate blocks (2); 833 NH plate blocks (3); 834 NH plate blocks (2); 1053 NH plate 
block +3 NH singles; C7-10, NH plate blocks; C18 (o,g,); NH C46 plate blocks (10), Q10 (o.g.), etc., an 
extremely clean and useful group, ideal for dealer inventory, please examine. (Scott $11,400+). 1300

4107 **          SPRAWLING US COLLECTION IN TWO DOZEN VOLUMES.  several different collections comprising 
about 24 albums, some of which are Heirloom or Scott, but a good number are USPS commemorative 
albums, some early material but the bulk of the value is in mint postage, majority NH or self-adhesive, 
mostly blocks and singles, generally F-VF, Face Value $3,100+ 1250

4108 **          UNITED STATES MINT ACCUMULATION 1990s/2000s.   four albums and miscellaneous loose 
material, primarily from the 33c/41c period but some earlier stamps present, apparently all NH or self-
adhesive, generally F-VF, Face Value $1,000+ 500

4109 **   4       US SHEET AND BLOCK ACCUMULATION.  mostly from the 13c/29c period, many complete sheets 
and large blocks in mint sheet folders, apparently all NH, Very Fine, Face Value $1,000+ 500

4110 */**          US MINT AND USED ACCUMULATION.  19th and 20th Century mint and used in a small carton with 
stamps and souvenir sheets on album pages, stock pages and cards, glassines etc., better BOB incl. Scott 
#J1-3 mint, J21, Officials, Parcel Post set, Airmail, etc., condition varies 350

4111 */** 3         US COLLECTION BALANCE + ODDS AND ENDS.  includes an album of US souvenir sheets including 
730 (14), 731 (11), and 735 (36), glassines with singles and blocks (many appear to be better, worth an 
inspection), year sets from 1972/84 (Face Value $110+), plus a selection of random worldwide odds and 
ends that were left after writing this consignment, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended as there may 
be some hidden gems 250
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4112 **          US HIGH VALUE BOOKLET ACCUMULATION.   includes 1909a (14) and 2122a (2), as well as an 
assortment of lower value booklets primarily from the 1960s, all booklets complete and Very Fine, Face 
Value $490+ 200

4113 */**          US POSTAGE ACCUMULATION.  ranging from about the 10c/33c periods, includes singles, blocks, and 
sheets, apparently all NH or self adhesive but a few sheets stuck together, generally F-VF. Face Value $400+ 180

4114 */** 3 

6        

KILOWARE ACCUMULATION THAT MUST BE SEEN TO BE BELIEVED.   a truly massive kiloware 
accumulation exactly as it was recieved, housed in everything from large plastic tubs to mesh berry baskets, 
some random albums and covers but the main attraction here is hundreds of pounds of off-paper used US 
stamps, dating from about the Columbian issue to the 21st century, a truly innumerable number of stamps, 
condition decidedly mixed throughout and a distinct mustiness to the stamps, but still VG-VF as a whole, 
viewing is highly recommended as this lot might not be right for you, if bidding please take local pickup 
into consideration as the shipping costs would eclipse the value of the lot, office viewing only 100

4115 */** 3         UNITED STATES ACCUMULATION.  primarily modern material but some back to 19th century, note 
some better items like low value mint Columbian blocks, mix of mint and used with much NH, generally 
F-VF, close inspection should turn up some interesting items 100

UNITED STATES STOCKS
4116 */** 3         BETTER US STOCK ON 102 CARDS.  mostly single stamps, mint and used with some NH, the majority 

have catalogue values of $50 and up (some even into the four-figures), note 1 used, 245 part o.g., 
263 used, and C13-15 mint, usual mixed condition but many premium items, generally F-VF, owner‘s 
catalogue value $98,000+ 8500

4117 */(*)/

**   4       

U.S. DEALER COUNTER BOOKS,  five three ring dealer books, circa 1861-1980, all on dealer pages 
and identified, some in quantities, better used include: 63 (4), 68 (44), 73 (32), 75, 76 (50), 77 (2), 78 
(2), 113 (28), 114 (49), 163, F1 (44), PR 19 (2), etc., o.g. includes: 73, (3), 206 (4, NH), 233 (NH), 248 
(50, NH), 254, 287 (2, NH), 337, J41 (2), O16 (36, NH), PR 63-64, PR 66 (2), etc, generally Fine but much 
mixed condition. (Scott $55,000).   3750

4118 */
(*)/** 

3         

US DEALER STOCK  mostly early commemoratives in useful to larger quantities, mixed NH, o.g., or 
unused, better include: 11 (7, of which 3 are NH), 112 (5 singles + pair, all used), 232 (10), 234 (2), 
2135 (3), 236 (20), 237 (3), 238 (4), 286 (28, some NH), 287 (46), 288 (43), 289, 1902 issue to 13c in 
quantities of up to seven each, 327 (2), 330 (17), 400, 400A, 403 (7), C1 (15 + 3 NH), C2 (36 + 2 NH), 
C3, C5 (2 NH), C6 (2 NH), etc., usual mixed condition but generally Fine; close evaluation is needed, 
Scott catalog about $30,000.  3500

4119 */** 3  

4       

US DEALER‘S STOCK, 1850s/1970s. bourse dealers stock offered intact as received, on dealer pages in 
19 three ring binders plus 2 small boxes and several mint sheet files, mint and used with much duplication, 
note nice run of mint 2c "Reds" with many NH and well centered, National Parks, Army-Navy, Famous 
Americans, all better than usual centering and with potential of receiving higher grades, also includes 
back-of-book including Special Delivery, Officials, Dues, Revenues, Ducks, Match/Medicine, CSA, good 
later face value in sheets and larger multiples, typical very mixed condition on earlier issues to 1900; VG-
VF; substantial catalogue value present, enormous retail potential   1000

4120 */** 3         U.S. DEALER STOCK ON BLACK CARDS, 1893-1930,  excellent assortment of singles or blocks priced 
on 172 black cards, mostly o.g., some NH, a few used, a few questionable or misidentified, usual mixed 
condition, light duplication, majority being Fine or slightly better, a very close examination is suggested, 
owner‘s retail is about $20,000 which is also close to full catalog, ideal for ebay or bourse dealer. (see 
online scans). 1000

4121 *          DEALER STOCK BOOK, 408//893; C4//QE4 all in useful quantities neatly aranged  and identified 
by Scott number, all o.g. and generally F-VF with very few faults noted, ideal for bourse or ebay dealer. 
(owner Scott cat. $7,400). (see online scans)  750

4122 */(*)/

** 3         

HUGE DEALER STOCK BOOK ACCUMULATION, ten stock books of mostly US, from classics to 
mid-1940, loosely organized with much duplication between the books, useful run of classics in most 
books in need of close examination, Washington-Franklin issues, mint 369, several mint C18, etc., expect 
usual mixed condition, generally F-VF, fair amount of catalog value present, excellent opportunity for 
specialist or dealer. 500

UNITED STATES FIRST DAY COVER COLLECTIONS
4123           FIRST DAY CEREMONY PROGRAM COLLECTION 1950s/90s.  over 250 programs in five binders and 

a sheet file, ranging from about 1951 though the 1990s, appears to be mostly stamps and postal cards, all 
F-VF, owner‘s retail $3,000+ 250

4124      FDC     U.S. FIRST DAY COVER COLLECTION,  32 specialty albums from various mail order FDC retailers, 
circa 1960-90, couple thousand, mostly unaddressed, all cacheted, Very Fine, should be excellent value at less 
than $10 per book, please examine.   200
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4125      6     FIRST DAY COVER COLLECTION,  three cartons of several hundreds in various albums, c.1970-90, all 
with attractive cachets, some type addressed, overall Very Fine.  100

4126   6        LARGE US AND UN FDC COLLECTION INCLUDING COMPLETE PREXIES.  many hundreds of 
US and UN FDCs, primarily modern issues (1950s/80s) with common cachets, but several cover albums 
including matched set of Farnum cachet Prexies (complete), generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 100

4127   6        MASSIVE US FDC COLLECTION GROUPED BY YEAR 1940/2001.  organized by year, appears more 
or less complete for the years listed with moderate duplication throughout, mostly common cachets 
(Fleetwood, Artcraft) but some uncacheted, there appear to be several thousand covers, some water 
damage noted but generally Very Fine, viewing is a necessity, perfect for the eBay or bourse dealer 100

4128   6        POSTAL COMMEMORATIVE SOCIETY FDC COLLECTION 1974/2011.  approximately 2,000 covers, 
nearly all of which are PCS Artcraft covers from about 1974 through 2011, almost complete for these 
years, also a few earlier covers and a handful from Canada and GB, in their original PCS albums, generally 
Very Fine 100

4129   6        US FIRST DAY COVER COLLECTION 1929/2011.  includes a handfull of 1930s commemorative issues 
including some National Parks, also note Famous Americans and Overrun Countries with  a high level of 
completion through about the 1990s but the vast majority are uncacheted or common cachets, mixture 
of addressed and unaddressed, hundreds of covers all of which have been meticulously catalogued by 
the collector, generally F-VF but with this many covers some condition issues, owner‘s catalogue value 
$3,350+ 100

4130   6        US FIRST DAY COVER HOARD.  thousands of U.S. First Day Covers mostly cacheted incl. mint postal 
stationary, Aerograms, some foreign etc. in two large boxes 50

UNITED STATES POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTIONS
4131   6        UNITED STATES POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION STAMPLESS TO 1970s.  11 albums of US covers 

(a few foreign mixed in), ranging from the stampless period to about the 1970s (the vast majority pre-
1950), everything from FDCs, auxilliary markings, advertising covers, event covers, etc, nearly every cover 
selected for being interesting or unique, usual mixed condition but generally F-VF, perfect for the bourse 
or eBay retailer 500

4132   6        KANSAS "R.F.D." COLLECTION,  111 covers/cards in three binders, mostly circa 1900 -10, appears 
mostly different, with a good assortment of routes, good mix of towns, machine cancels, etc, generally 
mixed condition, some retails to $35, close examination needed by Kansas postal historian. 400

4133   6        US 1930s/40s OFFICIAL/ PENALTY COVERS GROUP.  14 legal size covers and a front neatly mounted 
and annotated on homemade pages, 1934 registered/ return receipt cover with Patent Office cc with 
#732 paying the 3c return receipt fee; 1941 Navy Dept with 810 pair tied by San Juan Naval Air Station 
duplex, 1942 unfranked envelope from USS Yorktown posted 40 days before sinking, 1945 front from 
APS 226 (Swindon England) addressed to Chicago franked with 825 pair 832 strips of four (2) and 
marked "WAR DEPARTMENT**ESSENTIAL MAIL"; 1945 APO 927 (Western Pacific) to Sydney with 810 
tied by APO cancel, 1945 APO 151 (Germany) to Chicago with 823 single franking paying 3x air mail fee, 
etc., generally Fine; useful group for the specialist (see online scans) 250

4134 6          10, 10A, 11, 11A, 1851/52 3c ISSUE COVERS ASSORTMENT.  10/10A (9; 4 type I, 5 type II) 11/11A 
(29) covers or folded letters, note shades, small town cancels, usual mixed condition, VG-VF; useful 
group unchecked for any plate varieties (Scott $2,677; see online scans) 200

4135   6        INTERESTING US AND WORLDWIDE FDC AND POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION.  three albums 
of assorted covers, including first flights, FDCs, event covers, and other assorted postal history, mixture 
of US and worldwide throughout, many from the 1920s/40s period but some more modern, also note 
Hungary C81 souvenir sheet, NH but with tiny tear (Scott $525), generally VG-VF, some very interesting 
covers that appear perfect for the eBay or show dealer, see online scans 200

4136   6        U.S. POSTAL HISTORY DEALER STOCK,  160 covers, circa 1851-1950, in 2 large binders, all priced 
at retail, note couple better advertising: Ohio "Agt" cancels; E1 on illustrated cover; WWII censored 
(Alaska); couple early meter mail; small towns in need of research, etc., overall Fine, some mixed condition, 
close examination suggested. (owner retail $2,444). (see online scans). 200

4137   6        20TH CENTURY COVER MIXTURE.  mostly 20th Century group of a few hundred covers and cards, with 
some interesting early items incl. postal stationary, condition varies but generally Fine, worth inspection 150

4138   6        U.S. POSTAL HISTORY DEALER STOCK,  272 covers/cards, circa 1876-1940, most of which can be 
assigned to "Dollar Box", but note some with retails to $25, 1922 covers with Washington-Franklin issues in 
need of close scrutiny, mixed condition but useful for bourse or ebay dealer, also includes additional 129 
Special Events or FDC‘s (note "Crosby‘s) circa 1934 onward, a few United Nations.   150

4139   6        US COMMEMORATIVE AND COMMERCIAL MAIL HORDE.  thousands of US covers, mostly dating 
to the 20th century but some earlier, mixture of commemorative covers, FDCs, as well as a huge amount 
of commercial and personal mail, many ragged or otherwise faulty, close inspection recommended, 
generally G-VF 150
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4140   6        1944 17c SPECIAL DELIVERY ISSUE (Scott E18) COLLECTION. 25 covers, a mixture of FDCs and 
commercial uses, several postage dues and mixed frankings, generally F-VF, ex-Markovits (see online scans) 120

4141   6        ½c-3c PREXIES COVER COLLECTION,  about 210 items in two binders, mostly various combinations 
and rates, destinations, aux. markings, unusual, generally F-VF (see online scans) 100

4142   6        19th CENTURY COVER BALANCE,  37 covers, circa 1861-1900, much mixed condition but note: couple 
fancy cancels including "Wheels of Fortune"; 10c Banknote with NYFM cancel,; 5c (179) to Syria via Trieste; 
some advertising, some later registered; good run of 2c Vermilion issues, etc., close inspection suggested 100

4143 6          US MILITARY POSTAL HISTORY AND POSTCARD COLLECTION.  over 80 items including about 
30 different hand selected APOs APO #1 Special Troops Jun 8 1944, Sep 8 1946 Atomic Bomb Test, USS 
NAVY with Noa in Philippines and several early in Caribbean, Mission to Venezuela and Turkey, Forces 
in Thailand and Trinidad, a dozen AEF ppcs mostly real photo including Occupation of Luxembourg, 
group of WWII different Ration Stamps, WW I AEF and Patriotic Postcards Assortment, 10 ppc/ 2 covers 
with Liberty Bond promotion slogan handstamp "BACK THE BOYS IN THE TRENCHES/ BUY A 
LIBERTY LOAN BOND/ INQUIRE AT ANY BANK OR POST OFFICE", also includes 14 different WWI 
patriotic postcards with some used from training camps, most are Fine or better, diverse and interesting 
military group (see online scans) 100

4144   6        US COVERS ASSORTMENT.  includes seven 1899/1924 covers with college or university cc incl private 
mailing card from Univ of Illinois, five 1990s/1940s covers with postage dues (some legal size) incl one 
with Hotel view, another with tax collector New Haven Ct metered cover charged postage due, C5 and C6 
single franking airmail covers, C7 uncacheted FDC, finishes with assortment of 18 early 1900s postcards 
incl three Christmas, usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 50

4145 *  6        US EVENT COVER AND POSTAL STATIONERY ACCUMULATION.   approximately half the lot is 
mint postal stationery envelopes, ranging from low bulk-rate denominations through more useful values, 
the other half is a cover collection ranging primarily from the 1930s/80s, many event covers and FDCs, 
generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended 50

4146   6        MASSIVE COVER ACCUMULATION (MOSTLY U.S.). in over 35 bankers boxes, filled with many 
thousands of covers (we estimate over 30,000 covers), you will find first days, late 19th and early 20th 
century postally used, various event covers, a few cover collections and so much more, we recommend a 
quick look to properly evaluate. Consider shipping costs before bidding. (office viewing only) 0

UNITED STATES PICTURE POSTCARDS
4147   6        DEALER STOCK, PICTURE POST CARDS, CIRCA 1905-70,  239 used + 118 unused, majority multi-

colored, various themes, mostly being used between 1910-25, retails usually between $1-$3, a few lower 
or higher, generally Very Fine.  90

4148   6        NEW YORK STATE POSTCARD COLLECTION.  several hundred postcards arranged by county, mixed 
condition but generally VG-F, a nice collection 50

UNITED STATES AND OTHER COUNTRIES
4149 * 3         MASSIVE DEALER "BACK ROOM" HOARD. in 94 banker boxes that have been sitting in a back room 

being added to for the better part of a decade. Who knows what could possibly be here? There is much 
U.N., some drips and drabs of U.S. postage, kiloware, some albums, some small dealer inventories. With 
the massive volume, it is really hard to describe individual items, but be assured that if you take a little 
time to evaluate and sort, this lot could be a goldmine for years to come. Consider shipping costs before 
bidding. (office viewing only) 5000

4150 * 3         MASSIVE "COLLECTION OF COLLECTIONS". in 40 bankers boxes containing in the neighborhood 
of 200-300 albums, stock books and miscellaneous books containing many many stamps, there is so 
much here, it will take a while to take it all in. There is so much potential here, you could take a table 
at a local show and become a dealer for the day, you could break down for individual eBay sales, or you 
could spend many weeks and maybe even months going through to pick out stamps for your collection. 
Consider shipping costs before bidding. (office viewing only) 2000

4151 */** 3         U. S. FACE ACCUMULATION, U.N. ACCUMULATION AND SEVERAL BEGINNER WORLDWIDE 
COLLECTIONS,  very eclectic mix, including good uncounted face value (looks to be about $800), U.N. 
face from all three Offices, also note NH #38, foreign is mixed at best but potential for finds always exist.  300

4152 */** 3 

6        

US & WORLDWIDE COLLECTION BALANCE.  US modern FDCs, postal history, and a decent amount 
of mint postage, as well as various stamps and covers from other countries, mixed condition throughout, 
viewing is required to see if this lot is for you but close inspection may pay off 100

4153 */** 3         ECLECTIC US AND WORLDWIDE BALANCE.   collection balance consisting of US plate blocks, 
foreign topicals, worldwide kiloware, several worldwide albums (sparsely filled), and other miscellany, 
mixed condition but generally VG-VF, note at least $100 in US postage 100
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4154 */** 3         SIZABLE UN COLLECTION TO THE 1990s.  main collection is mostly NH singles, as well as several 
additional albums of sheets, blocks, used stamps, Geneva/Vienna issues, postal stationery, covers, etc., a 
very nice holding of material with light to moderate duplication throughout, note two 38 NH, generally 
F-VF, a perfect collection for continuation or for a dealer to break down 75

4155 **          UN MINT COLLECTION, 1951/92.   NY, Geneva and Vienna issues apparently all NH and highly 
complete for period in Lighthouse hingeless pages, includes 38 1st print NH, some later mini-sheets, 
Flag sheets, also includes NH blocks of NY, generally fresh and F-V, viewing is recommended 100

4156 */** 3 

6        

SPRAWLING UN COLLECTION TO 2000s.  housed on loose White Ace and other pages, some material 
from the 1950s/70s but primarily more modern issues, also includes some FDCs and booklets, a wealth 
of material, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 75

4157           UN SOUVENIR CARDS 1972/99.  several dozen in two binders, mixture of mint and FDC, generally 
Very Fine, a nice collection 50

4158 */**          UNITED NATIONS COLLECTION.  NY, Geneva and Vienna issues to 1990s in two Lighthouse hingeless 
and a Scott album, good deal complete for period incl S/S (#38 NH, also 1-11+C1-4 MI blocks NH), some 
later mini-sheets, booklets, postal stationery, year sets, etc., generally fresh and F-VF 50

PHILATELIC LITERATURE
4159           PHILATELIC LITERATURE ASSORTMENT.  some early works such as the 1889 American Journal of 

Philately, as well as more modern works such as the Ishikawa Collection, a focus on Great Britain, some 
auction catalogues, a neat assortment of books (office viewing only) 50

4160 * 3         SCOTT INTERNATIONAL ALBUMS 1976-96.   12 volumes, with pages apparently complete for the 
years listed and devoid of stamps, as well as three additional volumes (Afars through Greece) sparsely 
filled, retail value well into four-figures, nice overall condition (office viewing only) 50

BRITISH COmmONWEALTH AND AREAS

AUSTRALIAN STATES
4161  3         MEATY AUSTRALIAN STATES USED COLLECTION.  mostly used collection on Scott pages with each 

state having strong representation including high values, assortment of cancels and nicely augmented 
with shade, watermark and perf varieties, some of the many highlights include New South Wales 27-29, 
28a, 31, 66e, 87-87b, 108B, J1-8 (2c pen cancel), O17b, O34, O37, Queensland 7-10, 13-20, 30-31, 54, 
77-78, South Australia 2, Tasmania 6 (sound, APS cert), 11-16, 27, 31-34, 86-93, 114-16, Victoria 184-91, 
Western Australia 1, 25, 44-53, etc., typical very mixed condition, VG-VF, nice collection with substantial 
catalog value (see online scans) 1300

AUSTRALIA
4162 * 3         AUSTRALIA PREMIUM SELECTION.  George V period issues on six stock cards, highlights include 

(mint unless otherwise noted) 29-30, 32-35, 37, 47-48, 53, 76, 95a, 96-98, 100-01, 113-20, 124, 127, 129 
used, 133 favor cancel, generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 2000

4163 * 3         AUSTRALIA COLLECTION, 1913/93.  100s of mostly used in two Scott albums and with good number 
of better issues as 1-12 used, 17-55 used incl shade and perf varieties, 60-76 used, 113-28 used, 132 favor 
cancel (very well centered), O1-5 used, J9-20 used, highly complete and mostly used after 1932 incl few 
varieties as 177a-179a and "back of the book" issues, also includes Antarctic Territory, Cocos (Keeling) Isl, 
etc., usual mixed condition but an overall Fine collection (see online scans) 750

4164 * 3         AUSTRALIA COLLECTION, 1913/2000s. mostly mint in a Scott album and incl a little bit of Australian 
States and Antarctic Terr., note some better as (mint unless otherwise indicated) 1-10 used, 17-18 used, 
useful assortment of used KG V definitives, 365-78 used, 394-417 NH (except 5c on 4c used), strong 
1960s/70s NH sets and singles, 1990s/2000s issues mint and used, L8-18 mint, etc., generally F-VF (see 
online scans) 250

4165 */(*)          AUSTRALIA COLLECTION 1915/97.   attractive collection of about 1,000 singles, hinged in album, 
mostly used with the occasional additional mint single, better used include: 39, 47-52, 99, 125-6, 152-54, 
163-79, etc., generally Very Fine. (Scott over $1,000).  200

4166 */**          AUSTRALIA ASSORTMENT.  various sets and singles on stock cards highlighted by 18 NH, 95a, 218-21 
(5sh-£1 NH), 394-417 NH, 1844-46 NH (2), CO1 NH, J86-94, L8-18 NH (2), generally fresh and F-VF 
(see online scans) 200

UNITED NATIONS COLLECTIONS
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4167 */** 3         AUSTRALIA AND DEPENDENCIES ACCUMULATION.  stockbooks and albums beginning with a nice 
collection of Australian states, continuing with Australia, Cook Islands, etc, heavy focus on post-WWII 
issues but plenty of earlier, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 150

4168 */** 3         AUSTRALIA YEARBOOKS 1981-2001 + BONUS.  complete run of Australia yearbooks from 1981-2001, 
apparently all with complete sets of mint postage, as well as a small collection of mint and used Australia 
in two albums, generally F-VF, a large amount of mint postage 120

4169      **     AUSTRALIA STAMP YEARBOOKS 1986-91.  set of six yearbooks, all in their slipcases and apparently 
complete with all mint stamps, Very Fine, we‘ve seen these retail for A$450 50

CANADA AND PROVINCES
4170  3         CANADA and PROVINCES USED COLLECTION, 1851/1948 extensive collection on Scott pages and 

loaded with better issues too numerous to mention individually (see the scans for a full picture) but a few 
teasers would include Canada 1-2, 7, Large and Small Queens, ½c-$5 Jubilees complete ($2-$3 roller cancel), 
1897-1902 Victoria complete, 1903-08 KE VII complete, 1908 Quebec, highly complete incl "back of the book" 
for 20th century issues, New Brunswick 6-11, Newfoundland 61-74, 87-101, mostly complete 1911/47, C6-18, 
etc., usual mixed condition in classics but better than typically found, mostly F-VF, ideal for expansion 2800

4171  3         CANADA USED COLLECTION 1851/1980. useful all-used collection in mounts in a Scott Specialty 
album, better items incl. Scott 4, 4d, 17b, Jubilees complete to $5 (less 8¢), 96-101, 103, then fairly 
complete to 1980s with some Airs and B.O.B., also Newfoundland w/15A, 23, 26, 115-26, C2a, C18 etc., 
generally F-VF, owner‘s Scott $12,000+, quite nice, worth inspection (see online scans) 1200

4172 * 3         CANADA and NEWFOUNDLAND COLLECTION tidy collection mostly on Scott pages to 1939 plus 
some oddments of other provinces on pages or in stock sheets, surprising number of better 19th century 
used incl Canada Large and Small Queens with the 20c and 50c used, 1897 ½c-50c Jubilees used, 1897-
1902 Victoria complete used, 1903 KE VII 7c mint, 20c-50c used, 1928 1c-$1 mint, 1930 1c-$1 mint incl 
coils, generally F-VF (see online scans) 400

CANADA
4173  3         EXCEPTIONAL CANADA USED COLLECTION TO 1917 on Scott pages and featuring a specialized section 

of the Small Queens issue, note 1851 1d, 6d, 1855 6d, 1857 ½d, 7½d, 1859 10c-17c, 1864 2c, then four pages 
of the 1859/64 issue (3 pages just for the 5c) with assortment of shades and cancels with 5c (58 incl a misperf 
single with imprint at bottom and wide range of cancels and shades), 10 (7), 12½c (3), 17c (1), 2c (4), Large 
Queens 1c-15c plus page of extras with ½c (1), 1c (3 incl pair), 2c (2), 3c (5), 6c (4), 12½c (2), 15c (4), Small 
Queens 1c-50c plus additional 16 pages of extras with dizzying array of shades and cancels plus some multiples 
highlighted by 45 block of four (ex-Bowen), 45a block of four and eight (each ex-Bowen), 45b block of four 
(ex-Bowen), various 1c (11), 2c (7), 3c (4), 4c (4), 5c (60), 6c (61), 8c (43), 10c (49), 20c (6), 50c (12 incl two 
precancels), 1897 ½c-$5 Jubilee ($2-$5 roller cancel), 1897-1902 Victoria complete, 1908 Quebec complete, 
etc., generally fresh and F-VF, an outstanding opportunity for the specialist (see online scans) 4750

4174 * 3         STRONG CANADA COLLECTION TO 1970s. in a Scott album and noting nice assortment of varieties 
and multiples, with 1 used, 4-5 used, 17-20 used, assorted mint and used Large Queens, 5½ pages of mostly 
used Small Queens with shade varieties, different cancels, etc., 56-57 NH, 59 NH, 60 mint, 62 mint, 71-73 
mint, 74 plate no strip of five NH, 82-84 mint, 96-103 mint, 149-59 mint with an extra 50c mint, mostly 
complete mint post-1930s incl air mails, officials, etc., generally F-VF, view to appreciate (see online scans) 3250

4175 */** 3         CANADA PREMIUM SELECTION. selection of better sets and singles in "102" cards in a binder, includes 
4 pair used, assortment of mostly used Large and Small Queens, 50-60 mint with some duplicates, 82-
83 mint, 92 mint (3 shades), 95 mint, useful Quebec Tercentenary incl 20c mint and used, assorted 
Admirals mint with better items incl $1 NH (2) plus some coils and booklet panes, 159 mint (3 incl two 
NH), 209 block NH, F1-3 used, etc., some minor faults/ few regums but generally fresh and F-VF; owner‘s 
estimated catalog/retail about $22,000 (see online scans) 2400

4176 */**          GRAND CANADA SELECTION. almost everything a premium set or single of the 1890s/1930s on six 
stock sheets, virtually everything a highlight but a few teasers would include 58 NH, 79 mint block, 91 
NH, 95 mint (2), 102-03 NH, useful Admirals incl well centered coils, 158 NH, 203 block NH incl one 
stamp with short "X" variety, etc., a couple of regums bit overall fresh and F-VF or better, well worth a 
closd look; retail over $15,000 (see online scans) 2000

4177 */** 3         CANADA PREMIUM ISSUES GROUP. 37 mostly mint stamps on three stock cards ranging from Large 
Queens through 1930s issues, includes (mint unless otherwise noted) 24 unused, 30, 35-36, 39, 42 (2), 43, 
44, 45 (2), 46 mint and used, 52 block NH (XF), 55 (thinned), 57 (reperf), 58-59 used, 64 smudge cancel, 
71-72, 78, 101 used, 159 mint and used, 175 NH (2), 245 NH (2), F2, generally F-VF (see online scans) 1500

4178 */** 3         CANADA DEFINITIVE COLLECTION 1888/1993.  on White Ace pages, starts with 41-47 and 66-72 
used, otherwise generally mint to 1945 and NH post-1945, note 94-95, 104-122, 139-40 149-159, and 162-
177 (all mint), appears complete or very nearly so for the QEII period, a large amount of face value in 
later issues, generally F-VF, see online scans 800
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4179 **   4       CANADA MINT SHEETS and BLOCKS GROUP.  mostly premium and includes 143 block of 45 (3 
stamps creased), 145 block of 32, 321, 465B block of 50, 600 sheet plus matched set plate blocks, CO2 
block of 46 incl plate block, OC7, F-VF (see online scans) 650

4180  3         CANADA USED COLLECTION, 1897/1950.   in mounts on pages and incl 1897 Jubilee to $2 (50c, 
$2 roller cancel), 1897/1902 Victoria definitives to high values, 1903 KE VII complete, 1908 Quebec 
complete, KG V period highly complete (few  dues) incl high values, etc., usual mixed condition incl 
some early reperfs, mostly F-VF (see online scans) 600

4181 */**          CANADA MINT COMMEMORATIVE COLLECTION 1897/1982.   issues to 1940 are generally mint, 
post-1940 generally NH, appears very nearly complete for commemorative issues from the years listed, 
also includes airmails, note mint 50-53, 58-60, 85-86, 96-103, 135, and C2, generally F-VF, see online scans 500

4182 */** 3 

6        

CANADA MISCELLANY. mosty more recent NH stamps, S/S, three 1988 Calgary Olympics packs, some 
booklets, high values incl $10 Whale NH (2), some provinces, etc., generally F-VF and with significant 
face value 350

4183 */** 3         CANADA MINT AND USED TO 1998.  housed in four Whtie Ace albums, decent used coverage to 
1940, primarily mint thereafter with the vast majority NH, appears to be nearly complete from 1940/98, 
generally Very Fine, very high face value 300

4184 */**   4       CANADA MINT ASSORTMENT.   mostly better 1890s/1930s issues with blocks and plate blocks, 
premium include 74 blocks of 4, 8 and 20 NH, 90A block NH, 143 plate block NH, 199-200 plate blocks 
(toned or dist. gum), 221 plate block (2, both dist. gum), 226 plate block slight dist. gum, 226 block NH, 
etc., mostly F-VF (see online scans) 300

4185   6        CANADA COVERS GROUP.  approx 190 mostly through 1930s and incl some postal cards, note Small 
Queens, Jubilees, Victoria, Admirals, some flight covers, advertising, flag and squared circle cancels, 
domestic and mail to USA, philatelic mail, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 200

4186  3         CANADA USED COLLECTION TO 1994.   on hand-drawn Scott pages, all used, note some better 
including 50c Jubilee, very nearly complete from the 1930s on, generally F-VF, a perfect collection for 
continuation, owner‘s catalogue value $3,700+ 200

4187 **          CANADA FACE VALUE ACCUMULATION.  includes a collection on White Ace pages 1989/96, as well 
as a very large number of booklets from about the 1950s/90s, apparently all NH, F-VF, Face Value $1,000+ 200

4188 */** 3         CANADA SELECTION.  mostly mint better items incl (mint unless otherwise noted) 136-38 (1c thin spot), 
141-45 NH, 151 NH, 203, 209 NH, 217-27, 241-45, 244 NH, 302 NH, C3 NH (4 with natural se), E3 (4 incl 
one NH), E8 NH, Newfoundland 190 block with plate no. NH, generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 120

4189 */** 3         SIZABLE CANADA ACCUMULATION.  albums and stockbooks, note a good amount of early Canada, 
revenues, BOB, etc, a sizable portion of more modern material as well, generally F-VF, viewing is 
recommended 100

4190   6        CANADA POSTAGE DUE COVERS ASSORTMENT, 1907/79. 45 covers spanning each of the postage 
due series with incoming foreign mails (US, England, Canal Zone) and domestic uses, usual mixed 
conditon, Fine (see online scans) 80

4191 * 3         CANADA REVENUE COLLECTION.  in old fashioned album, mix of mint and used, some Provinces, 
decent coverage throughout, generally F-VF, a nice starter collection (see online scans) 75

4192 **          CANADA LUNAR NEW YEAR PRESS SHEETS 1997/2002.  clean group of nine press sheets 1997-2002, 
two each for 1997-99, one each for 2000-02, NH, rolled in mailing tube, Very Fine 75

CYPRUS
4193 * 3         CYPRUS COLLECTION, 1880/1907.  mostly mint on homemade pages and incl 11-13 used, 28-37 mint, 

46 mint, 48-59 mint (less 18pi), some Victorian period trivial bit of gum toning but generally F-VF (see 
online scans) 100

GHANA
4194 */**          GHANA IN THREE ALBUMS 1957/86.   housed in White Ace pages with mounts, few early stamps 

hinged but the overwhelming majority NH, appears to be very nearly complete for the years listed, 
generally F-VF, a very clean collection 120

GIBRALTAR
4195 **          GIBRALTAR MINT COLLECTION 1969/99.  virtually complete for the years listed, apparently all NH, 

F-VF, Face Value £500+ 150
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4196 * 3                GREAT BRITAIN COLLECTION, 1840/1965.  in well filled set of Lighthouse hingeless pages from a 
used "Penny Black" to phosphor sets of the 1960s plus some regionals, postage dues, officials, etc., 19th 
century mostly used, KE VII / KG VI mixed mint and used, QE II mostly mint with some NH, better incl 
5 used, 7 used pair, 70 mint, 111-22 mint, 140-41 used, etc., typical mixed condition, VG-VF; owner‘s Scott 
$18,900+ (see online scans) 1600

4197 */** 3         GREAT BRITAIN COLLECTION, 1841/1970.   in a Lighthouse hingeless album, starts with strong 
Queen Victoria including a mint 4-margin #3, a plate collection of the #33 (missing only plate #s 77, 
133, 211, 220 and 223-225), used 6-7 (both with deep shades and embossing), a plate collection of 
#58 (missing only plate #s 1, 4, 8 and 9), 46-56, 98-107, 142, etc., appears complete (for regular issues) 
from 1930 to the end composed of a mix of mint and used, and contains many more high value stamps 
than usual, usualk mixed condition but an overall very attractive collection with high catalogue value and 
worthy of inspection to fully appreciate; owner‘s Scott about $18,000 (see online scans) 1200

4198  3         GB USED COLLECTION, 1840/1964, on Scott pages with better as 1, 3-4, 27-28, 48, 57 (toned), 64-65, 
73, 78-87, 94-95, 98-107, 108-09, 124, 126, 127-41, 179-81, 222-24, mostly complete for KG VI and QE II 
periods, usual mixed condition through 1910s with most F-VF (see online scans) 800

4199 */** 3         GREAT BRITAIN 1841/1982 IN HINGELESS ALBUMS.  housed in two hingeless Lighthouse albums, 
generally used 1841/1960, almost complete mint 1961/82 (nearly all NH), generally F-VF, a clean 
collection perfect for continuation, owner‘s catalogue value $4,200+ 300

4200 **          GREAT BRITAIN GUTTER PAIRS 1972/2004.   housed in three KABE hingeless albums, almost 
complete for the years listed, apparently all NH, Very Fine, very high face value, owner‘s catalogue value 
$4,800+ 250

4201 **  6        GREAT BRITAIN 1970-75 POSTAGE DUE ISSUE COLLECTION. neatly arranged on quadrille pages 
and incl full set in NH cylinder no blocks of six plus an array of uses on 39 covers, F-VF, ideal for 
continuation (see online scans) 240

4202 */** 3  

4       

GREAT BRITAIN POSTAGE DUES COLLECTION, 1914/75. mostly mint and neatly arranged on 
quadrille pages, note 1914 5d control no block of six (stamps NH), 1924/31 3d on experimental paper 
used block, 1954-55 NH, 1955/57 2sh6d-5sh NH, 1959-63 complete NH incl shades and some var. plus 
the 1½d folded sheet of 240, etc., generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 200

4203  3         VICTORIAN ERA USED STOCK.  over 50 102 cards, all used and in sound condition, most in the $10-
250 range, note 1 (four margins but close at places), 26, 27, 39, 42 (2), 51 pl8, 60, and 94, VG-VF, an 
attractive selection 150

GREAT BRITAIN - CHANNEL ISLANDS
4204 */**          CHANNEL ISLANDS COLLECTION TO 1985.  one album each of Guernsey, Jersey, and Isle of Man, on 

White Ace pages in mounts, appears to be complete, with many gutter pairs and S/S of 20, apparently all 
NH except Jersey J1-6 (lightly hinged), also note IOM J1-8 NH, Very Fine, an incredibly clean collection 150

4205 */**          ISLE OF MAN COLLECTION, 1973/2011.  decimal era mostly complete to 1996 hinged on Scott pages 
in a 3-ring binder, 2005/11 issues NH or self-adhesive, also includes some booklets, postal stationery 
(airletters and some recent postal cards), high value definitives, etc., handful of used not figured, 
generally fresh and F-VF, Face Value about £370 75

HONG KONG incl. OFFICES IN CHINA
4206 */(*)          HONG KONG VICTORIAN ISSUES STOCK.  100s of singles in sales sheets in a counter book, includes 

8 regummed or unused (11), 9 regummed, 10 wing margin mint, unused (2), 13 regum over faults, 20 
unused, 36b (44 mostly mint), 37 (54 mostly mint), 38 (35 mostly mint), 39 (42 mostly mint), 40 (27 
mostly mint), 41 (33 mostly mint), 45, 48, etc., very mixed condition incl few space-fillers, Good/Very 
Fine, must be viewed 750

4207 **          HONG KONG 1937/95 COMMEMORATIVES and S/S COLLECTION.  essentially complete for period 
(less 1948 Wedding) on stock pages, fresh colors and gum with no toning, NH, F-VF; Scott $2,200+ (see 
online scans) 400

4208 **          HONG KONG COMPLETE BOOKLETS STOCK, 1973/96. on sales pages and incl SG SB10 (6), SB11 
(4), SB16b (2), SB18 (5), SB21 (11), SB25 (109), SB36-38 (5), generally fresh and VF; 2011 SG £4,350+ 250

4209 * 3         HONG KONG SELECTION. 16 stamps hinged onto a small sheet, mostly used and incl  1862 18c used, 
1863 6c mint, 1865 96c Brown used, etc., very mixed condition, VG-Fine (see online scan) 60

INDIA AND STATES
4210 * 3         INDIA GROUP. Victorian to more modern and incl officials all in a stock book, mostly used and with 

some duplication, usual mixed condition but mostly F-VF, worth a look 160

GREAT BRITAIN
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4211   6        MALAYA and STRAITS SETTLEMENTS POSTCARDS ASSORTMENT.   collection of 33 vintage 
Singapore (20), Penang (12) & Hong Kong (1) picture postcards incl some attractive real photo 
postcards, also 2 picture postcards (used) and 2 postal cards (1 used from FMS, the other mint-fault 
from Kelantan), some usual toning, otherwise Fine (total 37 cards; see online scans) 150

MALTA
4212  3         MALTA USED COLLECTION, 1922/28. complete for period (Scott 97-183) less 1926/27 5sh (Scott 

146), F-VF; , excellent basis for expansion - elusive in used condition (see online scans; Scott $1,592) 475

NEW ZEALAND
4213 * 3         NEW ZEALAND ASSORTMENT.  approx 110 mostly mint arranged in 12 stock cards, to 1950s issues and 

includes (mint unless otherwise noted) 51-52, 54-56, 61-65, 67, 73-77, 81-82, 96-97, 118-20, 126-28, 179-
84, AR2, AR5-6, AR8, AR75-86, J1-7, O76-86 NH, etc., usual mixed condition in classic period but much 
better than typically seen, mostly F-VF (see online scans) 2200

4214 * 3         NEW ZEALAND COLLECTION to 1998. in two nicely filled Minkus albums, mixed mint and used and 
for post KG VI period often parallel mint and used, assorted used Chalon head in usual mixed condition, 
range of side-face definitives incl shades, 1898/1907 pictorials incl premium, better 20th century as 124 
used, 145-59 used with duplication, 185-98 used, 288-301 NH, etc. plus useful "back of the book" with NH 
Health sheets, C1-3 used, officials incl O76-86 mint (2), postage dues incl J9 mint, usual mixed condition 
with majority F-VF, owner‘s Scott $14,000+ 1200

4215 */** 3         NEW ZEALAND STOCK ranging between Scott 500/1150 in "102" cards in the red filie box, about 90% 
mint with majority NH and incl sets, singles, just minor duplication (generally less than 10 each), mostly 
F-VF; Scott about 4,650+  350

4216 */**          NEW ZEALAND SELECTION, 1930/81.  better sets and singles on stock cards including 229-41 NH, 
331-52 NH (2), 382-404 NH (2), C1-3, C5, L5-8 NH (3), generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 130

4217 */**  6        NEW ZEALAND HEALTH ISSUES COLLECTION, 1929/81.  highly complete mint sets, singles and 
mini-sheets on homemade pages and also including mostly cacheted FDC from 1941 on, post-1958 mini-
sheets are mostly NH, F-VF (see online scans) 80

NORTH BORNEO
4218 */** 3         NORTH BORNEO COLLECTION, 1939/64.  mostly mint in mounts on homemade pages and incl 

(mint unless otherwise noted) 193-207, 223-37 (some NH incl $5), 238-39 ($10 NH), 244-58 NH, 261-75 
NH and used, 280-95 NH, also includes 1965/2009 NH sets and S/S of Sabah, 1915 American Consular 
Service cover Sandakan to Washington DC via Hong Kong, fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 300

PAKISTAN
4219 */** 3         PAKISTAN COLLECTION.  lovely collection to 1960s in a Scott album, also a stock book of primarily 

NH multiples and a small cover album with airletters of the 1970s/80s. includes group of 1947/49 mint 
and used Nasik overprints including high values, official issues, postal stationery, assortment of hand-
stamped overprints from Abbottabad, Campbellpore, Hyderabad, Lahore service issues, Peshawar incl 
service issues, Quetta, Rawalpindi, 1948/57 definitives and service issues mint and/or used with perf 
varieties, mostly complete mint and/or used from 1951 on with some errors and varieties (e.g. 1963 1r 
printed on gum side block) and noting 1961 local "Paisa" value overprints, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, 
an excellent collection for the specialist and ideal for continuation (see online scans)  500

PALESTINE
4220 * 3         PALESTINE COLLECTION, 1918/48.  specialized collection neatly arranged and annotated on homemade 

pages beginning with mint 1918 1p Deep blue, 1921 London Ovpt mint, continuing on through the 1930s/40s 
definitives and incl array of the 1920s surcharges plus postage dues, nice assortment of overprint and perf 
varieties, printings, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, ideal foundation collection (see online scans) 300

PITCAIRN ISLANDS
4221 */**          PITCAIRN ISLANDS MINT 1940/90.   housed in hingeless Lindner album, very nearly complete 

throughout, only missing a few stamps and S/S, some early stamps hinged but the majority NH, Very 
Fine (owner‘s catalogue value $820) 80

MALAYA AND MALAYAN STATES
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4222 * 3         SOUTH AFRICA and RELATED AREAS GROUP.  mix of albums, stock books and sales books with a 
thick white binder with three starter South Africa collections but with some interesting issues (postage 
dues) and some Transvaal; also included are mint homelands collections of Bophuthatswana to 1993, 
Ciskei to 1987, Transkei to 1994 and Venda to 1990; also note three small dealer counter books with 
mint and used from Scott 1 on, includes some better issues and regulars, commems, "back of the book" 
air mails and officials, also two 16-pages Lighthouse stock books filled with used stamps ranging from 
Scott 1/807 with good number of stamps and featuring many with nice "on the nose" cancels, finally one 
8-page Scott stock book with mint and used SW Africa from Scott 1/470; typical mixed condition buit 
generally fresh and F-VF; view to appreciate; owner‘s Scott value around $8,000. 1200

4223 *  6        SOUTH AFRICA POSTAL STATIONERY EXHIBIT COLLECTION. 64 pages of postal cards, letter 
cards, envelopes, registry envelopes, airletters and wrappers, note some early 20th century items "mixed-
country" frankings with stamps/ stationery of Cape of Good Hope, Natal, Transvaal, Orange River 
Colony, etc., useful assortment of mint but the variety of used the highlight of the collection with variety 
of domestic and foreign uses, postmarks, uprated frankings, registry handstamps, censored, etc., usual 
mixed condition but generally Fine or better, a must view for the specialist (see online scans) 250

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COLLECTIONS AND ACCUMULATIONS
4224  3         EXTENSIVE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH USED COLLECTION TO THE 1980s.  housed in Scott 

Specialty albums: British Europe, Channel Islands, British America, British Oceania, Canada, Australia, 
New Zealand, and British Asia, some albums only with modern material but the majority going back to 
the early 20th century, appears to be 100% used, all with attractive cancels (many SON), generally F-VF, a 
very clean collection with many stamps obviously selected for their appearance, viewing is recommended 500

4225 * 3         KING GEORGE VI STANLEY GIBBONS ALBUM.  mixture of mint and used stamps in a bulging King 
George VI SG album, missing some high values and other various stamps, but more complete than 
usually seen, generally F-VF, owner‘s catalogue value $13,000+ 500

4226 */**          BRITISH COMMONWEALTH MINT ACCUMULATION.  mostly 20th Century accumulation featuring 
Omnibus issues, Lunar New Year, Presentation and Year Packs, stockbook of Channel Islands and Isle of 
Man, GB booklet group, Australia Olympic Gold Medal collection album of sheets, glassines with various 
sets and more, generally F-VF, huge new issue cost 400

4227 */** 3         BRITISH COMMONWEALTH ACCUMULATION.  19th and 20th Century mint and used in stockbooks, 
stock sheets, glassines etc., incl. Hong Kong, North Borneo, Jamaica, small Peace and Victory album etc., 
condition varies but generally F-VF, worthwhile group 250

4228 */** 3         SPRAWLING COMMONWEALTH ACCUMULATION.   various stockbooks and albums of British 
Commonwealth, beginnign with an assortment of 2p reds and continuing on through commemorative 
sets of the 1980s, mix of mint and used throughout, generally F-VF, nice topical appeal and some better 
stamps interspersed, viewing is recommended 150

4229 */** 3         BRITISH COMMONWEALTH SETS AND SINGLES.  on stock pages in five small binders, many items 
in the $1-10 range but note some better up to about $100, generally F-VF, already sorted and identified 
which makes this a perfect lot for a dealer, many $100s in catalogue value 120

4230 */** 3         MODERN BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COLLECTION.  a few early issues but the vast majority of the 
collection 1980s/90s, includes (amongst others) Great Britain, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Channel 
Islands, and Tuvalu, the vast majority NH, F-VF, a large amount of catalogue and face value 100

4231 **  6        BRITISH COMMONWEALTH ACCUMULATION 1970s/80s.   consisting primarily of NH stamps 
and FDCs from the late 1970s to early 1980s, most from a new-issue service, note many Captain Cook, 
Rowland Hill, Royal Wedding, etc, generally Very Fine, viewing is recommended to see if this is for you 75

4232 **          GB and AUSTRALIA MINT NH ASSORTMENT.  1960s/90s sets and singles and incl some gutter pairs, 
NH, mostly VF, Face Value GB (decimals only) £100, Australia A$160 75

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH OMNIBUS ISSUE COLLECTIONS
4233 */** 3         1935 SILVER JUBILLEE with BONUS. complete mint incl the additional designs (no Egypt, India 1¼a 

used, other values mint) with NH sets of Bechuanaland, Jamaica, Leeward Isl, Montserrat, Trinidad 
& Tobago, Canada, includes Hong Kong set tied on piece by date of issue cancel, mostly o.g. or small 
h.r. with some light even gum toning as often, bonus of 1937 Coronation cplt mint (Canada used), 1948 
Wedding low values used assortment, 1946 Peace nearly complete mint, 1953 Coronation mint incl extra 
designs, generally F-VF 325

4234   6        1937 CORONATION COVERS and FDC.   90+ sets on philatelic covers and incl mostly FDC, some 
registered, cacheted, etc., note Hong Kong FDC (2), F-VF 70

4235   6        1948/49 SILVER WEDDING.  250+ covers franked with the low value of the set in various combinations 
- singles, multiples, mixed frankings with other issues, etc., wide variety of countries and incl some FDC, 
do note a Zanzibar cover franked with the full set, some show some postal wear, generally F-VF 200

SOUTH AFRICA
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4236   6        1946 PEACE ISSUE.  assortment of 300+ covers with variety of frankings incl sets, mixed with other issues, 
etc. and incl FDC, philatelic covers, etc., good variety of countries, generally fresh and F-VF, a must view 100

4237   6        1949 UPU ANNIVERSARY  assortment of 120+ covers with nearly franked with complete sets with all 
apparently FDC, mostly cacheted and incl Hong Kong, Singapore, Ascension (4), GB, Malayan States, 
etc., generally F-VF (see online scans) 150

4238 *          BRITISH COMMONWEALTH 1949 UPU 75th ANNIVERSARY.   complete set per the SG listing 
including the extra values on White Ace pages, F-VF (Scott $478 for NH; SG £325 for NH) 100

BRITISH AFRICA
4239 * 3         BRITISH AFRICA IN THREE VOLUMES.  three Scott albums (one "A-Z", one "A-B", and one "S-Z"), 

runs through about the 1970s, appear to have been pretty thoroughly picked-over but plenty of stamps 
left, mixture of mint and used, generally F-VF, owner‘s catalogue value $20,000+ 1000

BRITISH AMERICAS
4240 */** 3         BRITISH AMERICAS 1860/1970.   housed in two Scott albums, remainder collection that has been 

picked over but still plenty of stamps, sparse collection of used stamps in the classic period, main focus is 
post-1900 with the majority mint or NH, generally F-VF, owner‘s catalogue value $2,100+ 100

BRITISH ASIA
4241 */** 3         JORDAN - STRAITS SETTLEMENTS TO 1964.  in Scott album, mixture of used and mint (with some 

NH), decent coverage throughout, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended, owner‘s catalogue value 
$2,300+ 150

FOREIGN COLLECTIONS BY COUNTRY

AFGHANISTAN
4242 * 3         AFGHANISTAN LIFETIME COLLECTION, PART I, 1871/1909.  a magnificent specialised collection 

housed in one substantial album, approaching 2000 stamps from the Kabul first issue tigers of 1871 
through to the end of the reign of Amir Habibullah Khan in 1919. There are dozens of large tiger heads 
with early issues identified by plate inc. shahi denomination with 5 examples unused inc. strip of three, 
small tigers organised by city of issue, inc. Kabul issues on cover, as well as multiples inc. 1878 Peshawar 
printing block of 20 unused showing four different denominations se-tenant. Then page after page of the 
colorful circular issues of the 1880s with an amazing range of well over 500 examples including several 
on cover, as well as other interesting areas of postal history such as 1884 QV India ½a stationery envelope 
additionally franked with ½a blue, 2a orange and two pairs of the 4a blue green, tied by fieldpost bar 
cancels sent from Balochistan to Amritsar. Other highlights include 1891/92 1r gray blue mint blocks 
of 4, etc, leading on to Amir Habibullah first issues with intense postmark studies, through to 1909/19 
1r lilac brown mint block of 21, 1r olive gray parcel post with several examples mint and used, etc, etc. 
Outstanding in scope (see online scans) 7500

4243 * 3         AFGHANISTAN LIFETIME COLLECTION, PART II, 1909/45.   the continuation of this specialised 
collection, again housed in a substantial album, with thousands of stamps from issues of Amanullah 
through to the 1940s; mounted on the first page an item rarely seen - the oversized special government 
parcels stamp in dark olive green, the two types se-tenant in complete miniature sheet of two mint 
(according to Dietrich only 7 pairs in existence, also interesting commentary about this in Scott); further 
highlights include 1920 2nd Independence Day large royal stars inc. 10pa rose with ten used examples 
including two on cover fronts (Scott #214), 20pa maroon used (#215), 1921 ‘Old Habibia College’ parcel 
posts with tete-beche inc. 10pa block of four mint (#Q10a), 30pa red violet pair (#Q12a), 1921 small 
royal star 30pa green tete-beche mint pair, used blocks of four of different shades and in complete sheet 
used (#219a), leading on to 1927 tughra types inc. 10p magenta tete-beche gutter pair mint (#225 var) 
and dotted background half-sheet of 4 mint (#226), etc. Also much interesting non Scott listed material, 
including study of the Nadir Shah revolutionary government control handstamps, 1929/31 airmail 
surcharges (ex-Light collection), etc, etc. This is just the tip of the iceberg (see online scans) 5000
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4244 * 3         AFGHANISTAN LIFETIME COLLECTION, PART II "WORK IN PROGRESS", 1871/1964.   an 
outstanding holding of unusual material with 1000s of stamps, including postal history, proofs, complete 
sheets, postmark studies, etc, from the 19th century onwards, contained in two bulging volumes. A few 
highlights are early large tigers including on cover, dozens of 1880s handstamped issues, 1891/92 1r gray 
blue unused part-sheet of 45, excellent mosque gates material including an unissued registration stamp, 
black on yellow instead of on green as mentioned in Gibbons, in block of 25 unused with informative 
Horst Dietrich opinion stating genuine and a precious rarity. Then further large multiples of the 1898 
unissued registration design, Amir Habibullah 1907/08 2a blue imperf unused complete sheet showing 
three tete-beche gutter pairs, 1909/19 issues in complete sheets to the 1r lilac brown, through to 1928 
40p blue and 1929 40p rose complete sheets showing tete-beche pairs, as well as a wonderful complete 
series of proofs of the 1932 council inauguration issues in imperf sheets of 12 followed by perforated 
examples with spectacular diagonal perfs on 60p violet sheet, etc. Also noticed many good later issues in 
imperforate sheets such as 1938 20th Independence Day issues etc. Accumulated over a lifetime, waiting 
to be incorporated into the main collection offered in this auction, this holding would be virtually 
irreplaceable on today’s market. (view online scans) 5000

ARGENTINA
4245 */** 3         ARGENTINA STOCK.  desirable and very clean dealer stock in six thick binders; begins with Scott #122 

and contains 1000s of mint and used all neatly arranged on manila stock sheets and all Scott numbered, 
many complete sets mint and used in glassines stuck on back of the manila pages, manageable duplication, 
generally fresh and F-VF, a turn-key stock ready to sell; owner‘s Scott value $19,000+  2500

4246 */(*) 3         ARGENTINA COLLECTION to 1940.  few 100s on Schaubek pages with strongest portion being the 
19th century incl two pages of the department overprints used and a handful of Cordova, Buenos 
Aires and Corrientes issues (note reprints/ forgeries), usual mixed condition incl some early reprints/ 
forgeries and many of the high values with the punch cancel, VG-VF (see online scans) 120

AUSTRIA
4247 */** 3         AUSTRIA BETTER ITEMS SELECTION.  mostly mint sets and singles in stock cards highlighted by 

(mint unless otherwise noted) 496-99 NH, 500-15 NH, 538 NH, 599-603 NH (3), B260-63 (3 incl two 
NH), used (2), B264-67 (3 incl one NH), used (2), B269-71 mint (2) and used (2), B273-76 (3 incl one 
NH), used (2), C57 used, C58 used (2), etc., generally F-VF (see online scans),  300

4248   6        AUSTRIA-HUNGARY WW I FIELDPOST CARDS.  70 cards showing excellent variety of postmarks, unit 
markings, etc., usual mixed condition, Fine lot for the specialist (see online scans) 200

4249   6        AUSTRIA AND RELATED AREAS POSTAL HISTORY ASSORTMENT.  including 12 different WW I 
Red Cross Cards, mostly unused with assorted views of soldiers, troops, civilians, etc; Austrian Office 
in Albania, Scutari in Albanien Osterr Post, 7.IX.09 postmark on commercial 20pa on 10h postal card 
addressed to Rhodes, Very Fine; 1916 Cover from Danish Volunteer Relief Worker in Austrian Hospital 
in Serbia, blurry "K.U.K.ETAPPENPOSTAMT/ BELGRAD" 10.IV.16 (?) cds on unfranked envelope 
addressed to Denmark, "ÜBERPRÜFT" censor handstamp and seal (back side), two strikes of "K.u.K. 
Reservspital "Brcko" in Belgrad" (plus another on back), Kjobenhavn 17.4.16 roller cancel backstamp, 
Fine and attractive; and Carinthia and Tyrol propaganda items, 20 items of the 1920s/60s incl postcards, 
covers, cancels, etc., note B269-71 FDC, generally F-VF; an interesting group (see online scans) 150

4250 *          AUSTRIA MINT COLLECTION, 1945-99. essentially complete (less the Rennner S/S) on Minkus pages 
incl the various 1945 "Oesterreich" overprints, 1948-52 Costumes, charity issues, 1950-53 Bird airmails 
NH, postage dues, etc., generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 150

4251 */** 3         AUSTRIA ACCUMULATION. many 1000s of mostly 20th century with duplication mostly sorted in 
glassines, commems, definitives, "back of the book" and even spotted a few black proofs, usual mixed 
condition, VG-VF, huge catalog value 100

AUSTRIAN OFFICES ABROAD
4252 * 3         AUSTRIAN OFFICES ABROAD STOCK. 100s in a stock book plus a handful of quadrille pages with 

some issues for the Levant region, the stock book with issues organized by office, mix of mint and used 
with useful variety of cancels noting various types of Constantinople plus assorted Smyrna, Jerusalem, 
Jaffa, Mersina, Canea, etc., note some better issues as Offices in Crete 1904 50c, 1fr, 4fr all used,some 
duplication and, as usual, a few dubious cancels, generally F-VF, view to appreciate 1000

IMPORTANT NOTICE
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4253 */** 3         BELGIUM SELECTION, 1912/61.  nearly all premium sets and singles in stock cards with most being mint 
and with numerous NH, among the many better we note (mint unless otherwise indicated) 188-90, 229-36 
(some NH), 435-45+B514 NH, 461 NH, 463 NH (4), 466 NH (5), B69-77 (10fr NH), B107-13 (2), B156-62 
used, B250-55 NH, B273-78 NH (2), B460-61 NH, B468-76 NH, B482a NH, B485-91 NH, B498-502 used, 
B522 NH, B532-37 NH, B544-46 NH (2), B547-57 NH, B561-66 (3 incl one NH), B573-85 NH (2), Q343-
361B, Q371-72 NH (2), Q374-77 NH, Q378 NH, etc., generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 700

BELGIUM AND COLONIES
4254  3         BELGIUM AND COLONIES USED 1849/1986.  housed in Scott Specialty album, begins with a nice 

selection of classics and is fairly complete throughout, many complete sets, also includes BOB with good 
assortment of semi-postals, officials, dues, and parcel post, ends with a small but attractive collection of 
Belgian colonies, apparently all used and very clean overall, an attractive collection with many choice 
stamps, generally F-VF 100

4255 No Lot.

CHILE
4256 * 3         CHILE DEALER STOCK.  useful and very well organized stock in four thick binders to 1990s issues plus two 

small black binders containing three collections featuring nice array of earlier issues; the main stock in the 
four binders include mint and used all arranged on manila stock sheets in Scott number order with additional 
mint and used sets in glassines affixed on the backside of the stock pages, includes soem NH later issues, "back 
of the book", some of the footnote mentioned S/S, very manageable duplication, usual mixed condition but 
much better than typically seen, a turn-key stock ready for retail sales owner‘s 2013 Scott about $16,000 1200

CHINA
4257 * 3         CHINA STARTER COLLECTION.  pre-WW II issues on Scott pages noting a few better as 1-3 used, 10 

unused, 14 used, 80 used, E10 used (2 different parts), few Treaty Port issues, etc., generally F-VF (see 
online scans) 300

4258 * 3         CHINA UNSORTED MIX. scores of mostly used pre - WW II issues (incl revenues) somwhat crowded 
into a stock sheet and we even noted a Japanese stamp with Korean cancel, usual mixed condition and 
inspection highly recommended. 300

4259   6        TAIWAN and PRC FIRST DAY COVER ASSORTMENT.  1960s PRC and 1970s Taiwan, includes PRC 
1960 Goldfish, 1960 Pigs (3), 1961 Party Anniversary, 1961 Tibetan People, 1962 Cuba, 1962 4f-10f Mei 
Lan-fang, etc., fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 200

4260 * 3         CHINA BALANCE.  100s and 100s of pre-1950s plus a bit of Taiwan and PRC mint and used filed into 
envelopes and unchecked for varieties or cancels, also starter collection on blank pages and on Scott 
pages incl some 1950s/60s used PRC, usual mixed condition, VG-VF, view to appreciate 150

4261 */** 3         CHINA COLLECTION, 1897/1983. in a Minkus album with an additional couple of stock books with 
useful assortment of 1940s issues incl blocks and airmails (also includes some misc worldwide issues), 
sparse to the mid-1950s, strongest post-1970, premium include (mint unless otherwise noted) 1135-36, 
1257a, 1556-62 NH, B9a (paper adheres to gum), etc., generally F-VF 100

PEOPLE‘S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
4262 */** 3         PRC MINT COLLECTION, 1949/83.  mostly mint in a Minkus album and with numerous premium and 

S/S incl (NH or without gum as issued unless otherwise noted) 783-90, 810-17, 1065-66, 1076-79, 1215-
1364, 1483, 1497, 1501, 1547-54, 1557-72, 1574-81, 1613-16, 1618-25, 1632-39, 1749-60, 1805-10, 1816-20, 
1840-44, etc., early reprints as usual, generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 1000

4263 */** 3         MINT AND USED PRC COLLECTION 1948/65.  mint and used collection in a Harris binder, generally 
F-VF, many useful sets and singles throughout 250

4264 **          PRC 1976/80 ISSUES MINT NH COLLECTION.  neatly arranged in mounts on homemade pages and 
incl plethora of better sets, singles and S/S as 1255-1380, 1423-33, 1447-52, 1479-83, 1497, 1501, 1530-40, 
1547-54, 1557-81, 1613-25, 1632-39, 1645a-1646a complete booklet, 1647a complete booklet, etc., fresh 
and F-VF; Scott $4,100+ (see online scans) 800

4265 **          PRC 1981/83 ISSUES MINT NH COLLECTION.  highly complete incl S/S and some booklets in mounts 
on homemade pages, note 1664a complete booklet, 1749-61, 1805-10, 1816-20, 1832a complete booklet, 
1840-44, 1852a-53a complete booklet, 1864-71, 1889a complete booklet, 1900a complete booklet, etc., 
fresh and F-Vf; Scott $1,825+ (see online scans) 375

BELGIUM
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4266 **          PRC 1984/89 ISSUES MINT NH COLLECTION.  highly complete fo period with S/S (incl 1904) and 
some booklets, NH, generally VF; Scott $1,100+ (see online scans) 200

4267 **          PRC 1990/2013 MINT NH COLLECTION.  highly complete including S/S and booklets in mounts on 
homemade pages in five binders, fresh and F-VF, ideal for continuation (see online scans) 1500

4268 **          PRC 1990s/2000s S/S and MINI-SHEETS GROUP. 250+ nearly all different mostly 2000s issues and note 
2775, 3051a, 3110a-3112a, 3267-70 sheets of 8, 3322-25 sheet, 3394-3405 sheets of eight, 3465, 3526-29 
sheet (2), 3534-38 presentation book, 3625-26 S/S, 2010 European Composers special booklet, generally 
fresh and VF, view to appreciate 500

CUBA
4269 */**          MASSIVE CUBA DEALER STOCK.  ranging from about Scott 673/2079 (plus some BOB), sorted by 

number in glassines and sheet folders, light to heavy duplication (anywhere between 3 and 65 of each 
issue), the majority NH but a sizable stock of used as well, generally F-VF, meticulously catalogued by the 
owner with a final figure of over $50,000, complete inventory available upon request 2500

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
4270 * 3         CZECHOSLOVAKIA STARTER COLLECTION.   mostly used to 1960s in a moderately filled Scott 

album plus stock book of primarily NH 1950s/90s issues, some premium and many attractive topicals, 
mostly F-VF 50

CZECHOSLOVAKIA - BOHEMIA AND MORAVIA
4271 * 3         BOHEMIA and MORAVIA SPECIALIZED COLLECTION.  neatly presented holding of between 3000-

4000 mint and used stamps including comprehensive range of plate number blocks, as well as se-tenants 
and gutter blocks etc, including many scarce varieties with cited Michel catalog for individual items 
reaching several hundred euros each, F-VF (see online scans) 750

DANZIG
4272 */**          DANZIG MINT COLLECTION, 1920/39.  in mounts on well filled set of Schwaneberger pages with just 

a handful of empty spaces, some NH, generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 250

DENMARK
4273 */** 3         DENMARK ASSORTMENT, 1864/1998  useful group of nearly all pre-1940s mint better sets and singles 

in stock cards noting (mint unless otherwise indicated) 12 used , 14 used (2), 80 used, 82 used, 121, 132, 
135 used, 145-54, 185-91, 223d NH (2), 883-909 blocks NH, B1-2 mint (2) and used, P19, Q9, Q10, etc., 
generally F-VF (see online scans) 350

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
4274 * 3         DOMINICAN REPUBLIC COLLECTION.  classics to modern in two stock books with useful selection 

of the early classics incl nice assortment of Spiro forgeries, 1890 issue proof sheets of six and strips in 
variety of colors on assorted papers, early 20th century overprints assortment, 1920s/80s commems and 
definitives incl some later imperfs and varieties, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, nice foundation 
collection (see online scans) 750

4275 * 3 6        DOMINICAN REPUBLIC GROUP.   an amassment of miscellany incl some starter and collection 
balances, 1940s/90s FDC, some errors and Varieties, recent NH sets, singles S/S and mini-sheets, "back 
of the book" issues, assortment of the 1956/57 Olympics sets and S/S incl imperfs, etc., usual mixed 
condition, VG-VF, well worth a closer look.  400

4276       S    DOMINICAN REPUBLIC "SPECIMEN" OVERPRINTS ASSORTMENT.   includes 1936 National 
Treasury Fund (2 sets - May 22 issues complete; one 2c, 20c faults), assorted 1940s sets, handful of issues 
of the 1957 Olympics sets, generally F-VF (see online scans) 250

4277 * 3         DOMINICAN REPUBLIC "EFO" GROUP.   includes early 20th century overprint varieties, group of 
1930 Charity tax issue misperfs, overprint errors and varieties, plus some used tete-beche issues, #114 
map reversed block, 265C surcharge omitted, 474-78 flags and background colors omitted, etc. plus some 
printer‘s waste, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, nice assortment for the specialist (see online scans) 150
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4278   6        DOMINICAN REPUBLIC COVERS ASSORTMENT.  nice assortment of 49 1920s/40s flight covers plus 
some FDC/ philatelic covers including advertising, note four 1927/28 West Indies Aerial Express covers 
incl one franked with E3a (Scott $55), 1928 Lindbergh cover to Havana, 1929 first flights to Miami (FAM 
6), etc., F-VF (see online scans) 100

EGYPT
4279 * 3         EGYPT STARTER STOCK.  1000s of mostly used arranged by Scott number in a stock book, begins with 

quantity of Sphinx and pyramid types, 20th century is also well represented including Graf Zeppelin 
ovpts used, bonus section of worldwide topicals showing Egyptian subjects (pyramids, mummies, etc.), 
usual mixed condition, VG-VF, view to appreciate 300

FAROE ISLANDS
4280 */**          FAROE ISLANDS MINT 1975/95/   housed in hingeless Schaubek album, few early stamps hinged 

but the majority NH, very nearly complete for the years listed, Very Fine, a clean collection (owner‘s 
catalogue value $700+) 50

FINLAND
4281 * 3         INTACT FINLAND COLLECTION.  hundreds of stamps on pages from the first issues of 1856, old-

fashioned write-up in ink on quadrille pages including 175+ serpentine roulettes (typical very mixed 
condition) mostly used with a diverse range of cancels, then the ‘penni’ issues with 1875s mint to 25p 
rose, used to 1 mark violet with useful assortment of cancels, 1881s to 1mk used (4), 1889/90 to 10mk 
mint and used (2), typical VG-VF, view to appreciate (see online scans)    1500

4282 * 3         FINLAND 1873-75 SKARSGARD STEAMSHIP LOCALS COLLECTION.  highly specialised collection 
written up for exhibition on quadrille pages with many very attractive color trials incl multicolor sheet of 
28 different types se-tenant (incredibly rare and perhaps unique), then plate studies of the issued stamps 
both imperf and perf, different identified plate positions, incl scarce 10p mint block of four and used 
line-roulette etc., also seen used examples of the 50p and much more, F-VF and colorful (see online 
scans) 1500

FRANCE
4283 */(*) 3 

6        

EXTRAORDINARY FRANCE CLASSIC STAMPS and COVERS ASSEMBLAGE.  7 cover binders with 
100s of mostly 19th century mint and used plus an array of covers with range of frankings, cancels and 
uses, starts with a #1 used and continues through all the classic sets of the 19th century incl re-issues, high 
values, multiples, varieties, some essays, Fournier and Sperati forgeries, postage dues, newspaper issues, 
some Foreign Offices, usual mixed condition but an overall Fine group (many with certificates) with a 
marked retail value of over $130,000 (see online scans) 45000

4284 * 3 6        CONSIDERABLE FRANCE STAMPS AND COVERS GROUP.  mostly 19th century but beginning with 
18th century military stampless covers continuing through to some issues of the 1930s, also note first 
issue stamps and covers, various Napoleon issues stamps and covers incl multiples, uses on newspapers, 
Bordeaux and "Sage" issues, postage dues, etc., usual mixed condition but better than usually seen and 
incl many with certificates; VG-VF, view to appreciate, marked retail over $56,000 (see online scans) 18000

4285   6        CACHE OF FRENCH COVERS.   approx 475   from the early 1800s through the WW II period and 
including stampless, scores of classic issue frankings, postage dues, postal stationery (some mint) incl 
telegraph and pneumatic mail, some illustrated covers and foreign offices, dizzying array of cancels incl 
expo, etc., usual mixed condition but an overall Fine lot for the specialist (see online scans) 8000

4286 * 3 6        FRANCE STAMPS and COVERS COLLECTION, 1849/1900.  comprehensive collection of the classic 
issues neatly arranged on stock sheets, mostly used and including duplication with assorted shades, 
different cancels, includes high values, foreign offices cancels, the 1871 10c on 10c Provisional mint with 
certificate, etc., usual mixed condition but generally F-VF; enormous catalog value (see online scans) 3000

4287   6        FRANCE CLASSIC POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION.   51 covers to 1870s mounted on quadrille 
pages with variety of frankings and uses, cancels, destinations, mixed issues frankings, etc., note several 
to Constantinople (incl from foreign offices) and USA, 1860 to Veracruz, 1864 to Lima Peru, 1864 to 
Marseille from Beyrouth, 1873 to Buenos Aires, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 1800

4288 * 3 6        FRANCE 1890s/1901s COLLECTION.  two haphazard volumes with assortment of mostly WW I period 
military covers, occupation, "Armées de la Republique" cards, Red Cross, censored, unit cachets, 
postcards incl some foreign and French colonies, etc., usual very mixed condition, VG-VF, a must view 
for proper evaluation (see online scans) 1500
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4289 */** 3         FRANCE COLLECTION, 1900/45.  mostly mint in well filled Lighthouse hingeless album and incl (mint 
unless otherwise noted) 118-20, 123, 142, 197 signed, 198-201 NH, 226b NH, 241a-b, 246 signed, 253, 254 
used, 254A, 264-83, 329 without gum, B1-6, B7-8 used, B11 NH, B12-23, B34-41, B66-67 regum and set on 
Louvre card, C1-2, C6b, C14 used, C15, C17 (thinned), etc. plus 1909 10c "Greve de Amiens" tete-beche 
pair NH, etc. mostly complete for 1930s/40s commems and charity issues with some NH, a few minor faults 
noted along with handful of regums but generally fresh and F-VF‘ Scott $11,000+ (see online scans) 1200

4290          E FRANCE 1863/70 NAPOLEON "LAUREATED" ISSUE ESSAYS COLLECTION. 2c, 4c and 30c values 
neatly arranged and annotated on homemade pages, includes trial colors, different color and types 
of papers, printed on both sides, printer‘s waste, crude impressions, couple of fabricated "covers" and 
pieces using these essays and an unusual piece with perforated 10c plus 30c rose privately perforated 
color trial  (1943 RPS cert), a Fine and attractive collection for the specialist (see online scans) 950

4291 */(*) 3         FRANCE 19th CENTURY ISSUES COLLECTION.  100s of mostly used in Lighthouse hingeless pages, 
highly complete for the period and incl some shade varieties and multiples, premium throughout incl 
(used unless otherwise noted) 1-5, 7, 9 (3 shades), 10-11, 13 pairs (3), 17-21, 29-37, 39-41 unused, 46, 47 
(3), 48 (2), 64-76 (less 20c Blue), extensive mostly used "Sage" issue, J9 mint, J50 mint, etc., usual mixed 
condition but better than typicall seen, VG-VF; Scott $13,000+ (see online scans) 800

4292 */**          FRANCE COLLECTION, 1945/82.   nearly complete and vast majority NH in a stuffed Lighthouse 
hingeless album, includes the 1940s/50s Portrait sets NH, 1950s Red Cross booklets/ panes, etc., 
generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 750

4293 */** 3         FRANCE ASSORTMENT, 1924/60.   primarily better sets and singles in stock cards with numerous 
premium as (mint unless otherwise noted) 247, 248, 251, 294 NH (tiny thin spot), 304 NH, 311-12 NH 
(2), 348 used, 400-14 NH, 624 NH (5), 700-05 NH (2), B11 used, B86-89A NH, B157a NH (2), B249-54 
NH, B276-81 NH, B285-90 (3), C16-17 used (2), C17 regum, C27, C34-36 NH, J92 NH (3), J93-97 NH, 
etc., generally F-VF (see online scans) 550

4294  3         FRANCE USED ACCUMULATION.   classics to 1930s issues sorted by Scott number in glassines, 
comprised of 6 (4), 12 (3), 14 (52), 20 (24), 23 (21), 27 (63), 28 (26), 35 (19), 36 (39), 50 (36), 51 (28), 
52 (37), 53 (61), 54 (6), 55 (31), 59 (82), 62 (85), 63 (35), 73 (41), 84 (61), 93 (26), 126 (16), 128 (33), 
348 (4), C7 (8), C16 (26), usual mixed condition, VG-VF(Scott about $14,250 375

4295   6        FRANCE POSTAL HISTORY ASSORTMENT. 19 19th century covers or cards plus 1937 Victory tied on 
Louvre art cards, useful group of classic covers incl 1848 stampless folded letter with scarce black Paris 
"5c LEVEE" marking, 1856 cover to USA with 80c imperf (Scott #20) single franking, 1862 unfranked 
stampless cover with nice strike of "Maison de l‘Empereur/ Grand Chambellan" and addressed to officer 
in British navy, 1869 folded letter sheet to Berlin with disinfection pin holes applied by Prussian postal 
service1876 cover to Ireland, etc., usual mixed condition, Fine group (see online scans) 200

4296  3         FRANCE USED COLLECTION 1853/1968.  housed in five Pierre De Brimont albums, apparently all used, 
beginning with a small selection of Napoleon heads but really picks up around the 20th century, no great 
rarities but many stamps selected for their centering and freshness, generally F-VF, an attractive collection 100

FRENCH COLONIES
4297           P FRENCH AREA TRIAL COLOR PROOFS ASSORTMENT.   appox. 1,000 imperf trial color proofs 

(many in strips of five) from variety of countries incl Andorra and a few Fr Antarctic, many attractive 
topicals, NH, generally VF, substantial retail value (see online scans) 1500

4298           P FRENCH COLONIES SEPIA DIE PRINTER PROOFS SELECTION.  group of 16 different with Congo 
36, 42, Ivory Coast 171-77, 179, Mali C15, Mauritania 123, 133, 137, Upper Volta 78, 83, Togo 271, useful 
topics include boats, animals, masks, trees, etc., Very Fine and rare with just four proofs of each issue 
produced; ex-Serebrakian (see online scans) 600

4299 */** 3         SMALL BUT POWERFUL FRENCH COLONIES STOCK.   several dozen stamps arranged on stock 
cards, including French Guiana, Guadeloupe, Diego Suarez postage dues, and Ivory Coast parcel post, 
catalogue values ranging from about $50 to $350+, generally F-VF, close inspection required 500

4300           P FRENCH COLONIES DELUXE PROOF SELECTION.  comprised of Algeria 126-30 deluxe proofs with 
tissue paper overlays, B28-31 deluxe proofs with tissue paper overlays, Cambodia 132-34 deluxe proofs, St 
Pierre & Miquelon 340 die proof, C25 die proof, F-VF (see online scans) 300

FRENCH AFRICA
4301 */** 3         USED FRENCH AFRICA A-L IN TWO VOLUMES.  two Scott Specialty albums, both covering A-L, very 

nearly all used but the occasional mint or NH stamp mixed in, countries ranging from sparse to moderately-
filled, many attractive stamps and sets throughout, a very clean collection overall, generally F-VF 75

4302 No Lot
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4303 */** 3         LEBANON COLLECTION, 1948/75.  extensive run of mostly mint NH sets and singles neatly arranged 
in a stock book, the 1948 UNESCO set tied on an enveloe and the balance all mint and virtually all NH, 
note 167-68+C88-90 NH (2), 210-19 NH, 220-24+C141-45 NH, 234-42 NH (5 incl blocks), 247-55 NH, 
434-39 NH, C154-59 blocks NH, C200-06 NH, C211-68 NH, C427-36 NH, C654-56 NH, J41-78 NH, etc., 
generally fresh and F-VF, excellent foundation collection (see online scans) 400

GERMAN STATES
4304 * 3         GERMAN STATES IN HINGELESS ALBUM.  housed in red Lighthouse hingeless album and slipcase, 

all stamps sound with condition better than usually seen and most in the $5-75 range, good coverage of 
Hamburg, Prussia, NDP and Thurn & Taxis, generally VG-VF, ready for continued collecting 200

4305 */(*) 3         GERMAN STATES SELECTION.  group of 20 multiples - pairs, strips and blocks on three stock pages, 
note Baden 6-7 pairs used, Bergedorf 3 block unused, Brunswick 23 pair unused, 24 block of 15 mint, 
Hannover 19 block mint, Prussia 6 pair and strip of three used, 11 strip of three used, 17 strip of three 
used, Saxony 19 pair used, Schleswig-Holstein 5 strip of three unused, Thurn and Taxis 46-47 pairs used, 
54 pair used, 58 block mint, Wurttemberg 2 pair used (2), etc., usual mixed condition but better than 
usually seen, VG-VF (see online scans) 75

GERMAN STATES - HAMBURG
4306   6        HAMBURG AWARD-WINNING POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION. neatly arranged and annotated (in 

English) on quadrille pages in three binders, mostly stampless covers starting with a 1773 folded letter to 
Bordeaux with "HAMBOURG" straight-line and continues with approx. 105 additional covers covering 
the period to 1871, note an impressive array of cancels, uses, transit mails through Hamburg, destinations 
incl USA with 1862 cover to Salt Lake City, Utah Territory, etc. from the various administrators of the 
post incl Thurn & Taxis, French Occupation period, the Swedish, Prussian, Mecklenburg-Schwerin and 
Danish offices Stadtpost and North German Confederation, Very Fine collection winning the Grand 
Award and Lagerloef Trophy at Garfield-Perry in 1959 (see online scans) 6000

GERMAN STATES - WURTTEMBERG
4307  3         WURTTEMBERG COLLECTION 1857-1869,  ranging from Mi #6-41, all used, note better items like 

Michel 6d, 9b, 16xb, 24, 29, 31c, 34, and 35b, mixed condition, a good number are cut in or have other 
faults/flaws, CV well into the 5 figures (see online scans) 250

GERMANY AND GERMAN AREA
4308 */** 3         GERMANY and GERMAN AREA RETAIL STOCK. neatly organized on sales pages in six counter books 

and including Germany, Berlin and DDR plus some States (some dubious as usual), mostly premium 
sets and singles incl (mint unless otherwise noted) Germany "Small" and "Large" shield mostly used 
assortment, Inflation period (some dubious cancels), 657 imperf pair (2), 669 NH, used (3), 698-701 
NH and used, B56-57, B68a-d, B79-81 NH (8), B91-92 NH (2), B104 used (3), 1N14-17, 1N38-41, DDR 
114a, 146a perf and imperf, 187-204 (2), B21a NH, etc., usual mixed condition in classic period issues, 
generally F-VF, significant retail value and well worth a close inspection 450

4309 * 3         GERMAN AREA ASSORTMENT.  Scott album plus couple of stock books and some loose pages; the 
value is in the album with useful pre-WW II issues mixed mint/ used collection being particularly strong 
used 3rd Reich period with some better values as 364 used, 366-87 used, B44-48 used, B91-92 used, B102 
NH, B106 NH, C46-60 used, Berlin mostly used incl 9N42-60 used, 9N64-68 used, 9N94-100 used, Federal 
Republic some used 1950s/60s issues, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF 400

4310 * 3         PRUSSIA, GERMAN OFFICES and COLONIES, PLEBICITES COLLECTIONS.  an attractive mostly 
used all different collection of Prussian on Scott pages (Scott $650+); starter collection of mostly mint 
Offices and Colonies collection on Scott pages with some better Offices in China, Cameroun, Caroline 
Isl, German East Africa, Kiauchau, Samoa, assorted plebiscites with some useful Saar, Danzig, Memel, 
etc., generally F-VF (see online scans) 300

4311 */** 3 

6        

GERMAN AREA COLLECTION BALANCE,   includes several albums of used Germany 1933/61, 
Soviet Zone & DDR 1948/61, French Zone 1946/48, a nice selection of German states, colonies, and 
occupations, a small stock of Third Reich NH, a stockbook of DDR 1949-82, mixture of mint and used, 
note B21a disturbed o.g. and 82-84 lightly hinged, small selection of 1970s-80s Germany FDCs, 1920s 
inflation overprint blocks, some worldwide mixed in but the vast majority is Germany and related areas, 
generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 200

FRENCH COLONIES - Lebanon
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4312 */** 3         GERMAN AREA MISCELLANY. collections/ assortments of used West Berlin mostly in hingeless 
pages, Danzig with some premium mint sets incl charity issues, "General Gouvernement" mostly mint in 
hingeless pages, finally a general accumulation of Fed Republic on stock sheets, mostly F-VF 100

4313 */** 3         GERMANY AND RELATED AREAS TO 1950.   in Scott Specialty albums, main focus is German 
Occupations but some Germany and Colonies as well, mixture of mint and used (but primarily the 
latter), very clean collection with some sections nearly complete, F-VF, viewing is recommended 100

4314 */** 3  

4       

LARGE GERMAN ACCUMULATION.  wide ranging accumulation of stamps in remaindered albums, stock 
sheets, stock pages, 102 and 104 cards, from the low end up to $100, includes Elbe stock pages of airmails and 
officials, also includes a good selection of BRD booklets and DDR MH1a1 and MH2a4, generally F-VF 100

GERMANY
4315 */** 3         GERMANY 3rd REICH PERIOD ACCUMULATION.   power-packed quality accumulation of 1000s 

sorted by Michel number and housed in a large bulging stock book with majority of the issues present 
both mint (many NH) and used, we note Chicago Flight zepp 2m-4m used, Wagner including 20+10pf 
blue NH (2), and 40+35pf NH (2), 1934 Airposts complete NH (less 40pf), 1938 Brown Band NH 
(2), 1939 Nuremburg NH, through to fieldposts and other back of the book, note varieties such as 
authenticated 2mk Lilienthal on vertical ribbed paper (Mi 538Y, €4000), etc., generally F-VF; enormous 
retail potential (see online scans)  4000

4316           GERMANY - 3rd REICH PROPAGANDA CARDS and COLLATERAL.  one man’s collection representing 
an outstanding range of postcards and collateral material housed in two large volumes, with more than 
170 items, categorized into sections covering the gamut of themes, with anti-Hitler cards issued in France 
incl Goethe and Beethoven asking a blood-soaked Hitler "What have you done to Germany?", also seen 
authentic fabric Star of David "Jude" and ‘"Jood" and prisoner armbands, warship and air-warfare map 
game cards, propaganda cards from the war in Africa, photographic cards of Hitler and the other leading 
Nazis, cards from Nuremburg and other rallies, Hitler youth, photographic and color-tinted card with 
Saar church tower and superimposed flags with "the Saar stays German for all time", grim-faced soldiers 
saying "We died for you! And you?" and many more evocative and rarely seen cards, overall VF; some 
extraordinary items here from a lifetime of collecting propaganda (see online scans) 4000

4317 */** 3         GERMANY COLLECTION, 1872/1945.   a nearly all mint collection with high percentage of NH in 
a very well filled Lighthouse hingeless album, includes 1-11 used, 12 used (Meissen 1873 cds), 13 pen 
cancel, 25 used (2 shades), 27-28 used, 52-62 mint, 65A used, 65C-74 mint, 75-78 used, 79 mint, strong 
Inflation period mint, 323-28 NH, 337-43 NH, 350 NH, 363-65 NH, 366-84 NH except 80pf chocolate 
regummed, 387 NH, 401-14 mostly NH, mostly complete 1933-45 incl most S/S and nearly all NH, charity 
issues highly complete 1919-45 incl "zusammendrucke" with majority NH, C20-26 mint, C31-34 NH, C40-
45 regum, C46-56 mostly NH, etc., some regums noted but generally fresh and F-VF, a lovely collection 
and ideal for continuation (see online scans) 2500

4318 */** 3         GERMANY COLLECTION, 1879/1945.  mostly mint in a nicely filled Schwaneberger album, premium 
throughout incl (mint unless otherwise noted) 52-64, 65A, 65C-79, 323-36 NH, 350 NH, 351-62 NH, 366-
84 (most NH), B17-32 NH, C20-26, C27-34 (50pf NH), C35-37 (1m NH), C38-39 NH (trace fingerprints), 
C40-42 NH (some tiny bits of gum disturbance), C43-45 NH (1m trace fingerprint, 2m tiny pressure 
mark), CL4 used, CL5-6, etc. plus highly complete 1930-45 incl air mails and officials with much NH, 
generally fresh and F-VF, an attractive collection with significant catalog value (see online scans) 2500

4319           GERMANY - 3rd REICH PROPAGANDA CARDS GROUP.  diverse holding of about 150 cards, plus 
several dozen collateral items, some of the many better propaganda cards include items with Afrika 
Korps troops being reviewed, scarce teutonic mythology cards incl Parsifal slaying dragon, "O heilig herz 
der Volker, O vaterland", Nuremburg rallies, Hitler youth, many Nazi flags and related icons, etc., mostly 
VF, a far better range of this material than usually encountered (see online scans) 1500

4320 */**          GERMANY - FEDERAL REPUBLIC COLLECTION, 1948/68.   complete for period incl Posthorns, 
Welfare sets, charity issues, etc. in mounts on Schwaneberger pages, spot check of the better issues shows 
all NH, fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 750

4321 */**          GERMANY MINT ASSORTMENT. primarily 3rd Reich sets and singles with vast majority being NH, 
some duplication, a quick glance reveals (NH unless otherwise noted) 415-31 (2), , B145, B148-59, S1-11 
(5), etc., generally fresh and F-VF 500

4322 **          GERMANY NH COLLECTION 1971/2003.  virtually complete for period in five Lindner T hingeless, 
plus one additional volume for Berlin 1979-89, empty albums alone are worth estimate, Very Fine, very 
clean 500

4323 */** 3         GERMANY - FEDERAL REPUBLIC ISSUES, 1948/1957.  better sets and singles in stock cards and incl 
(mint unless otherwise noted) 658b-661a, 664a (3), 665-66 NH (2), 667-68 NH, 669 NH (3), 684-85, 686 
NH, 688-89 NH (5), 698-701 NH (2), 702-21 (some NH), 727 used (20), B310-13 mint and used, B314-15 
mint and used (2), B316-17 mint (2) and used, B318-19 NH (2) and used, B320-23 used, B327-30 NH (2), 
B334-37 NH (2), B344-47 NH (3), C61-64 NH (6), etc., generally F-VF (see online scans) 450

4324 **          GERMANY YEARBOOKS 1973/2011  complete run of Year Sets (less 2007) and a couple duplicates, 42 
book total, Very Fine, clean and worthwhile 250
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4325  3         GERMANY USED COLLECTION 1949/90.  housed in a Schaubeck hingeless album, complete for the 
period listed with regular issues, a few missing spaces in the vended postage and booklet panes pages, the 
vast majority postally used with just a few first day cancels, generally F-VF 150

4326 */** 3         SIZABLE GERMANY ACCUMULATION.  tens of thousands of stamps in glassines, stock pages and a 
stock book, some 19th century but the bulk is in 20th century post-war issues and a lot of modern used 
sorted by year up to 2012, definitives, commemoratives and semis are all present, some better noted on 
the stock pages such as C46-56 used but the bulk is in the expected lower range, there are thousands 
of Germania issues sorted between pre-war and wartime printings. Also included are several hundred 
covers/postcards in a large shoe box, generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended 120

GERMANY - WW I OCCUPATIONS
4327 */**          GERMANY - WW I OCCUPATIONS AND POST-WAR PLEBISCITES COLLECTION   of sets and 

singles in mounts on Schwaneberger pages, includes Allenstein 1-28 NH, Belgium N1-25, Estonia N1-2 
NH,  France N15-26 NH, Germany 1N1-58, 1NJ1-10, Marienwerder 24-35, 40-53 NH, Memel almost 
complete including Lithuanian occupation with some NH, Schleswig 1-28 NH, Upper Silesia 1-13, 15-31 
NH, 32-42 NH (signed Muller), etc., generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 750

GERMANY - WW II OCCUPATIONS
4328 */**          GERMANY - WW II OCCUPATION ISSUES MINT COLLECTION.  extensive collection in mounts on 

Schwaneberger pages incl (Michel numbers) Albania 1-21, Bohemia and Moravia 1-19 NH, Theresienstadt 
Admission Issue NH, Channel Islands Guernsey 1-5 NH, Jersey 3-8 NH, Kotor 1-10 NH (1st issue each 
with handstamped initials on gum), Laibach 1-60 NH (#31 some gum disturbance), Lithuania 1-9 NH, 
Macedonia 1 II - 8 II NH, Montenegro complete mostly NH (some dubious overprints as typical), Poland 
"General Gouvernement" essentially complete NH, Serbia 1-15 NH, Block 1-4, etc. plus an assortment 
of Feldpost issues, also includes the French Volunteer Legion issues incl "Polar Bear" S/S (tiny surface 
scuff), fresh and F-VF, a lovely collection well worth a close review (see online scans) 1200

GERMANY - ALLIED ZONES
4329 */**          GERMANY - POST WW II ALLIED ZONES MINT COLLECTION. Allied and French issues in mounts 

on Schwaneberger pages, includes (mint unless otherwise noted) 1948 Band and Network overprints 
complete including the unauthorized denominations (less 42pf "Band") with nearly all (incl better issues) 
NH, 1948 Buildings (both perfs) NH, 664a NH, B294-95 NH, 5N28-40 NH, 5NB1-4 NH, 5NB4a, 6N30-38 
NH, 6NB3-6 NH, 6NB6a, 8N26-37 NH, 8NB1-4 NH, 8NB4a, etc., fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 250

GERMANY - FRENCH ZONE
4330 */** 3         GERMANY - FRENCH ZONE ASSORTMENT.   mostly mint in stock cards highlighted by (mint unless 

otherwise noted) 5N40 NH (5), 5NB5-8 NH (2), 5NB8a-b NH (2), 5NB12-14 NH (6), 8N28-37, 8N36 block of 
six NH, 8N37 NH (4), 8NB1-4 NH, 8NB7-8 NH (10), 8NB9-11 NH (5), etc., generally F-VF (see online scans) 200

GERMANY - SOVIET ZONE
4331 */** 3         SOVIET ZONE LOCALS 1945/6.   housed in hingeless Lindner album with additional stock pages 

included, from a variety of municipalities, includes S/S, private overprints, and multiples, generally F-VF, 
an interesting collection sure to please the specialist 500

4332 */**          GERMANY - SOVIET ZONE COLLECTION.  nearly all NH in mounts on Schwaneberger pages and 
incl numerous S/S and better as (mint unless otherwise noted) 10NB11 NH, 11N1a-7a NH, 15N1 NH 
(signed Richter), 16N3a, 16N7b, 16NB4a NH, etc., fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 250

GERMANY - BERLIN
4333 */**          BERLIN MINT COLLECTION, 1948/68.  complete incl S/S in mounts on Schwaneberger pages, spot 

check of the better issues shows all NH though the 1949 Currency Reform S/S has a tiny spot of gum 
disturbance, 9N21-34 with GPSY handstamps on gum, fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 750

4334 */** 3         BERLIN PREMIUM ASSORTMENT, 1948/55.  mostly mint sets and singles in stock cards featuring 
(mint unless otherwise noted) 9N1-20, 9N33-34 (2 incl one NH), 9N35-41, 9N68-69 NH, 9N75-79 (5 incl 
one NH), 9N84-95 NH, 9N101-02 NH, 9NB3a NH, favor cancel, 9NB4-5 NH (4), etc., generally fresh and 
F-VF (see online scans) 500
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4335   6        BERLIN 1950/55 ISSUES OFFICIAL FDC ASSORTMENT WITH BONUS.  34 mostly different official 
cacheted unaddressed FDC, includes 9N17 (2; one is addressed), 9N61-63, 9N68+Germany B314 combo, 
9N69 (addressed), 9N71+73, 9N80, 9N81-83, 9N84-83, 9N99-100, 9NB4-5, 9NB6-7, 9NB8, 9NB9, etc., 
bonus of 60 1956/61 "Erstaggsblatt", F-VF; Michel for FDC alone €4,500+ (see online scans) 500

EAST GERMANY
4336 **          INCREDIBLE NH DDR COLLECTION 1949/90.  collection housed in 14 Lindner hingeless albums, 

complete for regular issues 1949-90 and se-tenant combinations, highlights include 805B strip of 
10, 1074-9 zd complete set, and 1039-44 zd complete set, also includes a folder of booklets with SMHD2 
and several varieties, one volume is dedicated to DV and DZ corner inscriptions, also included are some 
booklet combinations, plate flaws, and sheets, generally F-VF, owner’s total catalog value is €20,000+ (see 
online scans) 2100

4337 */** 3         GERMANY - DDR ASSORTMENT.  to 1955 issues being primarily better mint sets and singles in stock 
cards, numerous highlights with (mint unless otherwise noted) 48 NH (25), 49-50 blocks of 10 NH, 53 
NH (11), 54-57A NH (2), 58-67 mint (8), NH (5) and used, 82-84 mint (2), NH (2), 113-17 NH (2), 122-
36 NH (3), 187-204 NH (4), 226a NH (10), B21a NH (4), mint with "white stripe over 1" variety (Mi Block 
7 III), few early regums, generally F-VF (see online scans) 600

4338 **          DDR MINT NH STOCK. NH sets, singles and S/S in glassines, includes some Soviet Zone issues but 
is somewhat sparse in the premium period, generally fresh and F-VF, when inventoried in 1990s total 
Michel value was approx DM7,800 (inventory available) 475

4339 **          DDR NH COLLECTION 1963/89.   NH collection virtually complete for period in five Lindner T 
Hingeless albums, empty albums alone worth estimate, Very Fine, a clean collection 200

GERMANY - FOREIGN OFFICES
4340 *          GERMANY - POST OFFICES ABROAD MINT COLLECTION.   in mounts on Schwaneberger pages 

with numerous premium sets as Offices in China 1-6, 24-35 (2m, 3m NH), 36b, 37-46, 47-56 NH, Offices 
in Morocco 1-18, 19b, 20-57, Offices in Turkey 1-6 (less #4), 13-23, 24d, 31-54, etc., generally fresh and 
F-VF (see online scans) 500

GERMAN COLONIES
4341 *          GERMAN COLONIES MINT COLLECTION.   in mounts on Schwaneberger pages with numerous 

premium as Cameroun 1-25, Caroline Isl 1-19, German East Africa 1-41 (#21 without gum), German 
New Guinea 1-23, German SW Africa 1-34, Kiauchau 10-22, Mariana Isl 11-31, Marshall Isl 1-27, Samoa 
51-73, Togo 1-23, etc., generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 750

GREECE
4342 */** 3         GREECE PREMIUM SELECTION.   mostly mint sets and singles on stock cards with (mint unless 

otherwise noted) 381, 418-20 mint and used (9), 427-36, 520-22 NH, 535-38 NH, 539-44 NH, 545-48 NH 
(2), 549-55 (3 incl one NH), 556-67 NH, 568-73 NH (2), 574-81 NH, 582-85 NH, 604-17 NH, C74-80 NH 
(3), etc., generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 400

4343  3         GREECE USED COLLECTION 1862/1992.   housed in single Scott Specialty album, smattering 
of Hermes heads, picks up around the 1910s and is fairly complete from the 1940s/70s, some BOB 
including occupation stamps, apparently all used, a very clean collection, generally F-VF 75

GREENLAND
4344 * 3 6        GREENLAND and the POLAR AREA COLLECTION.   a highly specialised collection of stamps and 

postal history written-up in two albums with many scarce items noted; the collection begins with 22 
different used "Polar Bears" including the seldom seen 1905 first series complete (the 10o Blue with G. L. 
Nielsen certificate), as well as two types on the 1915/28 15o Violet, with a variety of postmark types; then 
the 1945 Liberation ovpts used, 1938 Thule on FDC, wonderful back of the book especially a study of 
postal savings stamps and postal savings booklets with one containing yet more "Polar Bears", followed by 
an excellent range of unofficial locals incl Nordcap, Spitsbergen with over a dozen different, Gronland 
private 2sk Red with 1891 Frederikshaab cancel, etc., also private propaganda and charity stamps from 
the 1920s onwards, Amundsen 1922/23 Polar Flight and Amundsen/Ellsworth/Nobile polar zeppelin 
flight labels, etc, much of these bought as individual auction lots many years ago; the second volume 
with mint stamps and S/S to 2000, as well as better booklets incl the first dozen issued booklets, generally 
F-VF; a fascinating collection assembled with a real eye for quality (see online scans) 4000
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4345   6        1938/43 HUNGARY LIBERATION PERIOD COVERS ASSORTMENT.  approx 115 covers postmarked 
in towns liberated from Czechoslovakia, Romania and Yugoslavia (though given back post-WW II), 
includes variety of frankings incl S/S, uses, postal stationery, etc., good number philatelic, usual mixed 
condition, F-VF (see online scans) 1500

4346 */** 3         HUNGARY COLLECTION.   useful mint and used collection on Scott specialty album pages with 
virtually no empty spaces, including Franz Josef first issues lithographed and engraved complete used 
(1/12), through to much never hinged from pre-1920 onwards, etc.; mostly F-VF; lovely collection with 
more than first meets the eye, please inspect (see online scans) 750

4347 */** 3         HUNGARY COLLECTION. nicely filled Minkus album with 486 NH, B94 NH, C80 NH, strong 1950s/60s 
issues, topicals, etc., mostly F-VF 280

ICELAND
4348 */**          ICELAND COLLECTION, 1902-87,   wonderfully attractive collection of 487 different issues, all in 

mounts on pages, earlier issues mostly o.g., later issues mostly NH, highlights include: 240-45 (NH), B6, 
C9-11, etc, generally very clean and useful, a very few with minor flaws,  close inspection is suggested. (Scott 
$1,242). 200

IRAN
4349 */** 3         IRAN COLLECTION TO 1988.  main collection in five albums, plus loose pages and a couple of stockbooks, 

good coverage to 1940 but undoubtedly some fakes and reprints, appears to be very nearly complete and 
mint (most NH) from 1940 to 1988, usual mixed condition but generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 1500

4350 */**          IRAN MINT SELECTION, 1949/70.  assorted mostly premium sets and singles in stock cards with 910-14 
(2), 1054-55, 1103-04 NH, 1240-58, 1276-81, 1305-07 NH (5; some gum toning), 1416a-18a NH (4), 1503a 
NH (5), B16 (3 incl one NH), etc., some toning issues in earlier period, generally F-VF (see online scans) 140

INDONESIA
4351 */** 3         SPRAWLING INDONESIA RETAIL STOCK.  1950s/90s (strong through 1970s) issues arranged by Scott 

number on sales pages in 18 counter books, mostly mint with majority NH, retail values to about $20 with 
some higher and loaded with topicals, note premium as (mint NH unless otherwise noted) 359-61 (19), 
362-67 (14), 401 (50), 406-09 (36), 414-17 (25), 418-20 (29), 421-23 (24), 432-35 (39), 516a (30), 550-73 (38 
plus glassine envelope with set of blocks of 45), 795-96 (4), 797-99 (11), 800-02 (10), 810-12 (13), 819-21 
(19), 823-27 (24), 828-30 (21), 831-33 (15), 834-36 (5), 842-44 (7), 859-61 (7), 1673 sheets (40), B69-76 (9), 
B210a (20), B213a (11), B223-25 (7), etc., generally F-VF, Scott for just the NH items alone over $19,000 400

4352 */**          INDONESIA - RIAU and WEST IRIAN ISSUES RETAIL STOCK. on sales pages in counter book, some 
premium incl Riau 1-22 (2), 1-22 (2; less #11), 1 (4), 3 (3), 17, 18-22 blocks, 24 (4), 27A NH, 30 NH (4), 
West Irian 1-19 NH (5), 40-47 blocks NH (2), 48-49 blocks of 10 NH, etc., some typical light gum toning, 
generally F-VF; Scott $4,750+ 150

ISRAEL
4353 */**          MINT TAB COLLECTION 1948/99.  attractive mostly NH collection in mounts on Minkus pages in 

three binders, nearly complete 1948-99 (less Scott #7-9, 28-30, J1-5), highlights incl. 1-6, 10-14, 25, 33-
4, 35-6 (tab blocks signed Szyk in margins), 55, C1-6, J6-11, also souvenir sheets, some booklet sheets, 
booklets etc., generally F-VF, huge catalog value and a great opportunity, inspection will prove rewarding 500

4354 */** 3         ISRAEL STOCK to 1990s.  mostly mint and neatly arranged in Scott order in nine stock books, note 16 
mint (5 incl two NH), useful assortment of the early 1950s issues mint with some NH, post 1960s tabs 
(handful of earlier incl 37 NH, 46-47 NH), etc., generally F-VF 500

4355 **          ISRAEL BOOKLETS COLLECTION. over 150 different incl Bale 7-37 and some special event booklets 
and souvenir cards, generally fresh and F-VF; retail over $2,000 (see online scans) 250

4356   6        ISRAEL 1960s/70s OFFICIAL MAILS. approx 45 covers showing variety of censor marks, registry labels, 
town cancels, etc., accompanied by another 19 covers of the same time period mostly with the triangular 
censor mark incl some with the 1969 300m "Jet label" and a Red Cross inquiry form, generally F-VF or 
better, nice foundation collection of these elusive covers (see online scans) 150

4357 */**          ISRAEL MINT COLLECTION 1948/84.  all mint, mostly complete collection of singles (without tabs) 
in mounts on Minkus pages in two binders, incl. first coin issues complete (Scott #1-9), first postage dues 
(J1-5), later mostly NH incl. souvenir sheets, some booklet sheets and booklets etc., generally F-VF, clean 
and worthwhile 100

4358 */** 3         ISRAEL BALANCE. mostly mint in some stock pages which have unfortunately fallen out of organization and 
are floating around on the pages, note some premium 1950s issues, some minor duplication, etc., mostly F-VF 95

HUNGARY
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4359 **          ISRAEL 1948/63 MINT NH ASSORTMENT.  in mounts on pages, comprised of 1-16, 1a, 2b, 3b, 241a, 
C1-8, J1-11, all NH with no fingerprints or toning on gum, F-VF, Scott $550+ (see online scans) 120

ITALIAN STATES
4360 */(*) 3         MEATY ITALIAN STATES COLLECTION.  specialised collection on over-loaded album pages with many 

scarce genuine stamps; the collection starts with Modena including 1853 1L used (2, one signed; Scott 9), 
1859s to 80c incl 15c "without stop" variety unused (11c), 40c on piece (13) through to newspapers with 
1859 10c unused (2, both signed, Scott PR5), followed by Parma with first issues of 1852 to 40c incl two 
distinct shades used (both signed; Scott 5/5a), 1854/57 incl 5c and 25c used, signed (6/8), 1857 15c Red 
mint signed Diena (9), leading on to an outstanding range of 1859 provisional government issues with 10c 
and 40c unused signed Diena, the 40c Brown red cds used (thin) and the 80c mint signed Diena (12/16), 
as well as the first newspaper stamp 6c Black on rose mint (PR1); then Romagna incl 4b attractive cds used 
signed (5), followed by a wonderful range of Sardinia incl 1853 5c Green mint signed Diena (4, cat. $18,750, 
crease, 4 margins and crisp embossing), another 5c Green in different shade used with cds cancel, leading 
on to the 1854 lithographed issues (7/9) and dozens of the 1855/63 embossed Emmanuel heads organised 
by shades etc, including 40c Vermilion signed, 3 distinct shades on the 80c, 3L bronze mint and used, as 
well as a nice 3L used on piece; then Tuscany with over 30 Lions with numerous shades, incl 1851/52 1s 
used four margins (2a), 6cr with three different shades, etc, also provisional government complete to 80c 
(17/23), followed by Naples incl #1 mint signed Diena, an exceptional used example of the 10g Carmine 
rose (5b) and the 20g used (6), leading on to Sicily with 1g Olive green mint and used both signed (the 
latter twice inc. Diena; Scott 12), the 2g Pale blue (13h) with large plate flaw over head of Ferdinand II, 
signed, the 20g Slate black (17a) very attractive four margined example signed twice incl Diena, as well as 
the top value 50g unused; also present Neapolitan Provinces embossed imperfs to 50g including mint 30g 
Orange yellow (26b), etc.; some mixed condition and dubious/ reprints as to be expected with the classics, 
however the quality here is generally much better than normally encountered; VG-VF; enormous catalog 
value and an opportunity not to be missed (see online scans)  7500

4361 */(*) 3         ATTRACTIVE ITALIAN STATES COLLECTION.  strong collection with the majority of issues signed 
and/or certificated, in a Marini hingeless album, starting with Naples including two 10g lake shades 
from different plates used incl Carmine lake signed Diena with margins all round and particularly large 
on three sides, also the 20s Lake (Scott 6a) with four margins, signed; Roman States with useful shades 
incl used ½b Gray lilac (Scott 1b) signed Raybaudi, 3b Grayish oily ink variety on piece with Raybaudi 
certificate (Scott 4g), the 1867 glazed paper imperfs incl 3c Lilac gray unused signed Diena (Scott 13a), 
5c mint signed Raybaudi (Scott 14), 40c, 80c mint (Scott 17/18), 1868 perf issues to 40c incl 3c NH 
signed Diena, etc, typical VG-VF (see online scans) 750

ITALY AND ITALIAN AREA
4362 * 3         ITALY and ITALIAN AREA ASSORTMENT.  a bulging and battered stock book, crammed with 1000s 

of mint and used sets and singles from the 19th century to 1970s, stated to catalog approx €20,000 some 
years ago; includes 1863/77 2L vermilion used (4; Scott #33), 1891/96 5L used (2; Scott 72) through 
to better 1930s series incl Garibaldi, fascist government, football, etc, as well as back of the book with 
airposts incl Zeppelins and Balbo flights mint/unused; Italian area such as Venezia-Giulia, Trieste and 
other occupations, etc, condition is mixed as expected; VG-VF; still enormous retail potential with many 
saleable items noticed, needs work, please inspect (see online scans) 750

4363 */** 3         ITALY AND RELATED AREAS USED COLLECTION TO 1977.  housed in four Scott Specialty albums: 
Italy used to 1977, nice coverage in the 20th century, usual dubious cancels in the 1930s/40s; Italian 
Colonies used with strength in the 1930s, Vatican City used, and a mint (most NH) album of Vatican 
City post-WWII, very clean collections with many desirable stamps, generally F-VF, viewing recommended 120

4364 */**  6        ITALY AND RELATED AREAS ACCUMULATION.   singles and sets from Italy, Trieste, San Marino, and 
Vatican City, some better Italy sets from the 1930s and 40s but nearly all hinged, several Trieste FDCs, most 
purchased from Stampazine in the 1960s and still in original glassines, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 100

ITALY
4365 */**          ITALY MINT COLLECTION to 1970s.   impressive collection from classics of 1861 in a Schaubek 

album; replete with better material assembled by the collector with an eye for quality; highlights include 
1861 Naples Province ½gr to 10gr (Sassone 7/11, cat. €1360), the 5gr signed Diena, unified Italy 1862 
perf embossed Victor Emanuel II issues incl 10c bistre (#1, cat. €9000, unused), 1863-65s requiring 
identification on the printings; then 1878 2c on 10.00 surcharge (#36), Umberto I first series complete 
(37/43, cat. €2900) and continuing highly complete incl 1890/91 surcharges complete (56/58, cat. 
€1300), 1901/26 Victor Emanuel III incl 40c (#74, cat. €850) and 50c (#76, €1000) with much never 
hinged to the top values, leading on to 1916 20c orange archival proof top marginal block of four 
NH (#P107, cat. €1200 for hinged singles), 1930 Virgil complete with top values NH, 1932 Garibaldi 
complete regulars and airmails with top values NH, onwards to 1950s with much completion, usual 
mixed condition bu tbetter than usually seen; a most worthwhile collection (see online scans)   3000
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4366 * 3         ITALY "BACK OF THE BOOK" ACCUMULATION.  a fat manila stock book with well over 1500 stamps, 
predominantly pre-war, incl many better items from #B1 onwards; highlights include 1923 Black Shirts 
complete mint (5; Scott B17-19), airposts incl 1926/28 C7-9 used (7), 1934 Victor Emmanuel 1L, 4L used, 
etc.; also useful postage dues incl 1874 5L blue and brown mint (J17), many 1884/1903 issues used (J21/J24), 
1934 10L, 20L blocks NH (J38/J40), etc, officials incl 1875 5L, 10L used (5; O7/O8); parcel posts also strong 
incl first series with lots of mint examples of #Q1-2, Q2 used (3), Q6 used (8), etc; usual mixed condition and 
dubious cancels as usual but enormous retail potential here with many better items; vewing a must 1000

4367 * 3         ITALY COLLECTION, 1860s/1960s.   several hundred mint and used stamps in an old-fashioned 
beat-up Sassone album, with many premium sets and singles especially of the popular 1920s/30s; note 
used 1863/77s complete (Scott 24/33), 1878 surcharged officials complete (37/44), 1921 Trieste seal 
(130/132), 1926 1.25L Emmanuel III perf 11 (176a), 1926 semi-postals top values (B28/29), continuing 
with a comprehensive run of the 1930s with lots of better complete sets incl 1932 Dante (268/279), 
Fascist March (290/305), 1933 Holy Year (310/314), 1934 Football (324/328), 1935 Bellini (349/354), 
Octavianus (377/386), 1937 Artists (387/396), etc, some typical dubious cancels as always and some 
occasional toning considered, please inspect (see online scans) 750

4368 */** 3         ITALY BETTER ISSUES.  mostly mint sets and singles in stock cards, nearly all worth mentioning but 
highlighted by (mint unless otherwise noted) 143-46 NH, 331-41 regum, 345-48 (some small faults), 
377-86+C95-99, 413-18 NH, 477 (2), 495-506, 518 NH (some gum tone spots) and used, 538-39 mint and 
used, 572-73 used, 661-62 (2), B17-19 mint (4) and used, B30-33, B35-38 NH, C1-2 NH, C20-22 NH, C89-
94 (3), J85 (2 incl one NH), QY3 NH, QY4, etc., some minor gum disturbances and dubious cancels as 
usual, generally F-VF (see online scans) 700

4369 */**          ITALY MINT COLLECTION, 1944/94.   commems and definitives (no "back of the book") nearly 
complete in mounts on Scott pages in a 3-ring binder, especially strong in the desirable late 1940s/ early 
1950s issues and incl 463-76 NH, 477, 486-88, 495-506, 515-17 NH, 518, 526-27 NH, 538-39, 549-67, 572-73 
NH, 574-76, 579-80 (used), 594-96 NH, 600-601B NH, 668-673A NH, etc., a handful of used not figured, 
fresh and F-VF; Scott for pre-1955 issues about $2,350 120

ITALY - A.M.G. / VENEZIA GIULIA
4370 */** 3         WWII ALLIED MILTARY GOVERMENT, DEALER STOCKBOOKS,   seven diferent stockbooks, 

comprising all parts of this ineresting area of philately, sections of this include: Trieste 1//208, mostly 
NH sets; C1//Q26, mostly NH sets with some attractive postally used airmails; AMG revenues; AMG used; 
AMG Germany, includes many sets, various printings; also includes larger counter books postal history, 
revenue documents, plating varieties, etc. generally Very Fine, attractive and useful inventory, ready for 
specialist, bourse or ebay dealer. (see online scans)  750

ITALY - WW II OCCUPATIONS
4371   6        ITALIAN OCCUPATION OF LIBYA POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION.   several dozen covers of the 

1940s arranged and annotated on quadrille pages written-up identifying the covers by the types of military 
postmark, including numbered cancels ranging from No.3 to No.304, as well as very attractive regiment/
battalion handstamps in a range of different colors, through 30c brown Victor Emmanuel postal stationery 
with LIBIA ovpt, an interesting cover containing letter from the 204th artillery regiment in May 1940, a 
range of military postcards with the "per le forze armata" cachet both with and without additional stamps 
of Libia, scarce postage due frankings including "localita spovvista di francobolli" handstamp (no stamps 
available), etc.; collateral includes a money order for sending 300L pay home, franked by Italy 50c purple 
with Posta Militare No. 302 postmarks and with personal message of sender on reverse, etc. a serious 
collection of tough to find material, inspection recommended.(see online scans) 2000

ITALY - FOREIGN OFFICES
4372 * 3         ITALIAN OFFICES ABROAD, COLONIES, OCCUPATIONS COLLECTION.  a strong collection of well 

over 1000 mostly mint stamps housed in an album with few empty spaces and with lots of very pleasant surprises; 
the collection starts off with Aegean Islands incl 1933 Balbo Flight and 1935 Medal of Valor sets, the individual 
islands Calino, Caso, Cos, Lero, Lisso, Patmo, Piscopi, Scarpanto, Simi, Stampalia, etc. all highly complete, the 
Nisiro Garibaldi used (17/26), also Castelrosso and Saseno complete, etc., then excellent Rhodes with 1929 
5L and 10L signed (22/23), Hydrological Congress complete incl 50cNH and signed (29/37), 1935 Deer 
(74/81), 1944 Deer overprinted semi-postals (B9/B14), Silver surcharges on airposts with top value signed, 
etc, Ionian Islands WW II occupations, Imperia local ovpts not listed in Scott with better NH incl unissued 25c 
Green (Sassone 23, cat. €900), Venezia Giulia with unusual back of the book and the 1918 1L postage due 
signed (NJ7), useful Trentino Ovpts on Austrian issues, Dalmatia, etc., then the Offices Abroad first issues 
1874/78 incl 10c, 60c used (4, 10) and mint 2L Vermilion signed (11), Offices in Crete 1906 incl 5L signed 
(3/13), Durazzo complete (1/9), PO in Turkish Empire incl scarce 1908 2pi on 50cts Violet (10, cat. $3,250) 
and the 1922 15pi Special Delivery (E4); Italian Colonies general issues with Eritrea Annexation and Fascism 
(23/41, C13/C27) and Football (46/50, C29/C35), followed by comprehensive Fiume,  etc., usual mixed 
condition with some regums, etc., generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 5000
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4373 **          BETTER CASTELLORIZO ASSORTMENT.  including 51-89, all apparently NH, Very Fine (Scott $1,035) 150

ITALIAN COLONIES - Italian East Africa
4374   6        ITALIAN EAST AFRICA POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTION, 1936/40.  18 covers neatly mounted and 

annotate on homemade pages plus a group of 21 "loose" covers waiting for processing, frankings of Italy, 
Eritrea and Somalia with variety of uses incl airmail, registered, mixed frankings, military related, etc. 
with cancels of mostly small towns including Asba Littoria, Aselle, Axum, Bahar Dar, Debarek, Debra 
Berhan, Debra Marcos, Debra Tabor, Ghimbi, Gimma, Gondar, Hadama, Macalle, Meheso, Sciano, 
Ualdia, Addis Abeba, Posta Militaire No 1045, etc., generally F-VF (see online scans) 2000

TRIESTE-A
4375 **          TRIESTE, ZONE "A" COLLECTION, complete (less Q1-12), NH, all very Fine, an extremely attractive 

collection, also includes: specialized study of "Workers" issue. (owner catalog $4,193). (see online scans).  850
4376 */** 3         15//Q26, 1948-54, COLLECTION,  on stockcards, generally o.g. with only a very few NH, mostly sets, 

includes: 15-17, 18-24, 31-9, C7-12, C13-16, C24-6, E1-4, EY2 (single +block), EY4 (single + block), J10, J13, 
J15, J29, Q1-12, Q23, Q25-6, QY1-4,  etc, generally Fine to Very Fine, fresh. (owner catalog $4,013 as NH).  400

JAPAN
4377 * 3 6        JAPAN COLLECTION.  specialised collection of the  late 19th and early 20th century chrysanthemums 

with well over 200 singles identified by perforation etc.. also seen postal history including 2sn green 
block of five on advertising cover, as well as mixed franking making same rate on red stationery of the 
same company both sent in 1904 from Kioto to Germany, stamps used on color postcards incl geishas, 
etc, perfin study and perfins used on cards, etc,, usual mixed condition but Fine overall and worthy of 
careful inspection (see online scans)    750

4378 */** 3         JAPAN MINT COLLECTION TO 1970  all but a few stamps mint and the vast majority NH, note some 
better issues including 85-6 mint, 148-51 NH, and 190-3 mint, about half full post-WWII, generally F-VF, 
a nice starter collection 100

4379 * 3         JAPAN BALANCE.  couple starter collections with some useful 1920s/50s mint, 100s and 100s of used 
suffed into glassines and unchecked for cancels, VG-VF, view for proper evaluation 100

LAOS
4380 */**          P LAOS IMPERFS, PRESENTATION S/S and DELUXE PROOFS ASSORTMENT. 1960s/70s NH issues 

on sales pages in two counter books, includes Imperforate 74-76 (3), 81-84 (6), 92-95 panes of four, 109-
11 (3), 133-36 (5), 137-44 (2), Presentation S/S 77-80 perf, 77-80 imperf on card (4), Deluxe Proof 209-
11, 251-+52+C118, B6-8 (2), C91-93, etc., generally fresh and VF; marked retail $7,200+ 500

4381 */** 3         LAOS DEALER‘S STOCK TO 1990s ISSUES. to 1992 neatly arranged by Scott number in stock pages, very 
strong in the pre-1975 period (less S/S) with majority of the mint being NH, some sets duplication to 100+ 
though most less than 50, earlier issues some with bit of gum toning or disturbances as usual, also includes to 
1975 in couple of counter books with add‘l S/S and booklets highlighted by 1951/52 issue S/S in complete 
booklets (3) plus assortment of he S/S removed from booklets but with glassine interleaving stuck to gum, 1-17 
mint (11), 25-26 mint, 27-29+C20-21 (10 incl 4 NH), 30-33+C22-23 NH (16), 66-69 NH (10), 246-48+C116 8), 
B1-5 NH (18), C120-21 used blocks, some "Pathet Lao" issues as Michel 1-8 (3), 9-17 (2), also includes an NH 
S/S stock with 87a (4), 91a (131),95a (23 incl 3 in presentation book), 99a (13 incl 6 in presentation book), 111a 
(16 incl 6 in presentation book), 114a (16), 128a (38), 136a (6), 140a (33), 162a (20), 167a (8), B8a(45),B11a 
(8), b45a (19), B45a imperf (8 incl 2 in presentation book), C53a (6), etc., usual mixed condition with some 
scattered light to moderate gum toning but generally fresh and F-VF, considerable catalog value 300

LIBERIA
4382 */**          LIBERIA MINT COLLECTION, 1860/1980s.   extensive collection in a Minkus album with few empty 

spaces; note first page of Liberty types with over a dozen categorized by the different papers incl 24c Green 
(signed twice), followed by 1885 complete perf and imperf, 1893/94 registration stamps, range of ‘ordinary’ 
handstamps to 50c Brown and black (78), 1903 Liberty imperf trial pairs in unissued colors, 1906 regular 
and officials, the former with NH dollar values, 1914 Surcharges (129/133, O72/O75), better 1915/16 
Surcharges incl both $1 on $5 types (148/149), 1918 semi-postals complete (B3/B15), 1921 Pictorials and 
date ovpts with respective officials all complete (183/208, O116/O140), 1923 large pictorials complete 
(214/227), scarce airposts first issues each signed (C1/C3) through 1942 US-Liberia first flight ovpts, etc., 
usual mixed condition but the quality well above average, please inspect. (see online scans) 2000

ITALIAN COLONIES - Castellorizo
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4383           LIBERIA REFERENCE COLLECTION; "ex-RICHTER".  excellent old-time reference collection with 
about 200 stamps from 19th century to 1920s, includes dozens of the first issues in singles and blocks of 
four, unused and with cancels, 1892/96 series to 32cts with specimen overprints, lots of official overprints 
from the 1892 small types onwards, "Ordinary", surcharges of the 1910s, etc, with some genuine, F-VF; a 
fascinating holding for the specialist to explore (see online scans) 750

4384 */** 3         LIBERIA MISCELLANY. a group of 100s with errors, proofs, specimens, imperfs, etc. in six stock sheets 
and incl some S/S, minisheets, etc., generally F-VF (see online scans) 95

LIECHTENSTEIN
4385 **          LIECHTENSTEIN MINT NH COLLECTION, 1970/2008. essentially complete in three Dual hingeless 

page albums, generally PO fresh and VF (Face Value about Fr1,450 ) 500
4386 */** 3         LIECHTENSTEIN PREMIUM ISSUES ASSORTMENT.  mostly mint sets and singles in stock cards, note 

(mint unless otherwise indicated) 90-93 (2 incl one NH), 157-59 NH, 171 used, 227-35 NH, 243-45 NH 
and used, 247-58 NH, 261-63 NH, 264 used, 266-69 NH, 274-76 NH, 277-80 NH (4), 284-86 used (2), 
287-88 mint (2) and used, 356 NH (2), B7-10 (4), C7-8, C24-33 NH, etc., generally fresh and F-VF (see 
online scans) 350

4387 */**          LIECHTENSTEIN MINT COLLECTION, 1945/69. highly complete and mostly all NH in Dual hingeless 
pages, includes (NH unless otherwise noted) 227-35, 238, 243-45, 247-63, 264 l.h., 266-86, 287-88 l.h., 
B18a, virtually complete NH after 1955, generally fresh and Very Fine (see online scans) 150

LUXEMBOURG
4388 */** 3         LUXEMBOURG COLLECTION, 1852/1977.   mostly mint with many NH in a Schaubek hingeless 

album, better include 1-2 used, assorted 1859/80 Coat of Arms used, 1882 1c-5fr Numerals used, 217 
NH, 272-77 mint, 315-17 NH, B43-59 used, B60-65 mint, B65A-B65Q mint, B67-72 used, B98-103 used, 
etc., earlier issues usual mixed condition but better condition than usually seen, mostly F-VF (see online 
scans) 250

4389 */** 3         LUXEMBOURG SELECTION, 1947/57.  mostly better sets and singles in stock cards with (mint unless 
otherwise noted) 242-45 tied on piece by date of issue cancel, 272-77, 280-85 NH, 315-17 NH (2), 329-31 
NH (3), B20-24 used, B40-44 used, B50-65, B65L-N used, B73-78 NH and used, B156-61, B198-203 NH 
(20), C16-20 NH, etc., generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 250

4390 * 3         LUXEMBOURG COLLECTION, 1852/1987.  mostly mint on Scott pages and good deal complete mint 
for 1964/87 incl charity issues, premium include (mint unless otherwise noted) 1 used, 3 used (two 
margins), 19th century mixed condition used, B198-361, etc., mostly F-VF 50

MEXICO
4391 **          MEXICO "EXPORTA" ISSUES ASSORTMENT.  interesting and diverse range of several hundreds of 

mint exporta issues housed in an album and a stack of album leaves, as well as stockcards with numerous 
varieties,. NH, genrally VF, huge potential for the specialist (see online scans) 1000

4392 */(*) 3         MEXICO COLLECTION, 1856/1985.  nicely filled Scott album with mostly mint sets, singles and S/S 
incl strong "back of the book", many premium issues and a good portion of the post-1970s issues being 
NH, strong and mostly used in the classic period (some unused) incl first issues, 1868/85 Hidalgos incl 
high values, 1886/94 Numerals, 1896/98 Mail Transportation mostly used assortment, Civil War period 
mostly mint, useful 1915/16 overprints mostly mint, 676-82 mint, 684-87 mint, 699-704 mint, 1940s sets 
mint incl airmails, O49-58 used, etc., usual mixed condition but better than usual, generally F-VF, ideal 
for continuation (see online scans)  450

4393 */** 3         MEXICO COLLECTION to 2009.  mostly used to mid-1930s in a Scott album and then mostly mint 
(many NH to 2009 in three Lighthouse hingeless albums, classic period with some duplication incl shade 
varieties, different cancels, few empty spaces from the 1940s on with majority NH, premium throughout 
incl airmails, etc., usual mixed condition in classic period with majority F-VF or better, well worth a 
careful inspection (see online scans)  450

4394 */**          MEXICO MINT GROUP.  two stock books filled with primarily NH sets, singles and S/S of the 1960s/90s 
with some multiples and duplication, useful assortment of air mails, 1960s Olympics S/S, 1980s/90s 
commems, some "Exporta" issues, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, view to appreciate 150

4395  3         MEXICO USED ACCUMULATION.  1000s of nearly all used in an overfilled stock book, primarily last-
half 20th century issues incl air mails, some "Exporta", commems, etc. with most issues light to moderate 
duplication, some better issues scattered throughout, usual mixed condition, VG-VF, viewing a must 100

4396 */** 3 

6        

MEXICO STOCK TO 1950.  housed in two stockbooks, begins with early issues and continues to about 
1950, parallel mint and used with many NH, also includes a nice BOB selection, additionally an album of 
Mexico postal history covers, generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended, huge retail value 100
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4397           P MONACO TRIAL COLOR PROOFS COLLECTION.  two nicely filled stock books with over 700 proofs, 
mostly singles and incl many multi-color, virtually all different and with excellent topical content with 
chess, lions, Olympics, Rotary, etc., NH, generally VF (see online scans) 2200

4398   6        MONACO POSTAL HISTORY SELECTION, 1771/1890.  6 covers; 1771 folded letter sheet with ms 
"De Monaco" and addressed to Marseille (2015 Roumet cert); 1785 folded letter with ms "Monaco" and 
addressed to Marseille (2015 Roumet cert); 1873 with France 25 Blue (Scott 58) tied by large numeral 
"2387" with accompanying Monaco cds (2015 Roumet cert); 1873 to Switzerland with France 30c Brown 
(Scott 62) tied by large numeral "2387" with accompanying Monaco cds (signed Brun); 1882 to Genoa 
with France 1879 25c Yellow (Scott 99) tied by Monaco/ Principaute cds (2015 Roumet cert); 1890 
registered cover to Germany with Monaco 1885 1fr Black (Scott 9) tied by Monte-Carlo cds (cover minor 
faults); a Fine and elusive assemblage (see online scans) 2000

4399 */**          MONACO MINT COLLECTION.  many hundreds of stamps and overwhelming NH in a Thiaude album 
with few empty spaces, with better items including the 1886 large 50c Telephone stamp (Yvert 1, €570), 
1933 Airpost NH, 1938 Prince Louis II S/S NH and the later souvenir sheets, the 1943/59 pre-cancels 
complete NH, useful postage dues NH, etc, fresh and F-VF (see online scans)  750

4400 */** 3         MONACO COLLECTION to 2000.  mostly mint on Scott pages in two 3-ring binders (2001-12 pages 
basically empty), includes some post-1980s S/S, majority NH beginning the early 1970s, lightly filled in 
for the 1950s/80s highlights include (mint unless otherwise noted) 1-3, 6 used, 7, 8-9 used, 15, 27 used, 
30-49, 176, 904a NH, 962a NH, J39a-47a NH, etc., some typical minor faults in early issues, mostly F-VF 150

4401 */**          MONACO SELECTION.  premium sets and singles with 209-13+CB11-14 NH, 262-73 NH, B19-23, B36-
50 (2), C36-39, etc., generally F-VF (see online scans) 70

4402 **          MONACO NEVER-HINGED 1978/83.  in hingeless Safe album, very nearly complete for the years listed 
minus S/S, apparently all NH, Very Fine (owner‘s catalogue value $530+) 50

NEPAL
4403 * 3 6        NEPAL COLLECTION.  substantial and substantial one volume holding of well over 1000 predominantly 

classic issues including postal history and scarce large multiples, including full sheets; better items include 
1881 European paper imperfs with several examples of the 1a blue, 2a purple unused and used (2), 4a 
green unused, 1886 native paper 1a dark blue tete-beche pair used, 1898 4a green with two used tete-beche 
pairs, as well as used multiples of 9 and 12, then tete-beche pairs on 2a deep and bright claret shades and 
2a brown, 2a grey violet block of 8 used, also a further 2a chestnut brown tete-beche pair used on stationery 
envelope, followed by an extensive study of the ½a black with many further tete-beche pairs, as well as 
examples used on cover; also a study of later printings written-up on old-time album pages incl single uses 
on cover and scarce complete sheets, also some early 20th century Shiva issues incl imperf proof pairs and 
the 1935 redrawn series complete mint, etc; much more here to discover, please inspect (see online scans) 2500

4404 * 3 6        NEPAL COLLECTIONS and "WORKS IN PROGRESS".  interesting accumulation of albums, album pages 
with classic stamps galore and an excellent range of postal history from the 19th century onwards; one album well 
written-up along with old manila stockpages crammed with material including many hundreds of 19th/early 20th 
century crown and kukhris issues; these classics include the 1881 European paper 1a blue unused (Scott 4), classic 
tete-beche pairs, 1917 ½a red orange used (Scott 11), leading on to Shiva issues incl several mint sets of the 1929 
series, the redrawn 1935 8p red mint (2; Scott 40), 1941 2p brown imperf between pair used and complete sheet 
imperforate, the scarce 2p green error of color in corner margin block of four and impressive complete sheet of 
40 (old auction lot among many others); the 1r orange high value in NH block of four, 1954 large map type top 
value 2r orange NH corner block of four, onwards virtually complete; also a good range of postal history incl loose 
batches, as well as three cover albums incl crossed kukhris in red and blue etc., another noticed Shiva envelopes 
including combinations with stamps, again several dozen, mostly different types, as well as a trio of KGV postcards 
with Mount Everest expedition labels, even Tibet with 1932 cover back sent to Nepal bearing the 1920 ½t purple 
and KGV 3p India (accompanied by Flack certificate) etc. A most rewarding accumulation, which when gone 
through more carefully will reveal more discoveries, especially the old auction lots. 2500

NETHERLANDS
4405   6        NETHERLANDS STAMPLESS COVER EXHIBIT COLLECTION. 60 covers neatly arranged and annotated (in 

English) on pages, note 1773 "3 stuiver" marking on locally addressed Amsterdam cover; 1826 Beest to Heusden 
with 2-line "LEERDAM FRANCO" postmark; 1830 Amsterdam to Providence R.I. (USA) with Boston forwarding 
agent handstamp; 1834 Kaldenkirchen (Germany) to Grave with legible "Duitschland over Nymegen" backstamp; 
1847 Batavia to Amsterdam via Alexandria, disinfected in Malta then via Marseille; wonderful array of postal 
markings, foreign and domestic uses, manuscript markings, etc., generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 400

4406  3 6        NETHERLANDS 1852 1st ISSUE EXHIBIT COLLECTION. old-time exhibit of used singles and 
multiples plus assortment of covers neatly arranged and annotated (in English) on pages, Used Singles 
5c (8 in various shades including pair), 10c (7 in various shades and including two singles with "Horn on 
Forehead" variety and a strip of three), 15c (1), Single Franking Covers 5c (2), 10c (6), Other Covers incl 
1857 Wormerveer to Bordeaux double rate cover franked with 10c singles (3) and strip of three, 1861 
cover to Belfast with 10c, 15c (2) singles, generally F-VF (see online scans) 400

MONACO
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4407  3 6        NETHERLANDS 1864 ISSUE EXHIBIT COLLECTION. neatly arranged and annotated (in English) 
on pages and comprised of Used 5c (4 incl pair), 10c (1), 15c (1), Single Franking Covers 5c-15c (1 
each), Other Covers 1866 Rotterdam to Coblenz with 5c singles (2; cover fold through stamps), 1867 
Monnikendam to Berlin with 5c strip of four, generally F-VF (see online scans) 100

4408  3 6        NETHERLANDS 1869/88 COAT OF ARMS, WILLIAM III ISSUES EXHIBIT COLLECTION. neatly 
arranged and annotated (in English) on pages and incl 1869/71 ½c-2½c Coat of Arms used plus 1c, 2c 
imperf proofs in issued colors, 1872/887 5c-2G50c William II used incl shade or perf  varieties of the 10c, 
12½c, 15c, 20c, 25c, 50c and a page of 5c used (11) showing different cancels, two 12½c single-franking 
covers with 1884 Harlingen ("49" numeral cancel) to USA and 1886 The Hague ("44" numeral cancel) to 
Bombay with stamp tied by "OVERLAND POSTAGE DUE" cds, generally F-VF (see online scans) 50

4409 * 3 6        NETHERLANDS 1898/1924 WILHELMINA EXHIBIT COLLECTION. neatly arranged and annotated 
(in English) on pages, mostly used and incl complete set of the 1898/1924 ½c-60c low values and incl 
7½c tete-beche pair mint block and used, 50c single franking special delivery cover Baarn to Amsterdam, 
1898/1905 1G-10G used incl some type/ perf varieties of the 1G-5G, 1922 5c, 10c imperf blocks mint, a 
few minor faults (1905 10G a small thin spot) but generally F-VF (see online scans) 100

4410 **          NETHERLANDS MINT NH COLLECTION.  attractive collection in a Borek album, all NH complete 
from 1946 onwards, beginning with the Wilhelmina to 10g, 1950 Juliana to 10g plus all the commems 
and definitives as well as Gulls, etc., virtually no empty spaces, fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 1000

4411 */** 3         NETHERLANDS ASSORTMENT, 1923/62.   sets and singles on stock cards and incl a few cards of 
colonial issues, generally better items and incl (mint unless otherwise noted) 179 block NH, 296 NH 
(11), 325-27 (2), 368-69  (7 incl one NH), B41-43 NH, B54-57 used, B62-69 used, B77-80 NH, B208-13 
NH, B291-95 NH, C13-14 used (4), Neth Antilles B10-14 NH, UNTEA 1-19 NH, etc., generally fresh and 
F-VF (see online scans) 400

4412   6        NETHERLANDS STAMPLESS COVER AND POSTAL STATIONERY ACCUMULATION.   about 
16 stampless covers with a range of straight-line postmarks, as well as an extensive accumulation of 
Netherlands postal stationery, the vast majority mint but a few used, note some better postal cards, letter 
sheets, etc., an interesting accumulation sure to please the specialist 120

4413 */**          NETHERLANDS MINT 1960/85.   in hingeless Lighthouse album, fairly complete for the years listed 
including booklets and S/S, later years NH, Very Fine, owner‘s catalogue value $750+ 50

NORWAY
4414 */** 3         NORWAY COLLECTION TO 1977.  in old-fashioned printed album, running from Scott 1/708, note 

218 used (signed), mostly NH from 1945, generally F-VF (see online scans) 1000
4415   6        BOX OF NORWAY COVERS.  couple 100 mostly 1930s/80s FDC, note some better as 279-89 FDC, 340-

42 FDC, etc., mostly F-VF 50

PHILIPPINES
4416  3         PHILIPPINES USED COLLECTION, 1946/61. on Afran Stamp Co annotated pages and begins with a 

"Last Day" cover of the Commonwealth and is virtually complete thereafter (missing 1946 Rizal "Electric 
Eye"), note 1961 2nd Boy Scouts issue error (only 500 can exist), 1956 Leyte Landing "LIBFERATION" 
variety in a block of four, 1961 "Rizalpex" sheet (5,000 issued, unlisted in Scott), etc plus approx 30 
assorted FDC of the period, generally F-VF, inspection suggested 100

PORTUGAL AND COLONIES
4417 */** 3         PORTUGAL COLLECTION 1850s/2014.   housed in three Scott specialty albums, beginning with a 

small used selection of classics, picks up around the 1930s and is very nearly complete and NH from 
about 1940-2014, includes many of the popular souvenir sheets from the 1930s and 40s (apparently all 
NH), a very clean collection replete with attractive stamps, generally F-VF, see online scans 1000

4418   6        PORTUGAL AND COLONIES COVER GROUP.  early 20th century covers and cards of Portugal (3 
registered to USA or England), Angra (2 incl registered to Berlin), Horta (3 incl registered to USA), 
Ponta Delgada (2 cards to France); St Thomas and Prince Isl 3 covers and 5 view cards with 1908 cover 
to USA, 1908 view card to USA (2), 1911 view card to USA, 1914 registered cover to Germany with da 
Gama issues franking, 1927 locally addressed view card, 1933 registered cover to USA (open two sides); 
Azores 3 covers (incl 5c postal stationery envelope) and 8 postcards mostly franked with overprinted 
Ceres issues, destinations include Canada, USA, Belgium, Portugal, Italy (censored); and Cape Verde 7 
postcards (mostly with view) and 1 cover incl 1903 registered cover to England, 1922 card to Morocco, 
1927 view card to Sweden; ususal mixed condition but generally Fine (see online scans) 300
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4419 */**          PORTUGAL MINT COLLECTION. 1930s/40s sets, singles and S/S in stock sheets and loaded with 
premium as 528-33, 534-39, 549-54, 561-69 (10e, 20e NH), 571-94, 595-602 NH, 602a, 605-14, 614a NH, 
650-57 NH (3.50 e speck of mount glaze), 662-69 NH, 667a, 670a NH, 674a NH, 675-82, 682a NH, 717-20 
NH (2), C1-10, etc., generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 675

4420 */**          PORTUGAL ASSORTMENT, 1938/76.  better sets and singles in stock cards and including 579-86, 675-
82, 694-701 NH, 717-20, 721-26 NH, 753-56 NH (2), 762-75 NH, 794-97 NH (2), 818-21 NH, 855-56 NH 
(17), 873-74 NH (21), 1028-34 NH (10), etc., F-VF (see online scans) 250

PORTUGUESE COLONIES
4421 */** 3         PORTUGUESE COLONIES COLLECTION.  mostly mint in two Scott albums - one for Azores and 

Madeira issues to 2014 and the second for the other colonies through colonial period, replete with better 
sets and S/S highlighted by (mint unless otherwise noted) 1951 Holy Year S/S NH, Angola 274-91 NH, 
305-18 NH, 314a NH, Azores 88, 93-111, 313N NH, highly complete NH 1980/2014, Cape Verde 234-
51, Funchal 11 mint and used, 12, Horta 13-34, Kionga 1-4, Madeira highly complete NH 1980/2014, 
Mozambique 351-55, 364-83 NH, Mozambique Co 146-54, Portuguese Congo 99-114, Portuguese Guinea 
257a, Portuguese India 439-53 NH, 481-88 NH, St Thomas and Prince 320-22 NH, 350a, Tete 1-40, Timor 
237-39, C1-9 NH, etc., far better condition than usually seen with none of the toning that typically seen, 
generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 1200

PORTUGUESE COLONIES - Macao
4422 */** 3         MACAO COLLECTION, 1884/1999.  nearly all mint in a Scott album being highly complete and NH 

after 1952 incl S/S, highlights are many and include (mint unless otherwise noted) 14-15, 156-157C, 262 
NH, 301-05 used, 353-60 NH, 1960s/80s NH sets, S/S and booklets, C7-21 NH, J6-11, etc., much better 
condition than typically seen with virtually no toning issues, generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 1000

4423   6        MACAO 190s FDC and PO ANNOUNCEMENTS GROUP. approx 155 cacheted mostly unaddressed 
FDC with duplication to 3 each, includes sets, singles and S/S; also included are a few 100 of the PO 
announcements with general information concerning the issue and about half of these with the relevant 
stamps or S/S affixed and tied by a date of issue cancel, fresh and F-VF 50

ROMANIA
4424 * 3         ROMANIA COLLECTION to 1970.  well-filled Scott album of mainly mint with an excellent range of 

classics from the 1850s onwards and 20th century highly complete to 1970; highlights include 1859 40pa 
blue used pair (Scott 9), 1862 wove paper issues complete mint (15/18), 1869 Prince Carol 50b blue and 
red mint, signed (42) and another example used with blue thimble cancel; then the scarce 1872 50b blue 
and red mint (signed), 1890/91 King Carol with and without watermarks mint (94/107), 1893 25b blue 
error of color used (120a), 1903 Post Office Building series mint incl the errors of color on the top values 
(166/172a, 171a used), 1906 General Expo mint (196/206) followed by decades of virtual completion; 
"Back of the Book" also strong incl early semi-postals mint (B1/B12), virtually all the souvenir sheets, 
WWI occupations, revenues and collateral, etc.; VG-VF; a very pleasing and comprehensive collection 
(see online scans) 1500

RUSSIA AND RELATED AREAS
4425 * 3         RUSSIA and RELATED AREAS COLLECTION.  Russia, as well as extensive Post Offices abroad, Wrangels, 

Armenia, Azerbaijan, Batum, Ukraine, Wenden, etc. in a bulging Scott specialty album with 1000s of mint 
and used stamps from the classics onwards. Includes 1858 to 30k used, 1858/64 with mint 1k (5) and the 
rest used complete to 30k, also 1865 complete used, etc, through to 1913 Royal Portraits mint (88/104), 
1919 Army of the Northwest ovpts mint (1/14), semi-postals incl 1922 large types unused as issued and 
signed (B30/B33), 1926 Lenin 20k mint (B48/B49), 1928/30 Industry and Agriculture mint with the key 
value 20k+2k being perf 10½ (B54/B57), Airposts incl 1930 Zeppelins mint (C12/C13), 15k Gray blue 
mint (C21) etc., other better "back of the book" includes a useful range of Wenden 1860s/70s, Offices in 
China incl 1917 dollar values and inverted surcharge on 15c mint (57a), useful postal stationery, POs in 
Turkish Empire including the 1863 #1 (small faults as usual), 1876/79 surcharges, city overprints, 1913 
surcharges incl 50pi on 5r Tsar Nicholas (227), etc, as well as Wrangel surcharges incl errors and blue ovpt 
5000r on 15k not listed in Scott, Armenia incl 1922 35k on 20,000r block NH signed (368), Azerbaijan, 
Batum, Ukraine trident ovpts, Czech Legion post, Baltics, etc, usual mixed condition and some dubious as 
always, generally F-VF, a most worthwhile collection and a much recommended viewing (see online scans) 4000

4426 */** 3         RUSSIA AND RELATED AREAS TO 1970s.  housed in four Scott Specialty albums plus loose pages, very 
nearly all used but some mint and NH stamps, a handfull of classics, picks up around the 1920s and is 
packed with post-WWII issues, generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended 200

PORTUGAL
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4427   6        RUSSIA POSTAL HISTORY GROUP.  extraordinary accumulation of about 1,300 items housed in a 
couple of shoe boxes with material ranging from 19th century stampless through to much Tsarist, inflation 
and other better material to the 1930s and WW II period (nothing post-1945); an ideal opportunity for 
the specialist in the area especially at our modest estimate of just $8/ cover -this amazing lot has been 
put together over decades by a dealer who never offered the material to the public and is well worth a 
close and careful examnation.  10000

4428 *          RUSSIA 19th CENTURY POSTAL STATIONERY ENVELOPES COLLECTION, 1868/90. 84 mint 
entires with some duplication of indicia incl different sizes, papers, etc., a few tone spots here and there 
but generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 250

4429 *          RUSSIA 19th CENTURY POSTAL CARDS COLLECTION, 37 incl formula cards and letter cards and a 
bonus of a seven wrappers, some duplication, generally F-VF (see online scans) 150

4430 */** 3         RUSSIA COLLECTION TO 1983.  housed on Minkus pages in two albums, the overwhelming majority 
used (mostly CTO), a handful of earlier issues but really picks up around the late-1940s, high degree of 
completion from the 1950s to 1983, with empty pages through 1996, generally F-VF 150

4431 * 3         RUSSIA COLLECTION 1917/89. .  many 100s of mostly used neatly arranged on Yvert quadrille pages, 
strongest in post-1950s issues, generally F-VF, excellent foundation collection 100

4432 */**          RUSSIA; ACCUMULATION OF 1970/81 ISSUES.   five sheet folders jam-packed with sets, singles, 
multiples, etc. of a wide range of the colorful commems and topicals issued during the period - sports, 
art, space, etc., generally NH, fresh and F-VF, huge retail value  100

4433  3         INTERESTING RUSSIA CANCELLATION COLLECTION.   including mutes, St. Petersburg and 
Moscow numeral cancels, Warsaw cancels, traveling post office cancels, and many more early cancels, 
generally VG-VF, an interesting collection worthy of close inspection 80

4434   6        RUSSIA COVERS AND POSTAL STATIONERY COLLECTION.   two albums with 160 1958/63 
cacheted FDC and philatelic covers incl postal stationery and with plenty of topical appeal, generally 
fresh and F-VF, view to appreciate 80

RUSSIAN OFFICES ABROAD
4435 5  6        SMALL SELECTION OF RUSSIAN OFFICES ABROAD.   includes small piece with Russia Offices in 

China 1c-4c overprints (Scott 50-53) tied by "SHANGHAI POSTE RUSSE28.6.18" 26½x17mm double 
circle (introduced 1909 but rarely used), Very Fine and rare; as well as Russian Offices in Turkey covers 
assortment, 8 covers, postal card, letter card and two fragments incl postmarks of Constantinople, 
Jerusalem, Smyrna, Mytilene, Chios, Trebizonde and Sinope (rare); one of the covers with Russia Offices 
in Turkey 224-26 on registered cover Constantinople to Stettin, F-VF (see online scans) 200

RUSSIAN TERRITORIES, REPUBLICS AND OCCUPIED AREAS - Ukraine
4436 */**          UKRAINE STOCK.  extensive and diverse holding, owner attempted to order such stamps by districts, 

not just Odessa, also Kharkiv, etc, virtually all annotated and categorized, also accompanied by back of 
the book and non-Scott listed, generally F-VF, a challenge for the specialist 750

SAAR
4437 */** 3         SAAR STOCK.  an outstanding accumulation of thousands of stamps often parallel mint and used and 

sorted by Michel number in a stock book, including 1920 1st Ovpts NH with the key stamps each with 
several signatures, mint Ludwig III high values again with many signatures incl 3m, 10m NH, 1921 Views 
incl 25m NH (2) and used, 1921 Surcharges NH (2), 1922 Views NH, 1927 Welfare NH (2) and used, 
useful 1929/32 Welfare sets incl NH, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, excellent retail stock (see online 
scans) 1500

4438 */**          SAAR MINT COLLECTION, 1920/58.  highly complete in mounts on Schwaneberger pages, just a few 
empty spaces and with plenty of NH (primarily in the later issues), B64a NH but a small scissor ciut in 
the margin, CB1a NH, generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 600

SAN MARINO
4439 */**          SAN MARINO SELECTION.  primarily better sets and singles including 257A-257F+C51A-C51H NH, 

304 NH (4), 336-44 NH (2), 355 NH (2), 490 NH (2), C75 NH (3), C80-81, C82-87 NH, C90 NH, C117 
NH, generally F-VF (see online scans) 130

RUSSIA
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4440 */** 3         SAUDI ARABIA SPECIALIZED COLLECTION, 1916/2000s.  exciting specialised collection of at least 
1400 mostly mint stamps in two well filled albums; highlights include Jedda 1925 serrate roulette red ovpts 
mint with top two values NH (Scott L55/L60), the blue ovpts NH examples incl roulette 20 ¼pi Green 
(L63), blue ovpts on 1922 Provisionals used (L68, L70/72), same ovpts on Arms of Mecca incl Blue on 1p 
Dark blue mint (L84) and the gold ovpts mint (L108/115 - L113 used); King Ali issues incl key 10pi Red 
and orange with blue ovpt mint (signed) followed by Nejdi Administration highly complete with ovpts 
on Hejaz issues NH incl #7 signed, 13/15, 16a, 17a signed, 18/20, etc., the Pilgrimage issues complete 
mint with most signed (30/34), Medina and Jedda ovpts on railway tax stamps mint (59/68), Kingdom 
of Hejaz-Nejd first series of 1926 mint, signed (69/74), Tughra types mint (98/114), excellent 1934 1st 
issues of Kingdom of Saudi Arabia mint to scarce 1s Violet brown (138/149 less 146) with majority of the 
best signed; the 20th century continues with lots of the good Dam and Plant definitive types with much 
NH incl 1960 Dams complete (211/226) 1962 6p variety NH (217a), Plant series NH (227/242), 1963/65 
complete (258/273) with large format types all NH, followed by 1966/76 Dams (393/405, 407, 411/412, 
415/416) and Plants (422/431, 433, 436, 441/3, 446), 1968/76 Dams (461/463, 465, 467/468, 470) and 
Plants (474/478, 480), similarly the good airposts of the same period incl 1960/61 (C7/C21), 1963/64 
NH (C24/C29), 1964s NH (C30/C32), etc., also King Faisal S/S, etc, good "back of the book" incl Hejaz 
postage dues, 1939 Officials NH (O1/O6), postal tax, etc, typical mixed condition with an occasional bit of 
gum toning or regum but in general fresh and F-VF, an ideal collection for continuation (see online scans) 7500

4441 * 3         ADVANCED SAUDI ARABIA COLLECTION.  impressive specialised collection of 100s of early issues on 
old album pages and loaded with errors; there are – mostly mint - Nejd Administration crescent ovpts on 
Hejaz 1pi Blue and 2pi Magenta (Scott 37/38; both signed), excellent Jedda with blue ovpts including 
inverted on the 1/8pi, ½pi, 1½pi, 2pi, 3pi Olive brown and 5pi (L82a, L83a, L85a, L86b, L87a x2, L88a x2, 
L89a), double ovpt one inverted on ½pi, 2pi and 3pi (L83c x2, L86a, L87b), three double ovpts on the 2pi 
(L86c), double ovpt on 3pi Olive brown (not listed in Scott); further non-Scott listed seen include inverted 
ovpts in se-tenant pairs with unoverprinted stamps on the 2pi Orange and 1½pi Violet (both signed by 
Angeloglou and with certificates), 2pi Orange pairs plate positions 3-4 and 4-5 showing major plate flaw on 
position 4 (both stamps NH), 3pi Dull red with plate flaw showing 30 in lower left value cliché, etc., then 
an excellent range of Jedda ovpts on the gold dusted Caliphate issues incl red ovpts 1pi Dark blue and 
1½pi Violet (L29/30, both signed), blue ovpts (L116/L119, L121/L122) and the black ovpts to 3pi Olive 
brown (L123/L127), leading on to King Ali issues of 1925 (L160 onwards) with a diverse range of unlisted 
material without overprints incl.many imperf proofs with center only, frame only, double print blocks of 
four and blocks of six on the postage dues, then control ovpts misplaced every which way including postage 
due double impressions, etc. also seen Nejdi administration of Hejaz 1½pi Violet block NH (#15) and 
surcharge errors incl 1½pi imperf margin block of eight unused (47a) and unlisted variety on #46, a vertical 
pair with 1pi surcharge inverted se-tenant with normal, signed, etc, better condition than typically seen, 
generally F-VF, a challenging collection, even for the specialist.(see online scans)  5000

4442 */** 3         VALUABLE SAUDI ARABIA COLECTION. to 1950s issues in mounts on pages (mostly Palo) with useful 
assortments of Hejaz, Nejd and Republic issues incl errors and varieties, a few highlights would include 
(mint unless otherwise noted) L14-19, L16c, L22-23 NH, L48a, L55e, L71-73, L77 NH, L80a (Sismondo 
cert), L81a, L84, L92, L98, L100, L105, L121a, L125a, L129-31, L142-59, LJ17a, LJ18, LJ22, LJ26-34, 
30-34, 59-68, 138-49, 159-72, O1-6, etc. usual mixed condition and doubtless some dubious overprints 
though many signed, VG-VF, a must-view (see online scans) 4000

4443 * 3         SAUDI ARABIA - NEJD ASSORTMENT. 30 stamps plus a couple of covers on stock sheets, mostly better and 
incl 9, 22, 24, 39, 39b, 40, 40a, 41, 41a, 45, 46, 50-51, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 150

SPAIN
4444 */**          SPAIN MINT COLLECTION 1960/2015.  highly complete and nearly all NH in three Scott albums, 

includes definitives, commems, S/S, mini-sheets, booklet panes, "back of the book", etc., generally fresh 
and F-VF, outstanding foundation collection (see online scans) 1500

4445 */** 3         SPAIN COLLECTION, 1850/1960.  mostly mint on Scott pages and strongest in the post-1930s period 
incl charity issues, S/S, airmails, etc., starter assortment of mostly used through 1920s and then with 
better as (mint unless otherwise noted) 1930 Goya complete NH, 413a NH, 1930 Columbus complete 
NH, 1931 Pan Am Congress complete mint, 516-23 NH (10c is 517a), 572-73 NH, 623-34, 654 NH, 668-
71, B74-105 NH, B137-38 NH, C6-11, C91-96, C138 NH, 9LC40-43 NH, etc., usual mixed condition in 
earlier issues with 20th century generally fresh and F-VF, ideal for continuation (see online scans) 600

SPANISH COLONIES
4446 */** 3         SPANISH COLONIES COLLECTION.  mostly mint in a Scott Specialty album with majority of the post-

1950s issues being NH, better include (mint unless otherwise noted) Andorra (Sp) 23 NH, 37-49 NH, 62 
NH, essentially complete NH 1972/2014 incl S/S, Cape Juby 90-105, 120-29 NH, C1-10 NH, Fernando 
Po 160-67, 170-80 NH, complete NH 1960-68, Ifni 47-50 NH, complete NH 1951-68, C48-49 NH, Spanish 
Guinea 234-47, 295-97 incl 297a NH, C6-20 NH, Spanish Morocco 51 NH, 93-107+E4 NH, 169-75 NH, 
280-91+E11 NH, B1-13 NH, Spanish Sahara 51-61+E1 NH, complete NH 1953-74, C8-18 NH, Spanish 
West Africa 16-17 NH, etc., not plagued by the usual toning and gum disturbances typically seen with 
these, generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 450

SAUDI ARABIA
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4447 */** 3         SPAIN AND PORTUGAL STOCK WITH COLONIES.   to about 1980, many hundreds of glassines 
identified by Scott number, primarily 20th century issues, mixture of used and mint (with many NH), 
generally F-VF, perfect for a dealer as the work of sorting and identifying is already done 100

SWEDEN
4448 * 3         SWEDEN COLLECTION, 1891/76. many 100s mint and used arranged in Scott number order on black 

stock pages in a binder, ranges from Scott 52/1192 plus handful of issues to late 1990s, includes many 
"back of the book" issues, occasional better values, generally F-VF; owner‘s Scott value about $4,500 (see 
online scans)  450

4449 */** 3         SWEDEN PREMIUM ASSORTMENT.  mostly mint in stock cards with (mint unless otherwise noted) 11-
12 used, 66 used (4), 249-62, 268-74 incl 273a, 274a NH, 313-15 NH, 322a NH, J11 used, etc., generally 
F-VF (see online scans) 110

4450   6        BOX OF SWEDEN COVERS.  few 100 mostly 20th century with assortment of 1930s/90s FDC incl some 
postal stationery (incl military mint and used) and maximum cards, note 232-35 on reg cover to USA, 
280 block on FDC, B32-36 registered FDC to USA, etc., generally F-VF 75

SWITZERLAND
4451 */** 3         SWITZERLAND COLLECTION 1850s/1980s.   two Scott albums with mostly used plus an additional 

stock book with some mostly NH 1950s/60s issue multiples incl officials, plenty of premium including 
(mint unless otherwise noted) 8 used, 10 used, nice array of mostly used Seated and Standing Helvetia 
incl shade and perf varieties, useful 1900s/30s Tell and Helvetia  definitives with perf and shade varieties, 
226 mint, 244-67 used, 293-305 mint, 332c used, 376-77 blocks NH, mostly complete mint after 1949 
including charity issues (many NH), B1-76 used, B105 mint, B131-32 NH, B143-44 mint, B206 mint, 
B229a NH (small edge break), C1-2 mint, C13a-15a used, etc., usual mixed condition in the early issues 
but much better than typically seen, generally F-VF (see online scans) 1200

4452 * 3         SWITZERLAND ASSORTMERNT.  mostly used collection on black stock pages in a 26-page padded 
binder ranging from sitting Helvetias to issues of the 1990s; plenty of cancel interest with great number 
of "on the nose" cds for all periods; includes semi-postals, some air mails, postage dues, telegraph and 
handful of officials; usual mixed condition with vast majority F-VF; owner‘s Scott value of approx. $7,000 
(see online scans) 900

4453  3 6        SWITZERLAND COLLECTION OF USED AND COVERS, 1834/1948. neatly arranged and annotated 
(in German) on quadrille pages, wonderful array of postmarks, covers incl stampless, postal stationery, 
postcards, perfins, assorted stamps and S/S, etc., generally F-VF and ideal for continuation (see online 
scans) 675

4454 */**          SWITZERLAND COLLECTION, 1960/2013. many complete mostly NH sets and singles in two 
Lighthouse hingeless albums, note definitive and commemorative issues, S/S and mini-sheets, Pro Patria 
issues, Pro Juventute, Frama labels, etc., generally fresh and F-VF  475

4455 * 3         SWITZERLAND COLLECTION, 1850/1959.  mostly used on Scott pages in a 3-ring binder and incl 
useful sections of "zusammendrucke", charity issues, air mails and postage dues in addition th the array 
of definitives and commemoratives, nearly all used through the 1940s and then a mix of mint and used 
to the end, the "zusammendruke of the early 1900s mint and incl tete-beche and gutters with some large-
hole punch, premium issues throughout and too numerous to mention, typical mixed condition in early 
period but overall F-VF (see online scans) 450

4456 */** 3 

6        

SWITZERLAND COLLECTION TO 1990,   In four albums on Minkus pages being highly complete 
after 1924 incl many S/S, airmails, charity issues and officials, mostly NH with a few o.g. or used mixed 
in and note a few 1940s/50s sets on cover, some duplication in 1961/90 issues, highlights include (NH 
unless otherwise noted): 8 used, 10 used, 47 used, 219-25, 226, 293-305, 352a, B3 mint, B80, B116, B119 
mint B130-32, B144 (slightly damaged), B178 used, B297 etc., generally fresh and F-VF, nice foundation 
collection. 400

4457 * 3         SWITZERLAND COLLECTION 1850/1940.  on Scott pages, mixture of mint and used with all stamps 
being hinged, note several better stamps in the early issues, also includes a small selection of semi-postals 
and airmails, some classics with faults but generally VG-VF, owner‘s 2011 catalogue value $6,100, see 
online scans 350

4458 */** 3         SWITZERLAND OFFICIAL ISSUES COLLECTION.  advanced collection on Scott pages and incl some 
grilled gum varieties, better issues in abundance and include 2O1-55 used, 2O57-90 used, 3O27-93 used, 
5O6-25 used, 6O1-8 used, etc., generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 350

4459  3         SWITZERLAND USED COLLECTION 1854/1979.   housed in Scott Specialty album, includes some 
classics and fairly complete for much of the 20th century, also includes nice selection of semi-postals, 
postage dues, League of Nations, offcials, etc., apparently all used, a neat and clean collection with many 
attractive stamps throughout, generally F-VF 75

SPAIN AND COLONIES
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4460 */** 3         SWITZERLAND 1930s/50s ISSUES COLLECTION   neatly arranged on stock sheets and with good 
number of tete-beche pairs, gutter pairs, etc. plus some varieties, includes 216-18 on separate FDC with 
add‘l franking, 232 re-entry variety (Mi 301 Y I DP III, von der Weid cert), 310 "missing electric pylons" 
variety used (Renggli cert), 329-39 plate no blocks NH, etc., some of the mint lightly dist gum, generally 
F-VF (see online scans) 50

THAILAND
4461 */**          THAILAND SELECTION, 1939/72.  better sets and singles in stock cards featuring 304-08, 309-14 NH 

(2), 359-60 NH, 383-89 blocks NH, 483-84 blocks NH, 501-12 NH, B31-33 (2; few small faults), B35-37 (2; 
few small faults), generally F-VF (see online scans) 180

TIBET
4462 * 3 6        TIBET COLLECTION WITH BONUS.  substantial holding in one volume, including colorful Tibetan 

early large banknotes/bills with double lion designs in yellow, black and red, dragons and mythical beasts 
in blue, black and red, as well as examples with scenes from the life of the Buddha including a very large 
100t denomination in yellow, red, green, blue and black. Also an interesting large document with neat 
official Devanagari script and red handstamped seal with highly stylised script; postal history incl 1912 ½t 
green #1 on cover, 1933 ½t orange pair on cover, 2t scarlet pair on cover back, combination franking of 
½t orange, 2/3t dark blue (cut into at top), 1t rose carmine and 4t emerald on cover to Nepal, 1934 4t 
green single usages, 2t red, 2t orange vermilion pair on cover, etc, followed by the stamps inc. #1 unused 
complete sheet of 12, 1933 4t emerald also in complete sheet of 12 unused, as well as lion and stamp 
revenue designs from large brown issue to larger type in olive to an enormous design in black, bonus an 
assortment of Nepal banknotes well worth researching.(see online scans) 2500

TURKEY
4463 * 3         DESIRABLE TURKEY COLLECTION, 1863/1991. extensive mostly mint collection two Scott Specialty 

albums, starts with 1863 "Tughra" issue used (includes the 20pa "paper colored through" variety with 
certificate), 1865 25pi used, 1884-90 issues (Scott 66-86) mint, 1901 Foreign/ Domestic Postage issue 
complete mint, 1911 "Monastir", "Pristina", "Salonique" and "Uskub" overprints mint, 1914 2pa-200pi mint, 
1914 Abolition overprints mint, useful group of the 1915/18 overprints and surcharges incl some perf 
varieties, 1918 5pa, 10pa mint (Scott 549-50), 1919 50pi Carmine Armistice used (Scott 553), 1923 10pa-
500pi Republic Issue mint, 1924 Lausanne Treaty mint, 1927-28 Izmir Exhibition mint, 1930 Railroad mint, 
mostly complete after 1933 with majority mint, also includes extensive "back of the book" issues with semi-
postals, air mails, postage due incl 1916 10pa-40pa mint, 1919 Accession mint, some local posts, officials, 
newspaper incl the 1911 "Monastir", "Pristina", "Salonique" and "Uskub" overprints mint, postal tax incl 
1940s/50s mint sets and S/S, etc., nice assortment of pre-1930s varieties interspersed throughout, generally 
fresh and F-VF; a lovely collection and a pleasure to view; owner‘s 2010 Scott $20,000+ (see online scans) 2500

4464 * 3         TURKEY "OLD-TIME" COLLECTION OF 19th CENTURY CRESCENT TYPES.  the 1876/1890s types 
written up on quadrille pages, over 350 stamps with highlights including the 5pi (#57) mint with inverted 
background, imperfs, 50pa (#55) lower margin block of four with extra vertical perfs, 1880/81 ‘piastre’ 
and ‘piastres’ 1pi mint (#62/63), as well as ‘piastr’ and ‘piastri’ errors, then the 1884/86 5pa unused, 
used (2) incl blue cancel and used on piece (#66), 1886 25pi black and pale gray unused and used (3; 
#73), a page of the private bisects, 1888 25pi used (2; #86), followed by the 1890 1pi blue and gray mint 
block of four (#89); also a fascinating page of the 1890 Baghdad provisional bisects (not listed in Scott) 
including two commercial single usages on cover, as well as an excellent range of red, blue and black, 
circular, triangular and rectangular local overprints in 11 different series of 5, etc., typical VG-VF; an 
engaging in-depth collection with many scarce items, a recommended viewing (see online scans) 1500

4465 * 3         TURKEY 1860s/80s ISSUES COLLECTION.  challenging specialised collection specifically for star and 
crescent types annotated on quadrille album pages, well over 400 stamps on complex areas including 
imperfs, lots of bisects on piece, extensive local overprints, many postage dues of the period including 
used in combination with bisects on piece and diverse local handstamps, generally F-VF; viewing a 
pleasure (see online scans) 1500

4466   6        OTTOMAN EMPIRE - FORERUNNERS USED IN TOWNS NOW IN GREECE; 1885/192.  26 covers/ 
cards plus two postal records, cancels include Cavalla, Dede-Aghadj, Drama, Florina, Guerebina, Hania 
(Crete), Isketche, Janina, Metelin, Preuesa, Rhodes, Salonica, Samos, Serres, Volos and Yenisehir, assortment 
of frankings, some typical light postal wear, a Fine assortment for the specialist (see online scans) 1200

4467 * 3         TURKEY NEWSPAPER ISSUES COLLECTION, 1891/1901.  about 200 stamps on quadrille pages with 
the 1891 1pi mint and used (4) with red handstamp (#P12/P12a), 2pi yellow used (#P13), 10pa with blue 
and red handstamps used (#P10b/P10c), 1pi with blue handstamps (2; (#P12a), 20pa red handstamp 
(#P11c), etc., then the 1892 newspapers with several dozen used incl three examples of the scarce 5pi 
pale violet (#P29), as well as 1901s mint piaster values inc. shades on the 5pi (#P42), etc., usual mixed 
condition with most F-VF (see online scans)  750
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4468   6        TURKEY and FOREIGN OFFICES IN TURKEY COVERS ASSORTMENT.  approx 100 mostly pre-1930s 
covers in two albums, includes assorted Turkey frankings plus offices of Austria, France, Germany, GB, US 
Navy in Haifa, plus some uses in Lebanon, Syria, Yemen, note registered, parcel forms, telegram, postcards, 
etc., usual mixed condition but a Fine lot, plenty of cancel interest for the specialist (see online scans) 200

4469 5 3         EUROPEAN and INDIAN STAMPS USED ABROAD - PRIMARILY IN THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE.  approx 
280 items in a stock book with issues of Austria, Russia, France, Italy, Greece, GB, and noting wide range 
of cancels from the Ottoman influenced Balkan area, Aegean Isl, Crete, Iraq, Lebanon, Palestine, Egypt, 
etc., a Fine lot worth close inspection (see online scans) 100

4470 5 3         EUROPEAN OFFICES IN TURKEY/ LEVANT COLLECTION.  approx 190 items (incl some multiples) 
on homemade pages, about 85% with cancels on Austrian issues with the balance on issues of France, 
Germany and Russia, note cancels of Haifa, Jaffa incl on Austria Offices in Turkey 1896 10p, 20p 
Surcharge, Jerusalem, generally F-VF (see online scans) 150

VATICAN CITY
4471 */**          VATICAN CITY PREMIUM ASSORTMENT.  better sets incl 1-13+E1-2 NH, 19-34+E3-4 (2, some NH, 

one of the 2L regummed), 61-67 NH except 5c l.h., B1-4 NH, C16-17 (3), C18-19 (3 incl two regummed), 
C22-23 NH (3), E1-2 NH (2), Q1-15 NH, F-VF (see online scans) 600

4472 */**          VATICAN CITY MINT COLLECTION, 1929/62.  in mounts on nicely filled set of White Ace pages and 
incl 1-13+E1-2 (E2 NH), 19-34+E3-4 (28, 30 NH), 41-67, 122-31+E11-12 NH, 145-53 NH, 155a NH, 173 
NH, B1-4 NH, C1-15 NH, C18-19, C20-23 NH, J1-6, Q1-15 NH, etc., generally fresh and F-VF (see online 
scans) 500

4473 */**          STRONG MINT VATICAN CITY COLLECTION TO 1970.  in White Ace album, all mint with only a 
few early sets hinged, missing only 14 and 35-40 to 1940 (and only about 16 stamps thereafter), generally 
F-VF, a very clean collection with many desirable stamps 150

4474 */** 3         VATICAN CITY ASSORTMENT. mostly mint with much NH in a stock book, through issues of the 1980s 
and with some minor duplication, note 41-46 mint, airmails, etc., generally F-VF 140

VENEZUELA
4475 */** 3         VENEZUELA COLLECTION TO 1990s.  main collection housed in three Minkus albums, nice coverage 

throughout, some early issues used but the vast majority mint or NH, also several stockbooks with 
additional material, much topical appeal and many nice sets, generally F-VF 100

VIETNAM
4476 */** 3         SUBSTANTIAL VIETNAM STOCK. neatly arranged by Scott number on stock sheets in 8 binders 

plus some overflow in an additional binder, replete with better sets and singles including (mint unless 
otherwise noted) 1-13 (7 incl three NH), 39-50 NH (7 incl strips of five), 54 NH (22), 63-67 NH (22), 
290A coil rolls of 1000 (2), 389a panes of 50 (5), 402-04 panes of 50 (4), 420a-424a NH (19), 439-40 
NH  (16), 448-50 used (5), 450 NH  (10 incl block of eight) and used (4), 496-500 NH  (24), 514-16 
NH (77), B1 Red Cross Booklets (64 booklets - most with pane separated from cover), J15-28 NH (7), 
M1-2 assortment of imperf and printing varieties, M3 used (9), some Scott unlisted with 1967 Buddhist 
World Youth League (Michel I-II, €2,500), 1975 Unissued Mi V, VI, VII, VIII, XV, XVI, XX (50 each, Mi 
€3,050), etc., duplication in some sets to 300+ with some others 100+ with majority less than 50 and post-
1970s issues less than 20, some issues with typical gum toning or disturbances but overall fresh and F-VF, 
a phenomenal stock with 2017 Scott value in excess of $65,000 just for the NH stamps alone 3000

4477 **   4       TROVE OF VIETNAM MULTIPLES and FULL SHEETS.  mostly full sheets of 1950s/70s issues with 
better sets and singles and some duplication, most with some typical gum toning and/or minor faults 
though most of the later issues fresh gum and colors, note 14-16 sheets of 80 (2; disturbed gum), 20-26 
blocks of 25 (3; brown or toned gum), blocks of 50 (4; brown gum), folded sheets of 50 (brown gum, 
perf separations), 389-91, 411-12 (2), 415-16 (2), 441-43 (2), 445-46, 454-56 (2), 472-74, 487-89, 490-92, 
493-95, 501-03, 509-11 (3), 512-13 sheets of 50 (3), 515-16 blocks of 50, J1-6 sheets of 50 (disturbed gum), 
J21-24 blocks of 100, M1 sheets of 60 (3; without gum), M1 imperforate sheets of 60 missing inscriptions 
(2; without gum), etc., usual mixed condition, viewing a must; Scott $23,500+ 750

4478 */**   4       VIETNAM BLOCKS and MULTIPLES STOCK. 1950s/70s issues, overwhelmingly NH and with 
numerous premium as (blocks of four unless otherwise noted) 20-26 NH (4, toned gum), 150-53 NH (7), 
358-61 NH (8), 385-88 NH (8), 402-04 NH, 420a-424a gutter blocks NH, 436-38 NH (8), 439-40 NH (5), 
450 NH (4), 478-79 NH (21), 496-500 NH, 506-08 NH (4), 509-11 NH (6), 514-16 NH, C11-14 NH (4), 
J15-20 NH (6), etc., some earlier issues some gum toning or some disturbed gum but vast majority PO 
fresh and F-VF; 2017 Scott over $10,500 500

4479           P VIETNAM 1959/75 DELUXE PROOFS GROUP. comprised of 124-27 (2), 197-200 (2), 258, 436-38 (6), 
460, 501-03 (20), F-VF 200
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4480 */**          VIETNAM MINT COLLECTION, 1951/75. an essentially complete collection including the "back of the 
book" issues and "officially unissued" stamps neatly arranged on stock sheets, most issues to 1956 with 
toned or disturbed gum, generally PO fresh 1956 to the end, F-VF (see online scans) 150

4481 */**          VIETNAM MINT COLLECTION, 1951/75. essentially complete and nearly all NH in mounts on pages, 
1954 Crown Prince with brown gum and a handful of early issues a trivial bit of gum toning or disturbance, 
includes unofficial 1975 issues, postage dues, etc., generally fresh and F-VF (see online scans) 120

4482 */**          VIETNAM COLLECTION 1951/1959 PLUS NORTH VIETNAM,  apparently all NH or without gum 
as issued, complete first issue, includes airmails, charity stamps, and postage dues, in addition to album 
pages includes a nice stock of North Vietnam singles and blocks through about 1960, better items 
including 32-35, generally F-VF 120

NORTH VIETNAM
4483 *          NORTH VIETNAM ASSORTMENT.  better sets and singles in stock cards with 6-8, 17-19, 47-49 (4), 67-

68 (3), 86-87 (2), 398-403 imperf, O10-16 (used), etc., without gum as issued, generally F-VF (see online 
scans) 150

YUGOSLAVIA
4484 * 3         YUGOSLAVIA COLLECTION.   a specialised collection of well over 1300 mostly mint stamps in a 

Schaubek album with plenty of elusive items; some of the highlights include 1919 ‘Kraljevstvo’ 50h Slate 
blue mint, signed (Scott 1L33), 1920 2L Surcharges mint incl key 2h on 6h Violet signed (1L43), first 
semi-postals with varieties incl 15h Red brown with cyrillic ovpt and normal ovpt inverted NH  (1LB2a; 
var), the 5h Green and 10h Magenta mint (1LB3/1LB4), the cyrillic ovpt on 5h Green mint (1LB3a), 
the 1918 ‘Freedom of Croatia-Slovenia’ NH, signed (2L28/2L31) and complete used on piece; then 
‘Hrvatska SHS’ ovpts including on Charles IV and Queen Zita mint (2L3/2L4;  the 15f signed) as well as 
better postage dues, through to Slovenia "Breaking Chains" types etc. in-depth incl 8d on 30fp Deep rose 
postage due mint and used (3LJ32) and the 1920 Vienna print 6f blue newspaper stamp mint (3LP12), 
etc. through to WW II (especially Italian occupations) with Istra, Laibach/Ljubljana incl circular and 
square eagle ovpt types complete mint to 20L on 2L flying arrows airposts, with the scarce circular type 
top value signed twice etc., a few dubious ovpts a s always but an overall "tip-top" collector’s collection 
(see online scans) 2000

4485 * 3         YUGOSLAVIA; CROATIA-SLAVONIA FORERUNNER ISSUES COLLECTION.   125 overprinted on 
Hungarian issues, mostly mint on Elbe quadrille pages and incl some duplication with overprint errors 
and varieties, some multiples, etc., some dubious as usual, mostly F-VF (see online scans) 50

BRITISH AND FOREIGN COVERS AND POSTAL HISTORY
4486 *  6        BONANZA OF COVERS  in five cover albums, approx 300 items with most France or French related 

and also including some mint postal stationery, virtually everything pre 1930s and incl stampless covers, 
French classics, USA, Germany, air mails, postage dues, Latin America, USA, Ethiopia "Dire Dawa" covers 
(2), Liechtenstein 1-3 on registered postcard to Germany, even a Tonga "Tin Can Mail" cover, usual 
mixed condition with just a few dubious noted, generally Fine or better; huge retail value (see online 
scans) 10000

4487   6        ''V'' FOR "VICTORY" COLLECTION.  approx 130 covers and cards incorporating the "V" symbol in 
the cancel or marking, cachet on the envelope, on the stamp, etc. WW II vintage from a variety of mostly 
European countries and incl censored, military post, etc., usual mixed condition but Fine overall (see 
online scans) 2000

4488   6        WORLDWIDE COVERS ASSORTMENT.   five binders with covers of classic France (3 binders incl 
some stampless), early 19th century USA (few items of mint stationery) with ad covers and postal cards, 
1950s/80s W Europe with useful Switzerland incl FDC, usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 500

4489   6        TWENTIETH CENTURY BRITISH POSTAL HISTORY ACCUMULATION.   several hundred covers 
from about the 1930s/70s, including many sets with high values, mostly philatelic but a few commercial, 
generally F-VF 400

4490   6        20th CENTURY COVERS ASSORTMENT. 100+ intact as received and incl a some mint postal stationery 
envelopes and cards, a quick glance reveals primarily Brit Commonwealth sets and singles noting 1949 
UPU cacheted FDC for Hong Kong, Singapore, Bermuda and North Borneo, a Nyasaland 1953 registry 
envelope to Canada, few 1960s PRC covers to Canada, Gambia 1953 QE II ½d-£1 FDC, Germany colorful 
1923 inflation cover, Mozambique 1934 registered flight cover to Berlin, etc. usual mixed condition, VG-
VF view to appreciate (see onlione scans) 250

4491   6        WORLDWIDE 1950s/90s COVERS ACCUMULATION. many 100s of covers and postcards, noted 
airmail, registered mails, Aerogrammes, etc from USA, England, European counties, South East Asia, 
etc. usual faults but mostly Fine  200
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4492   6        1950s/60s "COLD WAR" RELATED incl NATO COVERS ASSORTMENT. about 60 covers mostly being 
1950s NATO related philatelic covers and FDC, from primarily US and European countries, note Greece 
1954 NATO FDC, Portugal 1952 NATO cacheted FDC (2), some NATO commemorative and slogan 
cancels, etc., F-VF (see online scans) 100

4493   6        POSTAL HISTORY OF SCANDINAVIANS IN EARLY 20th CENTURY WARS. eight covers on exhibit 
pages and incl cover from Swedish doctor (head of Swedish ambulance corps) in the Ottoman/ Christian 
War in 1912/13, two covers from Swedish doctors in Austria-Hungary or Germany serving in WW I, the 
Finnish War of Independence Swedish volunteer covers and aninbound cover to Norwegian Ambulance 
Corps, F-VF and unusual (see online scans) 100

4494   6        WORLDWIDE POSTAL HISTORY ACCUMULATION.   commercial and commemorative covers, 
primarily from the 20th century, note much British Commonwealth and UN (primarily FDCs of the 
latter), condition varies but many faulty in some way, generally G-VF, viewing is a necessity 100

4495   6        WORLDWIDE COVERS ASSORTMENT.   approx 35 mostly 19th century Swiss covers and postal 
stationery, other covers an assortment of France, Russia, Saar, Italy, Netherlands, also a small notebook 
of misc used stamps of Europe, very mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 75

4496   6        LATE-TWENTIETH CENTURY WORLDWIDE COVER ASSORTMENT.   several hundred worldwide 
covers, primarily FDCs and event covers, nearly all post-WWII, additionally some postcards, souvenir 
cards, etc mixed in, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 50

 WORLDWIDE AIRMAIL AND FLIGHT COVERS
4497   6        FRENCH AIRMAIL MEETING CARDS and VIGNETTES.  56 cards in a stock book showing a range of 

different events of the early 1900s, cards show nice assortment of early planes and pilots, the colorful 
vignettes, some plane crashes, etc., meetings include Reims 1909, 1910, Dijon 1910, Epernay 1912, Lyon 
1910, etc., generally F-VF, ideal for the early aviation enthusiast (see online scans) 2000

4498   6        DESIRABLE ZEPPELIN FLIGHT COVER COLLECTION.   41 covers/cards neatly arranged and 
annotated in two volumes and spans from the beginning of the Zeppelin flight era through to the last 
flight of the Hindenburg, most have German frankings but with variety of other countries represented, 
includes ZR-III flights to USA (3), USS "Los Angeles" to 1925 to Bermuda (2), 1928/29 North America 
Flights (4) with Germany 2m or 4m franking, 1930 Pan American Flight (5) incl USA C13 on postcard 
(2), Argentina and Brazil (2) frankings, 1930 Geneva Flight with Swiss franking, 1931 Baltic Flight 
with Saar franking, 1931 Polar Flight Russia 35k 2r imperf franking on card, 1931 Hungary Flight with 
Hungary 1p, 2p, 1931 Liechtenstein Flight with Liech C6-7 (envelope faults not affecting stamps), 1936 
Hindenburg 1st No America Flight with Liechtenstein C15-16, 1936 Olympics Flight, etc. plus assorted 
1930s LZ-127 and LZ-129 South America Flights with frankings of Brazil, Chile, Paraguay, generally F-VF, 
view to appreciate (see online scans) 1000

4499   6        U.S. "ZEPPELINS and AIRSHIPS" COLLECTION.   an eclectic "A-Z" collection arranged and 
annotated in two volumes plus some Akron (8) and Macon (44) covers, includes covers, postcards, 
trading cards, stamps, memorabilia, photos, etc. from the early 1900s to essentially present day showing 
the development of dirigibles, blimps, etc., notables include Baldwin airships (incl "California Arrow") 
on early 20th century postcards, Dr Beach airship on 1907 Jamestown Expo postcard, postcard showing 
the "Coey Flyer" used to fly guests from the hotel to the train station, various Goodyear and Goodrich 
airships, incl "The Reliance" on postcard issued during an advertising tour, Riggs and Rice "American 
Eagle" airship shown on a Hudson-Fulton Expo postcard, A. Roy Knabenshue early 20th century airships 
on postcards, Strobel Dirigible Co ships, United Airship Co designs, US Navy airships incl "Shenandoah", 
etc., some of the early postcards mixed condition as expected but still better than usually seen, F-VF, a 
must-view for the airship specialist (see online scans) 800

4500   6        GRAF ZEPPELIN 1929 "ROUND THE WORLD" FLIGHT COVER COLLECTION.   "collector‘s 
collection" of covers/ cards and collateral neatly arranged and annotated in an album, includes flown 
covers with German (6), US (7) and Japanese (1) franking and representing the various legs of the flight 
incl the scarcer ones as Lakehurst to Tokyo and Tokyo to Los Angeles, also note "round the world" cover 
signed by Dr Eckener and his son accompanied by a press photo of the pair, a piece of torn fabric from 
the storm damaged tail fin of the Graf Zeppelin, etc., generally F-VF, view to appreciate (see online scans) 350

4501   6        ZEPPELINS and AIRSHIPS COLLECTION.   two albums with an eclectic assortment of photos, 
postcards, collateral etc. neatly arranged and annotated on pages in a binder, generally early to mid-20th 
century with entries for Dr Greth airship "California Eagle", Bodkin airship "Colombia", the "Dixon Sky 
Cycle", John Cooley‘s airship, various Goodyear blimp related, recent Zeppelin local posts labels and 
covers, Zeppelin stamp facsimiles, etc., generally F-VF, ideal for the airship specialist (see online scans) 200

4502   6        ZEPPELIN COVERS and EPHEMERA.  an album of esoteric and seldom-seen Zeppelin items incl "R34" 
on a school tablet covert, postcard symbolizing the Kaiser as "Liberator of the East with an airship as 
part of the design, some "Zeppelin Kommit" humor postcards, POW Zeppelin postcard, Roessler "Akron 
Mail" cinderellas, propaganda and anti-Zeppelin cards, the unofficial Spanish colony Zeppelin issues, 
Cyrenaica C7-12 mint, etc., generally F-VF, view to appreciate (see online scans) 200
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4503           EXTRAORDINARY EARLY 1900s FRENCH AIRPLANE AND PILOTS POSTCARDS 
COLLECTION.  1240 cards in sleeves in two file boxes displaying an astounding array of different planes 
and their pilots duri\ng the infancy of the "heavier than air" period, includes experimental aircraft, some 
crashes, etc., written cannot do justice to this collection so view some sample scans in the online catalog 
or view in person; even if you‘re not an enthusiast, this lot will impress you for its depth, quality and "eye 
appeal"; for the avid enthusiast of the subject, this collection is simply a joy to behold (see online scans) 12000

4504           JAPAN POSTCARDS COLLECTION.  approx 750 cards in sleeves and generally early 20th century with 
themes of theater, views incl war scenes, animals, costumes, etc., some with stamps affixed, generally F-VF, 
huge retail potential or an excellent foundation collection (see online scans) 5000

4505           ALBUM DES CELEBRITES CONTEMPORAINES PUBLIE PAR LEFEVRE-UTILE....NANTES 
POSTCARDS ALBUM.   two specially prepared albums c.1900 with 95 postcards showing a portrait, 
autograph and a relevant design for prominent personalities of the period incl Sarah Bernhardt plus 
a special group of eight cards showing aviators and their airplanes incl Bleriot, Wright Bros., Santos 
Dumont, etc., each album with a promotional page for the 1900 Paris Exposition, Very Fine; an attractive 
set (see online scans) 2000

4506           AUSTRIA POSTCARDS COLLECTION.   400 cards in sleeves, some with stamps affixed and used, 
generally all pre-WW II with subjects incl views, art, "gruss aus", propaganda, etc., generally fresh and 
F-VF, view to appreciate 2000

4507           GREAT BRITAIN POSTCARDS COLLECTION.  800+ cards in sleeves, nearly all early 20th century 
views incl real photo, good number used, usual mixed condition but generally fresh and F-VF, view to 
appreciate (see online scans) 2000

4508           MEXICO POSTCARDS COLLECTION OF 1911 REVOLUTION PERIOD.  66 cards neatly arranged 
in an album showing real photo images of soldiers, war scenes and battle damage, "KIA", etc., far better 
condition than usually seen, a stunning collection of VF cards (see online scans) 2000

4509           MOROCCO POSTCARDS COLLECTION.  219 early 20th century cards in a bulging stock book, replete 
with views, natives, military subjects, etc., some with stamps affixed, generally F-VF, view to appreciate (see 
online scans) 2000

4510           EGYPT POSTCARDS COLLECTION.  198 19th/early 20th century cards in a bulging stock book with 
variety of views, people, animals, landmarks incl the Pyramids and Sphinx, some with stamps affixed, 
generally F-VF, a wonderful collection for the specialist (see online scans) 1800

4511           BALLOONS POSTCARD COLLECTION.  123 19th/ early 20th century cards in a stock book showing 
images of numerous mostly French balloons "in the air" at assorted locations, as advertising, propaganda, 
etc., some with stamps affixed, generally F-VF, a desirable collection of these popular cards (see online 
scans)  1200

4512           FRENCH DIRIGIBLES and AIRSHIPS POSTCARDS COLLECTION.  56 early 20th century cards in 
a stock book, cards showing various airships incl "Santos Dumont", "République", "Jaune", "Ville-De-Paris", 
"Patrie", "MM Lebaudy", "Ville-De-Nancy", views of the ships in assorted locales, F-VF, lovely collection for 
the specialist (see online scans) 1200

4513           1900 PARIS EXPO POSTCARDS COLLECTION.  200+ cards from several publishers in an album, wide 
variety of Paris and expo views, wonderfully fresh condition, a desirable collection of these attractive 
cards (see online scans) 1000

4514           BRAZIL POSTCARDS COLLECTION.  56 early 20th century cards showing assorted natives, views, etc. 
incl many real photos, generally F-VF, desirable group (see online scans) 1000

4515           LABELS AND CINDERELLAS COLLECTION.  approx 775 nearly all different European and American 
pre-1916 items neatly arranged in a stock book, includes topics as fairs and exhibitions, sporting events, 
military, etc. with vignettes showing ships and planes, coats of arms, athletes, allegories, etc., generally 
fresh and F-VF, a must view (see online scans) 1000

4516           PHILIPPINES POSTCARDS COLLECTION.  40 early 1900s cards on stock sheets with views of natives, views 
incl towns and architecture, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, scarce so nice and in this quantity (see online scans) 1000

4517           HAND-PAINTED/ ILLUSTRATED POSTCARDS GROUP,   42 early 20th century French cards with 
range of illustrations incl country scenes, people, "still life", etc., F-VF (see online scans) 800

4518           1910s/20s POSTCARDS.  over 200 WWI-era postcards with extensive ranges of "upside-down" reversible 
cards, French and British puzzle cards with scenes of the trenches, Naval warfare, etc, interactive cards 
including pulling the Kaiser’s nose, naked ladies making up famous profiles and much, much more, 
an extraordinary holding of scarce material put together over a lifetime of postcard collecting, must be 
viewed to be appreciated (see online scans) 500

4519           GREAT BRITAIN AIRPLANE and AIRSHIPS POSTCARDS.   24 postcards showing different planes, 
dirigibles, pilots, etc. with majority pre-WW II period, note "Avro" airplane, airship "Beta", Zeppelin use 
during WW I, French aviators/ ships in England, etc., generally F-VF (see online scans) 400

4520           SIERRA LEONE POSTCARDS ASSORTMENT.  37 early 20th century cards in a stock book, subjects 
include people, views, etc., some with stamps affixed, a Fine selection (see online scans) 300

WORLDWIDE EPHEMERA AND PICTURE POSTCARDS
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4521           URUGUAY POSTCARDS COLLECTION.  38 early view cards showing city and rural scenes, architecture, 
etc., some with stamps attached, usual mixed condition but a Fine lot of these elusive cards (see online 
scans) 250

4522           CHILE POSTCARDS ASSORTMENT.   35 19th/ early 20th century cards showing assorted views 
(mountain and ocean), natives, architecture, etc., generally F-VF (see online scans) 200

4523           WORLDWIDE POSTER STAMPS ASSORTMENT. 200+, incl WW  I  "Delandres", with others incl 
German, Red Cross, Christmas, Anti-TB, etc., generally colorful and F-VF  50

4524 */** 3         LARGE ASIA ACCUMULATION.  including (but not limited to) PRC, China, Indonesia, Korea, Japan, 
Philippines, etc, housed in an array of albums and stockbooks, generally F-VF, close inspection could pay 
off  150

BALKAN AREA
4525 * 3         BALKANS REGION COLLECTION.  Yugoslavia, Montenegro, Serbia, Austrian Post Offices In, Slovenia; 

attractive specialised collection in a well-filled Scott album, many hundreds of stamps, primarily mint, 
including good Montenegro and Serbia from 19th century onwards; we note Montenegro first Nicholas 
issues to 25n, 1893 surcharges incl better perfs, 1913 Exile issues, Italian occupation with 1941 Airposts 
used, etc., Serbia starting with #1 mint, large margins all round (signed three times incl Diena), followed 
by an interesting range of the challenging Prince Michael issues with many signed, through to the 
Austro-Hungarian fieldpost ovpts on Bosnia Franz Josefs incl horizontal ovpts and scarce diagonal red 
ovpts both complete mint and all signed, etc., the WW II occupations also interesting as well as Yugoslavia 
general issues to the 1980s, generally F-VF; a pleasing collection with many better items expertised and 
still with opportunities for the specialist to make discoveries (see online scans) 1000

EUROPE
4526 */** 3         EUROPE COLLECTION 1865/1999. Romania 1865/1999 (with a nice assortment of classic issues, 

moderately complete from the 1920s/40s and a high degree of completion from the 1950s/70s, 
including many airmails, semi-postals, and postage dues), Sweden 1924/2003, Denmark 1851/2001, 
Finland 1954/94 (as well as a small collection of Channel Islands), Switzerland 1858/1972, Austria 
1850/2000, Liechtenstein 1973/2004, Hungary 1871/2000, Czechoslovakia 1918/95; also nice German 
States collection, some better items but also some questionable id‘s, continues with a Scott album of 
Germany, a few classics but really picks up with the Inflation period and Third Reich, also includes 
Lindner albums of Berlin 1948/90 and Germany 1983/91; smaller post-WWII European collections also 
included; a mix of used, mind, and NH throughout although modern issues are typically NH; some 
condition issues with the early material but generally F-VF, owner’s catalogue value $16,500+ 750

4527  3         CLASSIC PERIOD USED STOCKS OF ICELAND, NETHERLANDS and SWEDEN. neatly sorted, 
counted and filed in glassines, duplication to 29 each and incl Iceland 10 (10), 15 (17), 91 (6), 121 
(13), O5 (21), O10 (12), O36 (15), Sweden 20 (17), 24 (8), 34 (15), etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF; 
meticulously inventoried (available) with a Scott value of $17,500+ 475

4528 */** 3         LARGE EUROPE STOCK.  including Russia, Yugoslavia, France, Italy, Hungary, Bulgaria, and Belgium, 
arranged by Scott on manila stockpages, used, mint, and NH mixed throughout, generally F-VF, perfect 
for the retailer 250

4529 */** 3         WESTERN EUROPE COUNTRY COLLECTIONS.  about a dozen and a half Scott Specialty and other 
albums representing most major countries, including France, Italy, GB, Spain, Poland, etc, main focus 
seems to be the 1970s but plenty of earlier stamps as well, usual mixed condition but generally VG-VF, 
viewing is recommended 250

4530 */** 3         EUROPE COUNTRY COLLECTIONS.  including Italy and Colonies in two Marini albums, San Marino 
in Marini album, Andorra in Davo album, Denmark year sets 1969/99, France 1970/89 in Schaubeck 
album, Switzerland in two albums, as well as smaller collections of Hungary BOB, Trieste, Sweden, etc, 
mixture of mint and used throughout, generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended 150

4531  3         EUROPE REVENUES GROUP.   90+ revenues/ revenue stamped paper (cut from document) with 
majority being from Austria, useful assortment, usual mixed condition, VG-VF (see online scans) 100

4532 */** 3         EUROPEAN DEALER STOCK.  sizable dealer stock of Europe in glassines and stock cards, arranged by 
country and Scott number, from Austria through Switzerland with most major countries represented, 
mixture of mint and used, years ranging from early issues to about the 1970s, prices from a few pennies 
up to $5-10, moderate duplication, generally F-VF, well worth a close look 75

4533 **          BELGIUM and LIECHTENSTEIN SELECTION.   includes Belgium B370-75 NH (10), Liechtenstein 
some 1930s/40s NH sets, 376-78 sheets NH, 381-84 sheets NH, F-VF 40
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4534 */** 3         LATIN AMERICA STOCK.   including Honduras, Guatemala, Dominican Republic, Haiti, Chile, 
Ecuador, El Salvador, Bolivia, and Venezuela, arranged by Scott on manila stockpages, used, mint, and 
NH mixed throughout, generally F-VF, perfect for the retailer 250

THE LEVANT
4535 * 3         THE LEVANT REGIONAL COLLECTION.  includes various country collections of the region plus extensive 

"Offices in Turkey" collections of Austria, France, Germany, Italy and Russia, better sets and singles throughout 
incl (mint unless otherwise noted) Alexandretta 1-12, Austria Offices in Crete 1-22, France Offices in Egypt 
Port Said 12a used, 18-32 with some shades, France Offices in Levant 1-7 used, 52-55, Dedeagh 7-8, Vathy 
7-8, Germany Offices in Turkey 2-4 used, 6, 13-23, 24B, 30, 43-52 used, Great Britain Offices in Turkey 6 on 
piece, 8-12, Hatay 12-37, Italy Offices Abroad 1-2, 11, Italy Offices in Africa Benghasi 1, 2 used, Italy Offices in 
Turkey 15-17, 20B-20G, 46-54, Albania 1-6, Constantinople 1-22, Salonica 1-8, Smyrne 7, Aegean Isl Lero 9-11, 
Poland Offices in Turkey 2K1-12 signed, Russia Offices in Turkey 31-48, 81-110, 141-99, 213-27, Turkey in Asia 
87-89, 90-97, etc. plus useful Cilicia, Egypt incl some varieties, Mesopotamia (some signed), etc., some ttypical 
minor faults here and there but overall fresh and F-VF, well worth a close look (see online scans) 1500

MIDDLE EAST
4536 * 3         OLD-TIME MIDDLE EAST COLLECTION. lovely collection on home-made pages; starts with 

Afghanistan sparse until 1940, then almost complete mint until 1956 noting extensive perfs and imperfs 
semis from 1957/59, C7-12 mint, O1-7 mint and almost complete mint postal tax; some 1922/25 Saudi 
Arabia-Hejaz; Iraq mint and used collection from 1923/66 and includes air mails and officials; followed 
by a starter group of 1926/66 Saudi Arabia-Nejd collection, mint 1926/66 Yemen collection with some 
air mails; finally the core of the collection - 1870s/1960s Iran with some issues from 1876 to 1878, but 
then it is almost complete from 1879 to 1966 missing only a handful of stamps and it includes semi’s, air 
mails and officials and numerous complete sets, as it is usually the case with Iran, there are some doubtful 
issues and reprints but this collection includes a lot of genuine stamps incl complete 1909 printed matter 
postal tax issue, usual mixed condition but generally F-VF (see online scans)   2500

4537 */** 3         MIDDLE EAST COUNTRY SELECTIONS.   includes 1975/82 Turkish Cyprus mint on pages, Muscat 
and Oman/ Oman mostly complete mint 1944/85 on pages, also includes some stock sheets of mid to 
late 1980s NH sets and S/S of Oman (some with light gum toning), some add‘l NH Turkish Cyprus plus 
couple pages of Yemen, generally F-VF (see online scans) 200

4538   6        GULF STATES and SAUDI ARABIA 1940s/80s COVERS ASSORTMENT.  approx 50 covers in a small 
cover album, includes some philatelic uses but a nice assortment of town cancels, frankings, etc., F-VF 
(see online scans) 100

SCANDINAVIA
4539 * 3         SCANDINAVIA COLLECTION.  mostly used from the classic period through the 2000s in four Scott albums 

and being strong in the 1930s/80s issues, many premium issues including Denmark 25-33 used, 41-51 used, 164-
75 used, B3-5 mint, small glassine envelope of 19th century locals, Finland 118 used, 153-54 used, Greenland 
136-41 used, 242-49 used, Iceland 12 used, C3-11 mint, C15-20 mint (less 50a), Norway 203-06 NH, Sweden 
239-63 used, highly complete used 1939/2000, O12-25 used, O28-55 used, etc., usual very mixed condition in 
the 19th century issues but overall a Fine and useful foundation collection (see online scans) 1500

4540  3         SCANDINAVIA ASSORTMENT. many 1000s of overwhelmingly used in glassines, stock cards appearing 
to be mostly early to mid -20th century Finland, Denmark and Sweden and incl plenty of duplication in 
some issues, usual mixed condition, VG-VF 100

TOPICAL COLLECTIONS
4541   6        ANTI-COMMUNIST PROPAGANDA COLLECTION.  25 mostly 1920s/40s postcards, slogan cancels, 

etc., mostly German related but note France, Italy, Serbia, generally F-VF (see online scans) 600
4542   6        ANTI-SEMITIC ITEMS COLLECTION.  comprised of about 38 items incl postcards, special cancels, 

early to mid-20th century German or related, generally F-VF (see online scans) 600
4543 **   4       EUROPA COLLECTION 1980-2014.  housed in 34 Safe-Dual hingeless albums, very nearly complete 

for the years listed with only rare empty spaces, includes souvenir sheets and bookles, apparently all 
NH, generally Very Fine, an extraordinary amount of catalogue value (into the 5-figures), perfect starter 
collection of Europa or ideal for a dealer to break down 500

4544 **          EUROPA CEPT 1956-67.  on White Ace pages, complete and apparently all NH, generally F-VF 80
4545 */** 3         SHIPS AND AUTOS TOPICAL COLLECTION.  mint and used group of seven albums and stockbooks 

with souvenir sheets etc., generally F-VF, worth inspection 100

LATIN AMERICA
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4546 * 3         TOPICALS COLLECTION in 18 STOCK BOOKS.  extensive collection with a representation of virtually 
every topical under the sun, there are many 1000s of stamps here from categories such as flowers, birds, 
aviation incl balloons, gliders, zeppelins, animals again with many separate sub categories for example under 
L, lemurs, lions, leopards, etc through to monkeys, butterflies, sports such as rowing, soccer, swimming, 
table tennis, famous people from explorers, composers, poets, from the 19th century through to the 1970s 
with nothing beyond, most countries of the world represented here and every page nicely filled, generally 
F-VF viewing highly recommended with so much material here and no duplication whatsoever. 1000

4547 */** 3         SPRAWLING WORLDWIDE TOPICAL COLLECTION.   housed in over 20 stockbooks and binders 
of varying sizes, includes a large collection of flower topicals, as well as other subjects such as soccer, 
Olympics, animals, insects, etc., worldwide and a mixture of NH, mint, and used, many modern issues 
(1960s-present), generally F-VF, very high catalogue value 200

4548 **          MODERN TOPICALS ASSORTMENT. NH sets, singles and S/S in three well-filled stock books, 
topics include soccer, space, animals incl some WWF, marine life, insects and butterflies, birds, art, 
transportation, etc., NH fresh and mostly Very Fine; excellent retail potential. 100

WORLDWIDE COLLECTIONS AND VARIOUS
4549 * 3         POWERFUL WORLDWIDE COLLECTION, 1840/1939, OFFERED INTACT   in five of the popular 

Scott International "Brown" albums, all with more better items than can be listed but suffice it to say 
there are very strong sections of USA and territories incl Danish West Indies, Canada, Western Europe 
incl extensive France, desirable Germany and colonies, Great Britain and British Commonwealth, Latin 
America and more and on a browse through the albums note US 1-2 used, 121 used, Brazil "Bulls Eyes" 
used, Canada 1897 Jubilees to $2 mint or used, etc., usual mixed condition but better than typically 
seen, mostly F-VF, meticulously Scott catalogued by experienced collector at $190,000+, a wonderful 
opportunity for the worldwide collector (see online scans of selected pages) 20000

4550 * 3 6        MEATY WORLDWIDE ASSORTMENT.  many 100s stamps, covers and some proofs in two cover binders 
plus a stack of approx 100 sleeved items, mostly 19th century issues of Europe with stampless covers, strong 
sections of Switzerland incl Cantonals with certificate and some "Rayon" covers, Scandinavia, Russia, Brit 
Commonwealth postal stationery (useful Australian States) incl "specimens", Zanzibar mint and favor-
cancelled postal cards, German States, Italy and Italian States, assorted British Commonwealth stationery, 
etc., some dubious as typical but an overall Fine lot with retail value of over $30,000 (see online scans) 10000

4551 */(*) 3         SUBSTANTIAL WORLDWIDE ASSORTMENT.  mostly European 19th century issues with most value 
in German States and Roman States noting also some Finland, Switzerland, Spain, San Marino and 
Peru, usual mixed condition and some dubious as expected but also incl some with certificates, VG-VF, 
enormous catalog value and marked for retail at over $30,000, inspection a must (see online scans) 10000

4552 * 3         SAFETY DEPOSIT BOX LOT #1. a bonanza of worldwide stamps offered intact as received (see online 
scans) 7500

4553 * 3         SAFETY DEPOSIT BOX LOT #2. a treasure trove of stamps offered intact as received (see online scans) 7500
4554 * 3         SAFETY DEPOSIT BOX LOT #3. a wonderful cache of worldwide stamps offered intact as received (see 

online scans) 7500
4555 * 3         DIZZYING ARRAY OF WORLDWIDE STAMPS. 100s of mostly better sets, singles and S/S on 100 

6¼x4½" stock cards, worldwide in scope with European, North America, British Commonwealth 19th 
and 20th century issues, some dubious as to be expected but a trove of value, inspection a must (see 
online scans) 6500

4556 */** 3         VOLUMINOUS WORLDWIDE SOUVENIR SHEETS STOCK.  1000s of overwhelmingly NH S/S from 
the world over in ten file boxes - some filed alphabetically by country, others by topic, look to be primarily 
post-1970s issues, also note some booklet panes and miniature sheets, marked retail (probably 40-100% 
Scott based on cursory look) around $42,000 giving a total Scott value likely in the range of $50,000+; 
view to appreciate, a gold-mine for the on-line seller 3750

4557 */** 3         WORLDWIDE S/S and MINI-SHEETS HOARD.   an amassment of "cherry pickings" of 1930s/2000s 
issues; many hundreds here in albums, stockcards, album pages, etc, requiring a careful inspection to 
discover what is present; we note Germany 1935 Ostropa unused (better quality than usual), 1933 10-Year 
sheet (2, one creased yet another almost pristine mint), various 3rd Reich S/S incl various Hitler S/S 
NH, Allied Occupation Currency sheets imperf and perf NH and French Zone Baden and Wurttemberg 
range, DDR Marx imperf and perf NH, etc., also Netherlands B144a-145a NH, Japan, Korea, Vietnam, 
Bhutan embossed issues, Switzerland incl 1952 Pro Juventute butterfly tete-beche sheet NH and used, 
better Belgium, Monaco, Portugal etc.; generally fresh and F-VF, a holding with enormous retail potential 2500

4558 **          1970s/2000s WORLDWIDE BOOKLETS. many many 100s from scores of different countries and with 
very little, if any duplication, much of this is in the "good" currencies, particularly Great Britain, Canada, 
Eurozone, Scandinavia, Australia, etc, F-VF; enormous total face value, a must view  2000

4559 * 3         MYSTERY BOX 1000
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4560 * 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTION TO 1980s.  in 16 Supreme Global albums, with pages to about 1991 but the 
majority of the collection stops about a decade earlier, mixture of mint and used throughout, doesn‘t appear 
to be anything extraordinary but decent coverage throughout, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 750

4561 * 3         WORLDWIDE ASSORTMENT.  mixed bag and inl Great Britain with QE II period mint and used on 
stock sheets plus useful Machin issues assortment showing assorted papers, gums, phosphors, etc., Bhutan 
mint in a presentation folder, Liberia 1949 UPU Anniv S/S "SPECIMEN" overprint, Canada 1880s/1990s 
mint and used in stock sheets, a British Commonwealth starter collection on pages, with some classic 
issues and useful New Zealand, etc. plus assorted worldwide in stock sheets or on pages, etc., usual mixed 
condition, mostly F-VF; owner‘s Scott about $4,800 600

4562 * 3         WORLDWIDE CLASSICS SELECTION.  a volume of several 100s of stamps being virtually all used 19th 
century issues, including useful British Commonwealth with Victoria early issues, Newfoundland, Hong 
Kong to 30c incl 8c Orange Crown CC mint (Scott 13a, cat. $500) as well as India including revenues, 
Heligoland, etc., also noted classic imperfs of Belgium, Austria, Greece, Italian States, Denmark, Spain, 
etc, France incl Offices in China, Japan, China, Russia, Turkey with local post, Danube steamships, US 
again with back of the book, etc, some mixed condition and dubious/ repeints as to be expected in the 
classics; VG-VF; please inspect, particularly for sleepers (see online scans) 600

4563 */** 3         WORLDWIDE ASSORTMENT.  mostly mint with much NH in four stock books, mostly post-1950s sets, 
singles and S/S with some premium as (mint unless otherwise noted) British Commonwealth 1937 
Coronation incl extra designs, Iran 744-59 used, 786-94 used, 870F-870H used, 935-46, 966-74 NH, 1052-55 
NH, 1074-76, 1147-51 NH, 1216-22 NH, Lebanon 508 NH, 1956 UN Anniversary S/S NH, C200-06 NH, 
C437a NH, United Arab Emirates 46a NH, , etc. plus useful selections of Greece, France, Yugoslavia, etc., 
books stored in less than ideal condition resulting in a bit of mustiness and some items slightly stuck down 
(easily lifted without damage) or with some slight gum disturbance, generally F-VF (see online scans) 500

4564 */** 3  WORLDWIDE TREASURE TROVE.   thousands of stamps, mostly in glassines and sorted by country, 
mixture of used, mint and NH, from all parts of the world, note some better countries like Italy, 
Honduras, Serbia, and Yemen, generally VG-VF, total catalogue value well into four-figures, perfect for a 
dealer looking to refresh his stock 500

4565 * 3         GENERAL WORLDWIDE COLLECTIONS HOARDE,  76 different albums, mostly stripped of better 
but still useful for wholesale or ebay, close evaluation suggested, can‘t go wrong at less than $10 per album. 450

4566 */** 3  

4       

BETTER WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION IN MINT SHEET FOLDER.   a little bit of everything: 
Hungarian occupation stamps, classic Greece with Hermes heads, Uruguay S/S including 1928 Olympics 
sheets, better Switzerland S/S, as well as other odds and ends, generally F-VF, total catalogue value well 
into the four-figures (see online scans) 400

4567 */** 3         WORLDWIDE 20TH CENTURY DEALER STOCK.   singles, blocks, and complete sheets, primarily post-
1950s but some earlier, worldwide in scope (no US), note countries such as Germany, Netherlands, and British 
Commonwealth, light to heavy duplication throughout, generally F-VF, owner‘s catalogue value $7,450+ 350

4568 **          WORLDWIDE DEALER STOCK WITH BRITISH COMMONWEALTH.  sets, singles, blocks and sheets 
housed in glassines, apparently all modern material and the overwhelming majority NH, light to heavy 
duplication throughout, note a heavy emphasis on the British Commonwealth including Tristan da 
Cunha, Falkland Islands, St. Helena, etc., generally F-VF, owner‘s catalogue value $7,500+ 350

4569 */** 3         SPRAWLING WORLDWIDE COLLECTION BALANCE.   includes a sizable stock of US, Europe, and 
China in glassines, a small Canada collection, several used worldwide albums, plus a wealth of loose 
material that is too diverse to be listed here, generally VG-VF, viewing is definitely required for this lot 300

4570 */** 3 

6        

US AND WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION.   several boxes of US stamps meticulously identified on 
stock cards, as well as several old-time albums, several shoeboxes of additional material including some 
modern FDCs, generally VG-VF, viewing is recommended, much postage in plate blocks and singles 300

4571 **   4       WORLDWIDE STOCK OF BLOCKS AND SHEETS.  worldwide in scope (no US), primarily second 
half of the 20th century, almost all blocks, souvenir sheets, or sheets, housed in glassines and priced 
individually, apparently all NH, generally F-VF, perfect for a bourse or online dealer to break down, 
owner‘s catalogue value $6,750+ 300

4572 * 3 6        WORLDWIDE BALANCE. primarily Spanish Latin America with best from Cuba 1955 Airmail Society 
Convention S/S mint, 1960 Christmas sheets on FDC (toning), 1964 Postal Rocket Flight sheets used, 
USA 1893 1c-50c Columbian used, two 1927 first flight covers Key West to Havana incl one franked with 
C10, etc. with add‘l  Paraguay, Spain, Nicaragua, Argentina, Coulmbus and Pan-Am Union topicals, etc., 
usual mixed conditrion, VG-VF; view to appreciat 250

4573 */(*)          WORLDWIDE COLLECTION, 1960-80,  six Minkus Supreme Global Stamp albums, couple thousands 
of singles neatly mounted, generally Very Fine, ideal for collector looking to expand collection beyond 1960, 
very clean and attractive albums.  250

4574 * 3         WORLDWIDE ECLECTIC SELECTION.  assorted sets and singles in stock cards plus a glassine envelope 
filled with mostly Spanish Admin. Puerto Rico issues, among the many highlights we note (mint unless 
otherwise indicated) Australia 21 double frame line at right used, Canada 8 unused, 1859 10c plate proof, 
Caroline Isl 4a, East Germany officials assortment, Israel 55 tab NH (some light fingerprints), Korea 298a-300a 
NH, Spanish Sahara 1-12, Switzerland 59, 206 (signed Zumstein), Virgin Isl 28, etc., generally F-VF 250
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4575 **          MODERN WORLDWIDE DEALER STOCK.  apparently all NH, sorted and priced in glassines, primarily 
modern material (post-1960), many complete sets, blocks, etc., note large amount of Falkland Islands 
and Cyprus, generally Very Fine, owner‘s catalogue value $4,000+ 200

4576  3         USED WORLDWIDE STOCKBOOK,  few thousand on eight row black pages in three ring stocbook, 
mostly somewhat organized by country, circa early 20th century but note some 19th century scattered 
throughout, expect some faults but ideal for worldwide collector.  200

4577 * 3         WORLDWIDE ASSORTMENT.  includes East Germany 1949/66 mostly complete minty collection with 
much NH, Great Britain, Channel Islands and Australia QE II period mint airletters, Brit Commonwealth 
1937 George VI Coronation omnibus mint apparently all NH, Australia 1920s/30s mint assortment in 
album, Germany balance incl 62-63 mint, B68 used, Croatian and Slovakia WW II occupation period 
mint, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF 200

4578 */** 3         WORLDWIDE BALANCE LOT.  a true group of 1000s of miscellaneous in glassines, stock cards, folders, 
etc. but do note some useful Germany with definitives, post-WW II zones, 3rd Reich, some used booklet 
panes, "zusammendrucke", slogan cancels, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, viewing a must.  200

4579  * 3 6  WORLDWIDE BALANCE.  includes several hundred Germany and Berlin 1975/88 "Ersttagsblatt", US 
1960s mint and FDC, 1940s/70s used, 1994 Bureau Centenary souvenir card, 1998 Trans-Miss Centenary 
souvenir card, couple starter collections,  Philippines-Japanese Occupation FDC and censored covers 
and some Japanese scrip, Lincoln 1960s issues topical collection, UN starter collection of 1950s/60s mint 
singles and blocks, Ukraine independent period mint singles and sheets assortment, etc., usual mixed 
condition, VG-VF, view to appreciate 200

4580 * 3 6        WORLDWIDE CONSIGNMENT BALANCE.  two cartons of "stuff" in which we note (in no particular 
order) assortment of starter collections on Minkus pages (mostly Brit Commonwealth issues), cover 
album with Australia 1940s/90s covers incl FDC plus some mint/ used postal stationery (includes some 
Australian States), misc mint and used in sales cards and envelopes, Br Pacific 1970s/90s covers (mostly 
FDC), assorted mint and used (generally more modern), 1985 Queen Mother omnibus sets and S/S NH, 
1981 Charles and Diana Wedding NH sets and S/S in two special SG albums, USA 1978/81 FDC, Europa 
1979/87 Fleetwood FDC in seven binders, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF 200

4581 */**  6 

4       

WORLDWIDE COVERS AND SOUVENIR SHEETS.  hundreds of worldwide blocks and souvenir sheets 
(many better incl Portugal 1930s/40s sheets), most are either NH or used, primarily 1930s/70s, as well 
as several dozen worldwide covers from the same period, many complete sets on cover, overall F-VF and 
perfect for the eBay or bourse dealer 200

4582   6        WORLDWIDE COVERS, CIRCA 1945-80,  mostly commercial, various countries, well over 1,000 covers, 
strength in Vatican City (unusual to see so much non FDC‘s), Central & South America, etc, close inspection 
suggested, many attractive and unusual, also includes 2nd box loaded with U.S. FDC‘s, circa 1940-82.  200

4583 */** 3         WORLDWIDE MINT AND USED MIXTURE.  19th and 20th Century mint and used in glassines, on 
pages, stock cards and loose, note nice group of early Italy written up on pages, some Switzerland in a 
small stockbook etc., generally F-VF, worth a look 200

4584 */** 3         WORLDWIDE S/S ASSORTMENT.   over 100 mostly mint highlighted by (mint unless otherwise 
indicated) Croatia B31 perf and imperf NH and used, Monaco 291b imperf sheet NH, Turkey 1101a NH, 
UN 38 1st and 2nd print NH, etc. plus useful German area incl Danzig and Saar incl both 1948 Flood 
Relief S/S l.h., generally fresh and F-VF (See online scans)  200

4585 */** 3         WORLDWIDE VARIED ACCUMULATION   thousands of 19th and 20th Century mint and used in 
approval books, small old albums, stock pages, glassines etc., noted some better Netherland Indies, and 
Portugese Colonies on album pages, condition varies but generally Fine, worth a look 200

4586 */** 3         WORLDWIDE DEALER STOCK.  sorted and priced in glassines, the vast majority NH but some used 
stamps included as well, primarily 1950s/80s but some older, much topical appeal, generally F-VF, 
owner‘s catalogue value $3,700+ 180

4587 */** 3 

6        

MISCELLANEOUS WORLDWIDE "FLOOR SWEEPINGS".   the balance from a large dealer 
consignment, everything from classic French covers to modern topical sets, mixture of mint and used, 
some NH, also some FDCs and postal history, generally VG-VF, a truly eclectic mixture that must be 
viewed to see if it‘s for you 150

4588 */** 3         SPRAWLING WORLDWIDE DEALER STOCK.   including Liberia, Indonesia, Portuguese Colonies, 
Nepal, Lebanon, Philippines, and Togo, arranged by Scott on manila stockpages, used, mint, and NH 
mixed throughout, generally F-VF, perfect for the retailer 150

4589 */** 3 

6        

UNITED STATES AND WORLDWIDE COLLECTION BALANCE.   an ecclectic accumulation of 
material, including many topical FDCs (American Bicentennial, US Presidents, wildlife, etc), a collection 
of UN Flag FDCs, Postal Commemorative Society folders, some US and Europa FDCs, nearly all 
commemorative items purchased in the 1970s and 80s from subscription services, a varied grouping of 
material that requires viewing, generally VG-VF 150

4590 */** 3 

6        

WORLDWIDE COLLECTION BALANCE, includes UN apparently complete NH 1951-1988, two albums 
of cats on stamps, an album of Rotary on stamps, over 30 worldwide APS circuit books (of varying levels 
of fullness), Canada commemorative year sets from the 1980s, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 150
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4591 */** 3  

4       

WORLDWIDE SOUVENIR SHEET STOCK.  on stock pages in four albums, many items in the $1-10 
range but note some better up to about $100, generally F-VF, already sorted and identified which makes 
this a perfect lot for a dealer, many $100s in catalogue value 150

4592 */** 3         WORLDWIDE STOCKBOOK ACCUMULATION.   several dozen stockbooks filled with worldwide 
issues, mostly post-WWII but some earlier, mix of mint and used, huge topical appeal, generally F-VF 150

4593 * 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTION 1900/34.   in four Scott albums, appears to have been picked over but 
plenty of nice stamps left, majority appear to be used but many mint as well, decent coverage throughout, 
generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 120

4594 */** 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTION BALANCE WITH MARSHALL ISLANDS AND PALAU.  couple sparsely 
filled Harris "Standard" albums, three binders with homemade pages housing some useful Canada, GB, 
W Europe, Latin America and early to mid-1900s used US, an album of modern Palau and Marshall 
Islands, mixed condition throughout, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF 120

4595 * 3         BR TO Z WORLDWIDE COLLECTION TO 1970s.  remainder collection in 8 Supreme Global albums 
(clearly missing the first volume), to about 1973, usual mix of mint and used stamps, generally F-VF, 
viewing is recommended 100

4596 */** 3 

6        

SPRAWLING WORLDWIDE ACCUMULATION.   mostly stamps and some covers on stock pages, 
stockbooks, glassines, 102 cards and album pages, concentrations of Middle East, Russia, Great Britain 
(including Penny Black with 4 margins and two pinholes), and Dutch Indies, much of interest, generally 
VG-VF  100

4597 */** 3 

6        

US AND WORLDWIDE COLLECTION BALANCE.  a little bit of everything in this lot, from several 
Scott International albums (no vol 1), modern US FDCs, a US stock in glassines, various stockbooks, 
worldwide stamps off paper, generally VG-VF, an eclectic mixture that might not be for everyone, but 
close inspection could potentially pay off 100

4598 */** 3         WORLDWIDE ALBUMS AND VARIOUS.   including (but not limited to) Egypt, Peru, Scandinavia, 
Cameroun, Gabon, Antigua, Persia, Palestine, and two airpost albums, mixture of mint and used, some 
NH, usual mixed condition but generally F-VF, viewing is recommended to see if this is for you 100

4599 */** 3 

6        

WORLDWIDE COLLECTION BALANCE.  includes a sizable used US stock, topical collection of flowers, 
miscellaneous worldwide stockbooks, as well as more specialized collections such as Hungarian revenues, 
generally F-VF, a truly eclectic mixture that needs to be viewed 100

4600 */** 3 

6        

WORLDWIDE COLLECTION BALANCE.  albums, loose stamps, souvenir sheets, covers, and more; this 
lot is truly an eclectic and random mixture that was accumulated by a coin dealer over the years, viewing 
is an absolute necessity but close inspection may turn up some better items 100

4601 */** 3         WORLDWIDE MISCELLANY in FIVE STOCK BOOKS.  an attractive assortment of primarily post-1960s 
NH sets and S/S plus some booklets with plenty of topical appeal, note better issues of Australia, PRC, 
Germany, France and French area incl Monaco, Chile, Czechoslovakia, Portugal, Poland, Netherlands, 
Belgium, Uruguay, Cuba, Mexico, Hong Kong, Macao, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, view to appreciate 100

4602 */** 3         WORLDWIDE BALANCE.   Plenty of "designer" type collections of various gold foils and topicals, 
"Indonesia‘s First Stamps", few starter worldwide collections, some 1970s/90s booklets and S/S, bit of 
"stuck-down" US postage, misc on/ off paper, etc., usual mixed condition with some affected by some 
light toning spots, VG-VF, inspection a must 80

4603 * 3         WORLDWIDE COLLECTION IN VARIOUS ALBUMS.   includes two-volume Minkus Master Global 
albums, countries ranging from sparse to moderately-filled, as well as three volumes of post-WWII Scott 
International albums with a smattering of stamps, usual mix of mint and used, and an empty Scott 
International Volume I, generally F-VF, viewing is recommended 75

4604 */** 3         WORLDWIDE SETS AND SINGLES.  on stock pages in three small binders, many items in the $1-10 
range but note some better up to about $50, generally F-VF, already sorted and identified which makes 
this a perfect lot for a dealer, several $100s in catalogue value 75

4605 */** 3 

6        

A BUNCH OF STUFF... U.S. and foreign, on and off paper, covers and postcards, face ($100++), revenues 
on document. Hidden gems here and there. Worth a look.    50

4606 */** 3 

6        

ECLECTIC WORLDWIDE COLLECTION BALANCE.  a truly random assortment of material, including 
some US FDCs and other covers, commemorative items, mint and used stamps (US and worldwide), 
postal meter cut squares, etc, viewing is a necessity to see if this lot is for you 50

4607           MYSTERY BOX. 50
4608 * 3 6        WORLDWIDE BALANCE.  note 1895 Ceylon to Germany registered psotal stationery cover, useful group 

of Finland covers, USA 1970s/90s FDC, topical covers relating to Columbus Voyages 1992 anniversary, 
etc., mostly F-VF 50

4609 * 3         WORLDWIDE BALANCE. mixed bag with 100s sorted by country in a 5" stack of stock sheets with 
some decent China, file box, binder and cover album of miscellany incl used air letters of India, China, 
Australia, etc. plus additional stationery envelopes, finally 100s and 100s of mostly used worldwide sorted 
into glassine envelopes incl some 1970s/80s Taiwan packed "per 50", etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, 
viewing a must 50
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Terms and conditions
B I D D I N G
BIDs Below The lIsTING sTarT PrIce wIll NoT 
Be accePTeD
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as 

numbered in the printed catalogue. h.r. harmer, as agent for the consignor 
or vendor, shall regulate the bidding and shall determine the manner 
in which the bidding shall be conducted. harmers reserves the right to 
withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser 
or agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or 
more lots belonging to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid 
believed not made in good faith.

2. The highest bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. should a 
dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor bidder 
and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a mail bidder, consignor or vendor), 
the auctioneer alone shall determine who is the successful bidder and 
whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. should a dispute arise after the sale, the 
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. on all lots sold, a commission 
of 18% on the hammer price is payable by the buyer.

3.  (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and 
consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in 
executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or 
omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those of the auctioneer. 
•	 (b) all lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer may 

implement such reserve price. The auctioneer may implement such 
reserve price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. 

•	 (c) It may also be assumed that all consignors have been advanced 
monies against the sale of their stamps and harmers therefore has 
a security interest over and above the normal auction commission. 

•	 (d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own 
lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax 
as applicable. 

•	 (e) agents are responsible for all purchases made on behalf of their 
clients, unless other arrangements have been confirmed in writing 
prior to the auction. 

•	 (f ) hr harmer further reserves the right to ban any bidder from 
participation in its’ sales for any reason deemed appropriate in its’ sole 
discretion.

•	 (g) hr harmer retains the right to demand a cash deposit from anyone 
prior to bidder registration and/or to demand payment at the time 
the lot is hammered down to the highest bidder, for any reason 
whatsoever.  In the event that any buyer refuses or fails to make 
payment in cash for any lot at the time it is knocked down to him, the 
auctioneer reserves the right to reoffer the lot for sale to the highest 
bidder.

PaY M e N T  F o r  P U r c h a s e s 
4. (a) subject to any extension of credit (which shall be made in accordance 

with harmers’ credit policies and requested prior to the commencement of 
the auction), payment for lots shall be as follows: 
•	 (i)  Floor Bidders. all floor bidders must register prior to the beginning of 

sale. all invoices to Floor Bidders shall be  due on the day of the auction.
•	 (ii)  Mail Bidders. a successful mail bidder will be notified of lots 

purchased. Payment is due within ten (10) business days of auction. 
Mailed delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by 
harmers of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute 
delivery. all charges for handling and delivery shall be added to your 
invoice. all shipments sent by harmers are fully insured against loss in 
transit unless otherwise requested.  

•	 (iii)  where an opinion of a generally recognized authority is desired, 
payment is still due within ten (10) business days of auction. we will 
hold the funds while we send the items to the recognized authorities. 

(b) Payment is accepted in the form of
•	 (i) check in U.s. dollars drawn on a U.s. bank. If payment is made by 

check, harmer’s reserves the right to hold shipment/delivery for up to 
ten (10) business days while it clears.

•	 (ii) By wire transfer. harmers will credit your account with the actual 
UsDs credited to our account net of any fees.

•	 (iii) By credit card (Mastercard, Discover or Visa). Payment by credit 
card is accepted as payment but will be subject to a 3% convenience 
fee.  This fee will be added to the total of the invoice including hammer 
price, buyer’s premium, shipping and other applicable taxes and fees.

T I T l e ;  D e FaU lT
5. (a) subject to the fulfillment of all of the conditions set forth herein, on 

the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, title to the offered lot will pass to 
the highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer, and such bidder 
thereupon (a) assumes full risk and responsibility therefore, and (b) will pay 
the purchase price as set forth in conditions of sale 4. 

(b) In addition to other remedies available to us by law, we reserve the 
right to impose from the date of sale a late charge of 2% per month if 
payment is not made in accordance with the conditions set forth herein. 
Unless otherwise agreed by harmers, all property must be removed from 
our premises by the purchaser at his expense not later than 10 business 
days following its sale. 

(c) If any applicable conditions herein are not complied with by the 
purchaser, the purchaser will be in default and in addition to any and all 
other remedies available to us and the consignor by law, including, without 
limitation, the right to hold the purchaser liable for the total purchase 
price, including all fees, charges and expenses more fully set forth herein, 
we, at our option, may (x) cancel the sale of that, or any other lot or lots 
sold to the defaulting purchaser at the same or any other auction, retaining 
as liquidated damages all payments made by the purchaser, or (y) resell 
the purchased property, whether at public auction or by private sale, or 
(z) effect any combination thereof. In any case, the purchaser will be 
liable for any deficiency, any and all costs, handling charges, late charges, 
expenses of both sales, our commissions on both sales at our regular rates, 
legal fees and expenses, collection fees and incidental damages. we may, 
in our sole discretion, apply any proceeds of sale then due or thereafter 
becoming due to the purchaser from us or any affiliated company, or any 
payment made by the purchaser to us or any affiliated company, whether 
or not intended to reduce the purchaser’s obligations with respect to 
the unpaid lot or lots, to the deficiency and any other amounts due to 
us or any affiliated companies. In addition, a defaulting purchaser will be 
deemed to have granted and assigned to us and our affiliated companies, 
a continuing security interest of first priority in any property or money of 
or owing to such purchaser in our possession or in the possession of any 
of our affiliated companies, and we may retain and apply such property or 
money as collateral security for the obligations due to us or to any affiliated 
company of ours. we shall have all of the rights accorded a secured party 
under the california Uniform commercial code (Ucc). 

(d) Payment will not be deemed to have been made in full until we have 
collected good funds. any claims relating to any purchase, including any 
claims under the conditions of sale, must be presented directly to harmers. 
In the event the purchaser fails to pay any or all of the total purchase price 
for any lot and harmers nonetheless elects to pay the consignor any 
portion of the sale proceeds, the purchaser acknowledges that harmers 
shall have all of the rights of the consignor to pursue the purchaser for any 
amounts paid to the consignor, whether at law, in equity, or under these 
conditions of sale.

e X h I B I T I o N  a N D  I N s P e c T I o N  o F 
loT s ;  Q Ua l I T Y  a N D  aU T h e N T I c I T Y
6. (a) on Premises Inspection and Postal Viewing. ample opportunity is given 

for on premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written 
request and at harmers discretion, for inspection by postal viewing (all as 
detailed elsewhere in this catalogue). 

(b) each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual 
description as modified by any specific notations in this catalogue, including 
but not restricted to the section entitled “Key to cataloguing”. 

(c) Quality. any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described 
may be returned to harmers within two weeks of its receipt by such 
purchaser (“returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is 
received by harmers within four weeks of the date of the auction; however, 
harmers may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of such returned lot. 
If an opinion of a generally recognized authority is desired, the period of 
time within which a lot must be received by harmers will be extended in 
accordance with condition of sale 8. In the event that a dispute cannot be 
resolved by reference to a generally recognized authority, and harmers 
thereupon undertakes  to re-offer the lot with a description identical to 
the description disputed, the returning Purchaser shall be liable for the
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deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the returning 
Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well 
as for all costs and expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all 
incidental damages. any lot, the description of which is disputed, must be 
returned intact in the condition received by the purchaser. The following 
lots are not returnable except at the discretion of harmers: (i) lots from 
purchasers who attended the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by 
postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of their appearance, if they are illustrated 
in this catalogue; (iv) lots described as having repairs, defects or faults—for 
any reason; (v) U.s. stamps (through 1918) for reasons of paper inclusions, 
(vi)no encapsulated stamps unless originally offered in this condition. (vii) 
Multiple stamp/item lots including sets of 15 or more stamps, collections, 
large lots and group lots, whether certified or not, as sold “as Is” and are not 
returnable for any reason. 
(d) authenticity. any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a 
generally recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received 
by harmers within four weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a 
generally recognized authority declines to express an opinion is normally 
grounds for the return of a lot. 
(e) expenses incurred in the submission and the return of a lot under 
conditions of sale 7-9 are not refunded.

 

e X T e N s I o N  o F  T I M e 
1. all lots to be sent out on extension must be paid in advance and submitted 

by h.r. harmer.
(a) If a lot is certified by a generally recognized authority to be other than 
as described: 
(i)  the sale (and the invoice with respect thereto, if outstanding) will be  
cancelled; and, 
(ii)  to the extent set forth in condition of sale 9, payment of the expense 
of certification will be made to the purchaser. 
(iii)  in the event any item “not as described,” the buyer will be refunded 
the purchase price and  certification fee up to $500 unless otherwise 
agreed.
(b) any lot with a P.F. or Pse certificate issued in the last six years is not 
eligible for extension. 

 

e X P e N s e s  o F  c e r T I F I c aT I o N 
2. expenses of certification shall be borne by the purchaser except where a lot 

is certified other than as described and is returned to harmers in accordance 
with condition of sale 8. 

 

s a l e s  TaX 
3. calIForNIa resIDeNTs wIll Be charGeD sales TaX as well as 

BIDDers who PIcK UP aT The lIVe aUcTIoN VeNUe or oUr oFFIce 
wIThoUT a ValID resale cerTIFIcaTe. 

 

shIPPING oF PUrchaseD loTs To 
aDDresses oUTsIDe The UNITeD sTaTes
4. lots will be shipped by Federal express (street addresses) or by UsPs express 

Mail (Po boxes) with a minimum fee of Us$50 per shipment. If you wish to 
have your purchases delivered by another method, you must make your 
request in writing before the sale. You will need to prepay your invoice in 
full and guarantee that once the package is accepted by the postal service 
or other courier that hr harmer, GPN Inc. is not liable for any loss or damage 
to the package, and that should any loss or damage take place, hr harmer, 
GPN Inc. is not obligated to make refund or restitution.

 

JUrIsDIcTIoN, VeNUe, choIce oF law:
5. (a) Dispute resolution shall occur in orange county, california, Usa. 

The provisions of the conditions of sale will be construed and disputes 
determined by application of california law.

(b)Notice, service of Process: Buyers agree to accept all notices and service 
of process relating to dispute resolution at the address provided by Buyer 
on any registration forms required to be executed as a condition of bidding 
in our auction.

(c) Dispute resolution: all disputes and claims arising out of or relating 
to events and actions covered herein, brought by or against us, shall be 
resolved by mediation or binding arbitration in accord with the procedures 
set forth below. This provision does not apply to claims brought by the 
Buyer directly against the consignor, including, but not limited to any 
action brought pursuant to the rescission provisions noted above.

 

MeDIaTIoN aND arBITraTIoN ProceDUres
6. (a) within 30 days of written notice that there is a dispute, the parties or 

their representatives may meet at a time and place mutually agreed upon, 
to mediate their differences. If the parties agree, a mediator acceptable to 
the parties shall be selected. The mediator shall be an attorney, trained 
in mediation techniques and familiar with commercial law and the Ucc. 
The mediator’s fees shall be shared equally and paid by all parties. at the 
mediation, all parties shall have actual authority to settle the dispute. any 
statements made during, and all aspects of, the mediation process shall be 
kept confidential and shall not be admissible in any subsequent arbitration 
or judicial proceeding. any resolution shall be confidential.

(b) If the parties cannot agree to mediation, or if mediation does not 
resolve the dispute, or in any event no longer than 60 days after receipt 
of written notice referred to above, the parties shall submit the dispute for 
binding arbitration before a single neutral arbitrator jointly selected, or 
absent agreement, selected from the panel of arbitrators provided by the 
american arbitration association (aaa). If, within 15 days, the parties cannot 
agree on an arbitrator, then aaa shall select one (1) person as arbitrator in 
accord with aaa rules. The arbitrator shall be an attorney, experienced in 
commercial law and with the Ucc. The arbitrator shall be required to follow 
the law in making his award, and the award shall be in writing and shall set 
forth findings of fact and legal conclusions.

(c) The arbitration shall occur within 60 days of the selection of the 
arbitrator, in orange county, california, unless the parties agree to another 
location. Discovery and the procedure for the arbitration shall, unless 
otherwise agreed to by the parties, follow the procedures and policies of 
aaa governing commercial arbitration, subject however to the following 
modifications:

1. all arbitration proceedings shall be confidential. None of the parties 
nor the arbitrator may disclose the existence, content or results of the 
arbitration without the written consent of all parties.

2. The parties shall attempt to agree on the issues to be arbitrated, or 
identify the disputed issues in writing no later than 45 days prior to 
arbitration. 

3. Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, discovery, if any, shall be 
limited as follows: (a) requests for no more than 10 clearly identified 
categories of documents, to be provided to the requesting party within 
14 days of written request therefore; (b) Depositions: No more than two 
(2) per party, provided however, the deposition(s) are to be completed 
within one (1) day; (c) compliance with the above shall be enforced by 
the arbitrator in accord with california law.

4. each party shall have no longer than eight (8) hours to present its 
position. The entire hearing before the arbitrator shall not take longer 
than three (3) consecutive days, unless all parties agree otherwise in 
writing.

(d) The award shall be made in writing no more than 30 days following 
the end of the proceeding. Judgment upon the award rendered by the 
arbitrator may be entered by any court having jurisdiction thereof. each 
party shall bear its own attorney’s fees and costs in connection with 
the proceedings and shall share equally the fees and expenses of the 
arbitrator.
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Name    

Customer No.   Paddle No.

Address

City

State    Zip

Phone  Day   

Phone Evening

Email

Dealer References

California Resale Number

loT BID loT BID loT BID loT BID loT BID

A Buyer’s Premium of 18% will be added to the hammer price of each lot.

H.R. HARMER
2680 Walnut Ave., Suite AB

Tustin, CA 92780
800.782.6771  •  +1.714.389.9178

Fax: 714.389.9189
Email: info@hrharmer.com

Website:www.hrharmer.com

october 26-28, 2017
Public auction 3017

Please limit my total purchases to:

           $

(not including Buyer’s Premium)
Note: Limits of less than $1000 are

respectfully declined.

You may increase my bids by the following
percentage if necessary to win a lot (circle 

one)

10%          20%          30%
 

I understand that bids so increased will be
reduced to conform to normal bidding

intervals and that a Buyer’s Premium of 18% 
will be added to the total of all purchases.

Please supply shipping address if different from above.

Please bid for me in accordance with your Terms and Conditions 
of Sale, which I have read and agree to. I have indicated below my 
maximum bid for each lot. I understand that you will execute my bids 
at one bid increment over the next highest bid and that you will not 
use my maximum bid unless necessary to secure the lot.

I agree to pay for all purchases immediately upon notification.

I understand a buyer’s premium of 18% will be added to the total of 
my purchases.

Signed______________________________________________

Please charge my purchases to my Master/Visa/Discover Card

Credit card payments will be subject to a 3% convenience fee.
# _________________________________________________
Exp.___________________________CCV#________________
Billing Zip Code:  ______________________________________

BIDs Below The lIsTING sTarT 
PrIce wIll NoT Be accePTeD
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loT BID loT BID loT BID loT BID loT BID

r e M o V e  o r  M a K e  P h oTo co P Y  F o r  a D D I T I o N a l  B I D s

A Buyer’s Premium of 18% will be added to the hammer price of each lot.

Up to $100 . . . . . . . . . . . . Increase by $5
$100 to $300  . . . . . . . . . . Increase by $10
$300 to $725  . . . . . . . . . . Increase by $25
$750 to $1,450 . . . . . . . . . Increase by $50
$1,500 to $2,900. . . . . . . . Increase by $100
$3,000 to $7,250. . . . . . . . Increase by $250

$7,500 to $14,500. . . . . . . Increase by $500
$15,000 to $29,000. . . . . . Increase by $1,000
$30,000 to $72,500. . . . . . Increase by $2,500
$75,000 to $145,000  . . . . Increase by $5,000
$150,000 to $290,000  . . . Increase by $10,000
$300,000 and up . . . . . . . . Increase by $25,000

Bidding Increments

Fax: 714.389.9189


